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Abstract. Semiconductor technology miniaturization allows designers
to pack more and more transistors onto a single chip. The resulting System on Chip (SoC) designs are predominant for embedded systems such
as mobile devices. Such complex chips are composed of several subsystems called Intellectual Property blocks (IPs) which can be developed by
independent partners. Functional verification of large SoC platforms is
an increasingly demanding task. A common approach is to use SystemCbased simulation to validate functionality and evaluate the performance
using executable models. The downside of this approach is that developing SystemC models can be very time consuming. We propose to use a
coloured Petri net model to describe how IPs are interconnected and use
SystemC models to describe the IPs themselves. Our approach focuses
on fast simulation and a natural way for the user to interconnect the
two kinds of models. We demonstrate our approach using a prototype,
showing that the cosimulation indeed shows promise.

1

Introduction

Modern chip design for embedded devices is often centered around the concept
of System on Chip (SoC) as devices such as cell phones benefit from the progress
of the semiconductor process technology. In these platforms, complex systems
including components such as general-purpose CPUs, DSPs (digital signal processors), audio and video accelerators, DMA (direct memory access) engines and
a vast choice of peripherals, are integrated on a single chip. In Fig. 1, we see
an example of an SoC, namely Texas Instruments’ OMAP44x architecture [14],
which is intended for, e.g., mobile phones. Each of the components, called intellectual property blocks (IPs), can be contributed by separate companies or
different parts of a single company, but they must still be able to work together.
The IPs are designed to be low-power and low-cost parts and often have intricate timing requirements, making the functional verification of such systems
∗
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Fig. 1: Block diagram of Texas Instruments’ OMAP44x platform.

When an IP is purchased for inclusion in an SoC, one often obtains a model
of the component for inclusion in a whole-system simulation. Such a model is
often created using SystemC [5], an industry standard for creating models based
on an extension of C++. SystemC supports simulation-based analysis and is
well-suited for making models that deal with intricate details of systems, such
as electronic signals. SystemC can semi-automatically be translated directly to
microcode or even electrical circuits, making it possible to obtain an implementation of the final chip directly from the model. SystemC has weaknesses as well, as
it has no formal semantics and therefore is not well-suited for performing formal
verification. Furthermore, SystemC is not well-suited for modeling in a top-down
approach where implementation details are deferred until they are needed, and
SystemC is inherently textual, making it difficult to get an idea of, e.g., which
parts of the chip are currently working or idle, unless a lot of post-processing
of simulation results is performed. All of these traits make it tedious and time
consuming to create models in SystemC, which postpones the moment where
the modeling effort actually pays off by revealing problems in the design.
The coloured Petri nets formalism (CP-nets or CPNs) [6] is a graphical formalism for constructing models of concurrent systems. CP-nets has a formal
semantics and can be analyzed using, e.g., state-space analysis or invariant analysis. CPN models provide a high-level of abstraction and a built-in graphical
representation that makes it easy to see which parts of the model that currently
process data. The main drawback of CP-nets is that the formalism is not widely
used in the industry, meaning that only little expertise and few pre-existing IP
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models exist. In order to switch to using CP-nets for SoC modeling, one would
have to make models of the obtained IPs or translating the CPN model to SystemC for simulation along with the IP models.
During development of the next generation SoC at Texas Instruments, some
IPs were modeled with coloured Petri nets using CPN Tools [3, 12] instead of
SystemC. Due to the next generation SoC being work in progress, we cannot go
into further details about the specifics of the model nor the modeled architecture, but we can sum up some initial experiences with using CPN models for SoC
modeling and verification. Firstly, a CPN model can be constructed faster than
a corresponding SystemC model, making it possible to catch errors earlier in the
process and increase confidence in the new architecture. The model constructed
made it possible to catch a functionality error, and subsequent performance simulation provided input to making reasonable trade-offs between implementation
of some sub-blocks in hardware or software. All in all, the CPN model did provide interesting insights for a real-life example. Unfortunately, the model also
had limitations. The biggest limitation is that the performance of the connection
between the modeled block and the memory subsystem could not be evaluated
even though a cycle accurate model of the memory system was available in SystemC without doubling the effort put into the SystemC model of the memory
system.
The above shows that CPN models and SystemC models complement each
other very well; one language’s weaknesses are the other language’s strengths. It
would therefore be nice to be able to use the IP models created using SystemC
with a more high-level model created using CP-nets. In this way it is possible
to have the SystemC models specify the low levels of the model and graphically
compose the IPs using CP-nets, allowing us to have a high-level view of which IPs
are processing during the simulation. In this paper we describe an architecture
for doing this by running a number of CPN simulator in parallel with a number
of SystemC simulators, what we call a cosimulation.
The reason for introducing our own notion of cosimulation instead of relying
on, e.g., the High-Level Architecture (HLA) [4, 11], is mainly due to speed of
development and a wish for a more decoupled architecture, which hopefully
leads to faster execution; please refer to Sect. 3 for a more detailed discussion.
The rest of this paper is structured as follows: First, we briefly introduce
SystemC and CP-nets using a simple example, in Sect. 3 we present the algorithm used to cosimulate models, and in Sect. 4 we describe a prototype of the
cosimulation algorithm, our experiences from the prototype, and propose an architecture for a production-quality implementation. Finally, in Sect. 5, we sum
up our conclusions and provide directions for future work.
An earlier version of this paper has been published as [17]. The changes made
in this revision is that Sect. 2 has been rewritten for people with background
in CP-nets. Section 3 has been expanded with Algorithm 2 and an improved
description of Algorithm 1. Section 4 has been rewritten to tie the description
of the architecture better to the algorithms from Sect. 3. Section 4 has also been
expanded with a screenshot and a more detailed description of our prototype.
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2

Background

In this section we introduce an example model of a simple stop-and-wait communication protocol over an unreliable network. We will use this example throughout the paper and introduce the SystemC formalism using the example. It is not
crucial to understand the details of SystemC, but just to get an impression of
SystemC models and their communication primitives.
2.1

Stop-and-wait Protocol CPN Model

We use the example hierarchical stop-and-wait protocol included with the CPN
Tools distribution [3, 12]. We briefly recall the example with focus on how communication between the different pages takes place.
At the top level (Fig. 2) the model consists of three modules, a Sender, a
Receiver, and a Network, here represented by substitution transitions. The sender
sends packets via the network to the receiver. As the network can drop and
deliver packets out of order, the sender attaches a sequence number to each
packet and retransmits packets. The receiver acknowledges the receipt of packets
to let the sender know when it is allowed to continue to the next packet. To
make the example more interesting, we have attached a time stamp to each
packet to allow us to simulate real world conditions, where packet delivery is not
instantaneous, and where retransmission only takes place after a certain delay.

1`(1,"CP-")@162+++
2
1`(2,"net")@164

1`(2,"net")@281
1

Sender

A

B

INTxDATA

INTxDATA

1`1@312
1

Network

D
Sender

INT

Receiver

C
Network

INT

Receiver

Fig. 2: Top level of network protocol.

Let us also take a closer look at the sender part of the model shown in Fig. 3
(left). We will not actually use a CPN version of the sender, but it may be useful to compare the CPN version with the SystemC version we present below.
The sender is quite simple. The Send Packet transition reads a packet from the
Send place, matches it against the NextSend counter, delays it for the amount of
time read from Wait and transmits the packet to the out-buffer on A. When Receive Ack receives an acknowledgement from D, it updates the NextSend counter.
Sending a packet takes 9 time units and processing an acknowledgement takes 7
time units. Figure 3 (right) shows the situation after Send Packet has been executed. The A and D places of the sender are port places (or just ports) that are
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assigned to the socket places (or just sockets) with the same names on the top
page in Fig. 2. Ports are marked by a port tag showing the direction information
flows (into and out of the sender module). Whenever a token is produced on or
consumed from a port or socket place, it is also produced/consumed on the corresponding socket/port place, and we note that port places and the corresponding
socket places indeed have the same markings in the right part of Fig. 3 (e.g.,
1‘(2, ”net”)@281 on both A places), but apart from the shared names nothing in
the graphical representation shows which ports correspond to which sockets.

1`(1, "CP-")++
1`(1,"CP-")@218+++
1`(2, "net")++
1`(2,"net")@239+++
3
1`(3, "###")
1`(3,"###")@0
Send
1`100@139
1
100
INTxDATA
Wait

(n,p)

1`(1, "CP-")++
1`(1,"CP-")@218+++
1`(2, "net")++
1`(2,"net")@381+++
3
1`(3, "###")
1`(3,"###")@0
Send
1`100@281
1
100
INTxDATA

(n,p)@+wait

Wait

INT
wait

(n,p)

(n,p)@+wait

INT
Send
Packet

(n,p)

@+9

wait

A Out

Send
Packet

INTxDATA

@+9

n
n
1`2@203
1
1
NextSend

INT
k

n

n

1`1@312
1
Receive
Ack
@+7

INTxDATA

n
n
1`2@281
1
1
NextSend
INT

k

1`(2,"net")@281
1
(n,p)
A Out

n

D

1`1@312
1
Receive
Ack

In

INT

@+7

n

D

In

INT

Fig. 3: Sender of network protocol before executing Send Packet (left) and after (right).

We will not go into details about the Network and Receiver modules; they are
CPN modules that implement the aforementioned operations. The interested
reader is invited to look at the model distributed with CPN Tools.
While neither of the modules shows it, the CPN model also has an associated
global clock , which indicates what the current model time is in the execution of
the model. The idea is that tokens are not available until the global clock reaches
or exceeds the time stamp of the token; intuitively the execution of transitions
take time and tokens are consumed immediately, but new tokes are only produced
after the execution is done. In order to show this to the modeler, the token is
shown immediately, but has an attached time stamp that indicates when it is
available. In Fig. 3 (left) the global clock is 272 and in Fig. 3 (right) and Fig. 2
the global clock has the value 281 (the change is that Send Packet transmitted
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another copy of packet number 2 at time 272 and the packet is available 9 time
units later, at time 281, due to its @+9 inscription).
2.2

SystemC

We wish to model the Sender module using SystemC instead of the CPN module
shown in Fig. 3. SystemC models, like CPN models, consist of modules organized
in a hierarchy. Modules have interfaces consisting of ports that can be connected
to other ports using channels (note that in SystemC both ends of such an assignment are called ports). Modules can execute C++ code. Like CPN models,
SystemC models have a global clock which allows us to model delays in transmission.
In Listing 1, we see a very simplistic SystemC version of the sender. We define
a module Sender (l. 4) and give it two ports, a and d (ll. 5–6). The names used
in this module correspond to the names used in Fig. 3 except we use C++ naming conventions. The sender has some local data, a variable nextSend (l. 43) for
keeping track of which packet to send next, and an array of all packets we intend
to send, send (l. 44). These are set up in the constructor (ll. 9–13), where we also
indicate (ll.15–16) that our module has two threads, sendPacket, responsible for
transmitting packets, and receiveAck, responsible for receiving and processing acknowledgements. We indicate that we are interested in being notified when data
arrives on d (l. 17). The sendPacket thread (ll. 20–29) loops through all packets,
writing them to a and delaying for sendDelay time units between transmitting
each packet. The receiveAck thread (ll. 31–40) receives acknowledgements from d
and updates nextSend, so the next packet is transmitted. We see that the model
basically is C++ code and despite its simplicity still comprises over 40 lines
of code. We would normally split the code up in interface and implementation
parts, but have neglected to do so here in order to keep the code simple.
We need to set up a complete system in order to run our sender. In Listing 2,
we see how such a setup could look like. We basically have a module Top (l. 6)
which is a simplified version of the top level in the CPN model (Fig. 2), where
we have essentially removed the network part and just tied the sender directly
to the receiver. The top module sets up two channels (ll. 7–8), packets and
acknowledgements. The constructor initializes the sender and receiver test bench
(l. 13) and connects the ports via channels (ll.14–17). The main method initializes
the top level (l. 22) and starts the simulation (l. 23).
Now, our goal is to use the code in Listing 1 as the sender module in the CPN
top level (Fig. 2) with the CPN implementations of the network and receiver (not
shown).

3

Algorithm

As our primary goal is to be able to simulate real-life System-on-Chip (SoC)
systems, which are typically modeled on the nanosecond scale, we need to be
able to perform very fast simulation, and it is not feasible to synchronize the
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Listing 1: Sender.h

!
1
2

4
5
6

SC_MODULE (Sender) {
sc_port<sc_fifo_out_if<INTxDATA> > a;
sc_port<sc_fifo_in_if<int> > d;
SC_CTOR(Sender) {
nextSend = 1;
for (int i = 0; i < 2; i++)
send[i].no = i + 1;
send[0].mes = "CP-";
send[1].mes = "net";

8
9
10
11
12
13

SC_THREAD(sendPacket);
SC_THREAD(receiveAck);
sensitive << d;

15
16
17

}

18

void sendPacket(void) {
sc_time sendDelay = sc_time(9,SC_NS);
sc_time waitDelay = sc_time(100,SC_NS);

20
21
22

while (nextSend < 3){
wait(sendDelay);
a->write(send[nextSend-1]);
wait(waitDelay);
}

24
25
26
27
28

}

29

void receiveAck(void) {
sc_time ackDelay = sc_time(7,SC_NS);
int newNo;

31
32
33

while (true){
newNo = d->read();
wait(ackDelay);
nextSend = newNo;
}

35
36
37
38
39

}

40

42
43
44
45

"

#include "systemc.h"
#include "INTxDATA.h"

private:
int nextSend;
INTxDATA send[2];
};

$

#
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Listing 2: sc main.cpp

!
1
2
3
4

6
7
8

#include
#include
#include
#include

SC_MODULE (Top) {
sc_fifo<INTxDATA> packets;
sc_fifo<int> acknowledgements;
Sender S;
ReceiverTestBench RTB;

10
11

13
14
15
16
17
18
19

21
22
23
24
25

"

<systemc.h>
"Sender.h"
"ReceiverTestBench.h"
"INTxDATA.h"

SC_CTOR(Top): S("S"), RTB("RTB") {
S.a(packets);
RTB.b(packets);
S.d(acknowledgements);
RTB.c(acknowledgements);
}
};
int sc_main(int argc, char* argv[]) {
Top SenderReceiver("SenderReceiver");
sc_start();
return 0;
}

#

$

CPN and SystemC parts of the model after each step if we wish to simulate
several seconds of activity. Instead, we only globally synchronize the clocks of
models when needed, i.e., when one part has done everything it can do at one moment in time and needs to increase its clock in accordance with the other parts.
We synchronize models pairwise whenever information is exchanged (which may
enable further events at the current model time). In the following we refer to
CPN and SystemC simulator as components in cosimulations, synchronization
of global clocks as synchronization or time synchronization, and pairwise synchronization in the form of sending or receiving data to/from other components
as information exchange.
Aside from requiring loose coupling between the components, we prefer a
truly distributed algorithm in order to avoid having to rely on a coordinator.
One goal of this work is to find out whether CPN/SystemC cosimulation is
possible and feasible and can actually benefit modeling, and therefore we want
to do relatively fast prototyping.
For these reasons, we decided to make our own implementation of cosimulation instead of using an off-the-shelf technology such as HLA. HLA enforces
a stricter synchronization than we need, so by making our own implementation, we believe we can achieve better performance. Furthermore, implementing
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a generic HLA interface for CPN models is a non-trivial and demanding task,
and does not satisfy our requirement of development without investing too many
resources before the viability of the solution can be judged. Finally, HLA relies
on coordinators which conflicts with our desire for a distributed algorithm.
Our algorithm for simulation of the individual components is shown as Algorithm 1. Basically, it runs two nested loops (ll. 2–6 and 3–5). The inner loop
executes steps locally as long as possible at the current model time. A step is an
atomic operation dependent on the modeling formalism; for CPN models a step
is executing a transition and for SystemC a step can be thought of as executing a
line of code (though the real rule is more complex, dealing with synchronization
points, such as information exchange and time synchronization). The inner loop
also transmits information to or from other components (here we have shown
a single-threaded implementation that exchanges information after every step –
but of course only if there is information to exchange – but we can of make a
multi-threaded version or only transfer information when it is no longer possible to make local steps). When we can make no more steps locally, we find the
allowed time increase by calculating the global minimum of the time increase
requests by all components in the cosimulation.

Algorithm 1 The Cosimulation Algorithm
1: time ← 0
2: while true do
3:
while localStepIsPossibleAt( time ) do
4:
executeOneStepLocally()
5:
sendAndReceive()
6:
time ← distributedGlobalMin( desiredIncrease() )

We note that exchange of information takes place without global synchronization. Participants simply communicate directly as described by the model
structure and if incoming information causes components to be able to execute
more local steps they just do so, and reevaluate how much they want to increment time. This means that our time synchronization algorithm does not have
to deal with information exchange.
Naturally, Algorithm 1 needs to be implemented for each kind of simulator we wish to be able to use for cosimulation. Our primary goal is to make
implementations for CPN and SystemC models, but the algorithm is general
and can in principle be implemented for any timed executable formalism as
long as the formalism uses a compatible concept of time, i.e., a global clock. In
order to implement the algorithm, we need to provide implementations of localStepIsPossibleAt, executeOneStepLocally, and sendAndReceive.
The first two will typically be trivial when given a simulator, as executing steps
and querying whether it is possible to execute steps is the main functionality
provided by a simulator. The difficult part is the implementation of sendAndReceive, which requires that we hook into the simulator in some way to find
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out when values to send are produced, translate the value into an exchange format (such as JSON (JavaScript Object Notation) [7] or XML described using
XML Schema [1]) agreed upon by the simulators. We must resolve the destination component, either directly or from an external binding, and transmit the
encoded data to the receiving component. Only the latter part can be done independently of the component modelling language. When a value is received, we
need to translate the exchange format to a format understood by the simulators
of the component and modify the state of the simulator correctly. Again, these
steps needs to be done for each simulator. For CPN models we regard each token
as an individual exchanged value; SystemC only allows transmitting one value at
a time on a port (though the channel may have a buffer), so sendAndReceive
simply has to exchange single values over a channel. In [9] we describe how to
embed types from Java in CPN models by basically translating simple values
directly, translating between lists of SML and Lists of Java, translating between
JavaBeans and Java Maps, and SML records, and translating between union
data types (datatypes in SML) and Java Enums. A similar approach can be
used to translate between data types of SystemC and CPN models.
Algorithm 1 does not specify how we calculate the global minimum required
for synchronization. As we need to use the time specified by the components
of the models, we cannot use something like, e.g., Lamport timestamps [8] to
perform our time synchronization as they are only useful for ordering events according to a causal ordering. We do not only care about causal ordering but also
for slowing down or halting simulation of components if the other components
have not yet advanced their clocks as information exchange may make it possible
to execute actions earlier than what was possible without information exchange.
Therefore Algorithm 1 synchronizes every time a component wishes to increase
its time stamp.
It is possible to do time synchronization without imposing any restrictions on
the network structure, e.g., by using flooding, but making certain assumptions
allows a simpler and faster implementation. As both CPN and SystemC models
are naturally structured hierarchically with components containing nested components, optionally in several layers, making the assumption that components
are structured in a tree is no real restriction. Here we give an algorithm for distributedGlobalMin of Algorithm 1 where we assume that components are
ordered in a tree, and we use normal tree terminology (root, parent, and child).
Naturally, each node knows how many children it has and its parent. The idea is
that each node requests a time increase from its parent. The parent then returns
the allotted time increase. When a node wants to increase time, it waits for
all its children to request a time increase. It takes the minimum of all of these
votes (including its own) and requests this time increase from its parent. When
it receives a response from the parent, it announces this increase to all children.
The root just announces to all children without propagating to its (non-existing)
parent. The entire algorithm is shown as Algorithm 2.
Algorithm 2 consists of two procedures, a workerThread and the actual distributedGlobalMin procedure. We assume that each component has
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Algorithm 2 distributedGlobalMin for tree-structured components
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:

ready ← false
requests ← Queue.empty()
results ← Queue.empty()

proc workerThread() is
while true do
minRequest ← ∞
// collect requests from children
for i = 1 to children.size() + 1 do
minRequest ← min(minRequest, requests.removeHead())
if this = root then
result ← minRequest
// we know the result locally
else
// propagate our request
result ← parent.distributedGlobalMin( minRequest )
14:
for i = 1 to children.size() + 1 do
15:
results.add( result ) // distribute time increase to children
16:
ready ← true
17:
18: proc distributedGlobalMin( vote ) is
19:
while ready do
20:
skip()
// wait for any previous ongoing calculations
21:
requests.add( vote )
22:
while ¬ready do
23:
skip()
// wait for calculation to complete
24:
result ← results.removeHead()
25:
if results.isEmpty() then
26:
ready ← false
// if we are last, signal calculation is over
27:
return result

started a single instance of workerThread in a separate thread. We also assume that calls to a parent component’s distributedGlobalMin conceptually
happens in the thread of the caller (the parent starts a separate thread to handle
each child or the child call communicates directly with the workerThread of
the parent). All variables defined in ll. 1–3 live in the context of the workerThread. Now, the idea is that the calculation in each component has two
stages: gathering of requests (a result is not ready for queries) and distribution
of replies (a result is ready).
The ready variable keeps track of which stage we are currently in, initially
gathering of requests (l. 1). We gather requests in a queue, which is initially
empty (l. 2). When a child or the component itself (from l. 6 in Algorithm 1) calls
distributedGlobalMin, we first wait until we are in the request gathering
stage (ll. 19–20). We then add our request to the queue of requests (l. 21). We
then wait until replies are ready (ll. 22–23), and read the result (l. 24). If there
are no more results available (l. 25), we indicate that (l. 26), and return the
result (l. 27).
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Meanwhile, the workerThread calculates the minimum received request
(ll. 7–9). It knows that it will receive exactly children.size() + 1 requests, one
for each child and one for the component itself. If the current component is also
the root component (l. 10), the result is just this calculated minimum (l. 11),
the worker requests an increase from the parent node of exactly this minimum
(l. 13). The workerThread then makes exactly children.size() + 1 copies of
the result, one for each caller (ll. 15–16), switches to the result distribution stage
(l. 14), and restarts for another calculation (l. 6).
The algorithm can be improved in various ways. For example, as soon as
a node realizes that only the minimum time increase can be granted (0 or 1
depending on whether we allow requesting a zero time increase), it can just
announce the result to all children and continue propagating up in the tree.
This can be done around line 9 in Algorithm 2, if we realize that minRequest
is equal to time (l. 1 in Algorithm 1). We also need to change how we wait for
responses, so we do not wait in lines 22–23, yet keep the stage correctly in lines
25–26. This can be done by counting the number of results returned instead of
relying on results to be empty.
Another improvement can be made by observing that a parent node need not
actually announce the lowest time increase. It can announce the time increase
requested by the node that has the second lowest request minus one, and subtrees can then autonomously proceed (knowing that other sub-trees will not be
able to proceed as they cannot receive data since information is exchanged only
up and down the tree). Here we need to change the calculation in lines 7–9.
We can also exploit additional knowledge about individual components. For
example a component (or component sub tree) with only output ports can be
allowed to continue indefinitely, as their processing will never be influenced by
the calculation of other components.

4

Evaluation

In order to evaluate Algorithm 1 and whether CPN/SystemC cosimulation is
feasible, we have developed a prototype to show that is is possible to integrate
the two languages. Furthermore, a goal is to show that it is possible to make
the integration without (or with very few) changes to the SystemC simulator,
as there are multiple vendors with different implementations.
4.1

Prototype Architecture

The architecture of our prototype can be seen in Fig. 4. We first look at the
static architecture from the top of Fig. 4. The prototype consists of three kinds
of processes: a SystemC simulator (left), an extended version of the ASCoVeCo State-space Analysis Platform (ASAP) [15] (middle), and a CPN simulator
(right) with a library called Access/CPN [16] for easy interaction with the
simulator. The yellow/light gray boxes are standard components (ONC RPC,
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C++, Java, Eclipse Platform, Eclipse Modeling Framework, SML runtime, and Standard ML), already part of a standard SystemC simulator (SystemC and SystemC
model), ASAP (CPN model representation, CPN model loader, and CPN model
instantiator), or CPN Tools’ simulator process (CPN simulator and Access/CPN)
and therefore does not have to be built from scratch.
At the top middle of the ASAP process, we have a Cosimulation action, which
takes care of starting and connecting the correct components based on a Cosimulation representation which describes which components to use and how to compose them. The cosimulation action and cosimulation representation (marked
in green/dark gray) are independent of the simulator used. The cosimulation
action basically implements code to set up Algorithm 1 and Algorithm 2 as
described by a cosimulation representation. The representation describes the hierarchy of components, a mapping of interfaces to modelling language-specific
features (port places and exported ports in the cases of CP-nets and SystemC),
and how interfaces are connected to each other (corresponding to port/socket
assignments in CP-nets and channels in SystemC).
The two cosimulation jobs SystemC cosimulation job and CPN cosimulation
job implement Algorithm 1. They share a common Java implementation of Algorithm 1 and Algorithm 2 and are just specializations in terms of localStepIs-

Fig. 4: The static architecture (top) and run-time architecture (bottom) of our prototype
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PossibleAt, executeOneStepLocally, and sendAndReceive. The reason
for this is that a common implementation allows us to do fast prototyping.
The CPN cosimulation job uses Access/CPN to implement the required function. Access/CPN allows us to check whether any transitions are enabled at
the current model time (accounting for localStepIsPossibleAt), to execute
a step (accounting for executeOneStepLocally) and to read and change the
marking of all places, including port places (allowing us to implement sendAndReceive). All of this can be done in the ASAP process, so we do not have to
change the CPN simulator process.
In order to implement the SystemC cosimulation job, we need to do a little
more work, as we do not have something like Access/CPN available for SystemC. Instead, we have added a Cosimulation layer on top of the SystemC model,
which basically plays the role of Access/CPN. The cosimulation layer provides
stubs for modules that are external (such as a CPN model or another SystemC
model) and implements the top level of the SystemC model (corresponding to
Listing 2). Like with Remote Procedure Call (RPC) [13] systems, stub modules
look like any other module to the rest of the system and takes care of communicating with other components. In the example in Sect. 2, the stub would
consist of an implementation of ReceiverTestBench referred to in Listing 2 and
the cosimulation layer would consist of code like Listing 2 along with a communication library. Currently, we need to write stubs and the top level code
manually, but we are confident that both can be generated automatically, as the
problem is very much like standard stub generation for RPC systems (we need to
send/receive data, serialize it, and call the appropriate remote method). The stub
communicates using ONC-RPC [13] (formerly known as Sun RPC and available
on all major platforms) with the SystemC cosimulation job to implement localStepIsPossibleAt) and executeOneStepLocally (by communicating
with the glue top level code) and sendAndReceive (by communicating with
the stubs).
At run-time, a cosimulation looks like Fig. 4 (bottom). Each rectangle is
a running process, and each rounded rectangle is a task running within the
process, corresponding to the blocks from the static architecture. We see that all
simulators are external and can run on separate machines. We have implemented
Algorithm 1 and Algorithm 2 within the ASAP process (this in particular means
that the distributed algorithm runs within one process). We have implemented
our algorithm in full generality using channel communication only, but as we
were not overly concerned with speed in our prototype, decided against setting
up a truly distributed environment.
4.2

Prototype

In Fig. 5 we see a screenshot from our prototype. The prototype runs on Linux
and Mac OS X, and with a Windows version of ONC RPC port mapper also
on Windows. The view basically consists of four parts, the project explorer at
the top left, where we see all our models and related files, the progress area at
the bottom left, where we see running components during execution, the editing
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area at the top right, where we describe our cosimulation jobs (as represented
by a cosimulation representation), and an auxiliary area at the bottom right,
currently showing properties of the currently selected object, but which can also
show, e.g., the console of a running SystemC job.

Fig. 5: Screenshot from prototype.

In the Project Explorer view, we see a top-level entries Binaries, Includes, and
Debug, which are part of the C++ subsystem we have built our prototype upon
(they contain compiled files, header files, and debugging files for SystemC models). A more interesting entry is Models, containing TimedProtocolTop.model,
which contains the CPN model from Fig 2 as well as an implementation of
Network and Receiver (but not Sender from Fig. 3). It also contains a SystemC
model, main.cc containing the code from Listing 1 (implementing the sender in
SystemC) along with an implementation of a hand-written communication top
level and stubs for the rest of the model. The RPC sub-entry contained in the
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Models folder contains the library to communicate with the SystemC cosimulation jobs. The Logs entry contains an entry for each time we have executed
our cosimulation. We can see an entry Execution 1, containing a TimedProtocolTop.simlog containing the simulator log for the TimedProtocolTop.model component and an entry demo2 corresponding to the compiled name of our SystemC
model. SystemC allows users to specify log files manually, and they are all gathered in this directory along with a log of the console while executing the model.
If our cosimulation had consisted of more CPN and/or SystemC components,
we would have an entry for each additional component here. The last thing we
notice in the Project Explorer, is the Cosimulations entry, which contains just
one file, namely cppcpn.cosimulation, which is a file containing our cosimulation
representation.
In the editing area, we can see the overall structure of our cosimulation representation. A cosimulation description consists of a set of components (such as
a CPN or SystemC components). Each component can expose an external interface (such as port places for CP-nets or ports for SystemC models), and can
import other components (corresponding to substitution transitions in CP-nets
and module instantiations in SystemC) and ties into the interface of imported
modules (corresponding to port/socket assignments in CP-nets and channels in
SystemC). In the example in Fig. 5, we have a cosimulation with two components,
a Petri Net Model and a System CModel. The Petri net model is tied to TimedProtocolTop.model and the SystemC model is tied to the compiled name, demo2,
which is our SystemC sender. We see that the SystemC model exports two ports,
one input port and one output port. The ports have exported names (here we
use names corresponding to the places they represent in the CPN models, but
they could be anything) and describe which SystemC port they correspond to.
In the Properties view, we can see that for Output Port Export A the exported
name is A and the corresponding SystemC port is a. The Petri net model does
not export any ports, but rather imports a module from the environment replacing a transition in the model. This import contains a link to the SystemC
component (not visible in the figure) as well as assignments between exported
port names and places (also not visible).
This information allows us to implement sendAndReceive for both kinds of
jobs. For Petri net cosimulation jobs we can just read the marking of places, find
the matching exported name and imported module, and transmit the data to that
module when sending, and map an exported port name to a place when receiving
data. For SystemC, we can set up channels listening on/transmitting to the
specified ports. When we receive data on a channel, we invoke code transmitting
it to the correct component. This code can be generated from information about
the module structure (which we have) and information about the exported port
name (which we also have). In the same manner, we can generate code to invoke
when we receive data.
In our prototype, we have not focused on a real exchange format between
the components, and just assume that transmitted values are strings that can
be understood by the receiver.
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4.3

Simplified Architecture for Production-quality Implementation

For a production-quality implementation we propose the simpler architecture in
Fig. 6. In this architecture, we have removed the centralized process and instead
moved the implementation of Algorithm 1 and Algorithm 2 to the Cosimulation
layers for both SystemC and CPN (using instead a much faster in-process version of the Access/CPN layer). We have also replaced ONC-RPC with Message
Passing Interface (MPI) [10] which is an industry standard for very fast communication between distributed components. In order to use MPI, we have to
embed a standard MPI implementation into the CPN simulator process and add
code to interface with that from SML code used in the simulator. The run-time
behaviour is as one would expect: Instead of having the communication being
mediated by ASAP, ASAP is now only responsible for setting up a cosimulation
by starting the autonomous component processes. After being set up, the components communicate directly with each other. ASAP can be used to process
the results in a single user interface after simulation.

Fig. 6: The static architecture (top) and run-time architecture (bottom) of productionquality implementation

One of our design goals was that we did not want to change the SystemC
simulator. Instead, we have created a cosimulation layer as a regular SystemC
process, namely as stubs, so our prototype shows that it is feasible to achieve
cosimulation without changing the SystemC simulator. For efficient implementation we may need to augment the CPN simulator, but that is less of a problem,
since we have control over it.
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Our implementation shows that our algorithm is able to provide cosimulation
and we anticipate that the very loose coupling between components will allow
it to perform very well. We believe that it is possible to get meaningful results
from the components of the model. Currently we just extract log files, but it
should be easy to map these back to the models, which is most interesting for
the CPN models, to get graphical feedback, such as showing markings of the
CPN models.
As a completely unrelated bonus, our prototype shows that it may be possible
to do reasonable parallel or distributed simulation of timed CPN models. In
fact, the current prototype is able to use as many processor cores as there are
components in a simulation setup, which can potentially lead to faster simulation
of timed CPN models on multi-core systems.

5

Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper we have described an algorithm for cosimulation of CPN and SystemC models for verification of SoC platforms. The algorithm allows loose coupling between different simulators and the practicality has been demonstrated
using a prototype. We have have demonstrated that it is possible to cosimulate
SystemC and CPN models without changes to either languages by introducing a
cosimulation representation, external to the languages, which takes care of mapping between language specific features for composability. The current prototype
is interesting and worth pursuing further as outlined below. The prototype has,
in addition to our intended goal of demonstrating viability of cosimulation, also
provided unforeseen benefits namely an idea for distributed simulation of timed
CPN models.
The major problem currently is that we only have a prototype implementation and simple proof-of-concept examples. A natural next step is to implement
an actual SoC model using the approach. This will most like lead to performance
problems of the prototype, so future work includes making a production-quality
implementation as proposed in the previous section. We have not currently implemented all of the optimizations to the distributed minimum calculation, and
these should be implemented and evaluated.
It would be interesting to compare an implementation using the simplified
architecture with an implementation using HLA for cosimulation of CPN and
SystemC models, which would require making an implementation of HLA for
CPN models. It would also be interesting to see if the proposed architecture
architecture also allows faster simulation of timed CPN models by using multiple
processor cores.
Until now, we have only dealt with simulation of composite models. It would
be interesting to also look at verification, e.g., by means of state-spaces, which
seems quite promising as modular approaches for CP-nets perform [2] well when
systems are loosely synchronized, which is indeed the case here.
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Abstract. The availability of military equipment during a campaign depends on many factors
including usage rates, spares, policy, and importantly the composition and distribution of maintenance personnel. This paper presents a Coloured Petri Net model of an Army maintenance process
that encapsulates these factors. On simulating the model with CPN Tools we identify a number of
simulation performance concerns. Using Standard ML profiling we discover that they are related
to the modelling of personnel. Two different representations of personnel are created and evaluated
in terms of simulation time using CPN Tools. We demonstrate that a list representation can have
dramatic performance gains over a multiset representation. We further demonstrate that simulation performance can be improved by unfolding the CPN with respect to the maintenance network
topology. Finally, we canvass some ideas for further improvements to simulation performance.
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1

Introduction

In order to support both preparedness levels and the actual conduct of military operations, Defence is
required to maintain the wide variety of defence equipment. This involves the deployment of tradespeople at a number of military workshops, which may be widely geographically distributed. The defence
maintenance system can thus be considered to be a distributed system. Australia’s Defence Science and
Technology Organisation (DSTO) is interested in understanding the maintenance system and its processes at a deep level in order to suggest improvements to them. As part of a broader research initiative,
DSTO have contracted the Computer Systems Engineering Centre (CSEC) of the University of South
Australia to work on a collaborative project to model aspects of Defence logistics [8]. CSEC and DSTO
are developing an Army Maintenance System Analysis Tool to examine the effectiveness of a deployed
maintenance capability for the Australian Army. The tool is required to validate the feasibility of plans
and to explore “what if” scenarios. Due to the distributed nature of the maintenance system, the tool is
based on a timed Coloured Petri Net (CPN) [17, 19] model.
There have been several previous attempts to model and analyse Defence maintenance processes,
e.g. [4, 15, 16, 22, 23, 26]. More generally, there are models of the maintenance of fleets of aircraft or
vehicles [9], maintenance of power systems [10], models of specific maintenance facilities [27] and models
that schedule maintenance activities to minimise the disruption caused to the normal operation of that
equipment [2, 5], e.g. equipment in a production line, or military vehicles performing missions. There
are also models that examine key equipment items from a maintenance system perspective [6, 25]. Some
models [15,26] make use of the discrete event simulation tool ARENA [20], while others use Bayesian and
Markovian analysis techniques [5, 9, 16] or optimisation of mixed-integer linear programming models [2].
A genetic algorithm is used in [23] to optimise maintenance schedules.
CPNs have a long history of being applied to the verification of complex distributed systems, e.g. see [1,
3]. In the area of Defence, CPNs have been applied to the modelling of Defence logistics networks [12,13],
the modelling and analysis of operations planning and the subsequent production of a prototype tool
based on CPNs [21,29], and modelling and analysis of the Australian Defence Force planning process [24].
!
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Our first prototype timed CPN model of the Army Maintenance Process was presented in [14].
This model captured a number of aspects of Army maintenance, including equipment usage rates and
the composition and disposition of maintenance personnel across a distributed network of maintenance
workshops, and the impact of these aspects on the operational availability of a deployed system of
equipment (the amount of time the equipment is up and running). The model allows the user to specify
a distributed network of maintenance workshops, rather than a single maintenance facility, and is not
specific to any single piece or type of equipment. Personnel are explicitly modelled and are not assumed
to have homogeneous skills. Hence, our CPN model is more extensive, flexible and general than any we
have encountered thus far in the literature. However, modelling with greater fidelity generally requires
greater computational resources.
Although serving well as a specification model (a formal specification of the Army maintenance process), analysis was problematic. Attempts to simulate realistic scenarios with CPN Tools [7,18] failed due
to excessive run-time. The investigations reported in [14] revealed that poor simulation performance was
primarily related to the representation of maintenance personnel within the model. This paper expands
on the investigations reported in [14] into the performance of the CPN Tools Timed CPN simulator in
the context of this model. It provides a more thorough investigation of simulation performance of two
models of personnel, and also considers an ‘unfolded’ alternative for the modelling of network topology.
The contribution of this paper is threefold. Firstly, this paper presents a overview of the refined
version of the CPN model of the Army’s maintenance process from [14]. Fusion places are no longer
used, the use of code segments has been eliminated to a large extent, and guards have been expressed
more concisely. In particular, we present a significantly revised version of the Assign Transport Resources
page, which is key to our analysis. Secondly, based on the results of [14], we consider two data structures
to represent personnel within our model and two ways to represent the topology of the maintenance
network: encoding topology within tokens (folded approach) and representing topology explicitly within
net structure (unfolded approach). Thirdly, we provide a more comprehensive comparison and evaluation
of the performance of the CPN Tools simulator using these different personnel modelling approaches,
and extend this investigation to consider the impact of an unfolded network topology on the performance
of the simulator. Although our model represents a military maintenance process, the observations made
may equally apply to other (similar) large-scale CPN models.
The rest of this paper is organised as follows. A brief introduction to the Army maintenance system
is given in Section 2. Section 3 provides a description of our model. Choices for modelling personnel are
described in Section 4. The simulation performance of these different models is presented in Section 5
and discussed in Section 6. Finally, Section 7 provides some concluding remarks. It is assumed that the
reader is familiar with Coloured Petri Nets and CPN Tools.

2

Army Maintenance System

The Army maintenance system can be described at one level as a simple tree hierarchy of maintenance
nodes arranged roughly along four distinct lines of support : from the 1 st Line (closest to the front line)
where equipment is used in the field, up to the 4th Line, where deeper level maintenance and equipment
pooling occurs. Typically, the National Support Base for a military campaign exists at the 4th line of
support. Such a maintenance system is illustrated in Fig. 1, where circles represent maintenance nodes
and arcs represent the movement of personnel and equipment. Nodes within the network represent maintenance workshops. Each contains a range of personnel of different trade types, forward repair/recovery
capabilities, and authorisations to conduct particular repairs. A maintenance node also has an inherent
capacity that governs the amount and nature of work that can be accepted at a node. In addition, a
node may simultaneously be a source of maintenance liability as they also operate equipment which
may require maintenance. A strategic interface exists between 4th line and the other lines of support,
symbolising that 4th line typically exists within the country of origin and is relatively static, whereas
the remaining lines are deployed.
These node characteristics, combined with the various equipment failures, determines where items
can be repaired in the system, and hence the extent to which equipment is moved around the maintenance network. An item of equipment that requires maintenance must be co-located with suitable
maintenance facilities so that the maintenance can be performed. The equipment may already be at a
suitable maintenance workshop, or it may be that a team of maintenance personnel can be dispatched
from a nearby workshop and travel to the equipment. More often, however, this means the equipment
needs to be transported to a maintenance workshop.
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Fig. 1. Lines of Support within the Army Maintenance System.

In general, repair should be conducted as far forward as possible in order to reduce delays in returning
equipment to an available state, thus increasing effectiveness. This may come at the cost of reduced efficiency due to additional delays in transporting personnel through the network. Alternatively, availability
might be managed through releasing replacements from pools, which are in turn replenished with items
that are repaired under lower operational tempo conditions.
The interaction between the degree of forward repair, the nature of repairs that can be conducted
in the area of operations versus the National Support Base (i.e. 4th line) the disposition and type of
personnel allocated to each line of support, and the use of replacement pools is a complex problem well
suited to formal modelling and analysis. This allows force structure planners to holistically examine tradeoffs involving the size and nature of the Army maintenance system through a review of performance over
a wide range of operational scenarios. Typically, a realistic scenario will involve hundreds of personnel
and thousands of pieces of equipment distributed over tens of nodes.

3

Model Description

Hierarchical Coloured Petri Nets are used to model the Army maintenance system. Figure 1 shows a
system-oriented view of Army maintenance, with a geographically distributed set of nodes (workshops)
with a given topology, where maintenance activities may be carried out at any of the nodes. Apart from
the node at fourth line, the operations at each node follow a maintenance process that is very similar,
regardless of the location of the node. This process differs only with respect to factors such as the capacity
of the workshop, the grade of repair that can be carried out at the workshop, and the maintenance
personnel located at the workshop. Because of these similarities, rather than taking a system-oriented
view of Army maintenance in our CPN model, we have taken a process-oriented view. CPNs allow us to
capture physical characteristics, such as network topology and individual node features, within its data
structures, rather than within the net structure. We do so in our model, hence taking a process-oriented
view avoids the need to duplicate the net structure relating to the maintenance process followed within
each workshop. This approach eases maintenance of the model itself (e.g. in the event of a change to the
maintenance process that we have captured, we need only implement the changes for one piece of net
structure rather than a piece of net structure for every workshop). Our model is thus a hierarchical CPN
model, representing a decomposition of the processes related to performing maintenance in a military
environment.
The model consists of 14 pages arranged into three hierarchical levels, plus an additional layer required
to initialise the model with a specific scenario. The hierarchical structure of pages within our model is
illustrated in Fig. 2. The Process Overview and Workshop Maintenance pages serve as a flowchart of the
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Model Initialisation
Process Overview
Assign Maintenance Liability
Determine Transport Resources
Assign Transport Resources
Transport Equipment
FRT Maintenance
Workshop Maintenance
Technical Inspection
Inspection Decision
Acquire Parts
Perform Maintenance
Backload To 4th Line
Equipment Return
Personnel Management

Fig. 2. The hierarchical structure of our CPN model.

process. We use these pages to describe the system and processes we are modelling. Size constraints
prevent us from describing the model in detail in this paper. A full description is given in [11].
The model comprises 44 executable transitions and 14 substitution transitions. There are 27 distinct
places in the model, with a total of 88 physical places due to port/socket place duplication. Further complexity is contained in extensive model inscriptions and function definitions, written in the programming
language Standard ML [28], and comprising approximately 1600 lines of code.
Since it was first published [14], the model has been significantly improved. Originally, fusion places
were used as part of the Model Initialisation page (see Section 3.2) to allow the initial marking of numerous places throughout the model to be given a scenario-specific pseudo-initial marking. Unfortunately,
overcoming the limitation of CPN Tools not allowing a place to be both a fusion place and a socket
place resulted in a mix of fusion places and port/socket places, which is undesirable from a hierarchical
modelling perspective. The model no longer uses fusion places and hence the hierarchical structuring has
been made clearer. Also, the previous model used code segments on a number of model pages to specify
a binding of output arc variables. Where this was unnecessary, the code segments have been replaced
by functions on output arcs. As will be seen in Section 4 we examine the use of two data structures
for personnel within this model. The use of code segments has been eliminated completely from the
first model (that considers each person as a separate token), an example of which is seen in Fig. 4 in
Section 4.1. Code segments have only been retained in two instances in the second model (that considers
people stored as values in lists) where pragmatic to do so.
3.1

Important Data Structures

Before we begin describing the model itself, we must first introduce three key data types used to describe
the state information in the model. These are the Equipment, Maintenance Task and Personnel colour
sets. These three colour sets, combined in various ways, form the basis of the types of almost all places
in the model.
Equipment The Equipment colour set is shown in lines 5-13 of Listing 1. It defines a record structure
that describes individual items of equipment that will require maintenance. The equipment type, present
location and home location (lines 5-7) are strings. The usage mode (line 8) designates whether an item
of equipment is actively in use or is in an equipment pool (line 2). The last service type (line 9) records
whether the last service was a major service or a minor service (line 3). Finally, the current usage meter
reading, time of last service, usage meter reading at the last service and time of the last inspection (lines
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Listing 1. The Equipment Colour Set.
1
2
3

c o l s e t Location = STRING ;
c o l s e t U s a g e _ M o d e = w i t h Active | Pool ;
c o l s e t S e r v i c e _ T y p e s = w i t h Major | Minor ;

4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

c o l s e t E q u i p m e n t = r e c o r d e q u i p m e n t _ t y p e : STRING *
p r e s e n t _ l o c a t i o n : Location *
h o m e _ l o c a t i o n : Location *
usage_mode : Usage_Mode *
last_service_type : Service_Types *
u s a g e _ m e t e r : INT *
t i m e _ o f _ l a s t _ s e r v i c e : INT *
u s a g e _ m e t e r _ a t _ l a s t _ s e r v i c e : INT *
t i m e _ o f _ l a s t _ i n s p e c t i o n : INT ti me d ;

Listing 2. The Maintenance Task Colour Set.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

colset
colset
colset
colset
colset
colset
colset
colset
colset
colset

M a i n t e n a n c e _ T y p e = w i t h Service | C o r r e c t i v e | I n s p e c t i o n;
Grade = w i t h L | M | H ;
Trade = STRING ;
E R T _ b y _ T r a d e = INT ;
Job = p r o d u c t Trade * E R T _ b y _ T r a d e;
Job_List = l i s t Job ;
Priority = w i t h E s s e n t i a l | N o n _ E s s e n t i a l;
Mobility = w i t h w h e e l e d _ m o b i l e | w h e e l e d _ n o t _ m o b i l e | n o t _ w h e e l e d;
M a i n t _ M e t h o d s = w i t h InSitu | S e l f T r a n s p o r t | D i s t r i b u t i o n | Recovery | FRT ;
M a i n t _ M e t h o d s _ A t t e m p t e d = l i s t M a i n t _ M e t h o d s;

11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

c o l s e t Maintenance_Task = r e co r d maintenance_type : Maintenance_Type *
n e x t _ o c c u r r e n c e _ t i m e : INT *
c u r r e n t _ r e q u e s t _ l o c a t i o n : Location *
g r a d e _ r e q u i r e d : Grade *
j o b _ r e q u i r e m e n t s : Job_List *
j o b _ p r i o r i t y : Priority *
mobility : Mobility *
i n s p e c t e d : BOOL *
methods_attempted : Maint_Methods_Attempted *
a s s i g n m e n t _ t i m e o u t : INT ti me d ;

10-13) are recorded as integers. Usage metrics could include e.g. distance travelled (odometer), operating
hours, rounds fired, or calendar time.

Maintenance Tasks The Maintenance Task colour set is shown in Listing 2. This is also a record (lines
12-21) that specifies the maintenance required and records the progression of individual items through the
system. The type of maintenance required (line 12) can be either a regular service, corrective maintenance
(in the event of a breakdown) or an inspection of a piece of equipment (line 1). The next occurrence time
(line 13) records when the next ‘future’ maintenance event is due (unbeknownst to the system) to occur
for a corresponding item of equipment. The location of the workshop that is currently considering the
maintenance task is given by line 14. The grade of repair (line 15) required for a particular maintenance
task will be either Light, Medium or Heavy (line 2) depending on the nature of the task, and hence will
affect where and by whom the corresponding item of equipment can be maintained. The job requirements
(line 16) specify the tradespeople required and the length of time for which they will be required (lines 5
and 6). Rather than using an enumerated type to specify the trade types, e.g. vehicle mechanic, our model
uses strings (line 3). This is for extensibility and to overcome a CPN Tools limitation that prevents colour
set declarations being specified externally and imported into the tool. The length of time a particular
trade is required is given by the Estimated Repair Time (ERT) on line 4. The priority of each particular
maintenance task (line 17) is categorised as either essential or non-essential (line 7) and is based on
the type of equipment and the nature of the campaign. Line 18 specifies the mobility of the equipment
to be maintained. According to line 8, the equipment can be either wheeled and mobile (e.g. a truck
that can be driven), wheeled and not mobile (e.g. a truck with a broken engine) or not wheeled (e.g. a
generator). Whether or not the equipment has undergone a technical inspection, revealing the current
maintenance liability, is given on line 19. Line 20 specifies the methods of transport/maintenance that
have been attempted in order to address this maintenance task. The methods are given on line 9 and
will be described in Section 3.3. The assignment timeout (line 21) specifies how long a task will wait
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Listing 3. The Personnel Colour Set.
1

c o l s e t Personnel_States =

w i t h Ready | Working | Offline ;

2
3
4
5
6

c o l s e t P e r s o n n e l = r e c o r d trade : Trade *
h o m e _ l o c a t i o n : Location *
working_status : Personnel_States *
l a s t _ c a m e _ o n l i n e _ t i m e : INT ti me d ;

7
8

c o l s e t P e r s o n n e l _ L i s t = l i s t P e r s o n n e l ti me d ;

for personnel to be assigned to it before some other alternative method of maintenance/transport is
attempted.
Personnel Listing 3 describes the data structures used for personnel. Personnel (lines 3-6) records the
trade (line 3), home location (line 4) and working status (line 5) of individual people. The working status
specifies whether a person is ready to work, currently working, or offline (line 1). Offline means that the
person is not currently available to be assigned to maintenance work (e.g. is sleeping or performing other
duties). The time at which the person last came online (moved from Offline to Ready) is also recorded
(line 6). Line 8 declares a list of personnel.
3.2

The Model Initialisation Page

The Model Initialisation page is used to populate the model with tokens representing the scenario under
consideration. Because of our process-oriented modelling approach, no modification of the net structure
is needed when analysing different scenarios. The Model Initialisation page initialises the following places:
– Node Knowledge: The Node Knowledge place is populated with tokens that describe the characteristics and capabilities of each maintenance workshop in the scenario;
– Topology: The Topology place specifies the topology of maintenance workshops (nodes);
– Personnel: The Personnel place is populated with tokens that represent the number and disposition
of personnel to be distributed throughout the maintenance workshops;
– Equipment Awaiting Maintenance Assignment: This place is populated with all of the equipment in the system that will require maintenance;
– Equipment Awaiting Parts and Equipment Ready for Maintenance: As ‘house-keeping’,
these places are populated with one token per maintenance workshop, allowing for a prioritised list
of maintenance tasks to be stored in both places for each workshop, as will be described later.
This initialisation is achieved through the use of functions that read in initialisation data from text files
on local storage. The text files may be populated by an external editor, e.g. from an Excel spreadsheet,
thus allowing for increased modelling flexibility and expedient scenario generation and modification.
3.3

The Process Overview Page

The Process Overview page, shown in Fig. 3, is the highest level page that describes the maintenance
process. The net structure of this page has been developed to explicitly represent the flow of equipment
through the maintenance process, depicted by the bold arcs. This page consists mostly of substitution
transitions, each of which represents a sub-process within the overall maintenance process. Each place
on this page is typed by Equipment or by Cartesian products of Equipment, Maintenance Task and
Personnel. The names of these colour sets reflect their declarations (see [11]), e.g. EquipmentXTask is
the product of Equipment and Maintenance Task.
We now describe the processes represented on the Process Overview page.
Assign Maintenance Liability The starting point in the execution of our model is the assignment of
a maintenance liability to each of the items of equipment in the Equipment Awaiting Liability Assignment
place. This is done by the Assign Maintenance Liability page. Each item of equipment is paired with a
‘future’ liability (specific details of the next maintenance requirement, in the form of a maintenance
task) as it is transferred to the Operational Equipment place, where it is considered to be in use until such
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Fig. 3. The Process Overview page, showing the high-level structure and major flows of equipment (in bold).
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time as its maintenance liability is realised. At this point, the Requires Maintenance transition moves the
item of equipment from an operational state (Operational Equipment place) to a non-operational state
(Equipment Requiring Maintenance place), where the item awaits maintenance. We use the timestamp
mechanism of CPNs to control when this occurs.
Determine Transport Resources The first step in the maintenance process is to determine the
transportation requirements. The approaches are:
– In-situ: the equipment does not need to move from its present location;
– Self-transport: the equipment moves itself to a suitable maintenance workshop;
– Distribution: the equipment is moved using a more general distribution network, e.g. road or
railway, that services the demands of the military operation;
– Recovery: a team of personnel (a Recovery Team) moves from a maintenance workshop to the
location of the equipment and brings the equipment back to the maintenance workshop; and
– Forward Repair Team: a team of personnel move from a maintenance workshop to the equipment
location in order to effect the necessary maintenance.
The method is selected by the Determine Transport Resources subpage. All methods necessitate the use
of a form of transportation with the exception of in-situ maintenance.
Assign Transport Resources Once the transport requirements have been identified, the Assign Transport Resources subpage ensures that the personnel requirements can be fulfilled and assigns the required
personnel. In the event that the required personnel are not available, the equipment is passed back to
the Determine Transport Resources page (the arc from Assign Transport Resources to Equipment Requiring
Maintenance) and a different approach is selected. This process may be repeated a number of times both
for the current location of the equipment and in the event that the equipment has been moved to a new
location but that new location is not able to perform the necessary maintenance (hence the return arc
from the Workshop Maintenance page to the Equipment Requiring Maintenance place). In the event that
all options for transportation are exhausted and no further locations exist to which the equipment can
be moved, this particular item of equipment is not able to be maintained by the system and is deposited
into the Deadlocked Equipment place.
If the personnel requirements can be satisfied, there are three possible outcomes (the three bold arcs
that exit the Assign Transport Resources page in Fig. 3). In the case of in-situ maintenance, no transportation is necessary, so the equipment item is passed directly to the Equipment Awaiting Maintenance place.
Secondly, if a Forward Repair Team is required (defined by the type of item and location) the personnel
comprising the FRT are passed to the FRT Awaiting Transportation place, along with the equipment
and maintenance liability to which this FRT corresponds. Note that despite being present in the same
token on the same place, the FRT and the item of equipment are still at geographically separate locations. Lastly, if an equipment item itself needs to travel within the maintenance network (self-transport,
distribution or recovery), it is inserted into the the Equipment Awaiting Transportation place.
Transport Equipment An item of equipment that requires transportation may be able to transport
itself, or it may require the distribution network or the the assistance of a Recovery Team to do so. All
three of these scenarios are handled by the Transport Equipment page. Once all transportation is taken
care of, equipment items will enter the Workshop Maintenance process from the Equipment Awaiting
Maintenance place and any personnel required during the transportation will then be released to conduct
other work.
FRT Maintenance and Workshop Maintenance Both the FRT and Workshop Maintenance processes result in maintained items of equipment. Workshop maintenance is described in Section 3.4. In
the case of FRT Maintenance, the FRT travels to the equipment to maintain it, before returning to its
assigned workshop and disbanding. However, it is possible that the FRT will fail to repair the equipment. This results in the equipment being reassessed by the Determine Transport Resources subpage and
an alternative transportation approach chosen.
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Backload to 4th Line In the case of either FRT or workshop maintenance, if an initial technical
inspection reveals that an item of equipment is beyond the level of repair available, the equipment
is ‘strategically’ recovered from the area of operation to the 4 th line of support. When this happens,
a replacement item of equipment is issued from the 4th line pool and inserted back into the area of
operation at the location of the item it is replacing (after some transport delay). This process is denoted
here as “Backload to 4th Line”, and is modelled by the subpage of the same name. Like all equipment,
the replacement must be given a “future” maintenance liability, hence the arc from Backload to 4th Line
to Equipment Awaiting Liability Assignment.
Return Maintained Equipment Subject to the successful completion of the Workshop Maintenance
or FRT Maintenance process, the equipment item is put into the Maintenance Complete place, and the
maintenance personnel made available for another job, or moved into an off-line or resting state. The
Return Maintained Equipment process will return the equipment to its original location. The equipment
is inserted once more into the Equipment Awaiting Liability Assignment place, which permits the item to
return to an operational state after having been assigned a new maintenance liability.
Personnel Management The Personnel Management page is responsible for moving personnel from a
ready state to an offline state, and vice versa, at the correct times.
3.4

The Workshop Maintenance Page

The primary input to the Workshop Maintenance page is the Equipment Awaiting Maintenance place,
containing equipment items (with their associated liability description) that are located at a maintenance
workshop. The Workshop Maintenance page itself comprises four substitution transitions that describe
four sequential sub-processes of workshop maintenance. A preliminary version of this page appears in [14].
These subpages are briefly described below:
Technical Inspection This process represents the inspection of equipment that reveals to the workshop
the maintenance activities that must be undertaken for a particular item of equipment (the previously
hidden maintenance liability).
Inspection Decision Firstly, this page determines whether to issue a replacement item of equipment to
go into service while the other is undergoing maintenance. Secondly, it determines whether the current
workshop can accept the new task (sufficient grade of repair, spare capacity and appropriately skilled
personnel). Finally, accepted tasks and equipment are passed to the Acquire Parts process (below). If
not accepted, the equipment is returned to the Equipment Requiring Maintenance place, so that it may
undertake another iteration of the Determine Transport Resources process described in Section 3.3.
Acquire Parts The Acquire Parts process represents the delays inherent when spares are required but
not presently in stock. Equipment items awaiting parts are stored in a queue prioritised by the
expected arrival time of the parts.
Perform Maintenance Tradespeople are automatically assigned to the highest priority maintenance
task at their location. Once assigned, the tradesperson continues to work on the repairs until they
either complete their portion of the maintenance task (their job in the joblist of the maintenance
task) or are required to rest. The completion of all required maintenance activities for a given item of
equipment signals the end of the Perform Maintenance process, at which point the item of equipment
is placed in the Maintenance Complete place, and the cycle begins again.

4

Modelling Personnel

Personnel enable transportation and maintenance activities. The Personnel place appears on 9 of the
15 model pages and the availability of tradespeople directly influences the enabling of 6 executable
transitions across 4 model pages (Assign Transport Resources, Technical Inspection, Perform Maintenance
and Personnel Management). The prominence of personnel within our model means that a large part of
the computational effort of CPN Tools relates to the calculation of enabled binding elements involving
personnel. The representation of personnel greatly influences simulation performance [14]. This section
describes the two representations investigated in Section 5.
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Fig. 4. A fragment of the Assign Transport Resources page of Model 1.

4.1

Personnel Modelled as Tokens (Model 1)

Our initial model represented personnel as individual tokens with timestamps, as per Listing 3. However, two difficulties were encountered: the number of personnel required may be different for different
maintenance tasks; and the exact composition of the recovery team or FRT may not be known. This
adds significant complexity to the problem of selecting personnel. It is possible to write an input arc
inscription to select either a multiset of fully-specified values of varying size, or a multiset of unspecified
or partially specified values of fixed size. The authors are yet to identify a direct way to select a varying
number of partially known data values on an input arc.
A personnel selection mechanism was implemented to overcome this problem. This mechanism is
shown in Fig. 4, which depicts a fragment of the Assign Transport Resources page, showing only the
Assign Recovery Assets and Assign FRT transitions. To overcome the first problem of selecing a varying
number of tokens we instead select a fixed number of tokens (six in this model) using one variable per
person. These variables, p1 to p6, can be seen on the input arcs from Personnel to Assign Recovery Assets
and Assign FRT. The timestamp on personnel tokens is the time at which they are due to go offline. The
Get Soft Limit function on these two input arcs returns a time value specifying how long people are
allowed to work in the usual course of events, and so this allows selection of people before they are due
to go offline. The number six was chosen as a reasonable maximum size for recovery and forward repair
teams, but if needed the personnel selection mechanism can be extended to cope with larger teams. The
idea is that the six people selected are compared against what is required and those not required are
returned to the Personnel place. This works provided no Recovery or Forward Repair Team requires more
than six people, and that the Personnel place always has at least six personnel tokens in it (e.g. if we
require only two people, there still needs to be at least six tokens in the Personnel place). To ensure this,
we introduced the notion of Dummy peronnel, who have both trade and location equal to the string Dummy.
They do no work and cannot be assigned to Recovery or Forward Repair teams, and hence always reside
in the Personnel place. The Model Initialisation page inserts six such dummy personnel into the Personnel
place.
To overcome the second problem (selecting a team of personnel of unknown composition) we have
introduced a string constant, Unspecified. When we require a person but don’t care what trade they are,
we specify a requirement for an Unspecified trade, and match any trade (except Dummy) to Unspecified.
In [14] this mechanism was implemented using a guard and code segment totalling 50 lines of ML code
for each of the Assign Recovery Assets and Assign FRT transitions. This mechanism has been substantially
refined in our current model and is now implemented using a guard only. The sizable guard has been
expressed more concisely using list manipulation functions within the Check Personnel Assignment
function given in Listing 4. We describe our new implementation with respect to the Assign Recovery
Assets transition. The Assign FRT transition works in a similar way.
The purpose of the Determine Required Trades function (shown in Listing 5) in the guard of
Assign Recovery Assets is to return a list of six trades, comprising the actual trades required (these
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could be Unspecified) for the Recovery team, obtained by invoking the Recovery Personnel and
Get Min Recovery Population functions, with the balance made up of Dummy trades. For example, in a
particular scenario, Recovery Personnel may specify that a Recovery Team must contain one Recovery
Mechanic, but Get Min Recovery Population may specify a minimum size of 2 for a Recovery Team.
The additional person could be any trade, so is specified by the Unspecified trade. The remaining four
trades in the list of six trades would be Dummy. The function Check Personnel Assignment (Listing 4)
then takes this list of six trades, all six selected people (variables p1 to p6 in a list), and the location
of the request for maintenance, and checks that the people selected match the trades required and are
at the correct location, or else are dummy personnel. Note that the matching of Unspecified with any
trade except Dummy is shown on line 11.
Functions Remove Dummy Personnel and Remove Non Dummy Personnel (not listed) have been added
to the model to replace the code segments previously associated with Assign Recovery Assets and Assign
FRT. As can be seen in Fig. 4 these two functions are used on output arcs to separate real personnel
from dummy personnel as appropriate.
As was reported in [14] this model, which we denote Model 1, was found to perform reasonably well
on small scenarios (10’s of people) when cycling personnel online and offline, but performed very badly
when assigning personnel to teams, due to the nature of the assignment and the selection mechanism
described above. Standard ML profiling of simulation runs indicated that the two transitions in Fig. 4
were responsible for this poor performance. Specifically, we discovered that the ‘less than’ function
automatically defined by CPN Tools for ordering the Personnel colour set was being executed of the
order of 107 times, even for small scenarios, every time the enabling of these two transitions was checked.
Because the Personnel place is connected to these two transitions (amongst others), every time the
marking of the Personnel place changed, a check for the enabling of these two transitions was instigated.
This resulted in a four to five second delay between successive steps of the simulation, where both
transitions contributed equally to this delay. Hence we were able to determine that the time was being
taken in the enabling check subsequent to the firing of a transition that affected the marking of the
Personnel place, rather than firing the transition itself. For scenarios of increasing size, the delay quickly
became prohibitive.
4.2

Personnel Modelled in a List

In an attempt to improve model performance, rather than modelling each person as a token, a list of
personnel was considered. To do this, each person ‘token’ was augmented with a time value modelled as
part of the colour set as shown in line 5 of Listing 6. This time value was used to store the timestamp
that the person would have had as a single, separate token. The personnel list tokens were then given a
timestamp corresponding to the smallest time value over all personnel in the list, to inform the model
of the earliest time that at least one person becomes ‘ready’.
Mechanisms were implemented in the models containing personnel in lists to retain the nondeterministic selection of personnel for Recovery and Forward Repair teams, and the nondeterministic selection
of the next eligible person to move to/from an offline state. It was realised by the authors that for the
purposes of this modelling exercise it was not necessary to capture this degree of nondeterminism for
selection of the next person to move to/from an offline state. Hence two variations were also considered
in [14]: one in which the head of the personnel list was (deterministically) selected as the person to
Listing 4. The Check Personnel Assignment function.
1

e x c e p t i o n L i s t L e n g t h E x c e p t i o n;

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

f u n C h e c k _ P e r s o n n e l _ A s s i g n m e n t([] ,[] , c u r r e n t _ r e q u e s t _ l o c a t i o n) = true
| C h e c k _ P e r s o n n e l _ A s s i g n m e n t( required_trades ,[] , c u r r e n t _ r e q u e s t _ l o c a t i o n) =
r a i s e ListLengthException
| C h e c k _ P e r s o n n e l _ A s s i g n m e n t([] , s e l e c t e d _ p er so nn el , c u r r e n t _ r e q u e s t _ l o c a t i o n) =
r a i s e ListLengthException
| C h e c k _ P e r s o n n e l _ A s s i g n m e n t(( trade_required , ert ):: rest_of_required ,
( selected : P e r s o n n e l):: rest_of_selected , c u r r e n t _ r e q u e s t _ l o c a t i o n) =
( t r a d e _ r e q u i r e d = # trade selected o r e l s e
( t r a d e _ r e q u i r e d = U n s p e c i f i e d a n d a l s o # trade selected <> Dummy ))
a n d a l s o ( i f ((# trade selected ) = Dummy )
th e n true e l s e (# h o m e _ l o c a t i o n selected )= c u r r e n t _ r e q u e s t _ l o c a t i o n)
a n d a l s o (# w o r k i n g _ s t a t u s selected ) = Ready
a n d a l s o C h e c k _ P e r s o n n e l _ A s s i g n m e n t( rest_of_required , rest_of_selected , c u r r e n t _ r e q u e s t _ l o c a t i o n);
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Listing 5. The Determine Required Trades function.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

f u n D e t e r m i n e _ R e q u i r e d _ T r a d e s( p e r s o n n e l _ t o _ a s s i g n: Job_List , m i n i m u m R e q u i r e d) =
let
v a l p e r s o n n e l _ n e e d e d = 6 - List . length ( p e r s o n n e l _ t o _ a s s i g n)
v a l a d d i t i o n a l _ p e r s o n n e l = m i n i m u m R e q u i r e d - List . length ( p e r s o n n e l _ t o _ a s s i g n)
in
i f personnel_needed = 0
th e n p e r s o n n e l _ t o _ a s s i g n
else i f
a d d i t i o n a l _ p e r s o n n e l <= 0
th e n p e r s o n n e l _ t o _ a s s i g n^^ m s _ t o _ l i s t( personnel_needed ‘( Dummy ,0))
else
p e r s o n n e l _ t o _ a s s i g n^^ m s _ t o _ l i s t(( a d d i t i o n a l _ p er so nn el ‘( Unspecified ,0))
++ (( p e r s o n n e l _ n e e d e d - a d d i t i o n a l _ p e r s o n n e l) ‘( Dummy ,0)))
end ;

Listing 6. The revised Personnel colour set for use when representing personnel in a list.
1
2
3
4
5
6

c o l s e t Person = r e c o r d trade : Trade *
h o m e _ l o c a t i o n : STRING *
working_status : Personnel_States *
l a s t _ c a m e _ o n l i n e _ t i m e : INT ti me d ;
c o l s e t P e r s o n n e l = p r o d u c t Person * INT ti me d ;
c o l s e t P e r s o n n e l _ L i s t = l i s t P e r s o n n e l ti me d ;

cycle offline/online; and the other in which all eligible personnel were cycled offline/online in one action.
Further discussion of the merits of investigating these variations can be found in [14].
A list imposes an ordering on its elements. Two possibilities were considered in [14] when ordering
the list of personnel: ordering the personnel values in the list firstly according to their time values and
secondly according to the automatically defined ‘less-than’ function for the Personnel colour set; and
ordering the personnel in the list according to time value only. Both of these orderings result in the
earliest available person being at the head of the list, hence searching for available personnel in the list
becomes at worst a linear operation (it is a constant operation if we only wish to find a single available
person, regardless of trade, as may occur with technical inspections).
In [14], seven variations (Model 1, plus three models of personnel in lists with two variations on the
ordering of elements within the personnel lists) were analysed. The most promising list model variation
in terms of simulation performance was the model which cycled offline/online all eligible personnel in one
action and ordered elements in the personnel lists by time value only. This model was denoted Model
4B in [14]. In the rest of this paper, the simulation performance of Model 1 and Model 4B are examined
and compared.

5

Simulation Performance

When simulating Model 1 for a simple scenario comprising 90 personnel and 50 items of equipment
distributed over 18 locations, the model proceeded relatively quickly (cycling personnel offline and online)
up to the point where the first maintenance liability became due and a team of personnel was required.
At this point, the simulation was manually terminated after waiting more than 24 hours of real time for
personnel to be allocated to the first team.
As already mentioned, two of the key involvements of personnel are the cycling of personnel online
and offline and the assignment of personnel to either a Recovery Team or a Forward Repair Team. In
this section, the simulation performance of Model 1 and Model 4B with respect to these two activities
is evaluated and discussed. Further, we compare the simulation performance of models that represent
network topology explicitly in net structure (unfolded models) rather than encoding topology information
within tokens (folded models). All experiments have been carried out with the Timed CPN Simulator of
CPN Tools version 2.2.0 on a 2GHz Intel Core 2 Duo processor with 2Gb of memory.
5.1

Baseline Scenario

As a baseline, we consider a scenario comprising five highly simplified nodes, where each node comprises:
– two tradespeople at each node:
• one Recovery Mechanic; and
• one Vehicle Mechanic;
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– two tasks that require teams to be formed at each node:
• one Recovery Team, requiring a Recovery Mechanic and any other person; and
• one Forward Repair Team, requiring a Vehicle Mechanic and any other person.
For the baseline scenario, this gives a total of 10 personnel and 10 tasks that require teams to be formed.
(In the baseline scenario there will be a conflict between assigning personnel to the Recovery Team and
to the FRT.) The number of teams that require personnel reflects the number of maintenance tasks in
the system, which in turn reflects the number of pieces of equipment in the scenario. This is a more
sophisticated baseline scenario than was considered in [14].
5.2

Specifying Tests of Model Performance

In an attempt to better understand the cause of the observed performance results, a series of tests was
devised. The tests were designed to investigate the two different aspects of the operation of the model
already mentioned (cycling personnel offline and online and the assignment of personnel to teams) as
different aspects of the size of the scenario were scaled up. There are three dimensions to the size of
scenarios that we investigate below: the number of personnel; the number of teams that simultaneously
require assignment of personnel; and the number of nodes (maintenance workshops) in the scenario.
The process of assigning personnel to teams is affected by all three dimensions. The process of cycling
personnel online and offline is affected only by the number of personnel and the number of nodes in the
scenario, and is independent of the number of teams that require personnel. Hence, five different tests
were considered. Only three tests were considered in [14]: cycling personnel online and offline as the
number of personnel increases; and assigning personnel to teams as the number of teams increase and
the number of personnel increase.
To accurately gauge the individual contribution of these two processes to the performance of the
simulation, the following tests consider these two components in isolation1 from the rest of the model.
Scaling the Number of Personnel To scale the personnel, we applied a personnel multiplier to the
base number of tradespeople. By default, the personnel multiplier is one, giving 10 tradespeople in total
(2 per node). A personnel multiplier of two gives 20 tradespeople in total (4 per node), and so on. The
base number of teams and nodes remains unchanged, at 2 teams per node (10 in total) and 5 nodes
respectively.
Scaling the Number of Tasks that Require Teams Scaling the number of tasks that require teams
was done in a similar manner, using a team multiplier. Again, the default value of this multiplier is one,
giving 10 tasks that require teams in total. The number of people and nodes remains unchanged, at 2
tradespeople per node (10 in total) and 5 nodes respectively.
Scaling the Number of Nodes Scaling the number of nodes was not considered in [14]. This required
changes to the Model Initialisation page, hence there is no simple node multiplier per se. Rather, we refer
directly to the number of nodes in the scenario. When scaling the number of nodes, each node is as
described in the baseline scenario (2 tradespeople and 2 teams per node) unless otherwise stated.
Folded and Unfolded Network Topology To further understand the nature of the performance
problems, we also examine the impact of having the network topology represented in data (a folded
model) versus the network topology represented in net structure (an unfolded model). Again, this was not
considered in [14], so the investigation of the impact of topology representation on simulator performance
is an entirely new aspect considered in this paper.
The maintenance process captured by our model occurs within all maintenance nodes in the maintenance network. The idea of representing network topology by data was to avoid duplication of the
net structure representing the process carried out at each node. Hence, a folded model brings with it
the advantage of compactness and provides flexibility in terms of the scenario to be analysed, as the
topology of the scenario is encoded in tokens. An unfolded model that represents topology explicitly
1

These two processes were isolated by deleting all unrelated model pages and executable transitions.
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in net structure requires modification of the net structure each time a new topology is analysed. However, unfolding the network topology has an advantage when specifying the maintenance network, as it
provides direct spatial visualisation of the topology. This is helpful when the reader is trying to relate
the model to the system (for validation) and for understanding materiel flows between different nodes.
There is no similar benefit to be gained by unfolding the other data structures, such as equipment type,
and doing so may result in a model that is less clear. Hence we decided to experiment with unfolding
topology. From the analysis point of view, the motivation for producing an unfolded model is that the
calculation of enabled binding elements becomes simpler. By unfolding the network topology, CPN Tools
does not need to compute values for variables relating to different node locations, thus the number of
computations is reduced.
To produce unfolded variants of the two sub-models considered in Section 5.3 we manually duplicated
the page in question the number of times required (one page per node) and adjusted the Model Initialisation
page accordingly. Hence, when scaling the number of nodes, we change the net structure. For this reason,
we limit the number of nodes to range from 1 to 10 when analysing the unfolded models.
5.3

Performance of the Folded Models

For the five tests described above, we ran automatic simulations for 20 days of modelled time, whilst
recording the real duration of the simulation. Results and discussion are presented below.
Test 1: Personnel Cycling Offline and Online when Increasing the Number of Personnel.
Figure 5 shows a graph of the real time taken for each run as the personnel multiplier increases, for
both models. Model 4B significantly outperforms Model 1 in this test (20.5 seconds vs 706.7 seconds at
1000 personnel, a factor of 34) confirming the result reported in [14]. The reason is most likely the ease
with which an enabled binding element can be found for the two transitions that move personnel offline
and online. There is only one list of personnel that are online, and one list of personnel that are offline,
instead of a (potentially) large multiset of personnel from which to select.
However, we must be mindful of the fact that Model 4B’s performance will deteriorate as the proportion of personnel eligible to move offline or online at the same model time decreases, e.g. as personnel
availability become increasingly staggered due to performing maintenance work. There will be greater
numbers of transition occurrences involving smaller numbers of personnel in each occurrence. The worst
case corresponds to just the head of the personnel list being selected each time. Tests in [14] showed
that this actually performs worse than Model 1. Hence, while Model 4B appears to be the clear winner
in terms of performance when cycling personnel offline and online under the ideal circumstances of the
test scenarios, it may deteriorate to perform worse than the original model.
Test 2: Personnel Cycling Offline and Online when Increasing the Number of Nodes. Figure 6
shows how the performance of the two models scales with the number of nodes when cycling personnel
offline and online. The results look remarkably similar to those obtained when increasing the number of
personnel (Fig. 5). At 1000 nodes, Model 1 took 565.1 seconds while Model 4B took 21.5 seconds - a
factor of 26 improvement. This may be explained by considering what happens as the number of nodes
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increases. The nature of the model is such that although the personnel at each node may be conceptually
geographically separate, they all appear on the same place in the model (the Personnel place) either as
extra tokens (Model 1), or as extra elements in lists (Model 4B). Hence, the effect of increasing the
number of nodes is the same as increasing the number of personnel.
This is not the case when considering the corresponding unfolded model, discussed later in Section 5.4.
In order to allow direct comparison of results between the folded and unfolded models, we repeat Test 2
(as Test 2∗ ) but only for the number of nodes from 1 to 10, where there are 100 personnel at each node
instead of two (i.e. a personnel multiplier of 50). In this instance, because the range of nodes covered
is small, we have increased the personnel multiplier so that the results obtained can be differentiated.
These results are shown in Fig. 7, where we see that for 10 nodes, Model 4B (9 seconds) outperforms
Model 1 (142.1 seconds) by a factor of 16.
Test 3: Assigning Personnel to Teams when Increasing the number of Teams. The first of
three performance tests for assigning personnel to teams keeps the number of personnel fixed (personnel
multiplier of 1) but increases the number of teams that simultaneously require personnel, by increasing
the team multiplier. In order for the supply of available personnel at each node in the baseline scenario not
to become exhausted before all teams are allocated (recall that there are only two tradespeople per node)
personnel assigned to a team are immediately released back into the Personnel place, ready for assignment
to another team. This is reasonable, given that we wish to analyse the process of assigning personnel
to teams in isolation from the rest of the model, and hence we exclude the process of tradespeople
performing maintenance before being released. The model was executed until all teams were assigned.
Figure 8 shows a graph of the results obtained.
In this situation, Model 4B significantly outperforms Model 1. The three points shown for Model 1
are for 10, 20 and 30 teams. Assigning personnel to 30 teams took Model 1 839.9 seconds but Model 4B
only 0.0625 seconds - a factor of 13400 improvement at 30 teams. (The factor of improvement is 6500
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for 20 teams.) This may indicate how inefficient the mechanism for assigning a group of personnel of
unknown composition and varying size implemented in Model 1 is.
Test 4: Assigning Personnel to Teams when Increasing the Number of Personnel. The second
of the three tests for assigning personnel to teams keeps the number of teams requiring personnel fixed
(at 10, 2 per node) but increases the number of personnel. A graph of this is shown in Fig. 9. Again, we
see that Model 4B drastically outperforms Model 1. With 40 personnel to choose from, Model 1 took
743.2 seconds to assign personnel to all 10 teams, whereas Model 4B took only 0.101 seconds to do the
same. This is a factor of 7350 improvement.
Test 5: Assigning Personnel to Teams when Increasing the Number of Nodes. Figure 10 shows
the results obtained when scaling the number of nodes in the scenario. As in the previous two tests, the
model of personnel using lists outperforms the baseline model of personnel as tokens. Model 1 took 898
seconds to assign personnel to teams in 7 nodes (2 teams per node), whereas Model 4B took only 0.0465
seconds - a factor of 19300 improvement at 7 nodes.
As was the case for Test 2, we also wish to repeat Test 5 for the purposes of comparison with the
results from the equivalent unfolded model in Section 5.4. We again consider the number of nodes ranging
from 1 to 10, but with 200 tasks requiring teams (requiring personnel) per node instead of 2 (a team
multiplier of 100). We maintain the baseline of 2 tradespeople per node. The results of this test (Test 5 ∗ )
are shown in Fig. 11. Only one point is shown on the graph for Model 1. This is for one node, where it
took 125 seconds to assign personnel to all 200 teams. The next point on Model 1’s curve is not shown,
as for two nodes it took Model 1 5434 seconds (approx. 1.5 hours) to assign personnel to all 400 teams.
Model 4B took only 1.67 seconds to assign personnel to all 400 teams, giving a factor of improvement of
3250 for two nodes. The increased number of teams has magnified the performance difference between
Model 1 and Model 4B, contributing to the belief that Model 1’s arbitrary personnel selection mechanism
is highly sensitive to the number of tokens involved.
5.4

Performance of the Unfolded Models

Each test presented below is named according to the corresponding test in Section 5.3, but with a
superscript ‘U’ to indicate that the test was carried out on the corresponding unfolded model. We have
deliberately kept the X-axis scale of the graph the same as the corresponding graph in Section 5.3, to
facilitate comparison. Note that in the case of Test 2U the Y-axis scale has been reduced to 0-20 from
0-200 and in the case of Test 4U the Y-axis scale has been reduced to 0-100 from 0-900 to avoid large
areas of whitespace and to make the graphs easier to read.
Test 1U : Personnel Cycling Offline and Online when Increasing the Number of Personnel.
Figure 12 shows the results obtained when analysing the effect of increasing the number of personnel on
the process of cycling personnel offline and online. Overall there was an improvement in computation
time for both models for the unfolded case when compared to Fig. 5. For example, the unfolded Model
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4B takes around 100 seconds to cycle 10,000 personnel offline and online for 20 model days, compared
to 500 seconds for the folded Model 4B (Fig. 5) giving a factor of 5 improvement in performance due to
unfolding. Model 1 has improved by approximately a factor of 6 at 2000 personnel. We suspect this is
due to simpler calculations when determining enabled binding elements, but have yet to confirm this.
Test 2U : Personnel Cycling Offline and Online when Increasing the Number of Nodes. This
test reveals a major benefit when considering an unfolded model. Looking at Fig. 13, we see that the
real time taken to cycle personnel offline and online scales linearly with the number of nodes. This is
opposed to Fig. 7 in which real time taken appears to increase exponentially with the number of nodes.
This linear growth is also evident in experiments that use a larger personnel multiplier (not shown in
this paper). This linear behaviour makes sense intuitively, as each node is represented by a separate
piece of non-interacting net structure. CPN Tools essentially repeats the same set of calculations for
each separate node, hence one would expect the computational effort to be proportional to the number
of nodes.
Test 3U : Assigning Personnel to Teams when Increasing the Number of Teams. The results
of this test are shown in Fig. 14. Unfolding the topology has not significantly affected model performance
when modelling personnel in lists; indeed the curve for Model 4B shows only marginal improvement when
compared to that in Fig. 8. However, whilst Model 4B still outperforms Model 1, there is a significant
increase in the performance of Model 1. The gains in performance exhibited by Model 1 can be attributed
to the fact that the number of tokens at any one place is reduced (distributed over multiple places), hence
speeding up the calculations for enabling and firing of transitions. This effect is more pronounced for
Model 1, where a reduction in the number of tokens to select from results in a more significant speed-up
due to the inefficient mechanism for selection of personnel discussed in Section 4.1.
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Test 4U : Assigning Personnel to Teams when Increasing the Number of Personnel. This
test (Fig. 15) reveals that, for the unfolded Model 1, the time taken to assign personnel to teams
scales approximately linearly in the number of personnel. Figure 15 shows a significant improvement in
performance when compared with Fig. 9. The folded Model 1 took over 700 seconds to assign personnel
to teams when there were 40 personnel to choose from. The unfolded Model 1 took only 0.0785 seconds
to do this. Indeed, there is a complete reversal of the performance trend, with Model 1 increasingly
outperforming Model 4B as the number of personnel increases, despite Model 4B having improved in
performance by a factor of 5 at 10,000 personnel.
Extending this experiment for Model 1 to 100,000 personnel (not shown) provides additional evidence
of a linear relationship. This linear relationship may also be present for Model 1 in Fig. 9, however the
increase in simulation time as the number of personnel increases is so severe that we cannot readily
confirm this by experimentation. We conjecture that the mechanism in Model 1 for the selection of
personnel is highly sensitive to the number of distinct personnel tokens from which to choose and the
number of teams that require personnel, but is relatively independent of the multiplicity of the individual
personnel tokens involved. Conversely, the list manipulation operations in Model 4B are affected by the
length of the lists, i.e. the number of personnel under consideration. The length of the personnel lists
increase regardless of whether the topology is folded or unfolded, the only difference being that when
the topology is unfolded there are 5 lists of ‘Ready’ personnel (one per node) instead of a single list.
Test 5U : Assigning Personnel to Teams when Increasing the Number of Nodes. In this test, the
performance of both models scaled approximately linearly with the number of nodes. (Recall that each
node has 200 teams that require personnel, a team multiplier of 100.) This is expected, since each new
node is represented by its own piece of net structure. Figure 16 shows that Model 1 is also outperformed
by Model 4B in this experiment. Despite this, Model 1 has shown dramatic improvement in performance.
With one node, both the folded and unfolded models take approximately 125 seconds to assign personnel
to all teams. With two nodes, the folded model took over 1.5 hours whereas the unfolded model took
less than four minutes (225 seconds). Model 4B has improved, but not nearly as much. For 10 nodes the
improvement is a factor of 1.68 (13.3 seconds folded vs. 7.94 seconds unfolded).

6

Discussion

We consider that model design for good model performance is difficult. The choice of modelling style,
such as the choices for modelling personnel and topology discussed above, has a significant effect on the
performance of the model. With respect to our original model (Model 1), we note that when there are
complex interactions between personnel and tasks, the check for enabled binding elements results in a
prohibitively large number of calculations. This has been greatly reduced for Model 4B, which performs
well in most scenarios examined here. This is the case so long as personnel remain in step with respect
to their scheduled offline and online cycle times. Otherwise, it may diminish performance rather than
enhance it (compared to Model 1 - see [14] for more details).
When considering a folded network topology, modelling personnel as individual tokens results in highly
inefficient simulations. A list-based representation appears to be computationally far superior without
losing much of the desired behaviour of the token-based approach. Unfolding the network topology into
net structure also improves the performance of the models, with Model 1 exhibiting the most significant
improvement.
The above tests purposely cover extreme values of personnel, teams and nodes to elicit performance
trends. For realistic scenarios we can see that Model 4B provides an acceptable level of performance for
the case of cycling personnel and assignment of personnel to teams in isolation. However, this may not be
the case when considering the model as a whole, as it is difficult to directly infer the performance of the
complete model from these results. We are currently investigating the performance of both approaches
to modelling personnel in the complete model.
Unfolding other aspects of the model may provide significant performance gains, but it is a significant
undertaking and there comes a point at which the unfolded model becomes unmanageable. We must also
consider the loss in flexibility that moving to an unfolded model would impose. For example, it would
be useful to specify the tool facilities that could be developed to produce a new model for each distinct
topology that needs to be simulated. Producing (partially) unfolded versions of the complete model for
one or two carefully chosen scenarios may help to clarify the advantages and disadvantages.
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We would also like to investigate a way of modelling personnel changing state from online to offline,
and vice versa, that does not involve dedicated transition occurrences. Because the cycling of personnel
is predetermined (in the absence of maintenance tasks) it follows that by knowing the most recent
maintenance activity of all personnel, all future availabilities (until the next maintenance activity starts)
can be derived. Therefore, explicit modelling of the transitions of personnel online and offline may not
be necessary.

7

Conclusions

This paper has explored different modelling approaches to improve the performance of CPN Tools when
simulating an industrial-scale CPN model that captures the Australian Army’s maintenance process. Our
aim was to improve simulation performance to a level that is suitable for timely evaluation of different
maintenance scenarios.
In its usual operating environment, the maintenance system involves hundreds of personnel and
thousands of pieces of equipment distributed over tens of locations. Under these conditions, simulations
of our original model did not allow any results to be obtained within an hour. This led us to profile the
model to determine where the bottlenecks in the simulation occurred. We found that the internal CPN
Tools’ function, ‘less than’, for the personnel colour set was being executed millions of times during the
checking of the enabling of two transitions, both associated with assigning personnel to teams. Given this,
we decided to explore different data structures for personnel. We have made some dramatic performance
gains over our original model by using lists of personnel in the maintenance process, rather than the
more natural use of multisets. Two components of the model (cycling personnel online and offline, and
assigning personnel to teams) are now nearing the levels of performance required to make the model fast
enough to be useful in supporting simulated military operations.
We have also considered models in which the network topology of the maintenance system is not
encoded in tokens but rather is represented explicitly in the net structure (i.e. a partial unfolding of
the CPN). This approach has also shown promise, opening up many possibilities to further enhance the
performance of the model.
It is likely that the performance issues discussed in this paper will be present in many industrial-scale
CPN models. We therefore believe that a more fundamental understanding of the relationship between
the use of various modelling constructs and their impact on analysis and simulation performance in CPN
Tools will be beneficial to the user community, particularly those concerned with industrial systems. We
hope that the results in this paper will provide a starting point for the development of a set of guidelines
for modelling complex systems that are more readily simulated by CPN Tools.
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Abstract. Constructing an abstract description in the form of a model
can give useful insight into a given system, e.g., to investigate important
properties of the system either through simulation or state space analysis,
and to use the model as inspiration for subsequent manual implementation. The problem is that a manual implementation may introduce errors
in the code not present in the model. Automatic code generation from
the model saves resources spent on writing code, and eliminates errors
introduced during implementation. This is difficult for coloured Petri
nets models as their rich structure translates badly to common programming languages. Approaches either severely restrict the input accepted
or generate code that is difficult to extend and modify. In this paper we
introduce process-partitioned coloured Petri nets, which is an attempt
to restrict the input accepted as little as possible while still allowing automatic inference of the control structure of the model to generate code
that can be manually modified afterwards. We illustrate our approach
using a simple example and demonstrate the viability of the approach
by demonstrating that it can be applied to a model of a real-life system,
the Dynamic MANET On-demand (DYMO) routing protocol.

1

Introduction

Software development is a challenging process, and writing a program of substantial size without errors is difficult. A major part of software development is
therefore concerned with finding and eliminating errors. Testing is widely used
as a technique to detect errors, but the programmer does not know whether the
absence of failed test cases means a missing test case or that the software is free
of errors. It is especially difficult to write exhaustive test cases for concurrent
systems, e.g., for a communication protocol where several process instances are
executing at the same time.
Building an abstract representation of the system in the form of a model
is a way to detect errors early. A model can be used to verify properties of a
system, e.g., that a system does not contain deadlocks, or that a communication
protocol behaves correct when operating over an unreliable network. A typical
∗
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way of using models in software development is to build a model from a system
specification written in plain text. After verifying that the model has the desired
properties, it can be used as a basis for an implementation. A problem with
this approach is that there may be a mismatch between the specification, the
model, and the actual implementation. This is because the translation from one
to another is done manually and hence can introduce errors. A way to reduce
this problem is to use the model as the specification and automatically generate
the implementation from the model. Details abstracted away in the model will
of course also lack in the implementation, but eliminating errors in the verified
parts of the system leads to more reliable software with fewer errors.
The aim of this paper is to develop a technique to automatically generate code
from coloured Petri nets (CPNs or CP-nets) [7]. The code should be readable
and intuitive such that the user can read, modify and extend the generated code.
We also want the model to be clearly recognizable in the generated code since
the people working with the generated code are typically also familiar with the
model. The technique should allow different target languages to be used, e.g.,
C, Java, SML or Erlang [3]. However, the target language should be invisible in
the model and the usual inscription language should be used in the model.
To achieve this aim, we use a sub-class of CP-nets called process-partitioned
CP-nets (PCP-nets or PCPNs). PCPN models preserve much of the generalpurpose strength of CP-nets as we show by constructing a model of the Dynamic
MANET On-demand (DYMO) protocol [1]. We have developed a technique that
translates from the class of PCP-nets to the Erlang programming language, and
have created a prototype of the technique. The prototype is able to generate
readable code from the DYMO model, and we validate that the generated code
has the same behaviour as the model.
Related Work. There are different approaches to automatically generate code
from Petri nets. The chosen strategy has a large impact on the properties of
the final code. The approach should preserve the behaviour of the model, but
the code generated using one approach might be very efficient while the code
generated by using another approach may be very readable and extensible.
In [6] and [13] approaches to automatic code generation is divided into the
four categories simulation-based , structure-based , state space-based and decentralised . Our approach falls into the structure-based approach.
Simulation-based. The basic idea in simulation-based approaches is to have a
central component which controls the flow of the program on the basis of the
state of the environment. This is done by a scheduler which from the current
state computes which state to proceed to. This process corresponds to finding
enabled transitions in CPN models.
A simulation-based approach is used by Philippi to generate Java code from
a high-level Petri net in [13]. The idea is to make a class diagram which outlines
the classes and method signatures of the program. From this diagram, classes
with attribute definitions and methods with empty bodies are generated. The
empty bodies are filled with the simulator code made from the formal model.
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Simulation-based approaches are also used in the projects described in [12]
and [8] where the generated simulator code made from a CPN model (by CPN
Tools [2]) is used directly in the final implementation. The simulation kernel
is generated from a CPN model and after undergoing automatic modifications,
e.g., linking the code to external code libraries, the generated code is used in the
final implementations.
One advantage of simulation-based approaches is that code execution follows
a simulation of the model very closely, making it easier to establish that the
behaviour of the generated code is the same as the behaviour of the model. Naturally, such approaches do not put any limitations on the class of nets to generate
code for. The main disadvantage of these approaches is that the generated code
is not very natural and often inefficient.
Structure-based. The code generated using a structure-based approach contains
no central component to control the execution of the program. Instead the control
flow of the program is distributed across the program, e.g., to function calls
in functional programming languages. The key idea of these approaches is to
recognise structure (regular patterns) in the model. Structure is then mapped to
well-known programming constructs like sequences, loops, and case constructs.
It is not in general possible to recognize such structure in coloured Petri nets
mainly because they provide much more opportunities for constructing different
control flow structures than common programming languages [13]. Because of
this, it is necessary to restrict the class of nets when using a structure-based
approach.
A structural approach is found in [6]. In this approach the focus is on identifying processes in a Petri net, i.e., parts of the net that work independent of one
other or only have few synchronisation points. Afterwards local variables (i.e.,
information only used by one process) and communication channels are found.
In [14] the authors translate a class of CP-nets, called coloured workflow nets
(CWNs), into BPEL, an XML-based workflow implementation language. CWNs
are quite restricted, and mainly focus on the flow of data and not much on data
processing, making the approach basically a graphical way to describe control
structure instead of a natural way to make CPN models. Furthermore, the BPEL
language is not aimed at general application development. [10] improves on this
by translating directly to Java by adding a data processing component, but it
is very restricted and does not allow the use of general functions in the data
processing part. Furthermore, the approach is limited to emitting Java code.
The advantage of using structure-based approaches is that the code obtained
is more readable than code obtained with a simulation-based approach. The
coding style is more natural and looks more like it is written by a human programmer. The generated code also has a tendency to be more efficient because
it does not rely on a central component. The main disadvantage is that the
requirements on the modeling language may make the models unnatural.
State space-based. The idea of state space based approaches is to use the state
space of the model to compute the next state. In the state space, we have all
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successor states computed for each reachable state which alleviate the overhead
of computing the successors each time. Relying on the full state space to be
generated is a huge drawback because of the state space explosion problem, and
therefore we do not find this method worth pursuing.
Decentralised. The opposite of centralised simulation-based approaches are decentralised approaches. The idea is to implement each place and transition of
the net as processes. Here the program does not directly reflect the structure or
state of the system. This approach has the advantage that parallelism in the net
is preserved, but it also introduces an overhead because of the administration
needed, e.g., for locks and message passing.
The rest of this paper is structured as follows: In the next section, we introduce
our net class, process-partitioned CP-nets via a simple example. In Sect. 3, we
describe our translation algorithm, and in Sect. 4 we describe our experiences
with application of our prototype to a model of a real-life protocol made before
the definition of the net class. Finally, we sum up our conclusions and provide
directions for future work. Part of this work has been published as [4]. The main
change in this version is that the presentation has been improved and shortened.

2

Process-partitioned Coloured Petri Nets

We use a simple producer-consumer system as example. The example can be
seen in Fig. 1. The system consists of a number of producers that produce data
and send it to the consumers (the top part of the model), and a number of
consumers consuming the data (the bottom part of the model). Producing data is
split up into producing the data and transmitting the data to the consumers. The
producers have local Data, which contains the next data value to produce. When
a data item is produced, it is transmitted to Produced Data for transmission.
Each producer sends its data to a specific consumer, getting the identity of
the consumer from the place Next Consumer, and transmitting it onto Buffer.
Currently the identity of the receiving consumer is hard-coded to consumer c(1),
but we can easily replace this by a load balancer. Consumers receive data from
Buffer, which is a simple model of a network, transmit it to the Received Data
place, where it will be consumed.
A general coloured Petri net is not limited to regular control flow structures
in the same way common programming languages are. For this reason it is not
easy to capture the behaviour of a CPN model by using common programming
constructs, e.g., sequences, loops, and case-statements. We note that while the
model is indeed a CPN model, it is modelled slightly differently from how one
would normally go about it. Most notably, we see that we always both consume
and produce tokens on places with data in the name and that we explicitly
bind the consumer on the Send Data transition. This is because the model is
created using the sub-class process-partitioned coloured Petri nets (PCPNs or
PCP-nets). PCPNs are defined in a way that makes it possible to recognise
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Fig. 1: The producer-consumer CPN model.

control structures and thus to generate code from the model. The definition of
PCP-nets is inspired by the definition by Kristensen and Valmari from [9].
A main property of PCP-nets is that they are partitioned into processes
that can be executed in parallel without influencing the behaviour of each other
except for distinguished synchronisation points. Another important property is
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that the control flows of processes are explicit in the net structure, so the state of
the model always reflects where the process is in the control flow. Furthermore,
access to stored values local to each process partition is also explicit in the model,
allowing us to determine the local state of processes.
Here we introduce PCP-nets using the producer-consumer example; for a
formal definition, please refer to [4]. The model has two process partitions, one
modelling producers (top) and one modelling consumers (bottom). Process partitions can be connected by either buffer or shared places, but are otherwise
disjoint. In Fig. 1, the producers and consumers are connected only by the buffer
place Buffer. Intuitively, a process partition models the state and actions of one
or more process instances running the same program code, e.g., producer process
partition models two producer process instances running the same program code
in the example. Transitions in a PCP-net belong to a unique process partition,
e.g., the transition Send Data in Fig. 1 belongs to the producer process partition.
There are four kinds of places in PCP-nets: process places, local places, buffer
places and shared places. In Fig. 1, process places are black (Producing, Sending,
Receiving, and Consuming) and represent the control flow of processes. Process
places have distinguished process types, here PRODUCER or CONSUMER, and we
impose the restriction that every token from a process type, a process token, must
reside on exactly one process place. We ensure this by requiring that transitions
are always connected to exactly one input and one output process place and that
the arc expression must be a variable (allowing a double arc instead of two arcs
with the same inscription). We call the variable used the process variable of the
transition. We require that initially, all process tokens of a given type reside on
the same place, corresponding to all processes starting at the same point. For
example, initially all producer tokens reside on Producing.
Local places in Fig. 1 are green (Data, Produced Data, and Received Data),
and represent variables local to a process. We require that local places have a
type that is a product between a process type and a data type. For example,
Data has type PRODUCERxDATA, the product of PRODUCER and DATA. We
require that if a transition has an arc from a local place, it must also have an arc
leading to the place (and vice versa), arc expressions must be pairs where the first
component is the process variable of the transition, and each local place must
initially have exactly one token for each process token (together ensuring that
local places always have exactly one value for each process instance). Finally, the
second component of the expression on the arc from a local place must always
be a variable only bound on that arc (this ensures that reading a variable from
a local place never disables a transition).
Buffer places are blue in Fig. 1 (Buffer) and represent a communication channel between two processes. Like local places, the type of a buffer place must be a
product of process type and a data types. Buffer places may contain any number
of tokens, but the initial marking is required to be an empty multi-set (corresponding to the communication channel containing no data). Buffer places are
allowed to have any number of arcs as long as outgoing arcs have expressions
that are pairs of the process variable and an otherwise free data variable (like
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for local places), but we impose no special requirements on arcs going into buffer
places.
Shared places are red in Fig. 1 (Next Consumer) and represent data shared
between multiple processes, corresponding to shared memory. Shared places can
have any type that is not a process type (which is why we use NEXTCONSUMER
on Next Consumer instead of just CONSUMER). The reason for that is to be able
to distinguish shared places from the other kinds of places. We require that a
shared place has an initial marking of size one (corresponding to the variable
having exactly one value), and we preserve this by always requiring that any
transition with an arc from a shared place also has an arc to the shared place.
We require that all arc expressions evaluate to multi-sets of size one to preserve the flow in process partitions. We also require that except for process
variables, all variables exist at most once in all expressions on input arcs around
one transition. This is to make the enabling calculation simpler in the generated
code. It is still possible to make equality tests in the guards, however. We do
not allow free variables on output arcs or in guards, as this would correspond to
drawing random numbers in programs. Randomness can still be introduced by
explicitly calling a random number generator. Variables used in the guard must
be bound from local places, i.e., we do not allow input from shared or buffer
places, as this would introduce race conditions as we shall discuss later.

3

Translation Algorithm

In this section, we explain the techniques developed for translating a PCPN
model into program source code. The producer-consumer system is used to illustrate each phase of the translation. The translation from PCPN models to the
target language is divided into five phases. The idea is to move closer and closer
to the target language in small steps. Figure 2 illustrates the phases of the translation. The three first phases (top) are independent of the target language, i.e.,
they make no assumptions about the target language. The first phase consists
of decorating the different parts of the PCPN model to allow us to distinguish,
e.g., process places and shared places. The second phase translates from the decorated PCPN model into a control flow graph (CFG) for each process partition,
extracting the control flow from the model. In the third phase the CFG is translated into an abstract syntax tree (AST) for a simple language designed to be
abstract enough that it can be translated into most programming languages. The
control flow represented by the CFG is made explicit by, e.g., goto statements
in the AST. The last two phases of the translation are shown at the bottom of
Fig. 2. These are language dependent, i.e., the phases are specific to a target
programming language. We have shown two possible target languages: Erlang
and Java. In case of Erlang, the AST is translated into an Erlang syntax tree
(EST), mapping the generic concepts of the AST to language specific constructs
for the Erlang language. In case of JAVA, the AST is translated into a Java
syntax tree (JST) and then into Java source code. The last phase pretty-prints
a syntax tree for the concrete target language under consideration.
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Fig. 2: The first three phases (top) and last two (bottom) of the translation.

Phase 1: Decorating the PCPN Model. The purpose of this phase is to
identify different parts of the PCPN model and decorate them with information
such as whether, e.g., places are shared places or process places. This phase uses
properties of the PCPN net class to perform the identification. In our prototype,
we actually perform this step, but it is likely that one would create an editor that
would automatically provide this information, and ensure that the constructed
model is indeed a PCPN model. For this reason, we will not give the full details
of the decoration, but refer the interested reader to [4]. The main idea is that
a user must identify process types, allowing us to find the process partitions.
Local places can be identified as places only connected to transitions from a
single partition with types that are products of the correct process type (that of
the process variables of connected transitions) and another type. Buffer places
can be recognized as places connected to multiple process partitions, and finally
shared places are identified as places whose type is not a product containing a
process type.
Phase 2: Translating the Decorated PCPN Model to a CFG. The
main purpose of this phase is to extract the control flow from the decorated
PCPN model and make it explicit in a control flow graph (CFG). This phase
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also identifies common program constructs, e.g., processes, variables, and access
to variables. Furthermore, the phase finds synchronisation points, i.e., messages
passing between processes. The CFG we use is a directed graph in which arcs
correspond to control flow and nodes corresponds to a sequence of statements to
be executed. A CFG is constructed for all process partitions in the model, thus
in the producer-consumer system two CFGs are generated: one for the producer
process partition and one for the consumer process partition. In Fig. 3, we see
the translated CFG for the producer process partition. Transitions are translated
into basic blocks in the CFG. In the producer process partition, the transition
Produce Data is translated into the basic block produce data. The contents of
basic blocks depends on the places connected to the transition. There is a special
start basic block for each CFG representing the start point of the process. In
Fig. 3 it points to the basic block produce data as all tokens initially are on
the Producing place, which is input to Produce Data.

Fig. 3: The CFG of the producer process.

Process places in the PCPN model are not explicitly translated into nodes
in the CFG, but are represented as edges between basic blocks. In Fig. 3 we see
that the basic block produce data has an edge to send data signifying that
after executing produce data control should flow to the basic block send
data. The edge condition true indicates that control flows unconditionally.
Local places are used to store data. In a programming language this corresponds to reading/writing a process local variable. The producer process partition contains the two process variables Data and ProducedData corresponding
to the two local places Data and Produced Data in the PCPN model. The initial
values for the variables are extracted from the initial markings of the corresponding places. The initial marking of the local place Produced Data contains
0 for both instances and thus this is the initial value of this variable for both
instances. An input arc with an arc expression on the form (pid, var) from
a local place to a transition corresponds to process instance pid reading a vari-
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able var. The input arc with expression (prod, data) from Data to Produce
Data is translated to Read process var with the expression data as shown in
Fig. 3. Output arcs corresponds to Write process var . (prod, data) on the
arc from Produce Data to Produced Data is translated to Write process var with
the expression data.
Buffer places are used to send data to a particular process instance. In a programming language this corresponds to sending to and receiving from a shared
buffer, thus a buffer place is translated into a buffer in the CFG. Input arcs from
a buffer place to a transition with arc expression (pid, var) correspond to a
process pid receiving a message which is put into a variable var. This kind of
input arc can be found in the consumer part of the producer-consumer system
on the arc from Buffer to Receive Data (with expression (cons, data)) and
is translated into Receive with the expression data meaning that the value of
the received data should be read into the variable data for later use. Output
arcs with expression (pid, exp) correspond to sending a value exp to a process instance pid. The output arc expression (nextcons, data) from Send
Data to Buffer is translated to Send the expression data to the receiver process
instance nextcons.
Shared places in the PCPN model are used to share data between multiple
process instances. In a programming language this corresponds to a global variable, e.g., in shared memory. Shared places are translated into global variables
in the CFG. In the producer-consumer system there is one global variable corresponding to the shared place Next Consumer. Initial markings of shared places
are extracted and used as initial values. Input arcs with arc expression var from
a shared place to a transition corresponds to a process reading a variable with a
global scope. In the producer-consumer system, there is an input arc expression
nextcons to the transition SendData from the shared place Next Consumer.
This is translated to a Read global var . In a similar fashion, outgoing arcs are
translated to Write global var .
Phase 3: Translating the CFG to an AST. The main purpose of this
phase is to take the control flow given in the structure of the control flow graph
(CFG) and translate it into a tree form consisting of nodes representing common
programming constructs, e.g., jump statements. Furthermore, read and write
expressions contained in the CFG are parsed and translated into trees in order
to make them independent of the inscription language.
Figure 4 shows a sub-tree of the AST for the producer-consumer example
where only the nodes from the produce data block of the producer process
are shown. When building the AST, a process is created for each CFG process.
Figure 4 shows the program contains two processes, namely producer and
consumer. The program node also contains the global variable NextConsumer.
In the CFG each process contains a number of variables. These variables are
translated into process variables and contain an initial expression for each instance of the process. Expressions are parsed using a simplistic SML parser. An
AST process also has a number of AST blocks which are created from the basic
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blocks of the CFG. The producer process contains three such blocks: produce
data, send data, and start. The AST contains nodes for reading and writing process and global variables as well as for sending and receiving via buffers.
The rightmost node in the produce data block is an unconditional goto statement containing a pointer to the block it jumps to, in this case the send data
block. Jump statements are translated from edges between basic blocks in the
CFG. An AST can have two types of goto statements, a unconditional jump and
a conditional jump with a boolean expression that must evaluate to true for the
jump to take place.

Fig. 4: The AST for the ”produce data” part of the producer.

The AST can either be used as is or we can further transform it by extending the abstract syntax with, e.g., loops, if statements, or exceptions. These
structured programming paradigms must be inferred from the control flow of
the program. For example, we can identify an infinite loop in the producers of
producing and transmitting. By doing this at the AST level, any new kind of
control structure recognized can be used by all target languages.
Phase 4: Translating the AST to an EST. This phase generates an Erlang
syntax tree (EST) based on an AST. The purpose of this phase is to translate
the abstract representation of a program into an Erlang program represented
as a tree. We have chosen Erlang as implementation because it is a functional
language not too far from SML and it has been developed specifically for handling concurrent and critical systems, such as telephone centrals. The control
flow, represented by goto statements in the AST, is translated into the functional language paradigm equivalent function calls. Since functional languages
are stateless the state is passed along with the function calls. Processes are na-
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tive in the Erlang language, thus each process in the AST is simply translated
into a module. The generated modules are spawned in a special system module.
To give an impression of the translation from an AST to an EST we take a
look at the producer-consumer system. Figure 5 shows how a part of the producer
is represented in the generated EST (top) and the details of produce data
(bottom). The producer module basically consists of a function, start which
is exported to the environment to allow the environment to start up processes,
a declaration of the environment of the process containing all process variables,
and functions for each basic block. Process variables are represented using an
environment in the form of a record, so reading and writing translates to record
operations. Global variables in the AST are used to share data between processes. There is no native equivalent to global variables in the Erlang language,
so instead we construct a module which can be used to spawn processes that
acts like global variables. Receiving messages via a buffer is a native construct
in the Erlang language. To handle the translation of more advanced control flow
constructs, a buffer with extra functionality is needed. For this reason we construct an explicit buffer process for each receiver to receive messages. Goto
statements in the AST are divided into unconditional and conditional jumps.

Fig. 5: The producer module (top) and function declaration produce data (bottom)
of the EST.
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Unconditional goto statements are simply translated into function application
expressions in the EST. In the example, we see an application of send data at
the far right.
We have a dedicated module to spawn an Erlang process for each process
instance. It also spawns buffer processes and a process for each global variable. In the producer-consumer system this sums up to: two producers, two
consumers, two buffers belonging to the consumers, and a shared instance for
NextConsumer.
Phase 5: Translating the EST to Erlang Code. The last phase is translating the Erlang syntax tree (EST) into a textual representation. The EST is
a concrete representation of Erlang, so the task is to traverse the tree and print
a textual representation of each node to a file. A traversal is made for each
module declaration because they represent different output files. Listing 1 shows
a part of the generated Erlang code for the producer module. In Fig. 5 at the
top we see the EST of the module declaration and at the bottom, we see the
produce data function declaration. We first declare our module (l. 1) and export the start function (l. 2). We then define our environment type (ll. 3–5)
and move on to the definition of the produce data function (l. 7–11) starting
by reading Data from the environment (l. 8) and creating a new environment
with updated values of the variables (ll. 9–10). Finally, we hand over control to
the send data function with the new environment (l. 11).

1
2
3
4
5
7
8
9
10
11

!

Listing 1: Part of the generated code for the producer module

- module(producer).
- export([start/2]).
- record(environment, {
produced_data,
data}).
produce_data(Env) ->
Data = Env#environment.data,
NewEnv = Env#environment {produced_data = Data,
data = Data + 2},
send_data(NewEnv).

#

"

$

Advanced Control Flow Issues. While covering most of the constructs
found in PCP-nets, the producer-consumer model does not contain a branch of
the control flow. Here, we describe how branches of control flow are handled
in the translation. In the producer-consumer model process tokens residing on
a process place are only available to a single transition but the definition allows process tokens to be available to multiple transitions, i.e., a control flow
branch. Control flow branches introduce an additional challenge when the target
transitions have input arcs from buffer places. These buffer places have to be
taken into consideration when choosing the flow of control. Making a function
call without looking at the buffer may introduce a deadlock in the program that
did not exist in the model. In Fig. 6 we see a part of a PCPN model with one
process place Process Place, two transitions T1 and T2, and two buffer places
Buffer1 and Buffer2. The process token can be removed by either T1 or T2, and
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Fig. 6: A process partition with a control flow branch.

are in both cases put back on Process Place. T1 is enabled if guard1 evaluates to
true and there is a token on Buffer1, and analogously for T2. This means that
the generated process can proceed to either T1 or T2 depending not only on the
guards but also on presence of tokens on buffer places.
Translation to a CFG. Given the PCPN model shown in Fig. 6, we generate the
CFG shown in Fig. 7 (top). It contains an entry basic block start which has an
edge with condition guard1 to the basic block T1, and an edge with condition
guard2 to the basic block T2. The flow of control from T1 is either to itself
or to T2 depending on the value of guard1 and guard2, and analogously for
T2. T1 contains a receive statement from Buffer1 and T2 contains a receive
statement from Buffer2.
Translation to an AST. The CFG is translated to the AST shown in Fig. 7 (bottom). The Process node contains two blocks T1 and T2. Taking a look at T1
it contains a receive statement which has a pointer to Buffer1 where the incoming messages are stored. The receive statement also contains a local variable
i into which a message from the buffer is read. T1 also contains two conditional
statements; one holding the condition expression guard1 and pointing to T1,
and one holding the condition expression guard2 and pointing to T2. The block
T2 is similar to T1.
Translation to Erlang Source Code. The translation becomes more complex
when allowing branches. Jumping to the first block were the guard evaluates to
true could introduce a deadlock in the program if that block contains a receive
statement from a buffer that will never have an element added. For instance,
in the PCPN model shown in Fig. 6, it could be the case that both guard1 and
guard2 evaluates to true. Assume that Buffer1 is empty, and that there will
never be added a token to it. Assume also that Buffer2 already contains a token.
If the program was to jump to the function corresponding to the transition T1
the program would stop on the blocking receive expression. This is not desirable
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Fig. 7: The CFG (top) and AST (bottom) of the control flow branch.

since T2 is enabled in the PCPN model, thus calling the function corresponding
to T2, would not make the program stop.
A solution to this problem is to only jump to a function with a receive
expression if there is an element in the buffer. Since buffers are local to a process
instance, the element will remain in the buffer until removed by the process
instance. For this reason, we have introduced an explicit Erlang buffer module
with operations for checking if an element is available. An example of this can
be seen for our industrial example in Listing 2 in the next section.

4

Using the Method on a Real-life Example

We have used our prototype to generate code for the producer-consumer example, part of which is shown in Listing 1. We have validated this code by manual
inspection and by adding logging code verifying that it is possible to reproduce
runs of the generated code in the model.
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We have also run our prototype on a model of the real-life dynamic ondemand MANET routing protocol (DYMO) [1]. The first versions of our model
of this protocol were made before starting this work and the translation effort
required to get running code is therefore realistic for other projects as well.
Earlier versions of the model have been used to find and fix problems in the
protocol specification [5]. The protocol is responsible for establishing routes in
a mobile ad-hoc network (MANETs), i.e., a network with no preexisting infrastructure. The protocol establishes routes on-demand, i.e., when they are actually
needed. The model models the two parts route discovery and route maintenance
of DYMO. Route discovery establishes routes by multicasting route request messages. Each intermediate node records a route back to the originator and forwards
the message. When the request arrives at the destination, a route is established
and used to unicast a route reply back to the originator. Route maintenance actively monitors links and uses timeouts to discover loss of connection, and when
this happens a route error is multicasted to all neighbours.
The CPN model of DYMO has been translated into PCPN from the earlier
versions in approximately 20 man hours and consists of 8 modules, 49 places,
and 18 transitions, and is thus fairly complex. We have shown part of the route
discovery in Fig. 8. The module is responsible for initiating route discovery. We
have used the same color conventions as in Fig. 1, i.e., process places are black,
local places are green, shared places are red, and buffer places are blue. The
module can either create a new route request or cancel the request if we have
retried too many times.
Generating code from the DYMO model yields the modules shown in Table 1.
We have listed lines of code (L.O.C.) for each module – in total we generated 563

(i(1), "node 1")
Own IP
Address

(i(1), false)

(init, established)

INITIATORxIPADDRESS

Cancel
(init, ip)

(init, cancel)
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(init, true)
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Fig. 8: The Initiator module of the PCPN DYMO model.
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IPADDRESS

Table 1: Generated Modules from the DYMO Protocol.
Module name

L.O.C. Functions to implement

system.erl
buffer.erl
shared.erl
initiator.erl
receiver.erl
processer.erl
establishchecker.erl
network.erl

20
36
16
116
116
111
126
22

0
0
0
1
7
4
0
0

Total

563

12

lines of code. Since we do not support automatic translation from SML to Erlang,
we had to manually implement various Erlang expressions and functions on the
basis of the corresponding SML code. These SML expressions are carried along as
comments in the generated code. The comments are placed where the expression
should be used, thus the structure of the program is preserved. Implementing the
functions (12 in total) in Erlang is an easy task, because of the similarity between
Erlang and SML. In total, we spent approximately 12 man hours modifying the
generated code, including removal of unused extracted values. The time spent
could be eliminated by implementing automatic translation from SML to our
AST and adding rudimentary liveness calculation for variables.
In Listing 2, we see the generated code for the Create RREQ from the Initiator
module. This code is pretty typical for the generated code as it starts by gathering parameters, then performs a calculation, distributes results, and finally
passes on control. The code consists of picking the needed values of the environ-

Listing 2: Generated code for the Create RREQ transition of the Initiator module.
"
!

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29

create_rreq(Env) ->
Count = Env#environment.rreq_tries,
Cancel = Env#environment.cancel,
Ip = Env#environment.own_ip_address,
is_route_established ! {get, self()}, receive Established -> Established end,
target_ip ! {get, self()}, receive Targetip -> Targetip end,
seqnum ! {get, self()}, receive Seqnum -> Seqnum end,
NewEnv = Env#environment {rreq_tries = Count - 1, cancel = Established},
is_route_established ! {set, Established},
target_ip ! {set, Targetip},
seqnum ! {set, Seqnum + 1},
Id1 = 1,
Receiver1 = list_to_atom("network_ID" ++ integer_to_list(Id1) ++ "_dymo_to_network"),
Receiver1 ! {send, %% CGcreateRREQ (targetip, ip, seqNum)
undefined},
Guard_cancel_request_cancel = NewEnv#environment.cancel,
Guard_rreq_tries_reached_count = NewEnv#environment.rreq_tries,
Guard_rreq_tries_reached_cancel = NewEnv#environment.cancel,
Guard_create_rreq_count = NewEnv#environment.rreq_tries,
Guard_create_rreq_cancel = NewEnv#environment.cancel,
Guard_create_rreq_ip = NewEnv#environment.own_ip_address,
if
%% cancel
undefined -> cancel_request(NewEnv);
%% count = 0, not cancel
undefined -> rreq_tries_reached(NewEnv);
%% not cancel, count > 0
undefined -> create_rreq(NewEnv)
end.

#
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$

1
2
3

!

Listing 3: The createRREQ function.

createRREQ(Target, N, Seqnum) ->
#message {src = N, dest = ’LL_MANET_ROUTERS’, target_addr = Target, orig_addr = N, orig_seqnum = Seqnum,
hop_limit = 5, dist = 1, msg_type = ’RREQ’}.

#

"
$

ment (ll. 2–4) and reading variables from shared variables (ll. 5–7), gathering
of parameters. Then the code constructs a new environment (l. 8), and sets all
shared values (ll. 8–15), calculation and distribution of results. In lines 14–15 we
see that the original declaration from the CPN model has been commented out
and replaced by undefined. We need to manually translate this function, and
remove the comment and undefined. We then extract values for use in evaluation
of the guard (ll. 16–21), and dispatch based on the result of evaluating the guard
(ll. 22–28). We also need to translate the expressions in the switch in lines 22–28,
but due to similarity between SML and Erlang, this mostly consists of renaming
the variables shown. To illustrate how easy the modifications are, we have shown
the manually implemented function in Listing 3.
In order to execute more than one node running the generated DYMO implementation, we use the distributed Erlang system which is a mechanism in
Erlang allowing a number of Erlang systems to communicate over a network. It
consists of a number of independent Erlang runtime systems, each called an Erlang node. Each node executes the same generated DYMO code. The processes
running the DYMO implementation on different Erlang nodes do not communicate directly with each other. Instead they communicate via a network simulator
process running on a separate Erlang node. The stub code for the network simulator is generated directly from the network process partition of the DYMO
PCPN model. The network simulator process implements a simple MANET with
a static topology where both unicast and multicast is supported.
To monitor the behaviour of the program, each node prints its own routing
table, which can then be manually inspected to verify that the expected routes
were established. To make sure that every part of the generated code at some
point has been executed, we have executed the generated DYMO code with
several different MANET configurations designed to exercise all parts of the code.
The generated code established the correct routes in all cases, which provides
confidence in the generated code.

5

Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper, we have introduced a sub-class of coloured Petri nets, processpartitioned coloured Petri nets (PCPNs or PCP-nets), which separates control
flow from data, and we have shown a structure-based approach to automatically
generating (Erlang) code from models created using this sub-class. The approach
first extracts a control flow graph from the model, and from the control flow
graph infers the higher level control structures and constructs an abstract syntax
tree for an abstract language. From the abstract syntax tree, we generate a
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syntax tree specific to the target language, translating generic control structures
into language specific control structures.
We have validated that the translation and net class works for real-life examples, and have shown that a real life model with 8 pages, 49 places and 18
transitions can be translated to the net class in acceptable time (20 man hours),
which indicates that the net class is not too far from general CP-nets, at least
for network protocols. The generated code can be edited relatively easily, and
even though we do not translate more complex SML functions automatically,
the adaptation and setup for testing of the code was done in only 12 man hours,
which indicates that the generated code is indeed fairly natural. Using manual
inspection and logging, we have validated that traces in the generated code can
be reproduced in the model and that the calculated results are correct according
to the model.
For future work, we would like to extend the PCPN class to allow using variables from buffer or shared places in guards, which would reduce the complexity
of the PCPN DYMO model. This complicates the calculation of guards, as the
value may change as other process instances modify/receive values, requiring
introduction of a locking mechanism. It would also be interesting to look at
dynamic instantiation of processes, which should not be too difficult since we
already instantiate processes in our setup process. Furthermore, our current implementation does not allow hierarchical PCP-nets, so they have to be flattened,
e.g., using CPN Tools prior to translation. Automatic flattening, or, even better,
use of the module concept in CP-nets to further improve the translation would
be preferable.
It would also be interesting to improve the control structure recognition, from
only using goto and conditional jumps to also include inlining of unconditional
unique jumps, recognition of loops, and binary if statements. It would also be
interesting to add Java code emission to validate that our approach is indeed
output language agnostic. It is also a very interesting option to translate to
GCCs GENERIC [11] intermediate language instead, as this would give us direct
emission of binary code and allow us to directly link with code written in the
plethora of languages supported by GCC.
Tool support can also be improved to, e.g., check that a model is indeed a
PCPN model (or to only allow construction of valid PCPN models), and to add
a parser to automatically generate AST nodes for all SML functions to eliminate
this manual step.
An obvious weak point of the current implementation is that the validation is
done in an ad-hoc manner, which increases our confidence in the implementation,
but does not deliver the promised certainty that the code is correct.
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Abstract
The Extensible Authentication Protocol (EAP) allows a server to request authentication information from a client. In order to transport EAP messages over an
IP network, the Protocol for Carrying Authentication for Network Access (PANA)
has been developed. This paper applies a protocol engineering methodology using Coloured Petri nets (CPNs) as a step towards formally verifying the design
of PANA. State space analysis of a simple PANA configuration shows that the
current specification has removed deadlocks discovered in previous PANA versions.
Furthermore, state space and language analysis of PANA for diﬀerent client retransmission limits leads to two important conjectures: the state space size (number of
nodes, arcs) can be expressed as a polynomial in terms of the retransmission limit;
and the protocol language is independent of the retransmission limit. The results
suggest parametric verification is applicable to PANA. Finally, ideas for automatically validating the CPN model against the original specification are discussed.

1

Introduction

The Extensible Authentication Protocol (EAP) [1] is a framework for performing authentication in computer networks (see Figure 1). A typical usage scenario, as illustrated in
Figure 2, involves a server (known as authenticator in EAP) initiating an authentication
request to a peer. The peer responds to this, and any subsequent requests, until the
authenticator determines the procedures to be a success (the peer is authenticated for
network access) or failure (the peer is denied access to the network). In practice a third
entity, the authentication server, may be utilised for storage of credential information.
EAP is designed to support diﬀerent authentication methods (e.g. MD5, TLS) and to
operate over diﬀerent (non-IP-based) network technologies. For example, a laptop can
authenticate with a wireless LAN access point using IEEE 802.11i, or a home PC can
authenticate with a dial-in server using EAP over the Point-to-Point Protocol (PPP).
In order to allow EAP to be carried over IP networks, PANA has been developed
and released as IETF Request For Comments (RFC) 5191. The Protocol for Carrying
Authentication for Network Access [8] is a lower layer for EAP, and PANA itself uses
UDP as a lower layer. In addition to the protocol definition in [8], the PANA Working
Group has developed a state-table model of PANA published as RFC 5609 [7]. Although
the state-table model is for informative purposes, combined with the protocol definition,
it provides a detailed explanation of the behaviour of PANA. However, as with many
distributed protocols, it is important that the PANA specification is accurate and unambiguous. This is particularly important for an authentication protocol, where small errors
or an ambiguous specification may lead to implementations with potentially damaging
security flaws.
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Figure 1: EAP framework
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Figure 2: Typical EAP message sequence
Most research on PANA involved its application to wireless networks [18, 17, 5],
especially performance analysis of PANA re-authentication during handovers [4, 9]. Little
eﬀort has been directed to the formal analysis of PANA, including security analysis. The
overall aim of this research is to verify the design of PANA to ensure a complete and
correct specification is available. To do so a protocol engineering methodology [2] is
applied utilising Coloured Petri nets (CPNs) [14]. There are numerous examples of a
protocol engineering methodology applied to other protocols (e.g. [19, 16, 11, 12]). The
steps followed in this paper include:
1. Modelling of the PANA protocol specification using CPN Tools [15].
2. Simulation of the PANA CPN model to investigate specific scenarios. CPN Tools
is used to step through sequences of events, and combined with BRITNeY [21] to
automatically generate message sequence charts.
3. Functional property verification from state space analysis. CPN Tools is used to
inspect terminal states and identify possible deadlocks, as well as bounds on communication channels.
4. Generation and inspection of the PANA protocol language (i.e. the possible ordering
of interactions between PANA and the higher layer, EAP). Obtaining the protocol
language is necessary in verifying that PANA is a faithful refinement of the service
that EAP assumes is provided by the lower layer. However in this work, there is
not yet a formal definition the PANA service oﬀered to EAP. Hence only manual
inspection of the protocol language is used at this stage.
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Note that this paper does not attempt a formal security analysis (from a cryptographic viewpoint) of PANA. In fact, such analysis depends largely on EAP and other
authentication methods, as PANA is only a protocol that carries EAP messages.
In previous work [13] a CPN model and initial analysis of PANA was presented. This
was based on RFC5191 and draft version 6 of the PANA state tables. Using state space
analysis of the simplest configurations of PANA (no retransmissions, no optimisation of
the initiation procedure), a problem with aborting sessions was identified. Since then
the PANA state tables have been updated (from version 6 through to 13, which is now
published as RFC 5609). This paper uses an updated CPN model of the latest version of
PANA. In addition, new configurations are analysed, in particular with retransmissions
and initiation optimisation.
The remainder of this paper is organised as follows: Section 2 describes PANA and
EAP in further detail. Section 3 provides an overview of the CPN model of PANA.
Results from the formal analysis of the PANA Authentication and Authorisation Phase
are presented in Section 4. Discussion of the approach, results and ideas for future work
are given in Section 5.

2
2.1

EAP and PANA
EAP

EAP is a request/response protocol where only a single packet is in-flight at once, i.e. the
authenticator cannot send a new request until the response from the previous request is
received. The requests contain authentication challenges to the client. EAP assumes the
lower layer (in this paper, PANA) will provide in-order delivery of packets, however it
does not require the lower layer to be reliable, provide security or remove duplicates. A
typical scenario, as illustrated in Figure 2, involves one or more EAP Request/Response
exchanges (always initiated by the authenticator) followed by a final EAP Success or EAP
Failure message, depending on the authentication information supplied by the client.

2.2

PANA

The role of PANA is to transport EAP messages between peer (referred to as PANA
Client or PaC) and authenticator (PAA). PANA uses UDP at the transport layer, and
hence the service provided to PANA may have packet losses, duplication and re-ordering.
An exchange of messages in PANA is a session, which is divided into four phases:
Authentication and Authorisation At the start of a PANA session this phase involves the exchange of EAP messages to perform authentication.
Access Once authentication is successful network access is provided. In this phase either
PaC or PAA may test for the liveness of the session (which has a limited lifetime).
Re-authentication May be performed to maintain the session liveness.
Termination Either PaC or PAA may terminate a session. If a session isn’t terminated
gracefully, then a timeout on the PANA session will result in the termination.
PANA communications are implemented as a series of request and answer messages.
To explain the Authentication and Authorisation phase consider the example scenario
in Figure 3(a) (which is generated from our CPN model in Section 3). It shows the
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Service primitives
between the EAP Peer
and the PANA Client

PANA messages sent over the
network between PaC and PAA. The
sending and receiving of the message
are shown as two separate events.
Also shown is the sequence number
and Start or Complete flags when
relevant.

Service primitives
between the EAP
Authenticator and
PAA.

Figure 3: Message sequence chart of PANA Authentication phase: (a) no piggybacking;
(b) with piggybacking
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communication between EAP entity and corresponding PANA entity, as well as between
PANA entities across the network.
The PANA session can be initialised by either the PAA or PaC (Figure 3(a) shows
an example initiated by PAA, whereas Figure 3(b) illustrates PaC initiation, as well as
piggybacking). The methods for each entity learning about the presence of the other is
out side of the scope of PANA. For a PAA-initiated-session, after it discovers the presence
of a PaC, it sends an AuthRequest message to start the session (the ’S’ flag indicates this
message is to start the session). This initial AuthRequest is used to force a restart of the
EAP session at the Peer. The PaC responds with an AuthAnswer, which results in the
EAP session at the Authenticator restarting.
The EAP Authenticator then initiates the authentication with an EAP Request. This
triggers the PAA to send an AuthRequest carrying the EAP Request method (e.g. the
authentication challenge). Upon receipt of the AuthRequest, the PaC passes the EAP
Request method to the EAP Peer and replies with an AuthAnswer.
The PaC sends the response to the challenge in an AuthRequest (which is also acknowledged by the PAA with a AuthAnswer). This sequence of EAP requests and responses
(and AuthRequest and AuthAnswer messages) may repeat until the authentication is complete. Finally the EAP Authenticator will send a Success or Failure method indicating
the result of authentication. The EAP Success is shown in Figure 3(a), which is carried
in an AuthRequest with the Complete flag set. Once the AuthAnswer is received by the
PAA, both PAA and PaC have the PANA session established and the Access phase is entered. Note that the AuthAnswer messages can be considered as acknowledgements of the
AuthRequest messages. They do not necessarily carry the answer to the authentication
challenge (i.e. the EAP response). Other relevant details of PANA include:
• 32-bit sequence numbers are used to maintain ordering and perform error detection.
The sequence numbers at PAA and PaC are independent. An outgoing request
message contains a sequence number, and the corresponding answer message must
have the same sequence number.
• Request messages are retransmitted if an answer is not received within a specified
time. The session is terminated if too many retransmissions occur.
• PANA messages contain 16 bytes of fixed size header (e.g. flags, message type,
sequence number, session identifier) as well as a variable number of AttributeValue Pairs (AVPs). AVPs include: the actual EAP message; authentication data;
session lifetime; and other security related information.
• Optional piggybacking of messages allows either PaC or PAA to send a single PANA
message that represents both an answer and a request. For example in Figure 3(a)
without piggybacking, PaC sends an AuthAnswer(8) followed by AuthRequest(3).
With piggybacking turned on (Figure 3(b)), the PaC sends a single message, AuthAnswer(9) which also includes the EAP response.

2.3

EAP/PANA Interface

In order to verify if the PANA protocol correctly interacts with EAP, it is necessary to
understand the interface between the two layers. The EAP state-machines [20] specify
the variables used for communication between EAP and a lower layer. This information
is summarised in Figure 4. As an example, when the EAP Authenticator sends an EAP
Request, the eapReq flag will be set to true and the Request method will be included in
eapReqData.
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Figure 4: EAP/PANA interface based on [20]
In addition to the EAP-defined interface, the PANA state-tables [7] describes its own
set of variables and procedures used for communication between PANA and EAP. As
an alternative to the two separate set of variables defined by EAP and PANA, service
primitives can be used to describe the interface between the two layers. Table 1 is an
attempt to define the service primitives that correspond to information found in the EAP
standard [20] and PANA standard [8, 7]. The table lists the EAP-defined variables, the
PANA-defined variables, as well as the newly defined service primitives. However from the
available specifications it is diﬃcult to define all valid sequences of primitives, and hence
orderings are not yet defined. In Section 4 the service primitives are used in determining
the PANA protocol language, i.e. the possible sequences of service primitives.
Table 1: EAP/PANA interface variables and service primitives
No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

3
3.1

Entity
Peer/PaC
Peer/PaC
Peer/PaC
Peer/PaC
Peer/PaC
Peer/PaC
Peer/PaC
Peer/PaC
Auth/PAA
Auth/PAA
Auth/PAA
Auth/PAA
Auth/PAA
Auth/PAA
Auth/PAA
Auth/PAA
Peer/PaC
Auth/PAA

EAP
eapRestart
eapReq
eapResp
eapSuccess
eapFail
eapRestart
eapReq
eapSuccess
eapFail
-

PANA
AUTH USER
EAP RESTART
EAP REQUEST
EAP RESPONSE
EAP SUCCESS
EAP FAILURE
ABORT
PAC FOUND
EAP RESTART
EAP REQUEST
EAP SUCCESS
EAP FAILURE
EAP TIMEOUT
ABORT
DISCARD
DISCARD

Primitive
CAuthUser
CRestart
CRequest
CResponse
CSuccess
CFailure
CTimeout
CAbort
APacFound
ARestart
ARequest
AResponse
ASuccess
AFailure
ATimeout
AAbort
CDiscard
ADiscard

Coloured Petri Net Model of PANA
Model Hierarchical Structure

A CPN model of PANA has been created based on the state tables in [7]. The model
consists of 23 pages, 63 transitions and 7 places (however not all transitions are relevant
for the Authentication and Authorisation phase of PANA considered in this paper).
The model focuses on the components of the protocol important for functional verification, i.e. the ordering of exchange of messages. Where possible, abstraction is used so
that details of message content and format can be omitted. This makes analysis easier,
but at the expense of a complete protocol specification. The structure of the model fol66
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Figure 5: Top-level page of PANA CPN Model
lows a state-based approach, where transitions are used to model actions (each row) in
the PANA state-tables. Further discussion of this approach is given in Section 5.
The PANA CPN is hierarchical, with the PaC and PAA modelled on separate pages,
and then each state of the PaC/PAA modelled on separate pages. This is achieved using
substitution transitions and port/socket places. At the highest level (Figure 5) there are
two transitions (PaC and PAA) and two places modelling the communication channel
between PaC and PAA (and vice versa). The channel is assumed to be reliable (no
message loss), but allows re-ordering and delay of messages. As UDP is used as the lower
layer by PANA, the assumption of no message loss is not always valid. However assuming
no message loss is a useful starting point for the analysis, since modelling loss may hide
deadlocks in the protocol. Studying the impact of message loss is part of future work.
Both the PaC and PAA transitions at the top-level contain detailed models on their
respective sub-pages. These sub-pages (Figures 6 and 7) contain transitions that model
the events at each state and a place to model the current state. For example, the
place Client stores the current state of PaC, C INITIAL, and state variables such as
eap piggyback=false. Places LastClientMsg and LastAuthMsg are used to store the previous message sent in case a retransmission is necessary.

3.2

Modelling State Tables

Each transition on the PAA/PaC sub-pages is further decomposed to individual pages
that model the events, conditions, actions and next states as presented in the state-tables.
To explain, the case of the PAA in the INITIAL state will be used as an example. The
PANA state-table from [7] for the PAA INITIAL state is given in Figure 8.
For a given state, the state-tables in [7] specify:
• An exit condition, i.e. the conditions that must occur. For example, in Figure 8
there is an exit condition called EAP REQUEST, which indicates a request is received
from the higher layer EAP entity.
• Exit actions, i.e. the actions that will be executed upon the conditions being met.
For the EAP REQUEST condition, the actions are to transmit a PANA AuthRequest
message (Tx:PAR[S]) and then start the retransmission timer (RtxTimerStart().
Note that the contents of the AuthRequest message depends on the type of EAP
method received from the higher layer.
• The exit state, i.e. the next state of the entity. After the EAP REQUEST and
corresponding actions, the PAA will re-enter (i.e. remain in) the INITIAL state.
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LastClientMsg
msg
C_INITIAL
C_INITIAL

C_WAIT_PAA
C_WAIT_PAA
C_WAIT_EAP_MSG
C_WAIT_EAP_MSG
(C_INITIAL,{
eap_piggyback=false,
RtxTimerOn=false,
SessionTimerOn=false,
RtxCounter=0,
SeqTx=0,
SeqRx=INITASEQ})
Client

Client2Auth
Out
C_WAIT_EAP_RESULT

msg

C_WAIT_EAP_RESULT
C_WAIT_EAP_RESULT
CLOSE
C_WAIT_EAP_RESULT CLOSE
PaCState

C_OPEN
C_OPEN

C_WAIT_PNA
C_WAIT_PNA

C_SESS_TERM
C_SESS_TERM

Auth2Client
In

msg

C_RETRANSMIT
C_RETRANSMIT

Figure 6: CPN Model of PaC

A_INITIAL

msg

A_INITIAL

Client2Auth
In

A_WAIT_EAP_MSG
A_WAIT_EAP_MSG
(A_INITIAL,{
eap_piggyback=false,
RtxTimerOn=false,
SessionTimerOn=false,
OptimizedInit=false,
RtxCounter=0,
SeqTx=0,
SeqRx=0,
Started=false})

A_WAIT_SUCC_PAN
A_WAIT_SUCC_PAN

A_WAIT_FAIL_PAN
A_WAIT_FAIL_PAN

A_OPEN

Authenticator
PAAState

A_OPEN

A_WAIT_PNA_PING
A_WAIT_PNA_PING

Auth2Client
Out
msg

A_WAIT_PAN_OR_PAR
A_WAIT_PAN_OR_PAR

A_SESS_TERM
A_SESS_TERM
msg
LastAuthMsg

A_RETRANSMIT
A_RETRANSMIT

Figure 7: CPN Model of PAA
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Ideally, each entry in the state table could be modelled by a single transition in the
CPN. However for some entries multiple transitions are used. This is because the exit
actions in the state table sometimes contain conditions. Consider the action for the
exit condition (Rx:PCI[] || PAC FOUND) in Figure 8. If OPTIMIZED INIT is set then
one sequence of actions are taken, and if not set another sequence of actions are taken.
Hence this entry in the state table is modelled as two transitions. Furthermore, there
are in fact two distinct exit conditions: Rx:PCI[] and PAC FOUND. These are therefore
modelled as separate transitions (this is necessary as the two conditions correspond to
diﬀerent interactions with the higher layer). As a result, the one state table entry in this
case is modelled with four transitions. In Figure 9 the four transitions are: PAC FOUND
Optimum; PAC FOUND NoOptimum; RxPCI Optimum; and RxPCI NoOptimum.
-----------------------------State: INITIAL (Initial State)
-----------------------------Initialization Action:
OPTIMIZED_INIT=Set|Unset;
NONCE_SENT=Unset;
RTX_COUNTER=0;
RtxTimerStop();
Exit Condition
Exit Action
Exit State
------------------------+--------------------------+------------ - - - - - - - (PCI and PAA initiated PANA) - - - - - - - - (Rx:PCI[] ||
PAC_FOUND)

if (OPTIMIZED_INIT ==
INITIAL
Set) {
EAP_Restart();
SessionTimerReStart
(FAILED_SESS_TIMEOUT);
}
else {
if (generate_pana_sa())
Tx:PAR[S]("PRF-Algorithm",
"Integrity-Algorithm");
else
Tx:PAR[S]();
}

EAP_REQUEST

if (generate_pana_sa())
INITIAL
Tx:PAR[S]("EAP-Payload",
"PRF-Algorithm",
"Integrity-Algorithm");
else
Tx:PAR[S]("EAP-Payload");
RtxTimerStart();
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - (PAN Handling) - - - - - - - - - Rx:PAN[S] &&
if (PAN.exist_avp
WAIT_EAP_MSG
((OPTIMIZED_INIT ==
("EAP-Payload"))
Unset) ||
TxEAP();
PAN.exist_avp
else {
("EAP-Payload"))
EAP_Restart();
SessionTimerReStart
(FAILED_SESS_TIMEOUT);
}
Rx:PAN[S] &&
None();
WAIT_PAN_OR_PAR
(OPTIMIZED_INIT ==
Set) &&
! PAN.exist_avp
("EAP-Payload")
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Figure 8: State Table for PAA in INITIAL state from [7]
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Each transition has or may have:
• An input arc from a place containing the current state, and related state information, e.g. sequence numbers, flags. Consider the bottom transition in Figure 9 as
an example. The transition is only enabled when PAA is in the A INITIAL state.
• An input arc from the communication places (Client2Auth or Auth2Client, depending
on the entity) if the event involves receiving a message. (The example transition is
only enabled when a AuthAnswer has been sent by the PaC).
• A guard for the conditions related to the event. (AuthAnswer message must have
the Start flag set, not contain EAPPayload, and PAA must be using OptimizedInit)
• An output arc to the communication places if the action involves sending a message.
(No message is sent for the example transition).
• An output arc to the place containing state information, where the next state is
stored. (The new state is A WAIT PAN OR PAA for the example transition—there
are no changes to the state variables).

AuthRequest {
Seq=INITASEQ,
EAPPayload=true,
EAPType=EAP_REQUEST,
ResultCode=NO_RESULT,
Start=true,
Complete=false}
AuthRequest {
Seq=INITASEQ,
EAPPayload=false,
EAPType=NO_EAP,
ResultCode=NO_RESULT,
Start=true,
Complete=false}

PCI and PAA initiated PANA
[#Started(a)]
ClientInitiation pci

AuthRequest {
Seq=INITASEQ,
EAPPayload=false,
EAPType=NO_EAP,
ResultCode=NO_RESULT,
Start=true,
Complete=false}

(A_INITIAL,a)

DiscardPCI

input (pci); output (); action (if mscOn then (
msc.addEvent("Network","PAA","ClientInit");
msc.addInternalEvent("PAA","Discard")) else ());

(A_INITIAL,a)

[#OptimizedInit(a)
andalso not(#Started(a))]

(A_INITIAL,a)

PAC_FOUND
Optimum

msg

(A_INITIAL,
SessionTimerReStartA(
StartedA(
SetSeqRxA(a,INITCSEQ))))

LastAuthMsg
Out

[not(#OptimizedInit(a))
AuthRequest {
andalso not(#Started(a))]
(A_INITIAL,a)
Seq=INITASEQ,
PAC_FOUND
EAPPayload=false,
(A_INITIAL,
NoOptimum
EAPType=NO_EAP,
StartedA(
ResultCode=NO_RESULT,
RtxTimerStartA(
Start=true,
SetSeqTxA(
Complete=false}
SetSeqRxA(a,INITCSEQ),INITASEQ))))
[#OptimizedInit(a)
andalso not(#Started(a))]

ClientInitiation pci
msg
Client2Auth
In

[not(#OptimizedInit(a))
andalso not(#Started(a))]

ClientInitiation pci

RxPCI
NoOptimum 2

AuthRequest {
Seq=INITASEQ,
EAPPayload=false,
EAPType=NO_EAP,
ResultCode=NO_RESULT,
Start=true,
Complete=false}

msg
Auth2Client
Out

RxPCI
Optimum 1

[not(#Started(a))]

AuthRequest {
Seq=INITASEQ,
EAPPayload=true,
EAPType=EAP_REQUEST,
ResultCode=NO_RESULT,
Start=true,
Complete=false}

EAP_REQUEST

(A_INITIAL,a)

input (pci); output (); action (if mscOn then (
msc.addInternalEvent("PAA","PAC_FOUND");
msc.addEvent("PAA","Network",concat ["AuthRequest(S
else ());

input (pci); output (); action (if mscOn then (
msc.addEvent("Network","PAA",concat ["ClientInit(",
Int.toString (#Seq(pci)),",PB)"]);
msc.addEvent("PAA","EAP Auth","EAP_RESTART")) else

(A_INITIAL,
SessionTimerReStartA(
StartedA(
SetSeqRxA(a,INITCSEQ))))

input (pci); output (); action (if mscOn then (
msc.addEvent("Network","PAA",concat ["ClientInit(",
Int.toString (#Seq(pci)),")"]);
msc.addEvent("PAA","Network",concat ["AuthRequest
else ());

(A_INITIAL,a)

(A_INITIAL,
StartedA(
RtxTimerStartA(
SetSeqTxA(
SetSeqRxA(a,INITCSEQ),
INITASEQ))))
(A_INITIAL,a)

input (pci); output (); action (if mscOn then (
msc.addInternalEvent("PAA","PAC_FOUND");
msc.addEvent("PAA","EAP Auth","EAP_RESTART")) else ()

Authenticator
I/O
PAAState

4
(A_INITIAL,
StartedA(
RtxTimerStartA(
SetSeqTxA(a,INITASEQ))))

input (); output (); action (if mscOn then (
msc.addEvent("EAP Auth","PAA","EAP_REQUEST");
msc.addEvent("PAA","Network",concat ["AuthRequest(S
else ());

PAN Handling
[#Start(pan)
andalso #EAPPayload(pan)]
AuthAnswer pan

(A_WAIT_EAP_MSG,a)
[#Start(pan)
andalso not(#OptimizedInit(a))
andalso not(#EAPPayload(pan))]

AuthAnswer pan

(A_INITIAL,a)

RxPAN Start
Not Opt, No PL
(A_WAIT_EAP_MSG,
SessionTimerReStartA(a))
[#Start(pan)
andalso #OptimizedInit(a)
andalso not(#EAPPayload(pan))]

AuthAnswer pan

(A_INITIAL,a)

RxPAN Start
Payload

RxPAN Start
Opt, No PL

(A_INITIAL,a)
(A_WAIT_PAN_OR_PAR,a)

Figure 9: CPN Model of A INITIAL state
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input (pan); output (); action (if mscOn then (
msc.addEvent("Network","PAA",concat ["AuthAnswer(S,
Int.toString (#Seq(pan)),")"]);
msc.addEvent("PAA","EAP Auth","EAP_RESPONSE"))
else ());

input (pan); output (); action (if mscOn then (
msc.addEvent("Network","PAA",concat ["AuthAnswer(S
Int.toString (#Seq(pan)),")"]);
msc.addEvent("PAA","EAP Auth","EAP_RESTART"))
else ());

input (pan); output (); action (if mscOn then (
msc.addEvent("Network","PAA",concat ["AuthAnswer(S,"
Int.toString (#Seq(pan)),")"]))
else ());

3.3

Message Sequence Charts

To illustrate the message flow between PANA and EAP entities, BRITNeY [21] and the
message sequence chart library are used in conjunction with CPN Tools. Each transition
modelling state table entries has a code segment indicating the transfer of messages or
special events (if any). For clarity, the code segments are omitted from the figures in this
paper. The code segment for the bottom transition in Figure 9 is:
input (pan); output (); action (if mscOn then (
msc.addEvent("Network","PAA",concat ["AuthAnswer[S,"
Int.toString (#Seq(pan)),")"])) else ());

The firing of the transition will draw an arrow indicating an AuthAnswer message being
sent from the Network to the PAA. Message sequence charts, such as that illustrated in
Figure 3, are useful for testing during model development, and exploring the protocol
behaviour under specific conditions.

4

Analysis Results

4.1

Approach and Assumptions

The state space is generated with CPN Tools and examined to determine the presence
of unexpected terminal states (deadlocks) in PANA, as well as the integer bounds on the
communication places.
To investigate the protocol language (i.e sequence of interactions between PANA and
higher layer), CPN Tools was used to translate the state space into a FSA, where states
were mapped to their node number and each binding element was mapped to an integer
depending on the service primitive it represented. The integer mappings are given in
Table 1. All other binding elements map to 0. In addition, terminal states in the state
space mapped to halt states. Then using AT&T’s FSM Library1 and GraphViz2 , the
minimised deterministic FSA is created, representing the PANA protocol language. The
protocol language is studied in order to identify unexpected sequences of events in PANA.
In this paper four protocol parameters are of interest:
1. Piggybacking (P BP aC and P BP AA ): this can be either on (true) or oﬀ (false). If on,
the PaC/PAA may combine two messages into one, thereby reducing the number
of messages sent over the network.
2. Optimised Initiation (OptInit): this can be either on or oﬀ. If on, the PAA can
send an EAP Request in the initial AuthRequest message.
3. PaC Maximum Retransmission Count (M RCP aC ): an integer indicating the maximum number of retransmissions of request messages by PaC.
4. PAA Maximum Retransmission Count (M RCP AA ): an integer indicating the maximum number of retransmissions of request messages by PAA.
The analysis assumes only a single EAP Request is sent by the Authenticator. In
addition, 4-bit sequence numbers are used (instead of 32-bit), and the initial sequence
numbers are randomly set at 3 and 8 for PaC and PAA, respectively.
In Section 4.2 analysis results for a simple configuration with no retransmissions are
presented. Then the eﬀect of retransmissions is considered in Section 4.3.
1
2

http://www.research.att.com/˜fsmtools/fsm/
http://www.graphviz.org/
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Table 2: State Space Analysis of PANA CPN with No Retransmissions

Piggyback
Oﬀ
On
Oﬀ
On

4.2

OptInit
Oﬀ
Oﬀ
On
On

States
15531
3436
12079
2085

Arcs
34047
7212
26360
4233

Terminal States
6866
1265
5292
775

Client2Auth
5
3
5
3

Auth2Client
3
2
3
2

Analysis of Simple Configuration: No Retransmissions

Statistics from the PANA state space are shown in Table 2. In all cases, M RCP aC =
M RCP AA = 0. Also, for simplicity piggybacking is either on for both PaC and PAA or
oﬀ for both PaC and PAA. The integer bounds of the communication places, Client2Auth
and Auth2Client, are reported.
The state space is significantly larger when P iggyback is oﬀ. This is because without piggybacking, both the PaC and PAA must send a separate AuthRequest message
to carry EAP responses. As illustrated in Figure 3, after receiving an EAP REQUEST,
the PaC sends an AuthAnswer(9) acknowledging the receipt of the EAP REQUEST, and
then sends a AuthRequest(3) containing the EAP RESPONSE. With piggybacking, the
EAP RESPONSE can be sent in the AuthAnswer(9), omitting the need for the AuthRequest(3). Figure 10 shows the partial state space illustrating the sequences from Figure 3.
The integer bound of the communication places Client2Auth and Auth2Client indicates
the number of messages an entity can send before it has to wait for a response from the
peer entity. Normally an entity sends a AuthRequest and then waits for an AuthAnswer
before sending another message. However, with piggybacking oﬀ for example, the PAA
can send an AuthRequest message containing an EAP Request, and then if the EAP
Authenticator returns a result to PAA, the PAA can
send anotherAuthRequest message
15 Aug 2009: PB on, Opt Off, C=A=0, Normal sequence
containing the EAP result. After this the PAA must wait for an answer. Hence the
upper bound on the messages in Auth2Client is 2. Similar scenarios occur for the other
configurations.
15 Aug 2009: PB off, Opt Off, C=A=0, Normal sequence
1
0:3

1
0:3

A_INITIAL'PAC_FOUND_NoOptimum 1

C_INITIAL'AUTH_USER 1

4
1:3

5791
1:0

2
1:5

C_INITIAL'RxPAR_Start_No_EAPPayload 1
A_WAIT_SUCC_PAN'RxPAN_Complete 1
12
1:2

A_INITIAL'RxPCI_NoOptimum 1
A_WAIT_SUCC_PAN'RxPAN_Complete 1
6
2:4

3777
1:4

2108
1:4

C_INITIAL'RxPAR_Start_No_EAPPayload 1

A_INITIAL'RxPAN_Start_Not_Opt 1

C_WAIT_EAP_RESULT'EAP_SUCCESS 1

C_WAIT_EAP_RESULT'EAP_SUCCESS 1
31
1:6

19
2:3

2399
1:5
C_WAIT_PAA'RxPAR_Complete_Success 1

70
1:4

1721
1:5

A_INITIAL'RxPAN_Start_Not_Opt 1

A_WAIT_EAP_MSG'EAP_REQUEST 1
1639
2:4

C_WAIT_PAA'RxPAR_Complete_Success 1
52
1:7

1309
1:4

A_WAIT_EAP_MSG'EAP_REQUEST 1

C_WAIT_PAA'RxPAR_No_Piggyback 1

A_WAIT_EAP_MSG'EAP_SUCCESS_Authorized 1

A_WAIT_EAP_MSG'EAP_SUCCESS_Authorized 1
165
1:6

1143
1:4

133
1:5

A_WAIT_PAN_OR_PAR'RxPAN_Payload 1

C_WAIT_PAA'RxPAN 1
A_WAIT_PAN_OR_PAR'RxPAR 1

990
1:6

C_WAIT_PAA'RxPAR_Piggyback 1

C_WAIT_EAP_MSG'EAP_RESPONSE_NoPiggyback 1
373
1:6

2558
1:0

717
1:6

300
1:7

596
1:4

C_WAIT_EAP_MSG'EAP_RESPONSE_Piggyback 1

(b)

(a)

Figure 10: Selected state space showing sequence corresponding to those in Figure 3
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4.2.1

Terminal States

Closer inspection of the terminal states is necessary to determine if any are unexpected.
However first the expected terminal states must be defined. From previous analysis of
PANA [13], the expected terminal states are classified by the state that the PaC and
PAA finish in. Recall that only the Authentication and Authorisation phase of PANA
is analysed: if this phase is successful the PANA session will be OPEN, and both PaC
and PAA enter the Access phase. If unsuccessful, both PaC and PAA should enter the
CLOSED state (PANA session is closed). Therefore expected terminal states are defined
as those where the PaC/PAA entity is in a valid state. The four expected groups of
terminal states are:
1. C OPEN and A OPEN: both PaC and PAA have opened a PANA session, i.e. authentication was successful.
2. C CLOSED and A CLOSED: both PaC and PAA have closed a PANA session, e.g.
after a failed authentication attempt or abort due to too many retransmissions.
3. C OPEN and A CLOSED: PaC successfully opens a session, however the PAA aborts
before opening the session thereby leaving it in the CLOSED state. This is considered valid because the PaC will enter the Access phase and eventually the PANA
session will timeout (and close) after receiving no responses from the PAA. Rather
than explicitly modelling the timeout event which is part of the Access phase, these
terminal markings are considered valid.
4. C CLOSED and A OPEN: PAA successfully opens a session, however the PaC aborts.
Following the same reasoning as above, this is a valid terminal state.
In [13] a fifth, unexpected group of terminal states was discovered. After the PaC responded to the initial AuthRequest message (with Start bit set), it entered the C WAIT PAA
state. If the PAA aborted before receiving the AuthAnswer from PaC, then the PAA entered A CLOSED. This was an invalid terminal state because as the PANA session had not
yet started by the PaC, the session timer would never expire, leaving PaC in C WAIT PAA.
This problem arose because, with no explicit abort messages, an entity only knows the
peer has aborted if a time out occurs. In specific cases, such as described above, a timer
is not started, and hence no timeout will occur.
In the updates of the PANA state table from version 6 to version 13 this behaviour has
been fixed. That is, the session timer is started after PaC sends the initial AuthRequest
message (rather than after entering the C OPEN state). Therefore if PaC is waiting in
the C WAIT PAA state, while the PAA has aborted, eventually PaC session will time-out.
Similar behaviour can lead to a valid terminal state with PaC in C WAIT PAA and PAA
in A OPEN.
Finally, there is another special terminal state when optimised initiation is used (this
case was not analysed in [13]). Note that both PaC and PAA may initiate the Authentication and Authorisation phase. If both entities initiate before receiving a message from
the peer, then the PAA takes precedence. That is, the PAA will discard any ClientInitiation messages received from PaC. Similar to the above issues, if the PaC then aborts, the
PAA may remain in the A INITIAL start. However, as the session timer has been started,
this is considered a valid terminal state (as eventually, the PAA will timeout and close
the session).
Therefore, we define three more valid groups of terminal states: (5) C WAIT PAA and
A OPEN; (6) C WAIT PAA and A CLOSED; and (7) C CLOSED and A INITIAL.
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Using CPN Tools queries, the terminal states of each state space were inspected to
determine if they matched any of the above 7 valid groups. Table 3 shows the count of
terminal states for each group. No unexpected terminal states were discovered. Further
discussion on the terminal states is given in Section 5.2.

Piggyback
Oﬀ
On
Oﬀ
On

4.2.2

Table 3: Terminal States with No Retransmissions

OptInit
Oﬀ
Oﬀ
On
On

1
61
41
59
23

2
6090
871
4660
534

3
164
98
164
59

4
456
61
333
38

5
11
8
7
4

6
84
186
68
116

7
0
0
1
1

Unexpected
0
0
0
0

Total
6866
1265
5292
775

Language Analysis

There is currently no formally defined service language for PANA. Table 1 lists the
possible service primitives to be exchanged between PANA and the higher layer, but does
not define any ordering. Hence language analysis of PANA is not used for verification
(i.e. comparing a protocol language to a service language), but instead to gain confidence
in the correct operation of the protocol and to investigate a possible service language.
However, as will be shown shortly, the size of the PANA protocol language is too large
for manual inspection. Therefore an abstraction is applied where the protocol languages
for PaC and PAA are produced separately. That is, the PaC Only protocol language
shows the sequence of primitives exchanged between the PaC and the higher layer. This
is useful in validating that at least the PaC and PAA are operating in a normal manner.
Table 4 gives the number of states/arcs/final states in the minimised deterministic
FSA, as well as the number of sequences in the language. Results are shown for the
complete PANA protocol language, PaC only and PAA only. Figures 11 and 12 show
the PaC only and PAA only protocol languages when piggybacking and optimised initiation are both on. Visual inspection of the PaC and PAA languages reveal no obvious
unexpected sequences: the ordering of Requests then Responses is as expected; there are
no Requests or Responses after a Success or Failure; and the PAA only sends a single
Request. The sequence of primitives as seen by the PaC shown in Figure 3 are captured
in the sequence from states 0–2–5–8–12–19 in Figure 11. Unfortunately, the full PANA
protocol language is too large for inspection. Analysis of the full PANA language, and
eventually determining a PANA service language, are left for future work.
Table 4: Protocol Language of PANA CPN with No Retransmissions. (S = States; A =
Arcs; FS = Final States; Seq = Sequences)
PB
Oﬀ
Oﬀ
On
On

4.3

OptInit
Oﬀ
On
Oﬀ
On

S
95
100
88
93

PANA
A
FS
369
7
383
6
350
6
340
6

Seq
17862
14742
13604
11468

S
14
20
14
20

PaC
A
36
56
35
47

Only
FS Seq
6
71
8
60
5
65
6
48

S
7
7
9
9

PAA Only
A FS Seq
23
2
70
23
2
56
31
3
64
28
3
54

The Eﬀect of Retransmissions

The simple configuration assumed no retransmissions from either PaC or PAA. However
in PANA the PaC (or PAA) may retransmit an AuthRequest (or ClientInitiation) message
up to M RCP aC (or M RCP AA ) times if a corresponding AuthAnswer has not been received.
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CAbort
CAbort
CRequest

CResponse

6

9

3

CRestart

CAbort
CRequest

CTimeout
CAbort
CDiscard

13
1

CResponse

CFailure

CSuccess

CAuthUser

CAbort

4

CResponse

CSuccess

CRequest

CAbort
11

CDiscard
0

CFailure

CFailure

CDiscard

CRestart
CResponse

7

10

CRequest

14

19

CTimeout

CSuccess
CResponse

16

CTimeout

15

CRequest

18

CDiscard
CResponse

2
CRequest

CRequest
17

CFailure

5

CFailure
CSuccess

CTimeout

CResponse

CResponse

8

CRequest

12

CTimeout
CDiscard
CSuccess
CFailure

CAbort

Figure 11: PaC language (piggybacking on, optimised initiation on)
AAbort
ATimeout
AAbort
ADiscard
2

AResponse

4

AFailure

ARequest

ATimeout
AAbort
ADiscard

5

ARequest
ARequest

AResponse
7
ASuccess
ASuccess

AResponse
ARestart
1

AResponse

AAbort
ADiscard

AFailure

AFailure

0

8
ATimeout

AAbort
6

ASuccess
3

AFailure
ADiscard
ATimeout

Figure 12: PAA language (piggybacking on, optimised initiation on)
Table 5 lists state space and language statistics for the PANA CPN for increasing values
of M RCP aC . In all cases, M RCP AA = 0 3 .
First consider the results when piggybacking is on. For both cases of Optimised Initiation on and oﬀ, the increase in M RCP aC leads to a quadratic increase in the size of
the state space, as well as number of terminal markings. For values 0 to 5 of M RCP aC ,
the number of states (S), arcs (A) and terminal markings (T) can be expressed as Equations (1) to (3) for the case of Optimised Initiation oﬀ:
SM RCP aC = 441(M RCP aC )2 + 2958(M RCP aC ) + 3436

(1)

AM RCP aC = 1190.5(M RCP aC )2 + 7029.5(M RCP aC ) + 7212

(2)

TM RCP aC = 71.5(M RCP aC )2 + 813.5(M RCP aC ) + 1265

(3)

and Equations (4) to (6) for the case of Optimised Initiation on:
SM RCP aC = 270.5(M RCP aC )2 + 3721.5(M RCP aC ) + 2085

(4)

AM RCP aC = 699(M RCP aC )2 + 4150(M RCP aC ) + 4233

(5)

TM RCP aC = 45.5(M RCP aC )2 + 502.5(M RCP aC ) + 775

(6)

Initial results reveal the increase in state space size as M RCP AA is increased is much larger than in
the case of M RCP aC . More detailed analysis of M RCP AA is left for future work
3
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Table 5: State Space Analysis of PANA CPN with PaC Retransmissions (Term = Terminal States; C2A = Client2Auth; A2C = Auth2Client; Seq = Sequences)
PB
Oﬀ
Oﬀ
Oﬀ
Oﬀ
Oﬀ
Oﬀ
Oﬀ
Oﬀ
Oﬀ
On
On
On
On
On
On
On
On
On
On
On
On
On
On

Parameters
OptInit M RCP aC
Oﬀ
0
Oﬀ
1
Oﬀ
2
Oﬀ
3
On
0
On
1
On
2
On
3
On
4
Oﬀ
0
Oﬀ
1
Oﬀ
2
Oﬀ
3
Oﬀ
4
Oﬀ
5
Oﬀ
10
On
0
On
1
On
2
On
3
On
4
On
5
On
10

M RCP AA
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

States
15531
47046
101624
186485
12079
38691
85589
159568
268212
3436
6835
11116
16279
22324
29251
77116
2085
4163
6782
9942
13643
17885
47210

State Space
Arcs
Term.
34047
6866
112620 18943
257908 38064
494481 65729
26360
5292
93267 15174
219656 30983
428774 54100
747212 85947
7212
1265
15432
2150
26033
3178
39015
4349
54378
5663
72122
7120
196557 16550
4233
775
9082
1323
15329
1962
22974
2692
32017
3513
42458
4425
115633 10350

Time
91
1549
5129
15118
52
665
2248
11413
33286
5
14
24
50
127
146
997
2
6
14
28
51
83
342

Bounds
C2A A2C
5
3
6
3
7
3
8
3
5
3
6
4
7
4
8
4
9
4
3
2
4
2
5
2
6
2
7
2
8
2
13
2
3
2
4
2
5
2
6
2
7
2
8
2
13
2

Language
Seq.
17862
17862
17862
17862
13604
14675
14675
14675
14675
14742
14742
14742
14742
14742
14742
14742
11468
11468
11468
11468
11468
11468
11468

The equations hold for M RCP aC = 10, giving increased confidence that they are true
for any value of M RCP aC . Similar relationships between retransmission limits and state
space size have been observed with other protocols [11, 12].
A much larger growth in the state space size is seen when considering no piggybacking (see Figure 13). Further state space results are necessary to determine the exact
relationship between state space size and M RCP aC when piggybacking is oﬀ.
When piggybacking is on, the PaC can send EAP responses in AuthAnswer messages.
That is, the PaC does not send any AuthRequest messages (instead, the PaC sends
AuthAnswer messages in response to AuthRequest messages sent by the PAA). Therefore
the only message that can be retransmitted is the ClientInitiation which is used by the
PaC to start the session.
When piggybacking is oﬀ, the PaC can retransmit a ClientInitiation message as well as
an AuthRequest message that contains the EAP response (since the EAP response cannot
be piggybacked in an AuthAnswer). The ability to retransmit the AuthRequest results in
significant increase in the number of possible states, as illustrated in the partial state
space in Figure 14.
The integer bound of the communication place Client2Auth increases linearly as the retransmission limit M RCP aC increases. This is expected as the retransmission mechanism
simply means an additional M RCP aC messages can be sent, and stored in Client2Auth
before the PaC must wait for the PAA to receive a message and respond.
Closer inspection of the PANA protocol language reveals the language is independent
of M RCP aC (with one exception, explained shortly). In other words, retransmissions by
the PaC do not result in additional interactions between PAA and EAP Authenticator,
nor between PaC and EAP Peer. The reason is that retransmissions are only used in two
possible instances by the PaC: ClientInitiation in the C INITIAL state and AuthRequest
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carrying EAP response in the C WAIT EAP MSG state. In both cases, when the PAA
receives one of these messages (either original or retransmitted) it will process that message and ignore any subsequent duplicates. An exception is the protocol language with
piggybacking oﬀ, and optimised initiation on. With no retransmissions there are less sequences than with retransmissions. The reason for this is retransmitted messages in this
case can cause a diﬀerent ordering of interactions between PAA and EAP Authenticator.
300000

250000
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Figure 13: Impact of PaC retransmissions on state space size (in number of states)
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This portion of the state space contains states generated
as a result of a retransmission. The states are identical
to those on the left, except there is an additional

C_WAIT_EAP_MSG'EAP_RESPONSE_NoPiggyback 1
924
2:3

AuthRequest message in the Client2Auth place.

C_RETRANSMIT'Retransmit 1

A_WAIT_PAN_OR_PAR'RxPAR 1
1643
1:6

A_WAIT_PAN_OR_PAR'RxPAR 1

C_RETRANSMIT'Retransmit 1

C_WAIT_PAA'RxPAN 1

2541
2:6
C_WAIT_PAA'RxPAN 1

2542
1:4

3984
1:4

A_WAIT_EAP_MSG'EAP_SUCCESS_Authorized 1

3973
2:4

1644
2:3

3967
2:4

3979
2:4

A_WAIT_EAP_MSG'EAP_SUCCESS_Authorized 1

3982
2:0

6375
2:4

6389
2:4

6360
2:4

6395
2:0

Figure 14: Partial state space showing eﬀect of retransmission on state space size
In summary, the analysis with increasing M RCP aC shows that retransmissions by the
PaC do not adversely aﬀect the operation of PANA. However, currently it is assumed
only a single EAP Request is sent and messages cannot be lost. Further work is needed
to analyse the impact of relaxing these assumptions.

5

Discussion

Steps from a protocol engineering methodology utilising Coloured Petri nets have been
applied to PANA, a protocol for carrying authentication information between clients
and servers. In previous work, initial CPN modelling and analysis of an earlier version of
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PANA revealed an undesirable state when the authenticator aborted a session. This paper
modelled and analysed the latest version of PANA, showing the undesirable state is now
avoided. In addition, new PANA configurations have been analysed, in particular when
Optimised Initiation is used by the authenticator, and when the client can retransmit
messages. The results so far show no unexpected behaviour in the latest version of PANA.
The PANA CPN model has been developed over a period of about two years, over
which time the PANA protocol specification and state tables have progressed from versions 14 to 18 and 5 to 13, respectively. The modelling, maintenance and analysis has
amounted to 3-4 months of eﬀort from a single person new to CPN Tools (but experienced with CPNs and Design/CPN). The following discusses lessons learned in the
current work, as well as ideas for future work.

5.1

Modelling Approach

A state-based approach is used for modelling PANA as a CPN. The aim is for the CPN
model to closely follow the PANA state tables, which is advantageous during the development of the protocol (and corresponding CPN model). In many cases there is a
direct mapping from a state table row to a CPN transition. However the approach has
limitations [3]. For example in the PANA CPN there are many transitions that model
the same behaviour (but in diﬀerent states) and could be folded together. In addition,
by closely following the protocol state tables, little consideration is given in optimising
the model for state space analysis.
Despite the close relationship between the original state tables and CPN model, as
changes to PANA are made within IETF it is still time consuming to ensure those changes
are accurately reflected in the CPN model. This was especially diﬃcult with PANA,
as there was an oﬃcial PANA RFC with informal description of the protocol, as well
as a separately maintained (and often out-of-date) Internet Draft for the state table
description. With the IETF protocol descriptions, the diﬀerence between versions can be
visually highlighted using diﬀ -based tools. Similar functionality would be useful in CPN
Tools: for example, highlighting CPN elements that have been changed since a previous
model. Another method to assist in validating the PANA CPN model is to generate state
tables directly from the model. Using the state-based modelling approach this is possible
and is currently work-in-progress.

5.2

State Space Analysis

A property of interest for many communication protocols is the absence of deadlocks.
With state space analysis of a CPN model, this requires specifying the expected terminal
states. In this paper, the simplest possible definition of an expected terminal state is
used: the state name of the PaC/PAA is expected (e.g. PaC and PAA both in the OPEN
state). A more precise definition would also consider the state information stored by
the PaC/PAA (e.g. value of session timer, current sequence number) as well as messages
remaining in the communication places. Also, as only the Authentication and Authorisation phase of PANA is analysed in this work, the expected set of terminating conditions
is quite large. As discussed in Section 4.2.1, there are 7 diﬀerent valid states of the
PaC/PAA, a number of which are valid only because it is expected in later phases a valid
terminal state will be reached (because a time-out will occur). In the current CPN model
the timeout in the subsequent phase is not explicitly modelled. This CPN model design
decision was chosen to keep the analysis of PANA phases separate, however it leads to
extra complexity when defining/analysing the terminal states. If all PANA phases were
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analysed at once, the number of valid terminal states would be less (e.g. only the case
when PaC/PAA are both CLOSED).
The state space results as the number of PaC retransmissions increases suggests, if
the PANA service language is completed, parametric verification may be applicable to
analyse PANA properties [10]. In addition, the CPN model can be optimised for state
space analysis, and Figure 14 indicates equivalence classes may be promising as a state
space reduction technique.
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PT!Net

<<merge>>

SymmetricNet

<<merge>>

<<merge>>

PNML Core Model
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HLPNG

PNMLCoreModel
PetriNetDoc

net 1..*

ToolInfo

toolspecific *
toolspecific * tool
version
toolspecific *

PetriNet
id
type
object

label *

Object

Label

label *

* id

0..1 name
{redefines label}

0..1
name

Name

Annotation

{redefines label}

0..1
graphics

text 1
XMLSchemaDataTypes::

graphics
0..1

String

1..*
page

Graphics

page

Page

Node

PlaceNode

1 source

*

1 target

*

1

Arc

1

ref

ref
*

Place

Attribute

RefPlace

TransitionNode

context Arc inv:
!! source and target must
!! be on the same page
self.source.page =
self.target.page

*

RefTrans

<<import>>

XMLSchemaDataTypes
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Transition

{

}
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PNMLCoreModel

context ArcGraphics inv:
self.object.oclIsKindOf(Arc)

ArcGraphics

context NodeGraphics inv:
self.object.oclIsKindOf(Node) or
self.object.oclIsKindOf(Page)

Graphics

context AnnotationGraphics inv:
self.object.oclIsKindOf(Annotation)
Annotation
Graphics

NodeGraphics

0..1
fill

{ordered}
0..1 line

Line
shape
color
width
style

*
position

0..1
line

0..1
position

0..1
dimension

Coordinate
x
y

0..1
fill

0..1 font

Fill
color
image
gradient!color

gradient!rotation
0..1
offset

Font
family
style
weight
size
decoration
align
rotation

0..1
line

(x, y)
x
y
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XMLSchemaDataTypes
String

Decimal

Integer
NonNegativeDecimal

NonNegativeInteger

PositiveInteger

f

M (p)

p

W (f )

1
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0

PT!Net
Annotation

initialMarking
{redefines label}
0..1

Place

PTMarking

inscription
{redefines label}

Arc

0..1

context Arc inv:
!! no arcs between nodes of the same kind
(self.source.oclIsKindOf(PlaceNode) and
self.target.oclIsKindOf(TransitionNode) )
or
(self.source.oclIsKindOf(TransitionNode) and
self.target.oclIsKindOf(PlaceNode) )

text 1

PTArcAnnotation

text 1

XMLSchemaDataTypes::

XMLSchemaDataTypes::

NonNegativeInteger

PositiveInteger

<<merge>>

<<import>>

PNML Core Model

XMLSchemaDataTypes

PNML Extensions
PT!Net::

ToolInfo

TokenGraphics

context TokenGraphics inv:
!! TokenGraphics only for PTMarkings
self.object.oclIsKindOf(PTMarking)
self.tool = ’org.pnml.tool’

* tokenposition
PT!Net::

Coordinate
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<<import>>
PT!Net

Terms

Term

Declarations

1 def
* subterm
{ordered}

*

Declaration

SortDecl
name

VariableDecl
name

1 variableDecl

Variable

* parameter
{ordered}

1
declaration

context NamedSort inv:
!self.def.ocl.
IsTypeOf(MultiSetSort)

name
declaration

/sort

sort
def 1 1

NamedSort

OperatorDecl 1

context Variable inv:
!! sort of Variable is sort of Term
self.sort = self.variableDecl.sort
1

Sort

{ordered} *
elementSort
equals(Sort):bool
basis 1

1 /output
* /input

{ordered}

NamedOperator

Operator
context Operator inv:
!! sort of Term is output sort of Operator
self.sort = self.output
BuiltInOperator

BuiltInSort
BuiltInConst
MultisetSort

MultiSetOperator

ProductSort

Tuple

UserSort

UserOperator

multi
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•
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•
•
•

•

•
•
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XMLSchemaDataTypes
<<import>>
HLCoreStructure
Annotation

HLCoreAnnotation

<<import>>

type
{redefines label}

Terms
Place

Type

0..1
hlinitialMarking
{redefines label}

<<import>>

HLMarking

structure
0..1

Terms::Sort

structure

Terms::Term

0..1

0..1

Booleans

text XMLSchemaDataTypes::
0..1 String

condition

Transition

{redefines label}
0..1

Condition

structure

Terms::Term

0..1

hlinscription
{redefines label}

Arc

HLAnnotation

0..1

structure Terms::Term
0..1

declaration
{redefines label} *

PetriNet

Declaration

declaration *
{redefines label}

structure Terms::Declarations
0..1

Page
context Arc inv:
!! no arcs between nodes of the same kind
(self.source.oclIsKindOf(PlaceNode) and
self.target.oclIsKindOf(TransitionNode) )
or
(self.source.oclIsKindOf(TransitionNode) and
self.target.oclIsKindOf(PlaceNode) )

context Condition inv:
!! the term for the condition must be of sort boolean
(self.structure.sort.oclIsKindOf(Booleans:Bool)

<<merge>>
PNMLCoreModel

•
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ArbitraryDeclarations

Terms::SortDecl

Terms::OperatorDecl

Terms::Declaration

ArbitraryOperator

Unparsed

* input {ordered}

ArbitrarySort

Terms::Sort
1 output

<<extends>>
Terms

Booleans
<<import>>

Dots

<<import>>

<<import>>

PT-HLPNGs

<<import>>

<<import>>

<<merge>>

Multisets
<<import>>

HLCoreStructure
Terms

context Type inv:
-- the type of all places must be Dot
self.structure.oclIsTypeOf(Dots::Dot)
context Condition inv:
-- the condition of all transitions must be true
let cond: Terms::Term = self.structure in
cond.oclIsTypeOf(Booleans::BooleanConstant) and
cond.value = ‘true’
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Partitions

<<import>>
CyclicEnumerations

<<import>>
<<import>>

<<import>>

FiniteEnumerations

<<import>>

<<import>>
<<import>>

FiniteIntRanges
<<import>>

<<import>>

SymmetricNets
context Type inv:
!! no multiset sorts as types
!self.structure.oclIsKindOf(MultisetSort)

Booleans
<<import>>
<<import>>

<<merge>>
<<import>>

Multisets
<<import>>
Terms

Dots
<<import>>
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HLCoreStructure

Lists

<<import>>

<<import>>

<<import>>

Strings

HLPNGs

<<import>>

<<import>>
Integers

<<import>>

<<import>>

<<merge>>
ArbitraryDeclarations

<<merge>>
Terms

SymmetricNets
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Abstract. There exist many diﬀerent variants of high-level Petri nets. Many diﬀerences between
these variants, however, do not concern the features of the particular versions of Petri nets, but
they concern the data types that can be defined and used in the diﬀerent variants of high-level
nets. One famous example of a restricted version of high-level nets are well-formed nets (which
are currently standardised as symmetric nets in ISO/IEC 15909-1), which basically restrict the
data types to finite sets with a very limited set of operations on them. Due to these restrictions,
there exist some more powerful analysis algorithms for symmetric nets.
During the standardisation of high-level nets and some of their variations, it turned out that
defining the legal data types and the operations on them is the most diﬃcult part. In particular,
these definitions become lengthy and mix Petri net specific issues with data-type specific issues,
which often blocks the view for the really relevant parts. Even worse, supposedly simpler versions
of high-level nets often are more diﬃcult to define than high-level nets in general.
This paper introduces the concepts and the mathematical tools to ease the definition of new
variants and versions of high-level Petri nets: a framework for defining variants of high-level nets.
The main ingredient of this framework is the concept of generators, which we recently introduced
for formalising modular PNML, and the newly introduced concept of constructs.
Keywords: High-level Petri nets, variations, well-formed nets, symmetric nets.

1

Introduction

There exist many diﬀerent variants of high-level Petri nets. Some of them have special concepts or are
diﬀerent in the way they are formalised. However, in many cases, the diﬀerences between these versions
are not with the actual Petri net features, but they concern the data types that can be defined or are
built-in to the specific version of Petri nets. One example are well-formed nets [1], which are currently
standardised under the name symmetric nets in an addendum to ISO/IEC 15909-1. The main idea of
symmetric nets is to restrict the data types to finite sets with a very limited set of operations on them;
in turn, these restrictions results in some powerful analysis techniques.
The problem with the many variants of high-level Petri nets is that the formalisations are very
diﬀerent, and the actual diﬀerences are blurred by mixing the conceptual diﬀerences with the standard
definitions on a very low level of abstraction. In this paper, we introduce a mathematical framework
for the definition of diﬀerent versions of high-level Petri nets, which separates these issues and helps
defining the supported constructs on an adequate level of abstraction. In the end, it is possible to define
a specific version of high-level nets by three parameters, which can be defined independently from the
actual definition of high-level nets. The main ingredients of this framework are generators, which have
proven to be useful — if not necessary — for defining and using high-level Petri nets from modules
[2], and the new concept of constructs, which will be used for characterising the legal constructs in the
algebras.
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In order to validate this framework, we give the definition of several versions of high-level Petri nets
known from the literature.

2

An example

In order to illustrate the concepts of high-level nets and to discuss some of the features in which the
various versions of high-level nets diﬀer, we start with an example. The example is taken from [3, 4],
which models a distributed algorithm for computing the minimal distance of every node (agent) to
some distinguished root nodes in some communication network.
rootagents: AGENT
[x]
R

t1

[(x,0)]

M(x,1)

x: AGENT
d: nat
n: nat

[(x,d)]

messages:
AGENT x nat

t3

[(x,d+1)]

M(x,d+1)
M(x,d+1)

I

distances:
AGENT x nat

[(x,d)]
[(x,d)]

[x]

inneragents: AGENT

[(x,n)]

d<n

t2

Fig. 1. Example: Minimal distance algorithm

Figure 1 show the algebraic Petri net modelling this algorithm. We assume that there is a network
of agents; the agents could be represented by a set A and the network by a symmetric binary relation
N ⊆ A × A. Moreover, there is a distinguished set of root agents R ⊆ A. Initially, the root agents are
represented on place rootagents, whereas the other agents, which are called inner agents, are represented
on place inneragents. The algorithm is quite simple: Initially, every root agent sends a message to all
its neighbours and stores distance 0 as its own distance; for each neighbour, the message says that it
has a distance of at most 1 to some root node. The distance of an agent x is represented by a pair
(x, d) on place distances, where x represents the agent, and d its distance. A message to an agent y is
represented on the place messages by a pairs (y, d), where y represents the agent to which this message
is addressed, and d the tentative shortest distance. Sending these initial messages is represented by
transition t1 , where M (x, 1) represents a set (resp. a multiset) of all the messages with value 1 to every
neighbour of agent x.
Initially, the inner agents cannot do anything. They just wait for a message from one of their neighbours. Once a message arrives for an inner agent x with distance d, it takes that distance d and stores
it for itself (represented as pair (x, d) on place distances). Moreover, it sends a message to all its neighbours with distance d + 1, which is represented by M (x, d + 1). This behaviour is modelled by transition
t2 . But, the inner agents are not finished yet. It might be that later an inner agent receives a distance d
that is even shorter than its current distance n. In that case, it takes that shorter distance d as its new
distance, and again informs all its neighbours about that. This behaviour is modelled by transition t3 .
Here, we will not discuss the algorithm further. But, we would like to point out some of the notations
and concepts used in the algebraic Petri net in Fig. 1. First and foremost, we would like to point out
that this is actually not an algebraic net; it is what we call an algebraic net scheme [3]. The reason is
that the set of agents A, and the way they are connected N , may vary. A can be any set, and N can
be any symmetric binary relation over A. This is why the set A is not directly used in the Petri net.
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Instead, we use a sort symbol AGENT, which could be interpreted by diﬀerent sets. Likewise the set
of root agents is represented by a constant symbol R and the set of inner agents is represented by the
symbol I, and the interpretation of these symbols might be diﬀerent, depending on which are the root
nodes and which are not. Likewise, the structure of the network is represented by the interpretation of
the operation symbol M, which produces the messages for all the neighbours.
But, there is another interesting point here. The sort AGENT, the constants R and I, as well as
the operation M are specific to this model (actually, they are specific to a class of algorithms, which
we call network algorithms). Therefore, their syntax as well as as their legal interpretations need to
be defined by the modeller explicitly. In contrast to that, the sort nat does not need to be defined,
because it is a standard sort, and also the constants and operations on that sort are standard and have
a standard interpretation, which the modeller would not need to define. Actually, the classical approach
of algebraic Petri nets [5] forces a modeller to define these sorts and operators even though they are
standard. And a modeller would also be forced to explicitly define the pairs for sorts and the boolean
operations. In this paper, we will introduce a mechanism that helps avoiding this: Generators help to
define the standard sorts and operations of a specific class of high-level nets in a simple and flexible
way.
A third observation is that, for the sorts and operations that must be defined by the user, not all
possible interpretations are legal. Sometimes, we would like to restrict the interpretations to sorts with
a finite set, and also restrict the operations on them. In our example, AGENTS should be finite sets, and
the operation M should only be those functions that represent a network (resp. the sending of messages
in a network). To this end, this paper introduces the concept of constructs. Using this mechanism, we
can for example restrict the user defined sorts to the ones that are legal in symmetric nets.

3

Basic Definitions

In this section, we formalise algebraic Petri nets and all the pre-requisites. We introduce the standard
concepts of algebraic specifications [6] and of algebraic Petri nets [7–9, 5, 10]. The notation, however, is
slightly adjusted for easing the readability of the concepts; the presentation follows the lines of [2] —
streamlined a bit for the settings in this paper.
3.1

Basic notations

As usual, N stands for the set of natural numbers (including 0), and B stands for the set of booleans, i.e.,
B = {false, true}. For some set A, A+ denotes the set of all non-empty finite sequences over A. For some
function f : A → B and some set C, the restriction of f to C is defined as the function f |C : A ∩ C → B
with f |C (a) = f (a) for all a ∈ A ∩ C. For two functions f : A → B and g : C → D with disjoint
domains A and C, we define f ∪ g as the function (f ∪ g) : A ∪ C → B ∪ D with (f ∪ g)(a) = f (a) for
all a ∈ A and (f ∪ g)(c) = g(c) for all c ∈ C.
For some set I, a set A together with a mapping i : A → I is an I-indexed set (A, i). The I-indexed
set (A, i) is finite if A is finite. When i is understood from the context, we often use A for denoting the
I-indexed set. For every j ∈ I, we define the set of all elements indexed by j: Aj = {a ∈ A | i(a) = j}.
By definition, all Aj are disjoint. For an I-indexed set (A, i) and some set B, we define (A, i) ∩ B =
(A ∩ B, i|B ).
�
For some set A, a mapping m : A → N is called a multiset over A if a∈A m(a) is finite. The set
of all multisets over A is denoted by MS (A). For two multisets m1 , m2 ∈ MS (A), the operation + is
defined pointwise: m = m1 + m2 is defined by m(a) = m1 (a) + m2 (a) for every a ∈ A. This way, the
addition operation + is lifted from the natural numbers to multisets. The empty multiset is denoted by
[] and defined by [](a) = 0 for all a ∈ A. This is in line with a special case of our notation that denotes a
multiset by enumerating all its elements: [a1 , a2 , . . . , an ] (where the number of occurrences of the same
element is relevant).
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3.2

Signatures and algebras

The idea of high-level nets is that there are diﬀerent kinds of tokens, which are often called colours.
Mathematically, the tokens can come from some set which is associated with a place. Diﬀerent functions
allow for manipulating them. In order to represent these sets and functions, some syntax must be
introduced. Here, we use the approach of algebraic nets, where we use signatures for the syntax, and
the associated algebras for the meaning.
Definition 1 (Signature). A signature SIG = (S, O) consists of a set of sort symbols S (often called
sorts for short) and an S + -indexed set of operation symbols O such that S and O are disjoint. The
set S ∪ O is called the set of symbols of SIG. For some signature SIG, we denote the set of its sorts
by S SIG and the set of its operations by OSIG .
Sometimes, we want to restrict some signature SIG = (S, (O, i)) to a subset of symbols A. This
is denoted by SIG|A . In the definition, we take care that all the operation symbols operating on an
eliminated sort are also eliminated: We define SIG|A = (S ∩ A, (O� , i� )) where O� = {x ∈ O | i(x) ∈
(S ∩ A)+ } and i� = i|O� .
Definition 2 (Signature extension). A signature SIG � extends a signature SIG if, for some set A,
SIG � |A = SIG. This is denoted by SIG ⊆ SIG � . Let SIG = (S, O) and SIG � = (S � , O� ) be two signatures
with a disjoint set of symbols, then we define the union SIG ∪ SIG � = (S ∪ S � , O ∪ O� ).
By definition, SIG ∪ SIG � is a signature, which extends both SIG and SIG � .
Definition 3 (Signature homomorphism). For two signatures SIG = (S, O) and SIG � = (S � , O� ),
a mapping σ : S ∪O → S � ∪O� is called a signature homomorphism, if for every s ∈ S we have σ(s) ∈ S �
�
and for every o ∈ Os1 ...sn we have σ(o) ∈ Oσ(s
.
1 )...σ(sn )
Definition 4 (Algebra). A SIG-algebra A assigns a carrier set to every sort of SIG and a function
to every operation of SIG.
Technically, an algebra A is a mapping such that, for every s ∈ S, A(s) is a set and, for every
o ∈ Os1 ...sn sn+1 , A(o) is a function with A(o) : A(s1 ) × . . . × A(sn ) → A(sn+1 ).
Definition 5 (Algebra extension). Let SIG and SIG � be two signatures with SIG ⊆ SIG � , and let
A be a SIG-algebra and A� be a SIG � -algebra. Algebra A� extends algebra A, if A� |S SIG ∪OSIG = A. If A�
extends A, we write A ⊆ A� .
3.3

Variables and terms

The operations of a signature can be used to construct terms, which will be discussed in this section.
We start with the definition of variables.
Definition 6 (Variables). Let SIG = (S, O) be a signature. An S-indexed set X is a set of SIGvariables, if X is disjoint from O.
VSIG denotes the class of all SIG-variable sets.
From the set of operations O of the signature and a set of SIG-variables X, we can construct terms
of some sort s inductively.
Definition 7 (Terms). Let SIG = (S, O) be a signature and X be a set of SIG-variables. The set of
all SIG-terms of sort s over a set of variables X is denoted by TSIG
(X). It is inductively defined as
s
follows:
– Xs ⊆ TSIG
(X).
s
– For every operation symbol o ∈ Os1 ...sn sn+1 , and, for every k with 1 ≤ k ≤ n, tk ∈ TSIG
sk (X), we
have (o, t1 , . . . , tn ) ∈ TSIG
sn+1 (X).
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When SIG is
from the context, we also write Ts (X) instead of TSIG
(X). The set of all terms
s
�clear SIG
SIG
is T
(X) = s∈S Ts (X). Terms without variables are called ground terms and are defined by
= TSIG
(∅).
TSIG = T(∅) and by TSIG
s
s
Sometimes, we need to refer to some terms with variables, but without specifically mentioning the
set of variables. The set of such terms is denoted by TSIG
(VSIG ).
s
Note that, in practice, terms are often written o(t1 , . . . , tn ) to make clear that the operation is
applied to the arguments. In order to emphasise the syntactical nature of terms, we use the tuple
notation (o, t1 , . . . , tn ) in all our formal definitions.
3.4

Assignment and evaluation

Terms are a purely syntactical construct. In order to give them a meaning, they are evaluated in a
given algebra. In order to evaluate terms with variables, we need to bind their variables to some value,
which is called a binding or an assignment.
Definition 8 (Assignment and evaluation). Let SIG = (S, O) be a signature, A a SIG-algebra,
and X a set of SIG-variables. An assignment β of X in A is a mapping such that, for every s ∈ S and
every x ∈ Xs , we have β(x) ∈ A(s).
An assignment β of variables X in A can be inductively extended to a mapping β that applies to all
terms TSIG (X), which is called evaluation of terms in A:
– For every x ∈ X, we define β(x) = β(x).
– For every o ∈ Os1 ...sn+1 , and every i ∈ {1, . . . , n} and term ti ∈ TSIG
si (X), we define
β((o, t1 , . . . , tn )) = A(o)(β(t1 ), . . . , β(tn )).

For an empty set of variables ∅, there is a unique assignment of ∅ to A, which we denote with �.
The extension � can be used to evaluate ground terms, and is called ground evaluation.
3.5

Generators

In high-level nets and high-level net modules [2] in particular, we often have some sorts provided, and
we need to construct other sorts from them in a standard way. For example, we would like to use the
product over some existing sorts (see the example in Sect. 2); and, for every sort s, we also need a sort
that represents the multiset sort over that sort, ms(s). Moreover, the sets associated with these new
sorts are defined based on the sets associated with the underlying sorts. For example, the set associated
with ms(s) is the set of all multisets over A(s), i. e. MS (A(s)).
For that purpose, we need a mechanism for constructing new sorts and operations from some
signature and a way to define their meaning. To this end, we introduce generators. A generator defines
which new sorts and operators can be constructed out of existing sorts, and once the associated sets are
known for every sort, what the meaning of the corresponding constructed sorts and operators should
be. Since generators are needed anyway, we can also use them for introducing the standard sorts along
with their operations (e. g. nat or bool in our example).
Definition 9 (Generator). A generator G = (GS , GA) consists of
– a signature generator function GS that, for any given signature SIG = (S, O), returns a signature
GS (SIG) such that SIG ⊆ GS (SIG); the signature GS (SIG) is called the signature generated from
SIG by the generator G;
– an algebra generator function GA that, for any SIG-algebra A, returns a GS (SIG)-algebra such
that the algebra GA(A) extends algebra A.
In [2], we needed a single generator only, because we were dealing with a single version of Petri
nets only. Here, we need diﬀerent generators for the diﬀerent versions of high-level nets. Therefore, we
will define several generators and operators for constructing new generators out of the existing ones
later in the paper. In order to give a feeling for the purpose of a generator, we use the one from [2]
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as a first example here; we will introduce other ones later. The basic idea of this example generator
G = (GS , GA), is to include, in addition to the existing sorts of some algebra also the booleans,
the associated multiset sort ms(s) for every sort s, and all the product sorts. In order to emphasise
the syntactical nature, and to distinguish the newly constructed sorts from already existing ones, we
use the notation (bool), (ms, s) and (×, s1 , . . . , sn ) for these generated sorts. Likewise, the generator
will generate the boolean constants (true) and (false) and the standard operations on booleans, the
operation ([], s, n), which makes a multiset out of n elements, the tupling operation ((), s1 , . . . , sn ), and
the projection operation (pr, i, s1 , . . . , sn ) on the i-th element of a tuple.
Definition 10 (Sort generator). Let SIG = (S, O) be an arbitrary signature, then GS (SIG) =
(S � , O� ) is defined as follows:
– S � is the least set for which the following conditions hold:
1. S ⊆ S � ,
2. (bool) ∈ S � ,
3. (ms, s) ∈ S � for every s ∈ S � , and
4. (×, s1 , . . . , sn ) ∈ S � for all sorts s1 , . . . , sn ∈ S � .
– O� is the least S � -indexed set for which the following conditions hold:
1. O ⊆ O� ,
�
,
2. (true), (false) ∈ O(bool)
�
3. (not) ∈ O(bool)(bool) ,
�
4. (and ), (or) ∈ O(bool)(bool)(bool)
,
�
5. ([], s, n) ∈ Os...s(ms,s) for every sort s ∈ S � and n ∈ N, where the number of s elements in the
index of O� is n,
�
6. (+, s) ∈ O(ms,s)(ms,s)(ms,s)
for every s ∈ S � ,
�
7. ((), s1 , . . . , sn ) ∈ Os1 ...sn (×,s1 ,...,sn ) for all s1 , . . . , sn ∈ S � , and
�
8. for every 0 ≤ i ≤ n, (pr, i, s1 , . . . , sn ) ∈ O(×,s
.
1 ,...,sn )si
Definition 11 (Algebra generator). Let A be a SIG-algebra with SIG = (S, O) and let GS (SIG) =
(S � , O� ). Then we define GA(A) by:
– The mapping of the sorts of GA(A) is defined as follows:
1. GA(A)|S = A|S ,
2. GA(A)((bool)) = B,
3. GA(A)((ms, s)) = MS (GA(A)(s)) for every sort s ∈ S � , and
4. GA(A)((×, s1 , . . . , sn )) = GA(A)(s1 ) × . . . × GA(A)(sn ) for all sorts s1 , . . . , sn ∈ S � .
– The mapping of the operations of GA(A) is defined as follows:
1. GA(A)|O = A|O ,
2. GA(A)((true)) = true and GA(A)((false)) = false,
3. GA(A)((not)) = ¬, where ¬ is the boolean negation function,
4. GA(A)((and )) = ∧ and GA(A)((or )) = ∨, where ∧ and ∨ are the boolean conjunction and
disjunction functions,
5. GA(A)(([], s, n))(a1 , . . . , an ) = [a1 , . . . , an ], for every n ∈ N and every sort s ∈ S � and all
a1 , . . . , an ∈ GA(A)(s); i. e. the multiset over s containing exactly the elements a1 , . . . , an ,
6. GA(A)((+, s)) = + for every sort s ∈ S � , where + denotes the addition of two multisets over
GA(A)(s),
7. GA(A)(((), s1 , . . . , sn ))(a1 , . . . , an ) = (a1 , . . . , an ) for all s1 , . . . , sn ∈ S � and
a1 ∈ GA(A)(s1 ), . . . , an ∈ GA(A)(sn ), i. e., the usual tupling, and
8. GA(A)((pr, i, s1 , . . . , sn ))((a1 , . . . , an )) = ai for every 0 ≤ i ≤ n and a1 ∈ GA(A)(s1 ), . . . , an ∈
GA(A)(sn ); i. e., the usual projection function on the i-th component.
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Note that we need to make sure that all the symbols used in a basic signature SIG and introduced
by the generators GS (SIG) are interpreted in the same way. In some cases, this might restrict the legal
signatures and algebras to which a generator can be applied. In order to avoid overly complex mathematics, we do not introduce an explicit mechanism for that; we rather construct and use generators
in a systematic way. For example, in many cases the symbols used in SIG are flat and unstructured,
whereas the symbols introduced in GS (SIG) are tuples — some of them, like (bool), are 1-tuples. Since
this is needed only for making the mathematics work, our examples will use bool for (bool) and ms(s)
for (ms, s). However, we stick to the technical notations (bool) and (ms, s) in all formal definitions.
Definition 12 (Generator homomorphism). A signature homomorphism σ from some signature
SIG to some signature SIG � carries over to a signature homomorphism σ G from GS (SIG) to GS (SIG � )
in a canonical way for any given generator G. In the case of our example, it is defined as follows:
– 1.
2.
3.
4.
– 1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
3.6

σ G (s) = σ(s) for every s ∈ S,
σ G ((bool)) = (bool),
σ G ((ms, s)) = (ms, σ G (s)) for every s ∈ S, and
σ G ((×, s1 , . . . , sn )) = (×, σ G (s1 ), . . . , σ G (sn )) for all s1 , . . . , sn ∈ S.
σ G (o) = σ(o) for every operation o ∈ O,
σ G ((true)) = (true) and σ G ((false)) = (false),
σ G ((not)) = (not),
σ G ((and )) = (and ), and
σ G ((or )) = (or ),
σ G (([], s, n)) = ([], σ G (s), n) for every sort s ∈ S and every n ∈ N,
σ G ((+, s)) = (+, σ G (s)) for every sort s ∈ S,
σ G (((), s1 , . . . , sn )) = ((), σ G (s1 ), . . . , σ G (sn )) for all s1 , . . . , sn ∈ S, and
σ G ((pr, i, s1 , . . . , sn )) = (pr, i, σ G (s1 ), . . . , σ G (sn )) for every 0 ≤ i ≤ n and s1 , . . . , sn ∈ S.

Nets

At last, we introduce the basic notion of Petri nets.
Definition 13 (Net). A net N = (P, T, F ) consists of two disjoint sets P and T and a set of arcs
F ⊆ (P × T ) ∪ (T × P ).

4

Algebraic nets and their behaviour

Now we are prepared to give a first definition of algebraic nets. This definition will be refined later,
in order to make it more flexible for defining an algebraic net of a particular kind. In Sect. 4.1, we
define algebraic nets; in Sect. 4.2, we define their behaviour. Note that the focus of this paper is not
on behaviour; but for completeness sake, we do not want to introduce a formal definition of algebraic
nets without a definition of their behaviour.
4.1

Algebraic nets

For a clear separation between syntax and semantics, we distinguish between algebraic net schemes
and algebraic nets [3]. Later we will define diﬀerent versions of high-level nets, where the generators
are one of the main defining factors of a version. For now, we just use the fixed generator G as defined
in Sect. 3.5.
By contrast to most classical definitions of algebraic Petri nets and by contrast to our example, we
formalise a version of high-level nets, where the scope of a variable is a transition (inspired by [11]).
Note that is not a fundamental change; we even have the impression that many people think of variables
in Petri nets in this way even when variables are declared globally. But since this more local scope of
variables is slightly more complicated to formalise and to use, most formal definitions do not take that
view. However, foreseeing some future extensions in the work of ISO/IEC 15909, we deam it necessary
to be prepared for this in our formal definition.
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Definition 14 (Algebraic net scheme).
An algebraic net scheme is a tuple Σ = (N, SIG, sort, vars, l, c, i) consisting of:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

a net N = (P, T, F ),
a signature SIG,
a place sort mapping sort : P → S GS (SIG) ,
a transition variable mapping vars : T → VGS (SIG)
an arc label mapping l : F → TGS (SIG) (VGS (SIG) ) such that:
GS (SIG)

– for all (p, t) ∈ F ∩ (P × T ) : l((p, t)) ∈ T(ms,sort(p)) (vars(t))
GS (SIG)

– for all (t, p) ∈ F ∩ (T × P ) : l((t, p)) ∈ T(ms,sort(p)) (vars(t)),
GS (SIG)

GS (SIG)

6. a transition condition mapping c : T → T(bool) (VGS (SIG) ) such that c(t) ∈ T(bool) (vars(t)) for
every t ∈ T ,
GS (SIG)
7. an initial marking i : P → TGS (SIG) such that, i(p) ∈ T(ms,sort(p)) for every place p ∈ P .
The mapping sort assigns a sort to each place, which defines the type of its tokens. The mapping vars
defines for each transition the set of its variables. The annotations of all arcs attached to a transition
may use only these variables; the same applies for the transition condition. Condition 5 formulates this
restriction of the variables of the arc annotations as well as the restriction that the arc annotation must
denote a multiset over the attached place type. Condition 7 guarantees that the term for the inititial
marking denotes a multiset of the respective type.
Definition 15 (Algebraic net). An algebraic net is pair (Σ, A), where Σ is an algebraic net scheme
equipped with a SIG-algebra A.
4.2

Behaviour of algebraic nets

For defining the behaviour of an algebraic net, we first need to define markings.
Definition 16 (Marking).
Let (Σ, A) be an algebraic net with Σ = (N, SIG, sort, vars, l, c, i) and N = (P, T, F ). A marking m of
(Σ, A) is a mapping such that for every place p ∈ P , we have m(p) ∈ MS (A(sort(p))).
The operation + on multisets can be lifted to markings by defining m = m1 + m2 by m(p) =
m1 (p) + m2 (p) for every place p ∈ P .
The firing mode of a transition is the set of assignments to its variables such that the transition
condition evaluates to true.
Definition 17 (Firing mode).
Let (Σ, A) be an algebraic net with Σ = (N, SIG, sort, vars, l, c, i) and N = (P, T, F ).
For some transition t ∈ T , an assignment β of the variables vars(t) in A is called a transition mode
of transition t, if β(c(t)) = true.
For any transition t and any firing mode β of t, we define the markings − tβ and t+
β of (Σ, A) as
follows: For every place p ∈ P
�
β(l(p, t)) if (p, t) ∈ F
−
tβ (p) =
[]
otherwise
and
t+
β (p)

=

�

β(l(t, p)) if (t, p) ∈ F
[]
otherwise

Next, we define when and how two markings are reachable from each other by a transition in a
firing mode.
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Definition 18 (Firing rule).
Let (Σ, A) be an algebraic net with Σ = (N, SIG, sort, vars, l, c, i) and N = (P, T, F ). Moreover, let
t ∈ T be a transition of N , β a firing mode of t, and let m1 and m2 be two markings. We say that m2
is reachable from m1 by firing t in mode β if there exists a marking m� such that m1 = − tβ + m� and
t,β

m2 = m� + t+
β . Then, we write m1 −→ m2 .
t1 ,β1

tn ,βn

∗

If there exists a sequence m1 −→ m2 −→ . . . −→ mn −→ mn+1 , we write m1 −→ mn+1 and say
that mn+1 is reachable from m1 in (Σ, A).
t,β

In many publications on Petri nets, m1 −→ m2 would be formalised in a diﬀerent way by m1 ≥ − tβ
and m2 = (m1 − − tβ ) + t+
β . But, this would require to define the comparision operator ≥ on markings
and the subtraction operation − first. With our definition, we could avoid that. The only operation
necessary for defining the firing rule of Petri nets is the addition operation on markings, +.
From these concepts, we can now define the reachability graph as the semantics of an algebraic net.
Definition 19 (Reachability graph).
Let (Σ, A) be an algebraic net with Σ = (N, SIG, sort, vars, l, c, i) and N = (P, T, F ).
We define the initial marking m0 of (Σ, A) by m0 (p) = �(i(p)) for each p ∈ P . We define the set of
∗
reachable markings of (Σ, A) by M = {m | m0 −→ m}. The relation
t,β

R = {(m1 , (t, β), m2 ) | m1 , m2 ∈ M, t ∈ T, and β a mode of t with m1 −→ m2 }

is called the reachability relation of (Σ, A).
Γ = (M, m0 , R) is called the reachability graph of (Σ, A).

5

Generators

As pointed out earlier, diﬀerent generators can be used for defining diﬀerent classes of high-level Petri
nets. In order to define the respective generators, we define some basic generators and some operations
on generators for defining new generators out of existing ones.
5.1

Basic generators

We start with defining some of the basic generators. In these definitions, we assume that SIG = (S, O)
is some signature and A some SIG-algebra.
Identity For technical reasons, we start with introducing the simplest generator of all: the identity
generator ID, which does not add any new sorts or operators. This generator is defined by ID =
(IDSIG , IDALG ), where IDSIG (SIG) = SIG for all signatures SIG. By definition (see Def. 9), IDALG is
then uniquely defined by: IDALG (A)(x) = A(x) for all SIG-algebras A and all symbols x of SIG.
Booleans The generator BOOL = (BOOLSIG , BOOLALG ) adds the booleans and their operations to an
�
existing signature: We define BOOLSIG (SIG) = (S � , O� ) by S � = S∪S� with S� = {(bool)} and O� = O∪O
�
�
� = {(true), (false), (not), (and ), (or )} with (true), (false) ∈ O
with O
(bool) , (not) ∈ O(bool)(bool) , and
�
(and ), (or ) ∈ O(bool)(bool)(bool) .
�
We define BOOLALG (A) by BOOLALG (A)(x) = A(x) for every symbol x of SIG \ (S� ∪ O).
�
�
For the symbols x ∈ S ∪ O, we define: BOOLALG (A)((bool)) = B, BOOLALG (A)((true)) = true,
BOOLALG (A)((false)) = false, BOOLALG (A)((not)) = ¬, where ¬ is the boolean negation function,
BOOLALG (A)((and )) = ∧ and BOOLALG (A)((or )) = ∨, where ∧ and ∨ are the boolean conjunction
and disjunction functions.
Note that, for some signature SIG, a SIG-algebra A, and some symbol x of SIG, it could happen
that GA(A)(x) �= A(x). For example, if (bool) occured in SIG but with a completely diﬀerent meaning.
This way, this generator would rule out this algebra as illegal; and we will use this mechanism for
enforcing that symbols defined by the generators will be used in this interpretation only.
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Restricted booleans Sometimes, we do not even want the full power of booleans. This is for example
the case for Place/Transition nets in high-level net notation as defined in Part 2 of ISO/IEC 15909.
The syntactical definition, however, requires that the trivial transition conditions exist. Therefore, we
introduce a generator that introduces a restricted version of the booleans with sort bool and only the
constant true, which can be used in this setting. We thus call this generator TRUE . The generator
TRUE = (TRUESIG , TRUEALG ) is defined by TRUESIG (SIG) = (S � , O� ) where S � = S ∪ S� with S� =
� with O
� = {(true)} with (true) ∈ O�
{(bool)} and O� = O ∪ O
. We define TRUEALG (A)(x) = A(x)
(bool)

� For the other symbols x ∈ S� ∪ O,
� we define: BOOLALG (A)((bool)) =
for every symbol x of SIG \(S� ∪ O).
B and BOOLALG (A)((true)) = true.

Black tokens For representing Place/Transition nets, we also need a sort that represents the black
tokens, which is often called dots. The generator DOT adds this sort and a single constant to a signature
and the respective algebra. We define the generator DOT = (DOTSIG , DOTALG ) by DOTSIG (SIG) =
� with O
� = {(dot)} with (dot) ∈ O�
(S � , O� ) where S � = S ∪ S� with S� = {(dots)} and O� = O ∪ O
(dots) .
� For the other symbols, we
We define DOTALG (A)(x) = A(x) for every symbol x of SIG \ (S� ∪ O).
define: BOOLALG (A)((dots)) = {•} and BOOLALG (A)((dot)) = •.
Natural numbers The generator NAT = (NATSIG , NATALG ) defines the natural numbers.
� with O
� =
NATSIG (SIG) = (S � , O� ) is defined by S � = S ∪ S� with S� = {(nat)} and O� = O ∪ O
�
�
{(0), (succ)} with (0) ∈ O(nat) , and (succ) ∈ O(nat)(nat) . We define NATALG (A) by NATALG (A)(x) =
� For the other symbols, we define: NATALG (A)((nat)) = N,
A(x) for every symbol x of SIG \ (S� ∪ O).
NATALG (A)((0)) = 0 and NATALG (A)((succ)) = ++ where ++ is the successor operation.
Multisets All versions of high-level Petri nets need some way of denoting multisets. To this end, we define
a generator that adds the multisets over the given sorts to the signature and algebra: The generator
MULT = (MULTSIG , MULTALG ) adds the constructs that are needed for constructing the multisets
over the sorts of an algebra. Here, we confine ourselves to a minimal version. Later, we introduce a
generator with some more operations on multisets: We define MULTSIG (SIG) = (S � , O� ); where S � =
� with O
� = {([], s, n) | s ∈ S, n ∈ N} ∪ {(+, s) | s ∈ S},
S ∪ S� with S� = {(ms, s) | s ∈ S} and O� = O ∪ O
�
�
where ([], s, n) ∈ Os...s(ms,s) and (+, s) ∈ O(ms,s)(ms,s) .
� For the
We define MULTALG (A) by MULTALG (A)(x) = A(x) for every symbol x of SIG \ (S� ∪ O).
other symbols, we define: MULTALG (A)((ms, s)) = MS (A(s)), MULTALG (A)(([], s, n))(a1 , . . . , an ) =
[a1 , . . . , an ], and MULTALG (A)((+, s)) = +, where + is the addition operation on multisets MS (A(s)).
Extended multisets Some versions of high-level Petri nets have more powerful operations on multisets
and for constructing multisets. To this end, we could use a generator that adds these operations. We
denote this generator for extended multisets by MULTX = (MULTXSIG , MULTXALG ), but we leave
the definition open, since it is yet to be decided which operations should be in there. We just assume
that MULTSIG (SIG) ⊆ MULTXSIG (SIG) and MULTALG (A) ⊆ MULTXALG (A).
One special extension of the multisets, which we need later for defining symmetric nets with bags
is MULTB . This generator MULTB = (MULTBSIG , MULTBALG ) is defined by MULTBSIG (SIG) =
MULTSIG (SIG) ∪ (∅, {(card ), (unique)}) where (card ) ∈ O(ms,s)(nat) , and (unique) ∈ O(ms,s)(bool) .
We define MULTBALG (A) by MULTBALG (A)(x) = A(x) for every symbol x of MULTSIG . For the
other symbols, we define: MULTBALG (A)((card ))([a1 , . . . , an ]) = n, i. e. the number of elements in the
multiset. MULTBALG (A)((unique))([a1 , . . . , an ]) is the operator checking that the multiset is actually
a set (i. e. there is at most one occurrence of each element).
Products The generator PROD = (PRODSIG , PRODALG ) adds all products of the existing sorts and
some operations on these products: We define PRODSIG (SIG) = (S � , O� ); where S � = S ∪ S� with S� =
� with O
� = {((), s1 , . . . , sn ) | n ∈ N, s1 , . . . , sn ∈
{(×, s1 , . . . , sn ) | n ∈ N, s1 , . . . , sn ∈ S} and O� = O ∪ O
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S} ∪ {(pr, i, s1 , . . . , sn ) | n ∈ N, i ∈ N, 1 ≤ i ≤ n, s1 , . . . , sn ∈ S} with ((), s1 , . . . , sn ) ∈ Os� 1 ...sn (×,s1 ,...,sn )
�
and (pr, i, s1 , . . . , sn ) ∈ O(×,s
.
1 ,...,sn )si
We define PRODALG (A) by PRODALG (A)(x) = A(x) for every symbol x of SIG \ (S� ∪
� For the other symbols, we define: PRODALG (A)((×, s1 , . . . , sn )) = A(s1 ) × . . . × A(sn ),
O).
PRODALG (A)(((), s1 , . . . , sn ))(a1 , . . . , an ) = (a1 , . . . , an ) for all s1 , . . . , sn ∈ S and a1 ∈ A(s1 ), . . . , an ∈
A(sn ), and PRODALG (A)((pr, i, s1 , . . . , sn ))(a1 , . . . , an ) = ai .
Note that PROD defines only products of the sorts that exist in the input signature already. It does
not define products of products recursively. This recursive construction of products is not necessary
here, since we can achieve this by the closure construction on this generator, which will be defined later.
Other sorts and operations Note that there could be many other generators that add some of the
commonly used sorts and operators, such as the integers, strings, or even more generic sorts like queues
or lists over existing sorts. Since, this paper is more on the framework then on actually defining and
classifying all the existing versions of high-level nets, we do not need them here, and therefore do not
formally define them here.
5.2

Constructions on generators

From existing basic generators, we can now built more complex generators. The operations needed in
this paper are the composition ◦, the union ∪ and the closure construct ∗ .
Sequential composition The sequential composition of two generators G1 = (GS 1 , GA1 ) and G2 =
(GS 2 , GA2 ) is defined as the function composition, i. e. G2 ◦ G1 = (GS 2 ◦ GS 1 , GA2 ◦ GA1 ). For
some signature SIG and some SIG-algebra A, this means (GS 2 ◦ GS 1 )(SIG) = GS 2 (GS 1 (SIG)) and
(GA2 ◦ GA1 )(A) = GA2 (GA1 (A)).
Union Likewise, the union ∪ is the union of the two mappings G1 ∪ G2 = (GS 1 ∪ GS 2 , GA1 ∪ GA2 ).
Note that we do not require the two generators to add disjoint symbols; actually, the way generators
are defined, both generators will add the original symbols, which is why they are not disjoint. But, we
assume (resp. we use and combine generators only in such a way) that they both agree on the meaning
of these symbols, i. e. the generated algebras will assign the same meaning to these symbols.
Closure The closure of a generator applies the generator over and over again. Let G, be some
� generator.
We define G0 = ID and, for each i ∈ N, we define Gi+1 = G ◦ Gi . Then we define G∗ = i∈N Gi .

For example, we can now define the generator G from Sect. 3.5 from the basic generators above
using the following constructions: G = (MULT ∪ PROD)∗ ◦ BOOL.

6

Constructs

Some variants of high-level Petri nets diﬀer in the data structures that may be used in the underlying
algebras. For example, symmetric nets allow for data types with finite domains and a very limited
set of operations only. It would be possible to use the concept of generators with some sophisticated
and parameterised sort definitions, for explicitly introducing these data types. This however, would
introduce much syntactical overhead. Due to this overhead, it would also be very tedious to check
whether the generators really do what they are supposed to do, and designing and validating such
generators would need much care and experience.
This can be alleviated, if we allow to directly provide the respective algebras in the definition of the
algebraic net. This however requires a systematic way to characterise the algebras that are legal for a
specific version of high-level Petri nets and those which are not. In this section, we will introduce the
concepts for doing so: We slightly extend the concept of signatures to define its syntactical part, along
with a set of legal algebras. We call them constructs. Then a variant of high-level Petri nets can be
defined by a set of such constructs.
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6.1

Formal definition of constructs

As mentioned above, a construct is, basically, a signature defining the sorts and operators of the
construct. In addition to that, we need to identify the role of the sorts and operators, or in general
the role of symbols. One role could, for example, be that it is a standard symbol (which is defined
via some generator); for example the sort booleans or some of the standard operations on it, which
have a fixed meaning in all the algebras and may even occur in diﬀerent constructs with that same
meaning. Another role can be that the symbol must not be used by or occur in other constructs, with
the same role, which we call disjoint; i. e. these symbols of diﬀerent constructs do not overlap with
other constructs. The precise meaning of these roles will be made clear later in Def. 21. For now, we
allow to make these roles explicit.
One of the tricky parts of this definition is that we need to take care that the symbols with a fixed
interpretation actually have a fixed interpretation. To this end, we exploit the generators again which
define the symbols with a fixed meaning. In this definition of constructs, we need to make sure that a
construct is compatible with the used generator.
Definition 20 (Construct).
Let G = (GS , GA) be some generator. A construct CON = (SIG, F , D, A) consists of a signature SIG,
two subsets F and D of symbols of SIG and a class of SIG-algebras A, such that
1. GS (SIG|F ) ⊇ SIG|F and
2. for every A ∈ A we have GA(A|F )|F = A|F ,

where F is the set of all symbols of SIG except the symbols of F . The symbols of F are called the fixed
symbols of CON and the symbols of D are called the disjoint symbols of CON .
The class of all constructs with respect to a generator G is denoted by CG .
Basically, a construct consists of a signature, and some algebras which give all the legal interpretations. The disjoint symbols D define which symbols may not overlap with other constructs, which
will be defined in Def. 21. The fixed symbols F , are the symbols with a fixed meaning. Technically,
we require that the fixed symbols in the algebra are the ones which would be added by the generator (condition 1) and also have the same meaning in all algebras as they have in the generated parts
(condition 2). Note that we use ⊇, because the generator could introduce many more symbols than the
ones occuring in the signature (typically, there are infinitely many symbols in the generator but only
finitely many in a construct).
Now, a set of such constructs can be used for characterising some specific algebras as defined below.
Definition 21 (Construct mapping and legal algebras).
Let G = (GS , GA) be some generator and C be a set of constructs, SIG � be a signature, and A� be a
SIG � -algebra.
A construct mapping H for C and SIG is a set of pairs (CON , h), where CON ∈ C is a construct
with CON = (SIG, F , D, A) and h : SIG → SIG � is a signature homormorphism such that the following
conditions are met:
1. (h|F )G |F = h|F (i. e. the homomorphism respects the interpretation of the fixed symbols as defined
by the generator G).
2. For all signatures SIG �� ⊆ SIG � with SIG � ⊆ GS (SIG �� ), for all ((SIG, F , D, A), h) ∈ H, and for
all symbols x of SIG with h(x) in SIG � but not in SIG �� , we have x ∈ F (i. e. symbols with an
interpretation that comes from a generator are a fixed symbol of the construct).
3. For all (CON 1 , h1 ), (CON 2 , h2 ) ∈ H and all symbols x ∈ D1 and y ∈ D2 with h1 (x) = h2 (y), we
have CON 1 = CON 2 , h1 = h2 and x = y (i. e. disjoint symbols of two diﬀerent constructs do not
overlap in SIG � ).
4. For all symbols x� of SIG � , there exists a (CON , h) ∈ H and a symbol x ∈ SIG such that h(x) = x�
(i. e. all symbols in the signature SIG � are part of at least one construct).
5. For every (CON , h) ∈ H, we have A� ◦ h ∈ A (i. e. the part of the algebra corresponding to this
construct is one allowed by this construct).
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Then, the algebra A� is said to be a legally constructed algebra with respect to C and H. We also say
that H is a construct mapping from C to A� .
The main idea of this definition is that in a legal algebra A� , all parts come from some construct.
Condition 1 says that the interpretation of the fixed symbols of a construct is the one defined by the
generator if these symbols were not there. Condition 2 makes sure that symbols that have a fixed
interpretation according to a generator, have been defined as such in the construct. Condition 3 says
that the disjoint symbols of all constructs are mapped to diﬀerent symbols in SIG � , so the constructs
do not overlap on these symbols. Condition 4 says that all symbols of SIG � result from one of the
constructs, i. e. there are no symbols of SIG � that are not injected by any construct mapping to SIG � .
At last, condition 5 says that the semantics of the symbols comes from the construct. Note that in
condition 5, h is a signature homomorphism from SIG to SIG � ; therefore, A� ◦ h is a SIG-algebra, and
exactly this ‘part’ of SIG must be an algebra allowed by the construct (i. e. an algebra from A).
6.2

Examples of constructs

In this section, we will define some examples of constructs, which will be used for defining symmetric
nets and some other versions of high-level nets in Sect. 7.2.
Unordered sets The construct of unordered sets UO is defined by UO = (UOSIG, ∅, {u}, Au ), where
UOSIG = ({u}, ∅) and Au contains every UOSIG-algebra A such that A(u) is a finite set.
This is basically defining a sort symbol u, which in all legal interpretations must be a finite set.
Since u is in the set of disjoint symbols of UO, this sort symbol may not overlap with disjoint symbols
of the other constructs.
Linearly ordered sets The construct of linearly ordered sets LO is defined by LO =
(LOSIG, {(bool)}, {o, lt}, Ao ), where LOSIG = ({o, (bool)}, ({lt}, i)) with i(lt) = o o (bool) and where
Ao contains every LOSIG-algebra A such that A(o) is a finite set and A(lt) defines an irreflexive total
order on A(o).
Similarly to unordered sets, linearly order sets define a sort o which is associated with a finite set.
In addition, linearly ordered sets define an operation lt which defines a total (irreflexive) order on o.
Technically, lt is an operation into the booleans. This is where the fixed symbols come in: (bool) is a
fixed symbol of this construct, and therefore must obtain the interpretaion as defined in the generator.
Note that this sort (bool) might be used by diﬀerent constructs. The symbols o and lt are disjoint
symbols.
Cyclic sets The construct of cyclic sets CS is defined by CS = (CSSIG, ∅, {c, pred, succ}, Ac ), where
CSSIG = ({c}, ({pred, succ}, i)) with i(pred) = i(succ) = c c and where Ac contains every CSSIGalgebra A such that A(c) is a finite set and A(succ) is a function defining a cycle on all elements of
A(c), and A(pred) is the inverse of A(succ).
The construct of cyclic sets is very similar to linearly order sets. The elements are arranged in a
cycle, which is expressed by the operators succ and pred.
Partitions The construct of partitions PAR is defined by PAR = (PARSIG, ∅, {p, f }, Ap ), where
PARSIG = ({s, p}, ({f }, i)) with i(f ) = s p and where Ap contains every PARSIG-algebra A such
that A(p) is a finite set and A(f ) is a surjective function.
Equality The construct of equality EQ is defined by EQ = (EQSIG, {(bool)}, ∅, Ae ), where EQSIG =
({e, (bool)}, ({eq}, i)) with i(eq) = e e (bool) and where Ae contains every EQSIG-algebra A such that
A(eq) is the equality function on A(e) (i. e. it evaluates to true if both arguments are the same).
Note that, in this construct, the sort symbol e as well as the operation symbol eq expressing the
equality are not in the set of the construct’s disjoint symbols. This way, the equality operation may be
added to any sort (even to the ones coming from other constructs).
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All Likewise, the following construct allows to introduce a constant for a sort s that denotes a multiset
in which each element of the set associated with this sort occurs exactly once, which is often denoted
by alls ; we use, the notation (all, s) here.
The construct ALL is defined by ALL = (ALLSIG, {(ms, s)}, ∅, Aa ), where ALLSIG =
({s, (ms, s)}, ({all}, i)) with i(all) = (ms, s) and where Aa contains every ALLSIG-algebra A with
A(s) = {a1 , . . . , an } such that A((ms, s)) = MS (A(s)) and A(all) = [a1 , . . . , an ].
Simple multisets The construct MULTSNB introduces the construction of a multiset element, the complement of a multiset w.r.t. its carrier set, the diﬀerence between two
multisets, and for a sort s a constant singleton multiset with (all, s) as its only element. This construct is defined by MULTSNB = (MULTSNBSIG, {s, (ms, s)}, ∅, Am ), where
MULTSNBSIG = ({s, (ms, s), (ms, (ms, s))}, ({{}, ~, \, whole}, i)) with i({}) = (ms, s)(ms, (ms, s)),
i(~) = (ms, s)(ms, s), i(\) = (ms, s)(ms, s)(ms, s), i(whole) = (ms, (ms, s)), and where Am contains
every MULTSNBSIG-algebra A with A({})([b1 , . . . , bn ]) = [[b1 , . . . , bn ]], A(~)([b1 , . . . , bk ]) = [c1 , . . . , cj ]
such that [c1 , . . . , cj ] contains exactly one occurrence of all the elements of A(s) not in [b1 , . . . , bk ],
A(\)([b1 , . . . , bk ], [c1 , . . . , cj ]) = [b1 , . . . , bk ] \ [c1 , . . . , cj ], i.e. the diﬀerence between the two multisets,
and finally A(whole) = [(all, s)].

7

The Framework

Now, we can extend the definition of algebraic nets with respect to the used generator and with respect
to some constructs, which will then allow us to define diﬀerent kinds of algebraic nets. Actually, we use
two generators: the first one defines the basic sorts and operations for the tokens on the places. The
second generator introduces the necessary multiset structure on top of these basic sorts, which are used
to construct the arc annotations and the transition conditions. Note that, in the most general case, the
first generator has the full power so that tokens could be multisets and even multisets of multisets, etc.
The more interesting versions, however, are the ones with a more restrictive first generator.
7.1

Formal definition

Definition 22 (High-level net version definition). Let G1 , G2 be two generators, and let C be a
set of constructs with respect to G2 ◦ G1 . Then K = (G1 , G2 , C) is a version definition of high-level
nets.
The main idea of a definition of a version K = (G1 , G2 , C) is that the constructs C define the
signatures and algebras that may be explicitly defined by the user, and the generator G1 defines which
other sorts and operations may be constructed from them. These together define the basic sorts of this
version of algebraic nets. The generator G2 defines the multiset sorts and the operations that may be
used for the annotations of the net (markings, arc labels and transition conditions).
Definition 23 (Algebraic net of kind K). Let K = (G1 , G2 , C) be a version definition of high-level
nets with G1 = (GS 1 , GA1 ) and G2 = (GS 2 , GA2 ).
An algebraic net scheme of kind K is a tuple Σ = (N, SIG, sort, vars, l, c, i) with
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

a net N = (P, T, F ),
a signature SIG,
a place sort mapping sort : P → S GS 1 (SIG) ,
a transition variable mapping vars : T → VGS 1 (SIG) ,
an arc label mapping l : F → TGS 2 (GS 1 (SIG)) (VGS 1 (SIG) ) such that:
GS 2 (GS 1 (SIG))
– for all (p, t) ∈ F ∩ (P × T ) : l((p, t)) ∈ T(ms,sort(p))
(vars(t))
GS (GS (SIG))

2
1
– for all (t, p) ∈ F ∩ (T × P ) : l((t, p)) ∈ T(ms,sort(p))
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(vars(t)),

GS (GS 1 (SIG))

2
6. a transition condition mapping c : T → T(bool)

GS (GS 1 (SIG))

2
c(t) ∈ T(bool)

(vars(t)) for every t ∈ T , and

(VGS 1 (SIG) ) with
GS (GS (SIG))

2
1
7. an initial marking i : P → TGS 2 (GS 1 (SIG)) such that, i(p) ∈ T(ms,sort(p))

for every place p ∈ P .

An algebraic net scheme Σ of kind K together with a SIG-algebra A and a construct mapping H
from C to A form an algebraic net (Σ, A, H) of kind K.
Note that the semantics and the reachability graph for algebraic nets of any kind is the same as the
one defined before in Sect. 4.2. The exact details of the generators do not play any role, as long as the
booleans and the multiset addition are included.
7.2

Examples of definitions of net versions

At last, we apply this framework for defining some versions of high-level Petri nets. Note that this
is mainly meant for demonstrating the use of the framework; a more complete, more systematic and
careful definition and classification of most of the relevant high-level Petri net versions is out of the
scope of this paper.
P/T-systems We start with the most primitive version of high-level nets, which is Place/Transition
systems, just in the setting of high-level nets. In ISO/IEC 15909-2 this version is called Place/Transition
systems in high-level net notation. The basic idea is that all places are of sort dots, which represents
the black tokens.
This version can be defined by PT = (DOT , TRUE ◦ MULT , ∅). Since the set of legal constructs
is empty, the signature and algebra provided for an algebraic net of this kind must be empty. Since
the first generator DOT only creates the sort dots from an empty signature, this is the only legal
sort for places. For constructing the legal arc inscriptions, also the sorts and operations generated by
TRUE ◦ MULT on top of that can be used. As discussed earlier, TRUE is a simple version of the
booleans with true as the only possible value; this is necessary for technical reasons, since in high-level
nets as defined above a transition must have condition.
Symmetric nets Next, we define symmetric nets by the help of a specific generator (products and
multisets cannot be built recursively) and the symmetric net constructs. We define the generators for
symmetric nets by SN 1 = PROD ◦ BOOL, SN 2 = MULT .
We define the constructs for symmetric nets by CSN = {UO, LO, CS , PAR, EQ, ALL}.
Then the definition of the symmetric net version of an algebraic net is KSN = (SN 1 , SN 2 , CSN ).
Symmetric nets with bags Symmetric nets where extended in [12] to allow for manipulating multiset
elements in places, on arcs and in transitions conditions. This feature provides additional flexibility for
modelling with symmetric nets, without losing the analysis techniques such as the symbolic reachability
graph.
The definition of the symmetric net with bags version of algebraic net is KSNB = (MULT ◦ PROD ◦
BOOL, MULTB ∪ NAT , CSN ∪ {MULTSNB }).
Algebraic Petri nets with fixed arc weight Next, we characterise the version of algebraic nets as defined
by Reisig [5]. The major characteristics of this version is that the number of tokens flowing through an
arc is always the same, which is why they are sometimes called nets with fixed arc weight (see [13]).
The main point is that the multiset structure of the signature is constructed in a fixed way on top
of an arbitrary algebra. This is reflected in the formal definition AN 1 = (BOOL, MULT , CBOOL ).
The constructor BOOL is used for using BOOL as a pre-defined sort. All other sorts can be defined
by arbitrary constructs over that generator. The multisets only come in via the second constructor
MULT (which does not provide any operation for flexible arc weights).
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Algebraic Petri nets with flexible arc weight In contrast to that, Kindler and Völzer [13] introduce a
version of algebraic nets in which the signature and algebra can define arbitrary operations on multisets.
And multiset sorts may even be used as the sort of some places, and multisets of multisets are possible.
Therefore, the first generator allows to use this, and the constructs for the algebra may even define
some of these operations.
This version can be defined as AN 2 = (MULT ∗ ◦ BOOL, ID, CMULT ∗ ◦BOOL ).
Note that the second generator does not need to contribute any further operations, since all the
needed multiset operations are already added by the first generator. Therefore, the second generator is
just the identity ID.
General version In principle, algebraic nets with flexible arc weights have all the necessary power. But,
to obtain this power, they require that all more powerful operations are defined by the user by providing
a signature and an algebra with all the desired operations. It would be much easier, if some of these
operations were built-in and could be used without explicitly defining them everytime a new algebraic
net is used. This is in particular true for products. Therefore, a more general version would have the
products and some more operations on multisets available. Only very special sorts or operations would
then come from the signature and algebra defined by the user.
This
could
look
like
AN 3
=
((MULTX ∪ PROD)∗ ◦ (BOOL ∪
DOT ), ID, C(MULTX ∪PROD)∗ ◦(BOOL∪DOT ) ). Actually, even some other sorts like strings, integers,
and list could be included here. But, we leave the exact set of operations and sorts that should be
built-in open for a discussion here, as we left the exact definition of MULTX open.

8

Conclusion

In this paper, we have introduced a mathematical framework that allows us to define diﬀerent versions
of high-level Petri nets, with diﬀerent built-in sorts and operators, and diﬀerent legal constructs in the
underlying algebra. The examples at the end of this paper show that a wide variety of diﬀerent kinds of
high-level net can be defined this way. The main advantage is that the legal constructs and the built-in
sorts and operations can be defined independently from the actual definition of algebraic Petri nets.
This way, it is much easier to define, to compare and classify diﬀerent versions of high-level Petri nets
and make the built-in sorts and operations and the legal constructs explicit.
Note that for making this possible, we needed to introduce some mathematics, which might be hard
to understand for non-experts. But, once this framework is there (and validated by some experts), it
can be used in an intuitive way, by selecting and combining the respective constructs and generators.
Defining a new version can be done without understanding the details of the underlying framework; one
just needs to select the basic building blocks, and combine them with each other, which is demonstrated
by the examples in Sect. 7.2.
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Abstract. A functional specification for railway signalling systems called “control table” plays
a vital role in the signalling design and installation processes. Control tables are the tabular
representation specifying the routes, on which the passage of the train is allowed. Associated
with the route, the states and actions of all related signalling equipment are also specified.
Although various software tools are available for generating, editing and checking the control
tables, there are still some drawbacks. Firstly, those tools are usually bound up with the a specific
railway company. Secondly, each railway company has its own operating rules and regulations
that control tables need to comply with. The control tables that are automatically generated and
verified still require manual inspection by the railway signal engineer. This checking process is
very labor intensive and prone to errors. To detect and eliminate errors, we propose to formally
model and analyse the interlocking tables using CPN Tools. Our CPN model comprises two
parts: Signalling Layout model and Interlocking model. We use ML functions on arc inscription
in the Interlocking model. These ML functions can be generated directly from the content of
the control table using Extensible Stylesheet Language Transformations (XSLT). Thus our CPN
model can be easily adapted and reused and CPN models of other control tables can be rapidly
built. Finally some experimental results are discussed to convince us of the correctness of our
CPN model and the control tables.
Keywords: Control Tables, Interlocking Tables, Railway Signalling Systems, Coloured Petri
Nets, State space Analysis

1

Introduction

Currently the State Railway of Thailand (SRT) has been undertaking several railway signalling projects involving either improvement of the existing signalling systems or expansion
of the existing railway lines. During the whole process of designing, installing and testing the
signalling system, “Interlocking Tables” or “Control Tables” play a vital role in every stage.
The control table is a tabular representation specifying how the trains move together with the
required states and actions of all related equipment. This important document also acts as an
agreement between the railway administrators and the contractors. Many signalling contractors have software tools for editing, generating and verifying the control tables. Usually the
control table generated by a software tool is bound up with a specific railway company. But
SRT has its own operating regulations, requirements and signalling principles that control
tables need to comply with. Thus after the control tables are designed and checked by the
contractors, they need to be rechecked by SRT’s signal engineers. Now SRT signal engineers
manually inspect the submitted control tables without any software tools. Thus the checking
process is very slow, labour intensive and prone to errors. In order to assist their inspection,
detect and rectify errors rapidly, we propose to formally model and analyze the control tables using CPN Tools [12]. Because SRT’s signalling projects involve hundreds of Interlocking
�
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systems, we wish to study how to rapidly re-build the CPN model of the control tables for
other Interlocking systems. Our counter part, SRT’s signal engineers, believe that the signal
engineers should build, maintain and modify the CPN models of control tables themselves
due to the details and complication of the problem. Thus CPN Tools is a good candidate
because its graphical language and the user interface are easy to use.
The contribution of this paper is two folds. Firstly, the Phanthong’s control table is modelled and verified against its desired property. Secondly, we discuss design decision on how
to create a CPN model of a control table that can be easily adapted and reused for other
control tables. In particular, we propose to standardize the format of control tables using
XML and using XSLT to transform the content of the control table to ML functions used in
the CPN model. Thus the signal engineers who follow our methodology do not need to be a
programming expert in C, Java or ML.
The rest of this paper is organised as follows. Section 2 briefly explains the concept of
railway signalling system and control tables. Section 3 discusses related work. Section 4 defines
the scope of work by discussing assumptions, modelling approach and model structure. The
CPN model of Panthong control table is illustrated in Section 5 and 6. Section 7 discusses
our analysis results. Conclusion and Future work are presented in Section 8.

2

Railway Signalling Systems and Control Tables

2.1

Signalling Systems

In general the railway lines are basically divided into sections. To avoid collision, only one
train is allowed in one section at a time. The train can enter or leave the section when the
driver receives authorization from a signalman via a signal indicator. Before the signalman
issues the authorization, he needs to ensure that no object blocks the passage of the train.
SRT’s regulation divides the section into two categories: between two stations and within
the station area. The section between two railway stations, which involves two signalmen,
is called “block section”. Usually railway companies have a strict procedure how to admit
trains into a block section. To prevent human error, which often leads to collisions, the strict
operation on a block section is controlled by an equipment called “Block Instrument”. The
Block Instrument has 3 possible states. It is Normal when there is no train in the block section
and no one requests block possession. It is in Going state when the permission for the block
possession is given to the outgoing train. It is in Coming state when the permission for the
block possession is given to the incoming train.
Figure 1 shows the signalling layout of a small station named “Panthong”. It comprises a
collection of railway tracks and signalling equipment such as track circuits, points and signals.
Main signals are classified into three types:, warner, home and starter signals. SRT defines
that the station area is between two home signals (signal no.3 and signal no.4). Each piece of
signalling equipment has an identification number and holds a certain state as follows.
Track Circuits A track Circuit is an electrical devices used to detect the presence of a train.
A track circuit (e.g. 42T, 2T) is either cleared indicating no train on the track or occupied
indicating the possible1 presence of a train.
1

When the track circuit fails, its state is occupied even if there is no train.
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1T

103T

8T

24T

16T

4T
41T

42T

2T
3T

23T

15T

9T

104T

Fig. 1. Signalling layout of the Panthong Station
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Warner signals A warner signal (e.g. 1, 2) has two aspects: yellow or green. It informs
drivers about the status of the next signal.
Home signals A home signal (e.g. 3, 4) has three aspects: red or yellow or green.
It displays red when forbidding the train enter the station area.
It displays yellow giving the driver authorities to move the train into the station area and
prepare to stop at the next signal.
It displays green giving the driver authorities to move the train passing the station and
enter the next block section.
Starter signals A starter (e.g. 16, 24, 15, 23) has two aspects: red or green.
It displays red when forbidding the train to enter the block section.
It displays green when giving the driver authorities to move the train into the block section.
Point A point (e.g. 103, 104) or railway switch or turnout is a mechanical installation used
to guide a train from one track to another. A point usually has a straight through track called
main line and a diverging track called loop line. A point is right-hand when a moving train
from a joint track diverges to the right of the straight track. Similarly a left-hand point has
the diverging track on the left of the straight line. When a point diverges the train, it is in
reverse position. When a point lets the train move straight through, it is in normal position.
When the interlocking prevents a point from changing position, the point is locked.
2.2

Control Tables

A collection of track circuits along the reserved section is called “route”. An entry signal shall
be cleared to let the train enter the route. Although the request to clear the entry signal is
issued by the signalman, the route entry permission is decided by the interlocking system
using safety rules and control methods specified in the agreed control tables. Table 1 and 2
are the control tables for Panthong station of which signalling layout is shown in Fig. 1. Data
in the first column, “From”, is the route identifications which are labeled by the entry signal:
3(1); 3(2); 4(1); 4(2); 15; 16; 23 and 24. Each row in the tables represents the requirement
how to set and release each route. For example, route 3(2) comprises the track circuits 3T,
9T, 103T, 16T, 42T, 15T and requires that the points 103 and 104 are in normal position.
Routes 3(1) and 3(2) distinguish that behind signal 3 two routes are possible. Similar rule
applies to routes 4(1) and 4(2).
Diﬀerent Interlocking systems from diﬀerent manufacturers may have diﬀerent control
methods. However there are four basic control methods widely accepted and used among
railway companies.
Route locking Route setting involves a collection of adjacent track circuits, points and
signals. To assure the safety, firstly, the interlocking system verifies that the route does not
conflict with other routes previously set. The column “Requires Route Normal” shows conflict
routes. A route cannot be set if any conflict routes have been set and not yet released. For
route 3(2) the conflict routes are 16, 23, 24, 4(1), 4(2) and 3(1). Secondly, the points along the
route are locked in the correct positions. If the related points are not in the correct positions,
the controller will attempt to set and lock them in the correct positions. Thirdly, the track
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Table 1.

A control table for Panthong station (part 1:Route locking)
INTERLOCKING

ROUTE

REQUIRES

SET & LOCKS POINTS

CONTROL

KEYLOCK
From

To

1

3

2

4

3(1)

23

ROUTE NORMAL

16,24,4(1),4(2),3(2)

3(2)

15

16,24,4(1),4(2),3(1)

4(1)

16

15,23,3(1),3(2),4(2)

4(2)

24

15,23,3(1),3(2),4(1)

15

UP
BLOCK
SECTION
UP
BLOCK
SECTION
DOWN
BLOCK
SECTION
DOWN
BLOCK
SECTION

23
16
24

NORMAL

103,104

ASPECT

CLEAR

201,202,
203,204

104,103
104,103

201,202,
203,204

104,103

15,4(1),4(2)

104,103

24,3(1),3(2)

103,104

16,3(1),3(2)

SIGNAL AHEAD

NORMAL

103,104

23,4(1),4(2)

Table 2.

REVERSE

REQUIRES TC

REQUIRES

103,104

Y
G
Y
G
Y+JI

3 AT R#
3 AT Y# OR G#
4 AT R#
#O
OR G#
4 AT Y#
23 AT R#

Y
G
Y
G
Y+JI

15 AT R#
15 AT G#
16 AT R#
16 AT G#
24 AT R#

G

3T,9T,103T,24T,41T,
23T,104T,8T,4T
3T,9T,103T,16T,42T,
15T,104T,8T,4T
4T,8T,104T,15T,42T,
16T,103T,9T,3T
4T,8T,104T,23T,41T,
24T,103T,9T,3T
15T,104T,8T,4T,2T,TOL

G

23T,104T,8T,4T,2T,TOL

G

16T,103T,9T,3T,1T,TOL

G

24T,103T,9T,3T,1T,TOL

AT TIME OF
CLEARING ONLY
TC CLEAR OCC FOR
OR
TIME

42
41
41
42

A control table for Panthong station (part 2:Approach locking)
CONTROL
ROUTE RELEASED BY

APPROACH LOCKED

ROUTE

Notes

WHEN SIGNAL CLEARED &

TC

AND

From

TO

1

3

TC OCC

OR

TC OCC

CLEAR & CLEAR

TC OCC

TIME

OR

AND / OR

Emergency
RELEASE
AFTER

REMARKS
WARNER
REPEAT 3
WARNER
REPEAT 4

2

4

3(1)

23

1

120s

3T,9T

103T

41T

240s

3(2)

15

1

120s

3T,9T

103T

42T

240s

4(1)

16

2

120s

4T,8T

104T

42T

240s

4(2)

24

2

120s

4T,8T

104T

41T

240s

15

UP
BLOCK
SECTION
UP
BLOCK
SECTION
DOWN
BLOCK
SECTION
DOWN
BLOCK
SECTION

42T

120s

15T,104T,
8T

4

2

240s

41T

120s

23T,104T,
8T

4

2

240s

UP BLOCK SET
UP XING BOOM DOWN

42T

120s

16T,103T,
,
,
9T

3

1

240s

DOWN BLOCK SET
DOWN XING BOOM DOWN

41T

120s

24T,103T,
9T

3

1

240s

DOWN BLOCK SET
DOWN XING BOOM DOWN

23
16
24

42 FOR
60 sec
41 FOR
60 sec
41 FOR
60 sec
42 FOR
60 sec

DOWN BLOCK NOTSET
DOWN XING BOOM DOWN
DOWN BLOCK NOTSET
DOWN XING BOOM DOWN
UP BLOCK NOTSET
UP XING BOOM DOWN
UP BLOCK NOTSET
UP XING BOOM DOWN
UP BLOCK SET
UP XING BOOM DOWN

circuits along the required route are all cleared or unoccupied so that nothing obstructs the
passage of the train. Then the entry signal can be cleared (showing yellow or green). The
home signal will be green if the exit signal of the route shows green too. For example the exit
(starter) signal of the route 3(2) is 15. If starter signal 15 shows green and route 3(2) is set,
the home signal 3 will show green.
Approach locking After a route is set; the points are locked; and the entry signal is cleared,
if the track circuit in front of (approaching) the entry signal is occupied, then the signalman
cannot cancel the route and the entry signal by the normal procedure. Approach locking
prevents the train driver from the sudden change of signal aspect from green or yellow to red.
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Column 3 in Table 2, “APPROACH LOCKED WHEN SIGNAL CLEARED & TC OCC”,
presents locking when the approach track circuit is occupied. For example, route 3(2) will
be approach locked if the route is set and track 1T is occupied. The approach locking also
happens after the signal is cleared longer than 2 minutes.
Route released By the passage of the train, the reserved route is automatically released.
Column “Route Released by” in Table 2 presents route released mechanism for the signalling
layout in Fig. 1. Route 3(2) will be released when track 3T, 9T is cleared; track 103T is
occupied and then cleared; and track 42T is occupied. The reserved route can be emergency
released but the release action will be delayed for 4 minute after the signalman issues “emergency route released” command.
Flank protection The equipments within the surrounding area of the reserved route that
may cause an accident shall be protected even if no train is expected to pass such a signal or
such points. For example points should be in such positions that they do not give immediate
access to the route. The last two columns of Table 2 presents an example of flank protection.
For route 3(2), the track 41T, which is not in the route 3(2), shall be unoccupied. If it is
occupied, the object on the track 41T should stand still. This condition is implied if the track
41T is occupied longer than 1 minute.

3

Related Work

Fokkink and Hollingshead [7] provided a perspective that can classify the research work regarding verification of railway signaling systems. According to [7] the railway signalling system
is divided into three layers: infrastructure, interlocking and logistic layers. All layers must provide safety for railway operation. The infrastructure layer involves objects or equipment used
in the yard. The work in this category, for instance [1,3,6,13], ties closely with manufacturer’s
products. The logistic layer involves human operation and train scheduling which aims at eﬃciency and deadlock free. It involves the operation of whole railway network (e.g. [9, 11]) thus
the state explosion problem is often encountered. The interlocking layer provides the interface
between the logistic and infrastructure layers. It prevents us from accidents caused by human
errors or equipment failures. The work in this category such as [10, 15, 16] models the control
tables and verify it against the safety regulations and signalling principles.
Hansen [10] presented a VDM (Vienna Development Method) model of a railway interlocking system, and validated it through simulation using ML. The work focuses on the principles
and concepts of Danish systems rather than a particular interlocking system. He also pointed
out that Interlocking systems from other countries may be diﬀerent from the Interlocking described in [10]. Borälv [1] and Peterson [13] constructed interlocking programs using a special
language called STERNOL, which was developed by ADTranz in Sweden, and verified the
interlocking programs using NP-Tools.
Because relay interlocking and computer interlocking [3] are designed based on ladder
logic diagrams, Fokkink and Hollingshead [7] proposed to convert ladder logic diagrams to
Boolean formulae. Then they applied a theorem prover to verify these Boolean formulae.
Winter et al [14] proposed to create two formal models during the design process of interlockings. One is the formal model of the Signalling Principles called Principle model. The
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other is the formal model of the functional specification for a specific track-layout called Interlocking model. The Control Tables are translated into a Interlocking model and then checked
against the Principle model. At first she used CSP (Communicating Sequential Processes) as
a modelling language but later found that the CSP models of the interlocking system and the
signalling principle are diﬃcult to understand and validate. Thus [16] used Abstract State
Machine (ASM) [8] notation to model the semantic of control tables. The ASM model was
then automatically converted to NuSMV code [4] while the safety properties were modeled
in CTL (Computation Tree Logic). Finally [15] they modelled the safety properties in ASM
and then translated both ASM models into the NP Prover tool [1] in order to compare the
performance between NuSMV and NP-tool. They discovered that if the track layout was
divided into smaller segments for verification, the NuSMV outperformed the NP-Tool. Our
work shares the same goal to [1, 7, 13–16] but our tools and signalling principles diﬀer from
their.
Hagalisletto et al [9] demonstrated how to construct and refine models of railway using a
component-oriented approach. They modelled atomic nets, such as track circuits and turnouts,
using Coloured Petri Nets. Although atomic nets were created using Design/CPN, the models
were simulated [2] using Maude [5] due to the state explosion problem. Even though our CPN
models of each piece of equipment, such as track circuits, was inspired by [9], our work aims
at the interlocking table of one station while [9] involved the logistic layer and the whole
railway network.

4

CPN Model of the Panthong’s Control Table - Overview

Currently SRT has been undertaking track doubling projects which need to verify hundreds
of interlocking systems. Thus it is necessary to seek out a modelling approach to rapidly
build and verify these control tables. An existing control table of a single track station named
“Panthong” was selected as a modelling exercise because its new control table with double
track is being designed by a contractor. We wish to upgrade our CPN model for the double
track station to verify the new control table in the near future.
4.1

Modelling Scope and Assumptions

To reduce the complexity of the model as well as the state explosion problem which has been
reported by a number of researchers [9, 16] who investigated the similar problems, we need to
make the following assumptions regarding train movement and signalling operations:
1. We assume that a train has no length and it occupies one track at a time. The train
moves in only one direction. Train shunting is not considered.
2. We assume the trains running at the same speed.
3. Our model does not include the auxiliary signals such as Call-on, Shunting and Junction
indicators.
4. Our model does not include timers. However we use time stamps when modelling the
trains moving along the track. This implies moving a train takes longer than other actions
in the system. For example the train must not move through a track circuit so fast that the
interlocking cannot detect the presence of the train.
5. Our model does not include emergency route release, emergency point operation.
6. Normally the signalling system provides a safety mechanism when equipment fails. Our
model does not consider when equipment fails.
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7. Our model does not include level crossings.
8. Our model includes high level abstraction of block systems but we do not model their
operations in detail.
9. Our model does not include flank protections.
10. The train drivers strictly obey the signals.
4.2

Modelling Approach and Model Structure

Our CPN model comprises 2 parts: Signalling Layout and Interlocking. The Signalling Layout
part shown in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 represents the system we wish to control. The Interlocking part
represents the interlocking controller. CPN models in Fig. 3 and Fig.4 mimic the signalling
plan of Panthong station (Fig.1). It comprises three kinds of CPN modules modelling wayside
equipment of which functions and states are described in Section 2.1. The CPN model in Fig. 3
and Fig. 4 provides not only geographic information how each way side equipment is connected
to each other but also the ability to simulate trains moving along the tracks. Basically our
CPN model includes three kinds of the train movements:
a) Train movement between two consecutive track circuits.
b) Trains passing a signal.
c) Trains passing a point.
Comparing with the signalling layout in Fig.1 our model does not include the third loop
line because no track circuit is installed there. But we model the key lock of manual operating
points and de-railers.
The Interlocking part comprises three CPN pages: UserCommand, RouteSetting (Fig.
6) and RouteReleased. They model point setting, route locking, signal clearing and route
release functions as specified in the control table and described in Section 2.2. Unlike [15] that
does not include the functionality of approach locking (to avoid the state explosion problem),
our CPN model does include the approach locking function. Even though the control table
of each railway station has diﬀerent contents, the functionalities: route locking; approach
locking; route release; and flank protection are essentially the same. Attempting to create a
generic interlocking model, we extract the content of the control table and code them into ML
functions which are used in arc inscriptions. To model control tables of other railway stations
we simply change the content of the ML functions while using the same CPN models of the
Interlocking part.
Next we attempt to create these ML functions automatically as illustrated in Fig. 2. In
previous projects contractors submitted the control tables in Microsoft-Excel to SRT. Instead
of Excel, we encourage SRT to maintain the control table in XML format. As shown in Fig.
2 the control table in Microsoft-Excel is transformed to XML. Then it is transformed to ML
functions using Extensible Stylesheet Language Transformations (XSLT). All operations are
done using Microsoft-Excel and Microsoft-Word version 7.

5

The CPN Model of the Signalling Layout

The top layer of our CPN model, named SouthSTA (Fig. 3), mimics the signalling layout of
Panthong’s southern section. It comprises a sequence of places, T1, T3, T9, T103, T16, T24,
T41 and T42. Each place, typed by TCCT, represents a track circuit storing the track circuit
number and its state. TCCT is defined in line 4 of Listing 1.1 as a product comprising Track
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Fig. 2. Transformation of the control table to ML functions using XSLT

number and Train Description (TD). Line 2 of Listing 1.1 defines TD as a colour set representing states of a track circuit: unoccupied (noTrain); occupied by a train moving away
from Bangkok (TrainUP); and occupied by a train moving toward Bangkok (TrainDOWN).
Place TOL SOUTH (Train-on-line) models the track section2 between Panthong and the adjacent station in the south3 . The SouthSTA is linked to NorthSTA page (Fig. 4) which models
the northern section of the station. Besides signalling layout, SouthSTA page also includes
substitution transitions UserRequestBlock and UserRequestRoute modelling the actions of
block setting and route setting by the signalman. When approach locking does not occur, the
signalman can cancel the route setting. This route cancel command is modelled by a token in
the fusion place RouteCancel. Substitution transitions S1, LOS and PT9 linked to TrackCCT
model the passage of the train between two adjacent track circuits. Substitution transition S3
linked to HomeSignalUP page (Fig. 5) models the passage of the train when passing the home
signal no.3. Similarly, substitution transitions S16 and S24, both linked to StarterDOWN page
model the passage of the train when passing the starter signals no. 16 and 24. We do not
need to model the train passing a warner signal. Because the warner has no red signal signal
and it cannot stop the train. It acts as a repeater of the home signal. Its aspect depends on
the aspect of the home signal. Thus we model warner signal no. 1 together with home signal
no. 3 in substitution transition S3. Substitution transition P103, linked to PointSouthLeft
page models the passage of the train when passing the point no. 103. Due to space limit, we
choose to explains a CPN subpage named HomeSignalUP because PointSouthLeft page is
too complex and HomeSignalUP is similar to StarterDOWN and TrackCCT pages.

HomeSignalUP page When a train passes the home signal, two signals’ aspects return
to the normal states. The warner signal returns to yellow and the home signal returns to
red. HomeSignalUP page (Fig. 5) models these aspect restorations. The HomeSignalUP page is
reused at other locations thus it needs an identification place to identify the signal numbers.
For example, place SIG1 3 in Fig. 3 links to place WarnerHome in Fig. 5. Place SIG1 3 and
WarnerHome are typed by WARNERxHOME which is defined in line 6 of listing 1.1 as a product of
two strings that are the numbers of the warner and home signals. Place ApproachLock in Fig.
5 is used to ensure that the train will not pass the signal post before the approach locking
takes place. We defer the explanation about places SIGNAL POOL and TrackPool to section
6.1.
2
3

No track circuit is installed at this location.
South or down means toward Bangkok, north or up means away from Bangkok.
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Fig. 3. CPN model: the SouthSTA page
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Listing 1.1. Declarations
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27

(∗ Global D e c l a r a t i o n s ∗)
c o l s e t TD = w i t h noTrain | TrainUP | TrainDOWN ;
v a r tr , t r ai n_ d ir e ct io n : TD ;
c o l s e t TCCT = p r o d u c t STRING * TD timed ;
c o l s e t TRACK = r e c o r d tid : STRING * pos : TD ;
c o l s e t WARNERxHOME = p r o d u c t STRING * STRING ;
c o l s e t E = with e;
c o l s e t NR = w i t h Normal | Reverse ;
v a r pos1 : NR ;
c o l s e t PIDxNR = p r o d u c t STRING * NR ;
c o l s e t SIG = w i t h G | Y | R ;
v a r w ,h ,s , GYR : SIG ;
c o l s e t SIGNAL = r e c o r d sid : STRING * pos : SIG ;
v a r p_id , tc_id1 , tc_id2 , sig_id1 , sig_id2 : STRING ;
v a r entry , dst , warner , home , starter , block_no : STRING ;
c o l s e t ROUTE = STRING ;
v a r route , setting_route , in_route2 : ROUTE ;
c o l s e t ROUTExSIG_ID = p r o d u c t ROUTE * STRING ;
c o l s e t POINT = r e c o r d pid : STRING * pos : NR * lock : BOOL ;
v a r point : POINT ;
c o l s e t BLOCK_POS = w i t h COMING | NORMAL | GOING ;
v a r CNG : BLOCK_POS ;
c o l s e t BLOCK = r e c o r d bid : STRING * pos : BLOCK_POS ;
v a l n =10;
v a r x : BOOL ;
u s e " C :/ InitMarkings . sml ";
u s e " C :/ FromXSL . sml ";
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The CPN diagrams of HomeSignalDOWN, StarterUP and StarterDOWN pages are very
similar to the HomeSignalUP. We do not fold these pages together because, we think, at the
early stage of the model development, folding will cause confusion. We consider that it is
faster to select and plug in one of the four CPN modules.

6
6.1

The CPN Model of the Interlocking
Fusion Places - Communication channels between the way side equipment
and the interlocking center

This section attempts to explain the CPN model of the interlocking controller according to
the functions specified in the control table. To perform its functions, the controller needs to
know the states of equipment in the system. Five fusion places are used to store the states of
equipment: TrackPool (typed by TRACK - line 5 of of listing 1.1); PointPool (typed by POINT
- line 19); SignalPool (typed by SIGNAL - line 13); BlockPool (typed by BLOCK - line 23); and
RouteNormal (typed by ROUTE - line 16). TRACK is defined as a record of track identification
and train description. POINT is defined as record of point identification, its position (Normal
or Reverse) and locking status. SIGNAL is defined as a record of signal identification and
its aspect (green, yellow or red). BLOCK is defined as a record of block identification and its
state (train coming, train going or block normal). Fusion place RouteNormal stores the route
identifications that have not been set.
For example, when a train moves from “TOL SOUTH” to “1T”, substitution transition S1
updates not only place T1 with a token (“1T”, TrainUP) but also place TrackPool with
a token 1‘{tid = “1T”, pos = TrainUP}. It is obvious that the same information has been
stored twice which is bad due to the state explosion problem. A solution to the problem is
that deleting the state of track circuits in each track place (e.g. T1, T3). But we will loose
an ability to view the passage of train in Fig. 3 and 4 which is useful for simulating and
debugging the model. On the other hand, storing a track circuit state twice mimics the real
situation. In the real signalling system, the status of track circuit “1T” is actually kept in
two locations: at a way side box and at the interlocking controller. Putting a token into place
TrackPool can be viewed as the track circuit sending its state to the interlocking center via
the fusion place TrackPool. A similar situation applies to fusion places PointPool.
Due to space limit we choose to explain only the RouteSetting page because this page
plays a central role of the interlocking function in the model.
RouteSetting page Figure 6 shows the RouteSetting page which models route setting and
cancelations. Transition SetRoute takes tokens from fusion places TrackPool, PointPool and
RouteNormal, and checks if
1. No conflict route is being set. This models by function require route normal.
2. The tracks along the route are unoccupied. This models by function require track clear.
3. The related points is set and lock in the required positions. This models by function
require point normal and require point reverse.
If all three vital conditions are met, the setting route is reserved. But the signals is not
clear yet, because non-vital conditions such as block status and level crossing booms down
have not yet been proved. At this stage the signalman can cancel the route by putting a route
token into fusion place RouteCancel. The route cancel at this stage is modelled by transition
RouteCancel1. It restores the route identification into fusion place RouteNormal and unlocks
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Fig. 6. CPN model: the RouteSetting page

related points. Place enable is used to ensure that the interlocking controller will service the
next route request command only after the previous valid command have its route reserved.
After the non-vital conditions are complied, transition ClearSignal clears the related
signals. After route reserved and signal cleared but approach locking has not taken place yet,
the signalman can still cancel the route which is modelled by transition RouteCancel2. This
route cancelation restores the route identification into fusion place RouteNormal, unlocks related points and returns the state of all related signals to normal. Without route cancellation,
at this stage the interlocking waits for approach locking taking place. This action is modelled
by transition ApproachLock.
6.2

Mapping the Contents in Control Table to ML Functions

The complexity of our CPN model in the Interlocking part does not depend on the number
of possible routes partly because the details are hidden in the ML functions on the arc
inscriptions. The content in each column of the control table can be directly mapped to an
ML function. Due to space limit we can explain only one example of ML functions. Listing
1.2 shows an ML functions representing the column “REQUIRES ROUTE NORMAL”in the
control table (Table 1). When a route is being set, the route identification token is taken
from fusion place RouteNormal in the UserCommand page. When a route is released, the route
identification is restored into fusion place RouteNormal in the RouteReleased page. To set a
route, all conflict routes must be normal (not set) and the route tokens are stored in fusion
place RouteNormal. This condition is checked by transition SetRoute (Fig. 6) using the ML
function, require route normal(route) shown in Listing 1.2.
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Listing 1.2. Function require route normal(route)
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

6.3

(∗ Function r e q u i r e r o u t e n o r m a l ( route ) ∗)
f u n rroute ( route ) = c a s e ( route ) o f
("3(1)") = > [ "3(1)" , "16" , "24" , "4(1)" , "4(2)" , "15" , "3(2)" ]
| ("3(2)") = > [ "3(2)" , "16" , "24" , "4(1)" , "4(2)" , "23" , "3(1)"]
| ("4(1)") = > [ "4(1)" , "15" , "23" , "3(1)" , "3(2)" , "24" , "4(2)" ]
| ("4(2)") = > [ "4(2)" , "15" , "23" , "3(1)" , "3(2)" , "16" , "4(1)" ]
| ("15") = > [ "15" , "23" , "4(1)" , "4(2)" , "24" ]
| ("23") = > [ "23" , "15" , "4(1)" , "4(2)" , "16" ]
| ("16") = > [ "16" , "24" , "3(1)" , "3(2)" , "23" ]
| ("24") = > [ "24" , "16" , "3(1)" , "3(2)" , "15" ]
| _ = > [];
f u n r e q u i r e _ r o u t e _ n o r m a l ( route ) = list_to_ms ( rroute ( route ));

Generating the ML Functions using XSLT

Our CPN model uses twelve ML functions that are mapped from the contents of the control
table. In the future hundreds of control tables need to be verify thus manual mapping the
control table to the ML functions is tedious, inappropriate and prone to errors. This paper
proposes a method to automatically map the content of the control tables to the ML functions
using XSLT. Listing 1.3 shows the content of the control table for route 3(1) in XML which is
created from the control table in Excel. We use the XSLT script file in Listing 1.4 transforming
Listing 1.3 to Listing 1.2.

7
7.1

Experimental Results
Desired Properties

Two basic safety properties that railway signalling must provide are no collision and no
derailment. Refer to HomeSignalUP page, notice that moving a train requires a token with
noTrain in the designation place. Thus each track circuit place can contain only one token.
Our modelling decision causes two eﬀects. First, two train tokens in the same place are not
allowed. Second, train tokens cannot move pass each other. We conclude that two trains have
a chance of collision if they are on two consecutive tracks. After generating the state space, we
use ML query functions, in Listing 1.5, searching the entire state space for the markings that
have trains in two consecutive track places. To ensure that our CPN model and the query
functions work as we expect. We create a wrong control table by deleting line 31 in Listing
1.3. We experiment by attempting to set the route 3(1) and bring the train from 1T into 41T
which is already occupied by another train. After generating the state space and search for a
collision, we found a terminal marking that contain a train at 24T and another train at 41T.
Usually derailment can happen when the point is moved (emergency move) while a train
is passing that point. Our CPN model does not allow this situation. Another possibility of
derailment is when the derailer is in the derail position and a train runs through it. Our model
does not include derailers thus checking derailment action is not required in this paper.
7.2

Initial Configurations

We analyse our CPN model using CPN Tools verson 2.2.0 on a AMD9650 2.30 GHz with 3.5
GB of RAM. Due to space limit we select to discuss only three analysis cases of which the
initial markings are shown in Table 3. The initial markings are:
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Listing 1.3. The content in the control table for route 3(1) in XML
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38

<? xml version ="1.0" encoding =" UTF -8" standalone =" yes "? >
< Route xmlns : xsi =" http :// www . w3 . org /2001/ XMLSchema - instance " >
<Row >
< SignalType > HOME </ SignalType >
< Entry >3(1) </ Entry >
< Range >1 T :41 T </ Range >
<End >23 </ End >
< RequireRouteNormal >16 </ RequireRouteNormal >
< RequireRouteNormal >24 </ RequireRouteNormal >
< RequireRouteNormal >4(1) </ RequireRouteNormal >
< RequireRouteNormal >4(2) </ RequireRouteNormal >
< RequireRouteNormal >15 </ RequireRouteNormal >
< RequireRouteNormal >3(2) </ RequireRouteNormal >
< RequirePointReverse >103 ,104 </ RequirePointReverse >
< RequireKeyLockNormal >201 ,202 ,203 ,204 </ RequireKeyLockNormal >
< AspectEntrance1 > Y + JI </ AspectEntrance1 >
< AspectEnd1 >23 AT R # </ AspectEnd1 >
< AppLockbyTcOcc >1 T </ AppLockbyTcOcc >
< AppLockWhenTime >120 s </ AppLockWhenTime >
< RouteReleaseByTcClr >3 T </ RouteReleaseByTcClr >
< RouteReleaseByTcClr >9 T </ RouteReleaseByTcClr >
< RouteReleaseByTcOccClr >103 T </ RouteReleaseByTcOccClr >
< RouteReleaseByTcOcc >41 T </ RouteReleaseByTcOcc >
< EmergencyRelease >240 s </ EmergencyRelease >
< DetectsPointsNormal >201 ,202 ,203 ,204 </ DetectsPointsNormal >
< DetectsPointsReverse >103 ,104 </ DetectsPointsReverse >
< RequireTcClear >3 T </ RequireTcClear >
< RequireTcClear >9 T </ RequireTcClear >
< RequireTcClear >103 T </ RequireTcClear >
< RequireTcClear >24 T </ RequireTcClear >
< RequireTcClear >41 T </ RequireTcClear >
< RequireTcClear >23 T </ RequireTcClear >
< RequireTcClear >104 T </ RequireTcClear >
< RequireTcClear >8 T </ RequireTcClear >
< RequireTcClear >4 T </ RequireTcClear >
< ReqTcClr >42 T </ ReqTcClr >
< ReqTcOcc >42 T FOR 60 sec </ ReqTcOcc >
</ Row >

Listing 1.4. An example of XSLT transforming the XML control table to the SML file
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

<p > f u n rroute ( route ) = c a s e ( route ) o f </p >
< xsl : for - each select =" Route / Row " >
(" < xsl : value - o f select =" Entry "/ >") = > [
" < xsl : apply - templates select =" Entry "/ >"
< xsl : for - each select =" R e q u i r e R o u t e N o r m a l " > ,
" < xsl : apply - templates / >"
</ xsl : for - each >] < p > </ p > |
</ xsl : for - each >
_ = > [];
<p > f u n r e q u i r e _ r o u t e _ n o r m a l ( route ) = list_to_ms ( rroute ( route )); </ p >

Case A is a dead lock case when two platform track at the station are fully occupied
and one train coming from the south and the other train from the north.
Case B is when two trains coming from the north and south. Another train prepares
to depart from platform track no. 41T to Bangkok. The track no. 42T is unoccupied.
Case C is when two trains coming from the north and south and both platform tracks
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Listing 1.5. Query functions for checking train collisions
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28

f u n getTrackList n =
ms_to_list ( Mark . Interlocking ’ TrackPool 1 n );
f u n TrainExist ( hhh ::[]: LTRACK ): LSTRING =
( i f (# pos ( hhh ) = TrainUP o r e l s e # pos ( hhh ) = TrainDOWN )
t h e n # tid ( hhh )::[] e l s e [])
| TrainExist ( hhh :: ttt : LTRACK ): LSTRING =
( i f (# pos ( hhh ) = TrainUP o r e l s e # pos ( hhh ) = TrainDOWN )
t h e n # tid ( hhh ):: TrainExist ( ttt ) e l s e TrainExist ( ttt ));
v a l pattern_match : LLSTRING = [[" TOL_SOUTH " ,"1 T "] ,["1 T " ,"3 T "] ,
["3 T " ,"9 T "] ,["9 T " ,"103 T "] ,["103 T " ,"16 T "] ,["16 T " ,"42 T "] ,["24 T " ,"41 T "] ,
["103 T " ,"24 T "] ,["42 T " ,"15 T "] ,["41 T " ,"23 T "] ,["15 T " ,"104 T "] ,
["23 T " ,"104 T "] ,["104 T " ,"8 T "] ,["8 T " ,"4 T "] ,["4 T " ,"2 T "] ,["2 T " ," TOL_NORTH "]];
f u n matchCollide ( h ::[]: LLSTRING , n ) =
let
v a l xxxx = TrainExist ( getTrackList n );
in
i f contains xxxx h t h e n true e l s e false
end
| matchCollide ( h :: t : LLSTRING , n ) =
let
v a l xxxx = TrainExist ( getTrackList n );
in
i f contains xxxx h t h e n true e l s e matchCollide (t , n )
end ;
f u n eva n = matchCollide ( pattern_match , n );
v a l result = PredNodes ( EntireGraph , eva , NoLimit );
v a l _ = print (" Satifies Collide : ");
length ( result );

are unoccupied.
In all cases other track circuits are unoccupied ; all points are in Normal position and
unlocked. The keylocks are always locked. All signals are in normal states. Blocks in both
directions are in Incoming states. A block request command for the departure train toward
Bangkok in case A and B are prepared in Place BlockRequest in SouthSTA page. This command cannot be executed unless the block state returns to Normal. Finally the signalman
attempts to set all possible eight routes at once via place RouteRequest in SouthSTA page.
Setting all eight routes sounds unrealistic but this will provide a complete test vector to the
model.
Table 3.
Case
A
B
C

7.3

TOL_SOUTH
TrainUP
TrainUP
TrainUP

Initial configurations
Initiial Markings
41T
TrainDOWN
TrainDOWN
noTrain

42T
TrainUP
noTrain
noTrain

TOL_NORTH
TrainDOWN
TrainDOWN
TrainDOWN

Analysis Results

The analysis results for the control table of Panthong station are shown in Table 4 and 5 We
searched for the train collision condition using the ML query functions (Listing 1.5) and found
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Table 4.

Summary of state space results

Case

Nodes

Arcs

A
B
C

4
212
960

4
524
3,140

Table 5.
Case Node Route Request TOL_SOUTH
1T
No.
(used)
A
4
none
noTrain
TrainUP
B

C

78

4(1)

Number of
Terminal Markings
1
3
8

Terminal Markings
41T

42T

2T

noTrain

noTrain

TrainDOWN

TOL_NORTH Signal Point 103 Point 104
noTrain

noTrain

noTrain

noTrain

TrainUP TrainDOWN TrainDOWN

noTrain

noTrain TrainDOWN

TrainUP

TrainDOWN

noTrain

TrainDOWN noTrain TrainDOWN

TrainUP

noTrain

noTrain

TrainDOWN

noTrain

noTrain

TrainUP

noTrain

noTrain

95

3(2),16

212

3(2),24,4(2)

958

3(1),4(1)

noTrain

noTrain

957

4(2),3(2)

noTrain

noTrain TrainDOWN

959

4(1),3(1)

noTrain

noTrain

TrainDOWN

noTrain

noTrain

960

3(2),4(2)

noTrain

noTrain TrainDOWN

TrainUP

noTrain

noTrain

891

3(1),3(2)

noTrain

noTrain

TrainUP

noTrain

TrainDOWN

noTrain

934

3(2),3(1)

noTrain

noTrain

noTrain

TrainUP

TrainDOWN

noTrain

931

4(1),4(2)

noTrain

TrainUP

noTrain

TrainDOWN

noTrain

noTrain

890

4(2),4(1)

noTrain

TrainUP TrainDOWN

noTrain

noTrain

noTrain

TrainUP

TrainUP

Normal Normal
Unlock
Normal Normal
Unlock
(16,G) Normal
Lock
Normal Reverse
Unlock
Normal Normal
Unlock
Normal Normal
Unlock
Normal Reverse
Unlock
Normal Reverse
Unlock
(3,Y) Normal
Lock
(3,Y) Reverse
lock
(4,Y) Reverse
lock
(4,Y) Normal
Lock

Normal
Unlock
Normal
Unlock
Normal
Lock
Reverse
Unlock
Normal
Unlock
Normal
Unlock
Reverse
Unlock
Reverse
Unlock
Normal
Lock
Reverse
lock
Reverse
lock
Normal
Lock

that there was no collision in all cases. Besides the safety properties, the signalling system
should handle the train movement as we expect. Table 5 shows the terminal markings of all
cases.
1. Terminal markings no. 4 in Case A is when route request cannot be executed because
either tracks are not clear or block cannot be set to Going state. The only two possible actions
are when TrainUP moves from TOL SOUTH to 1T and TrainDOWN moves from TOL NORTH to
2T.
2. Terminal marking no. 78 in Case B is when TrainDOWN from TOL NORTH is brought to
platform track 42T by route no. 4(1). But both trains on platform tracks 41T and 42T cannot
leave and route 16 or 24 cannot be set because TrainUP on track 1T obstructs the traﬃc.
After route released, points 103 and 104 are Normal and unlocked.
3. Terminal marking no. 95 in Case B is when TrainUP from TOL SOUTH is brought to
platform track 42T by setting route no. 3(2). Then the signalman sets request block down
and route no.16 permitting TrainUP on track 42T going south but the TrainUP plans going
north instead. Because route 16 is set, points 103 and 104 are Normal and locked.
4. Terminal marking no. 212 in Case B is when TrainUP from TOL SOUTH is brought to
platform track 42T by setting route no. 3(2). Then, the signalman requests block down set to
Going state and brings TrainDOWN on 41T to TOL SOUTH by setting route no. 24. After that,
TrainDOWN from TOL NORTH is brought to 41T by route no.4(2). After route released, points
103 and 104 are Reverse and unlocked.
5. There are eight terminal markings in Case C.
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5.1 Terminal marking no. 958 is when route 3(1) is set and TrainUP from TOL SOUTH is
brought to platform track 41T. Then TrainDOWN from TOL NORTH is brought to platform track
42T by route no. 4(1). After route released, points 103 and 104 are Normal and unlocked.
5.2 Terminal marking no. 957 is when route 4(2) is set and TrainDOWN from TOL NORTH is
brought to platform track 41T. Then TrainUP from TOL SOUTH is brought to platform track
42T by route no. 3(2). After route released, points 103 and 104 are Normal and unlocked.
5.3 Terminal marking no. 959 is when route 4(1) is set and TrainDOWN from TOL NORTH is
brought to platform track 42T. Then TrainUP from TOL SOUTH is brought to platform track
41T by route no. 3(1). After route released, points 103 and 104 are Reverse and unlocked.
5.4 Terminal marking no. 960 is when route 3(2) is set and TrainUP from TOL SOUTH is
brought to platform track 42T. Then TrainDOWN from TOL NORTH is brought to platform track
41T by route no. 4(2). After route released, points 103 and 104 are Reverse and unlocked.
5.5 Terminal marking no. 891 is when route 3(1) is set and TrainUP from TOL SOUTH is
brought to platform track 41T. Then the signalman sets route no. 3(2).
5.6 Terminal marking no. 934 is when route 3(2) is set and TrainUP from TOL SOUTH is
brought to platform track 42T. Then the signalman sets route no. 3(1).
5.7 Terminal marking no. 931 is when route 4(1) is set and TrainDOWN from TOL NORTH is
brought to platform track 42T. Then the signalman sets route no. 4(2).
5.8 Terminal marking no. 890 is when route 4(2) is set and TrainDOWN from TOL NORTH is
brought to platform track 41T. Then the signalman sets route no. 4(1).
According to Panthong’s control table, SRT allows only one passage of the train within
the station area. If the station is so crowded, traﬃc is obstructed and the number of possible
train movements is small. On the other hand if the station is empty, the number of possible
movements will be large. This behaviour is witnessed by the state space size in Table 4.
Besides no train collision, all terminal markings in Table 5 demonstrate that our CPN model
works as we expect. We do not discover any errors in the Panthong’s control table.

8

Conclusions and Future Work

This paper has outlined an approach for developing a CPN model of SRT’s railway signalling
system. We mainly focus on modelling the control tables and propose an approach such that
the model can be adapted and reused to create other control table models rapidly. We separate
the CPN model into two parts: Signalling Layout and Interlocking. The Signalling Layout
part comprises net structures which depend on signalling plans. This CPN model mimics the
signalling layout and stores information about how each piece of equipment connects to each
other. Contrast to the Signalling Layout part, the Interlocking part does not depend on the
signalling plan and has the contents of the control tables coded in twelve ML functions. To
assist model development for other CPN models of railway interlocking we propose to use
XSLT transforming the control table in XML to the ML functions.
This paper also demonstrates the analysis of three scenarios. We trace terminal markings
in each scenario and find that our CPN model works as we expect. The generated state
spaces are verified against the desired property that there is no train on two consecutive
track circuits. We search the entire state space in all cases and do not find any marking that
contains trains on two consecutive tracks. These results convince us of the correctness of the
CPN model and the control table.
Although we start with modelling and analysis of a small station, the model development
begins with a lot of assumptions. We would like to relax these assumptions and refine the
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model in the future. In particular, the assumption that the train occupies one track at a time
is unrealistic and sometimes we need two consecutive tracks occupied in order to trigger an
event.
In the future we wish to directly generate our CPN model from the signalling layouts
and control tables. However nowadays SRT has not yet standardized the file format for the
layouts and control tables. The automatic model generator requires a library of CPN patterns
for signalling equipment and interlocking which need further investigation.
Acknowledgements : The authors are grateful to the reviewers for their comments that
have helped to improve the quality of this paper.
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1`("CRE","12","T1","87")

1`(x,y1,y2,"54")

Relay

1`(x,y1,y2,z)

1`(x,y1,y2,z)
[z="RVcc"
orelse z="Rwd"]
Supervision

MNEMONIC

Circuit
Breaker

1`(x,y3,y4,"52")

MNEMONIC
1`("CRE","12","T1","52")++
1`("CRE","11","T1","52")
1`(x,y1,y2,"T")
In Transfer to
Transferred

Normal to
In Transfer
1`(x,y3,y4,"52")

Tripped
Function

Supervision

CB in Transfer

1`(x,y1,"D1","52")

1`(x,y1,y2,z,0)

1`(x,y1,y2,"ET")

1`(x,y1,y2,z,0)

1`(x,y1,y2,z,0)
1`(x,y1,y2,z,0)

[z<>"50BF"
andalso (y1^y2=y3^y4
orelse (z="87" andalso
(y2=y4)))]

1`(x,y1,y2,z)

MNEMONIC

1`(x,y1,"D1","52")

MNEMONIC3

MNEMONIC

1`(x,y1,y2,"IT")

1`(x,y1,y2,"IT")

1`(x,y1,y2,z,0)

1`(x,y1,y2,"T")
CB Transferred

Transferred
to Normal

1`(x,y1,y2,"N")

[z<>"RVcc"
andalso z<>"Rwd"]

1`(x,y1,y2,z)

1`(x,y1,y2,"T")

1`(x,y1,y2,"54")

1`(x,y1,y2,"55")

Tripping
and
Clearance

Manual
Opening

MNEMONIC

Manual
Closing

MNEMONIC

1`(x,y1,y2,"54")

CB Out
of Operation

1`(x,y1,y2,"T")

Main
Firing

In Transfer
Firing

Backup
Firing
1`(x,y1,y2,z,0)

Transferred
Firing

[z<>"50BF"]

[z="50BF"]

[z<>"50BF"]

1`(x,y3,y4,z,0)
1`(x,y1,"D1",z,0)
1`(x,y1,y2,z,0)

Open CB for
open circuit breaker
1`(x,y1,y2,z,r)

MNEMONIC3
Fault
Continue

1`(x,y1,y2,z,raux)

1`(x,y,zaux,raux)

Reclosing
[(r<>0
orelse raux=1)]

1`(x,y1,y2,z,raux)
Reclosed CB

1`(x,y1,"D1",z,0)
1`(x,y1,y2,"53")

1`(x,y,zaux,0)

1`(x,y1,y2,z,r+1)

Aux
MNEMONIC2

#

MNEMONIC3
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###########G./<# /<# )# -1H# )(512-)5/>1# 5'# 5.1# @)A(5# 7/)3-'</<# +15.'7# ,21<1-517# /-# <165/'-# X#
H./6.#)/+<#5'#21,()61#5.1#1S,125#@'2#5.1#/-512,215)5/'-#'@#5.1#&D^U#'A5,A5#+)2Q/-3"#G./<#
),,2')6.#/<#71-'517#)<#?KEd?A((^15"##
G.1#?KE\?A((^15#'A5(/-17#/-#?/3A21#X#.)<#)#@2)+1H'2Q#</+/()2#5'#5.)5#3/>1-#/-#
?/3A21#UN#1S61,5#5.)5#5.1#<A:#()I12#$''QA,#G):(1#/<#21,()617#:I#)#-1H#&D^W#-15#H.'<1#
/-/5/)(#+)2Q/-3#/<#5)Q1-#@2'+#5.1#,()61<#:0!'').&;1"(#!8"&)-7&<')"&/2&580&8')"&(!0(1!#&
=0)$3)0# '@# 5.1# &D^U# -15# 71>1(',17# /-# ?KE\$''QA,G):(1# +15.'7"# G.1# &D^W# -15#
,2'>/71<# 5.1# @)A(5# 7/)3-'</<# /-# <A:<5/5A5/'-# 5'# 5.1# '@@(/-1# 5):(1N# +)Q/-3# 5.1# ?KE# @A((I#
)A5'+)517"#

#
?/3A21#X#$)I12<#'@#5.1#?KE\?A((^15"##
#
##G.1#&D^W#-15#.)<#/-,A5#,()61<#H/5.#/-@'2+)5/'-#):'A5#5.1#1JA/,+1-5#+'-/5'217#
,'H12# <I<51+# 5','('3I"# G.1# /-@'2+)5/'-# 21()517# 5'# 5.1#<I<51+#5','('3I#6'-</<5#'@#5.1#
,2'5165/'-#71>/61<#)5#5.1#(/-1<#512+/-)(<N#52)-<@'2+12<N#:A<:)2<N#@11712<N#6),)6/5'2#:)-Q#
)<#H1((#)<#5.1#-A+:12#'@#,)2)((1(#6/26A/5<#)-7#,)2)((1(#52)-<@'2+12<"#?'2#5.'<1#1JA/,+1-5#
/-# 5.1# -15H'2QN# /"1"N# 'A5</71# )# <A:<5)5/'-N# /5# /<# 21,'2517# 5.1# A,<521)+# )-7# 7'H-<521)+#
<A:<5)5/'-#@'2#1)6.#1JA/,+1-5#'@#5.1#-15H'2Q"#e-#5.1#'5.12#.)-7N#@'2#1JA/,+1-5#/-</71#)#
<A:<5)5/'-#/5#/<#21,'2517#5.1#/-,A5#)-7#'A5,A5#:A<1<"##
G.1# &D^W# /<# )# ./12)26./6)(# -15N# ,)25/5/'-17# /-# ,)31<# )<# <A6.f# F)/-# ,)31N#
K/)3-'</<# !-)(I</<#,)31N#?)A(5#!-)(I</<#,)31N#K/)3-'<5/6<#,)31N# OP# ;A<#,)31N# $/-1<#
,)31N#E/-3(1#&/26A/5#;21)Q12#,)31N#G2)-<@'2+12#,)31N#FP#;A<#,)31N#?11712<#,)31#)-7#
&),)6/5'2#;)-Q#,)31"#
G.1#F)/-#,)31#/<#5.1#'-1#'@#+)k'2#):<52)65/'-#/-#5.1#O&D^#:)<17#-15N#)-7#/5<#
32),.#/<#71,/6517#/-#?/3A21#Y"#R5#/-6(A71<#5.1#/-/5/)(#,()61<#:0!'').&;1"(#!8"#)-7#<')"&
/!0(1!#&20)$3)0N#)-7#5.1#@/-)(#,()61<#6/&>?&21*#@'2#<.'25#6/26A/517#./3.#>'(5)31#:A<N#6/&
:@# @'2# <.'25# 6/26A/517# 52)-<+/<</'-# (/-1N# 6/& :@& 80& >?& 21*N# 6/& 2$-& :0$"*580A)0N#
B$A$C).& :0$"*580A)0N# 6/& /$'$(!#80& 2$"3N# 6/& ;)).)0# )-7# 6/& D?& 21*# @'2# <.'25#
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6/26A/517# +17/A+# >'(5)31# :A<"# G.1# @/-)(# ,()61<# ,2'>/71# 5.1# @)A(5# 7/)3-'</<# H.1-# 5.1#
52)-</5/'-# K/)3-'</<# !-)(I</<# /<# @/217"# # G.1# &D^W#/-/5/)(#,()61<N# :0!'').&;1"(#!8"#)-7#
<')"& /!0(1!#& 20)$3)0# ,()61<# )21# @A</'-# ,()61<# H/5.# 5.1# '-1<# '@# 5.1# <)+1# -)+1# @2'+#
&D^U#-15"##
1`("NVR","12","L1","50BF", 0)++
1`("NVR","12","L2","50BF",0)

1`("NVR","12","N1","51C", 0)++
1`("NVR","12","N1","51C",0)
Tripped
Function

Open
Circuit Breaker
MNEM3

E&#l#<.'25\6/26A/517#
G$#l#52)-<+/<</'-#(/-1#
OP#l#./3.#>'(5)31#
FP#l#+17/A+#>'(5)31#
#

MNEM3

Diagnosis
Analysis
Diagnosis Analysis

SC MV Bus

SC HV Bus
MNEMONIC

MNEMONIC3
SC TL
MNEMONIC3

SC TL or
HV Bus
MNEMONIC3

SC Bay
Transformer
MNEMONIC3

Damaged
Transformer

SC Capacitor
Bank
MNEMONIC3

SC Feeder
MNEMONIC3

MNEMONIC3

#

?/3A21#Y"#G.1#F)/-#D)31#'@#5.1#?KE\?A((^15#),,2')6."#
#
?/3A21# Z# <.'H<# 5.1# 716()2)5/'-<# '@# 5.1# &D^WN# H./6.# 71@/-1# 5.1# 6'('2# <15<N#
@A-65/'-<#)-7#5.1#>)2/):(1<#'@#1)6.#6'('2#<15#'@#5.1#@)A(5#7/)3-'</<#<I<51+"#

#
?/3A21#Z"#K16()2)5/'-<#@'2#5.1#?KEd?A((^15#:)<17#'-#&D^#G''(<"#
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G.1# ,()61<# /-# 5.1# &D^W# -15# <A6.# )<# :0!'').& ;1"(#!8"# )-7# /!0(1!#& 20)$3)0#
,21<1-5# 5.1# 21<,165/>1# 6'('2# <15# )<# )# (/<5# H.121# 1)6.# 1(1+1-5# .)<# 5.1# @'2+)5#
K!G!hK!G!hK!G!hK!G!hR^G#21,21<1-5/-3#21<,165/>1(I#5.1#<A:<5)5/'-#H.121#5.1#
1JA/,+1-5# /<# ('6)517N# 5.1# 1JA/,+1-5# >'(5)31# (1>1(N# 5.1# 1JA/,+1-5# 6'71N# 5.1# ,2'5165/'-#
@A-65/'-#)-7#5.1#-A+:12#'@#216('</-3"##
G.1# K/)3-'</<# !-)(I</<# ,)31N# <.'H-# /-# ?/3A21# [N# 6'+,2/<1<# 5H'# <A:<5/5A5/'-#
52)-</5/'-<#5.)5#(1)7#5'#5.1#?)A(5#!-)(I</<#,)31#)-7#5.1#K/)3-'<1<#,)31N#)66'A-5):(1#@'2#
)-)(IC/-3#5.1# 6'22165#',12)5/'-#'@#5.1#1JA/,+1-5#/->'(>17#/-#5.1#1>1-5#)-7#,21<1-5/-3#
5.1# 7/)3-'<5/6# 5'# 5.1# ',12)5'2# /-# 5.1# 6'-52'(# 61-512N# 21<,165/>1(I"# G.1# '5.12# +1-5/'-17#
,)31<# )21# /-# @)65# <A:,)31<# '@# 5.1# K/)3-'<1<# ,)31N# H./6.#)21#/-#6.)231#5'#71<62/:1#5.1#
1>1-5"# G.A<N# /@# )# @)A(5# '66A2<# /-# )# 52)-<+/<</'-# (/-1# '-(I# 5.1# 52)-</5/'-# 21()517# 5'# 5.1#
<A:<5/5A5/'-#$/-1<#/<#1-):(17#,21<1-5/-3#)#@/-)(#+)2Q/-3#H/5.#5'Q1-<#,()617#)5#5.1#E&#G$#
/-7/6)5/-3# 5.)5# )# @)A(5# .)<# 5)Q1-# ,()61# /-# )# /71-5/@/17# 52)-<+/<</'-# (/-1N# 5.1# ,2'5165/'-#
@A-65/'-#5.)5#.)<#52/,,17#)-7#5.1#,.)<1<#/-#@)A(5"###
#
Open
Circuit Breaker
In
MNEM3

Tripped
Function
In
MNEM3

Fault
Analysis
Fault Analysis

Tripped
MNEMONIC3

Circuit
Breaker

Opened

MNEMONIC3

Failed

MNEMONIC3

MNEMONIC3

Diagnoses
Diagnoses

SC HV Bus
Out
MNEMONIC

SC TL or
SC TL
HV Bus
Out
Out
MNEMONIC3
MNEMONIC3

SC Bay
Transformer
Out
MNEMONIC3

Damaged
Transformer
Out
MNEMONIC3

SC MV Bus
Out
MNEMONIC3

SC Feeder
Out
MNEMONIC3

SC Capacitor
Bank
Out
MNEMONIC3

#

?/3A21#["#%2),.#'@#5.1#,)31#K/)3-'</<#!-)(I</<"##
#
G.1#?)A(5#!-)(I</<#,)31#/<#<.'H-#/-#@/3A21#b"#!<#)@'21+1-5/'-17#5./<#,)31#H/((#
)-)(IC1# /@# 5.1# 1JA/,+1-5# /->'(>17# /-# 5.1# 1>1-5# ',12)517# 6'22165(I"# G.1# 52)-</5/'-#
)E1!'A)"#& "8#& 5$!%# H/((# :1# 1-):(17# /@# 5.1# ,2'5165/'-# 71>/61<# ',12)517# 6'22165(I"# G./<#
52)-</5/'-# H/((# @/21# H.1-# ,()61<#:0!'').&;1"(#!8"# )-7#<')"&/!0(1!#&20)$3)0#H/((#.)>1#
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5.1#<)+1#+)2Q/-3"#R@#5.1I#H/((#-'5#.)>1#5.1#<)+1#+)2Q/-3N#5.1#52)-</5/'-#)E1!'A)"#&5$!%#
H/((#:1#1-):(17"#
Tripped
Function
I/O

m6

Open
Circuit Breaker
I/O
MNEM3

MNEM3

m1
m4

m1
m2

m4

m2

m6

[intersect(m4, m6)<>nil,m6<>nil,m4<>nil]
input (m6,m4);
output (m8,m5,m1,m2);
action
removeRandom1(m6,m4)

[intersect(m4, m6)=nil,m6<>nil,m4<>nil]
equipment
not fail

equipment
fail
m8

input (m6,m4);
output (m8,m5,m1,m2);
action
removeRandom2(m6,m4)

m8

Tripped
Out
MNEMONIC3

m5

((#1 m8),(#2 m8),(#3 m8),"F",0)

(if (#1 m5)<>(#1 m8) then (#1 m8)
else (#1 m5),if (#2 m5)<>(#2 m8) then (#2 m8)
else (#2 m5),if (#3 m5)<>(#3 m8) then (#3 m8)
else (#3 m5),if (#4 m5)<>(#4 m8) then (#4 m8)
else (#4 m5), (#5 m5))

((#1 m5),(#2 m5),(#3 m5),"A",(#5 m5))

Out

Opened

Circuit
Breaker

Failed
Out
MNEMONIC3

Out
MNEMONIC3

MNEMONIC3

?/3A21#b#"#EA:,)31#?)A(5#!-)(I</<#
#
G.1# ,()61<# 5.)5# +'71(# 5.1# <I<51+# 5','('3I# ,21<1-5# 5.1# @'2+)5#
K!G!hK!G!hK!G!hK!G!hR^GhK!G!# 21,21<1-5/-3# 5.1# A,<521)+# <A:<5)5/'-# '@#
5.1# 1JA/,+1-5N# 5.1# >'(5)31# (1>1(N# 5.1# 1JA/,+1-5# 6'71N# /-@'2+)5/'-# H.15.12# 5.121# /<#
1JA/,+1-5# )5# 5.1# ',,'</51# </71# '@# 5.1# 6/26A/5N# -A+:12# '@# ,)2)((1(# 6/26A/5<# )-7# 5.1#
7'H-<521)+#<A:<5)5/'-#'@#5.1#1JA/,+1-5"#c.1-#5.1#1JA/,+1-5#/<#/-#)#<A:<5)5/'-#'-1#.)<#
5.1#/-@'2+)5/'-#):'A5#5.1#A,<521)+#)-7#7'H-<521)+#1JA/,+1-5#:A<1<"#?/3A21#]#,21<1-5<#
)-#/((A<52)5/'-#):'A5#5.1#/-@'2+)5/'-#21()517#5'#)#52)-<+/<</'-#(/-1#H.1-#71<62/:/-3#5.1#
<I<51+# 5','('3I"# G.1# 5'Q1-# 21()517# 5'# 5.1# 6/26A/5# :21)Q12# &;U# /<# 3/>1-# )<f#
UmLn&B0nNnUWnNn&;UnNnonNUNnR;DnM# H.121# &B0# )-7# R;D# )21# 21<,165/>1(I# 5.1# 6'71<# '@#
5.1# A,<521)+# )-7# 7'H-<521)+# <A:<5)5/'-<# 5'# 5.1# 6/26A/5# :21)Q12# &;UN# UW# 21@12<# 5'# 5.1#
>'(5)31#(1>1(N#U#/<#5.1#-A+:12#'@#52)-<+/<</'-#(/-1<#:15H11-#5.1#<A:<5)5/'-#:A<1<#&B0#
)-7#R;D#)-7#o#/-7/6)51<#5.1#1S/<51-61#'@#)#,2'5165/>1#1JA/,+1-5#)5#5.1#1-7#512+/-)(#'@#
5.1#(/-1"##
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#

#
?/3A21#]"#!-#1S)+,(1#5'#71<62/:1#5.1#/-@'2+)5/'-#21()517#5'#-15H'2Q#5','('3I"##
###########
G.1# <A:,)31# 21()517# 5'# 5.1# 52)-</5/'-# K/)3-'<1<# /<# 71,/6517# /-# ?/3A21# p"# G.1#
,()61<# 5.)5# +'71(# 5.1# <I<51+# 5','('3I# )21# @!")& F"'1#N# @!")& <1#'1#N# :0$"*580A)0N# D?&
21*N#;)).)0#)-7#/$'$(!#80&2$"3"#!((#1JA/,+1-5#/<#+'71(17#:I#)#6'('2#<15"#?'2#/-<5)-61N#
/-#5.1#,()61#@!")&F"'1##/<#216'2717#)((#5.1#6/26A/5#:21)Q12<#H./6.#)21#)5#5.1#/-,A5#(/-1<#'@#
5.1#<A:<5)5/'-<"###

1`("CRE","12","J1","Y",3,"SBD")++
1`("CRE","12","J6","Y",3,"SBD")++
1`("CRE","12","J7","Y",3,"SBD")++
1`("ARU","12","C4","Y",2,"CRE")++
1`("ARU","12","C2","Y",2,"CRE")++
1`("NVR","12","L1","Y",3,"ARU")++
1`("NVR","12","L2","Y",3,"ARU")++
1`("CAT","12","N1","Y",1,"NVR")++
1`("INH","12","P2","Y",1,"IBP")++
1`("NVR","12","R1","Y",3,"CRE")

1`("ARU","12","T1","Y",2,"ARUB")++
1`("ARU","12","T2","Y",2,"ARUB")++
1`("ARU","11","T1","Y",2,"ARUB")++
1`("ARU","11","T2","Y",2,"ARUB")++
1`("CRE","12","T1","Y",1,"CREB")++
1`("CRE","11","T1","Y",1,"CREB")++
1`("IBP","12","T1","Y",1,"IBPB")++
1`("IBP","11","T1","Y",1,"IBPB")++
1`("INH","12","T1","N",1,"INHB")

1`("CRE","12","C1","N",1,"IBP")++
1`("CRE","12","C4","Y",2,"ARU")++
1`("CRE","12","C2","Y",2,"ARU")++
1`("ARU","12","J1","Y",1,"ARD")++
1`("ARU","12","L1","Y",3,"NVR")++
1`("ARU","12","L2","Y",3,"NVR")++
1`("NVR","12","N1","Y",1,"CAT")++
1`("CAT","12","C1","Y",1,"CAT")++
1`("IBP","12","P2","Y",1,"INH")++
1`("CRE","12","R1","Y",3,"NVR")

Circuit
Breaker

Line
Output

Line
Input

Transformer
MNEMONIC

1`("INH","11","B1","N",1)++
1`("NVR","11","B1","N",1)++
1`("INH","11","D1","N",1)++
1`("ARU","12","D1","N",1)++
1`("NVR","11","D1","N",1)
MV Bus

In

MNEMONIC

MNEMONIC3

MNEMONIC3

MNEMONIC

1`("ARU","21","Y1","N",1)++
1`("ARU","21","Y2","N",1)++
1`("ARU","21","Y4","N",1)++
1`("ARU","21","Y5","N",1)++
1`("ARU","21","Y6","N",1)++
1`("ARU","21","Y7","N",1)++
1`("ARU","21","Y8","N",1)++
1`("CRE","21","C2","N",1)++
1`("ARU","21","C4","N",1)++
1`("IBP","21","I1","N",1)++
1`("IBP","21","I2","N",1)++
1`("IBP","21","I3","N",1)++
1`("IBP","21","I4","N",1)++
1`("INH","21","I2","N",1)++
1`("INH","21","I3","N",1)++
1`("INH","21","I4","N",1)++
1`("INH","21","I5","N",1)++
1`("INH","21","I6","N",1)++
1`("NVR","21","N1","N",1)++
1`("NVR","21","N2","N",1)++
1`("NVR","21","N3","N",1)++
1`("NVR","21","N5","N",1)

1`("ARU","11","H1","N",1)++
1`("ARU","11","H3","N",1)++
1`("ARU","11","H4","N",1)++
1`("IBP","11","H1","N",1)++
1`("IBP","11","H2","N",1)++
1`("INH","11","H1","N",1)++
1`("INH","11","H2","N",1)++
1`("NVR","11","H1","N",1)++
1`("NVR","11","H2","N",1)

Feeder
MNEMONIC3
Lines

HV Bus
HV Bus

Lines

No Equipment at the
Transformer
Opposite Side of the Circuit
One Circuit Breaker
Transformer

SC HV Bus

SC TL
Out
MNEMONIC3

SC TL or
HV Bus

MNEMONIC3

MV Bus
MV Bus

Feeder
Feeder

Out
MNEMONIC

Capacitor
Bank

Capacitor
Bank
Capacitor Bank

SC MV Bus
Out
MNEMONIC3

Out
MNEMONIC3

SC Feeder
Out
MNEMONIC3

SC Bay
Transformer
Out
MNEMONIC3

Damaged
Transformer
Out
MNEMONIC3

SC Capacitor
Bank
Out
MNEMONIC3

#

?/3A21#p"#EA:,)31#K/)3-'<1<"##
#
G.1# 5'Q1-<# /-# 5./<# ,()61# 6)22I# /-@'2+)5/'-# ):'A5# 5.1# >'(5)31# (1>1(N# 1JA/,+1-5#
6'71N#-A+:12#'@#,)2)((1(#6/26A/5<N#5.1#A,<521)+#<A:<5)5/'-#)-7#/@#5.121#/<#)#6/26A/5#:21)Q12#
)5#5.1#1-7#'@#5.1#(/-1<#/-#5.1#A,<521)+#<A:<5)5/'-"##0)6.#@/-)(#,()61#6)-#3/>1#'A5#)#(/Q1(I#
7/)3-'</<"##G.1#>)(A1<#'@#5.1#5'Q1-<#/-#5.1#@/-)(#,()61<#)21#,)<<17#5'#5.1#eA5,A5#R-512@)61#
L?/3A21# XM# 5.)5# ,2'>/71<# 5.1# @)A(5# 7/)3-'</<# 5'# 5.1# ',12)5'2<# /-# 5.1# 6'-52'(# 61-512"# G.1#
@)A(5#7/)3-'</<#:2/-3<#/-@'2+)5/'-#)<#5.1#<'25#'@#@)A(5#L'-1\,.)<1#<.'25#6/26A/5N#5H'\,.)<1#
<.'25# 6/26A/5N# )-7# <'# '-MN# 5.1# ,.)<1<# /-# @)A(5N# 5.1# 21()I<# )-7# 6/26A/5# :21)Q12<# 5.)5# .)>1#
<A661<<@A(# 52/,,17"# G.1# /-@'2+)5/'-# ):'A5# 6/26A/5# :21)Q12# @)/(A21# 6)-# :1# @'A-7# /-# 5.1#
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,()61# ;$!%).g# /-# 6)<1# 5.)5# 5./<# ,()61# /<# 1+,5I# /5# +1)-<# 5.)5# )((# 6/26A/5# :21)Q12<# 52/,,17#
)66'27/-3(I"##
#
YA"4!1P"1DM,IP1""
R-#'2712#5'#>)(/7)51#)-7#<.'H#5.1#,12@'2+)-61#'@#5.1#?KE\?A((^15#),,2')6.#5H'#
6)<1# <5A7/1<# )21# ,21<1-517f# )# @)A(5# /-# )# [pQP# 52)-<+/<</'-# (/-1# H/5.# )# 6/26A/5# :21)Q12#
@)/(A21# )-7# )# @)A(5# /-# )# [pQP# :A<"# G.1# 6)<1<# )21# :)<17# '-# 21)(# 7/<5A2:)-61<# 5.)5# .)>1#
'66A2217#'-#5.1#51<5#6)<1#<I<51+# H./6.#/<#,)25#'@#5.1#7/<52/:A5/'-#<I<51+#'@#5.1#A5/(/5I#
&1)28#0-123I#&'+,)-I#L&e0$&0M#/-#;2)C/("#G.1#<I<51+#'-1\(/-1#7/)32)+#/<#<.'H-#/-#
?/3A21#Uj#)-7#/5#/-6(A71<#1/3.5#<A:<5)5/'-<#)-7#1(1>1-#[pQP#52)-<+/<</'-#(/-1<"##
G.1#<A:<5)5/'-#-)+17#E':2)(#LE;KM#21,21<1-5<#)#<A,,(I#:A<#<A6.#5.)5#5.1#,'H12#
@('H<#@2'+#5.1#(1@5#5'#5.1#2/3.5#</71#)<#21,21<1-517#/-#?/3A21#Uj"#
##
1V,

4KP

!KM

7OK

UWiU

UWiU

UW&W

UW&W

UW$U

UW$U

UWi[

UWi[

UW&Y

UW&Y

UW$W

UW$W

UWib

UWib

UW&U

UW^U

UWiU

UW&U

UWDW

IV6

4!D

!K,
UWiU

E&W#

UW^U

E&U#

UWDW

I7Q

?/3A21#Uj"#K/<52/:A5/'-#,'H12#<I<51+#A<17#)<#51<5#<I<51+###
5'#>)(/7)51#5.1#?KE\?A((^15#),,(/6)5/'-#,2'32)+"##

#

#
R-#&)2/24#<A:<5)5/'-#L&B0M#5.121#)21#5.1#6/26A/5#:21)Q12<#UWiUN#UWi[#)-7#UWib#)5#
5.1# <A:<5)5/'-# /-,A5# (/-1<# )-7# 5.1# 6/26A/5#:21)Q12<#UW&UN#UW&Y#)-7#UW&Y#)5#5.1#'A5,A5#
(/-1<"# &'--165/-3# 5.1# <A:<5)5/'-<# &B0# L&)2/24M# )-7# !B=# L!2)2)<# =+M# 5.121# )21# 5H'#
52)-<+/<</'-#(/-1<#/-#,)2)((1(#LjW&W#)-7#jW&Y#&B0\!B=M"#?2'+#5./<#:2/1@#71<62/,5/'-#
5.1#5H'#'66A221-61<#)21#6'-</71217#)<#@'(('H<"#
"
YAJ"4)0*"1&$+2"JZ"19'5&?8-58$-&"-/"&9*"D5)/0(-00-'/"R-/*";-&9"8-58$-&"35*)@*5"C)-%$5*A""
$15# /5# :1# )# <.'25# 6/26A/5# LE&UM# /-# 5.1# 52)-<+/<</'-# (/-1# UW^U# 5.)5# 6'--165<# 5.1#
<A:<5)5/'-# ^PB# L^'>)# BA<<)<M# 5'# &!G# L&2)51q<MN# <.'H-# /-# ?/3A21# Uj"# G'# 5./<#
7/<5A2:)-61N# -'2+)((I# '-1# H'A(7# .)>1# )# 6'++)-7# @2'+# 5.1# 21()I# )<<'6/)517# H/5.# 5.1#
6/26A/5#:21)Q12#UW^U#)5#5.1#<A:<5)5/'-#^PB#5'#',1-#5.1#6/26A/5#:21)Q12#UW^U"#=-712#5.1#
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6'-</712)5/'-# 5.)5# 5.1# +)/-# 6/26A/5# :21)Q12# UW^U# .)<# @)/(17# 5'# ',1-N# 5.1# ,2'5165/'-#
@A-65/'-# _6/26A/5# :21)Q12# @)/(A21`# LZj;?M# /<# 52/,,17# )-7# 5.1# 21()I# )<<'6/)517# 5'# UW^U#
<1-7<# )# 6'++)-7# 5'# ',1-# 5.1# :)6QA,# 6/26A/5# :21)Q12<# UW$U# )-7# UW$W# @2'+# 5.1#
<A:<5)5/'-#^PB"##
#
1`[("NVR","12","L1","50BF",0),("NVR",
1`("NVR","12","L1","50BF",
0)++
"12","L2","50BF",0)]
1`("NVR","12","L2","50BF",0)

1`[("NVR","12","N1","51C",0),("NVR",
1`("NVR","12","N1","51C", 0)++
"12","N1","51C",0)]
1`("NVR","12","N1","51C",0)
Tripped
1
Function

Open
Circuit Breaker

MNEM3

1

MNEM3

Diagnosis
Analysis
Diagnosis Analysis

SC MV Bus
SC HV Bus
MNEMONIC

MNEMONIC3
SC TL
MNEMONIC3

SC TL or
HV Bus
MNEMONIC3

SC Bay
Transformer
MNEMONIC3

Damaged
Transformer

SC Capacitor
Bank
MNEMONIC3

SC Feeder
MNEMONIC3

MNEMONIC3

#

?/3A21#UU"##G.1#/-/5/)(#+)2Q/-3#@'2#)#7/<5A2:)-61#/-#)#52)-<+/<</'-#(/-1"##
#
#

?/3A21# UU# ,21<1-5<# 5.1# +)/-# ,)31# '@# 5.1# &D^W# /-# H./6.# 5.1# 7)5)# @2'+# &D^U#

6'+1<#/-5'#5'#:1#)-)(IC17#+)Q/-3#/5#5.1#?KE\?A((^15#),,2')6."#G.1#7)5)#)21#):'A5#5.1#
6/26A/5# :21)Q12<# L_^PB`N_UW`N_$U`N_Zj;?`N# jM# )-7# L_^PB`N_UW`N_$W`N_Zj;?`NjM# 5.)5#
.)>1# :11-# <H/56.17# '@@# ,()617# /-# 5.1# <')"& /2# ,()61# )-7# ):'A5# 5.1# 21()I#
L_^PB`N_UW`N_^U`N_ZU&`N#jM#5.)5#.)<#52/,,17#)-7#,()617#/-#5.1#:0!'').&;1"(#!8"#,()61"##
G.1#<A:<5/5A5/'-#52)-</5/'-#K/)3-'</<#!-)(I</<#(1)7<#5'#5.1#<A:,)31#'@#5.1#<)+1#
-)+1N#,21<1-517#/-#?/3A21#UW"#?'(('H/-3#5.1#52)-</5/'-# ?)A(5# !-)(I</<# @/2/-3N# /5# 6)-#:1#
-'517# 5.)5# 5.121# H)<# @)/(A21# '@# ',12)5/'-# /-# 5.1# 21()517# 1JA/,+1-5# :16)A<1# 5.1# ,()61#
;$!%).#.)<#)#5'Q1-#H/5.#5.1#6/26A/5#:21)Q12#5.)5#.)<#@)/(17#LWmL_^PB`N#_UW`N#_^U`N#_?`MM"##
G.1# <A:<5/5A5/'-# 52)-</5/'-# K/)3-'<1<# (1)7<# 5'# 5.1# <A:,)31# '@# 5.1# <)+1# -)+1N#
,21<1-517#/-#?/3A21#UX"# G.1#<I<51+#,2'5165/'-#71>/61<#'@#5.1#+'-/5'217#,'H12#<I<51+#
)21# 213/<51217# /-# 5./<# <A:,)31# H/5.# 5'Q1-<# /-# 5.1# ,()61<# @!")& F"'1#N# @!")& <1#'1#N#
:0$"*580A)0N# D?& 21*N# ;)).)0N# /$'$(!#80& 2$"3"# R-# 5./<# ,)31# 5.121# /<# )(<'# 5.1#
<A:<5/5A5/'-# 52)-</5/'-<# 21()517# 5'# 5.1# (/Q1(I# 7/)3-'</<"# R-# ?/3A21# UX# 5.1# <A:<5/5A5/'-#
52)-</5/'-# K/)3-'<1<# /<# 1-):(17N# H./6.# /-@'2+<# 5.)5# )# @)A(5# .)<# 5)Q1-# ,()61# /-# )#
52)-<+/<</'-#(/-1"#
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1`[]
Tripped
1
Function
In
MNEM3

1`[]
Open
1
Circuit Breaker
In
MNEM3

Fault
Analysis
Fault Analysis

2`("NVR","12","N1","51C",0)

2`("NVR","12","N1","51C",0)

Tripped

2

MNEMONIC3

Circuit
Breaker

1`("NVR","12","L1","A",0)++
1`("NVR","12","L2","A",0)
2`("NVR","12","N1","F",0)

2

Opened

MNEMONIC3

2

MNEMONIC3

Failed

2

MNEMONIC3

Diagnoses
Diagnoses

SC HV Bus
Out
MNEMONIC

SC TL or
SC TL
HV Bus
Out
Out
MNEMONIC3
MNEMONIC3

SC Bay
Transformer
Out
MNEMONIC3

Damaged
Transformer
Out
MNEMONIC3

SC MV Bus
Out
MNEMONIC3

SC Feeder
Out
MNEMONIC3

SC Capacitor
Bank
Out
MNEMONIC3

#

?/3A21#UW"#F)2Q/-3#/-#5.1#<A:,)31#K/)3-'</<#!-)(I</<#)@512#5.1#52)-</5/'-#?)A(5#
!-)(I</<#/<#@/217#:16)A<1#'@#)#@)A(5#/-#)#52)-<+/<</'-#(/-1"##
#
##############G.1#<A:<5/5A5/'-#52)-</5/'-#$/-1<#(1)7<#5'#5.1#<A:,)31#'@#5.1#<)+1#-)+1N#<.'H-#
/-# ?/3A21# UYN# )-7# @/21<# H.1-# )# @)A(5# '66A2<# /-# )# 52)-<+/<</'-# (/-1N# /71-5/@I/-3# 5.1#
52)-<+/<</'-#(/-1"#R-#5.1#</5A)5/'-#/-#)-)(I</<#5.1#(/-1#/-#@)A(5#/<#)#</-3(1#6/26A/5#('6)517#
:15H11-#5.1#<A:<5)5/'-<#^PB#)-7#&!GN#)<#/5#6)-#:1#<11-#/-#?/3A21#UjN#)-7#@'2#5.)5#5.1#
1-):(17# 52)-</5/'-# /<# 5.1# E/-3(1# $/-1"# G./<# 52)-</5/'-# 6'+,)21<# 5.1# 71>/61<# 5.)5# .)>1#
',12)517#H/5.#5.'<1#,2'5165/'-#71>/61<#/-#5.1#/-,A5#(/-1#/-#<A:<5)5/'-#&!G#1#5.1#'A5,A5#
(/-1#/-#<A:<5)5/'-#^PB"##
?/3A21#UZ#<.'H<#5.1#<A:,)31#$/-1<#)@512#5.1#52)-</5/'-#E/-3(1#$/-1#/<#@/217"#G.1#
5'Q1-#L_^PB`N_&!G`#_UW^U`N_ZU&`NjM#/<#/-#5.1#,()61#E&#$G"#G./<#5'Q1-#/-@'2+<#5.)5#
)#@)A(5#.)<#5)Q1-#,()61#/-#5.1#52)-<+/<</'-#(/-1#UW^U#:15H11-#5.1#<A:<5)5/'-#^PB#)-7#&!G"###
###########G.1#+)/-#,)31#H/5.#5.1#@/-)(#+)2Q/-3#'@#5.1#,2','<17#?KE\?A((^15#),,(/6)5/'-#
,2'32)+#/<#<.'H-#/-#?/3A21#U["#G.1#@/-)(#,()61#H/5.#5'Q1-#,'/-5<#'A5#5.1#<'25#'@#,2':(1+#
)-7#5.1#5'Q1-#/71-5/@I#5.1#1JA/,+1-5#A-712#@)A(5"#G.A<N#5.1#@/-)(#+)2Q/-3#,21<1-517#/-#
?/3A21#U[#/-7/6)51<#5.1#@'(('H/-3#7/)3-'</<f#_E.'25\6/26A/5#/-#G2)-<+/<</'-#$/-1#UW^U#
^PB\&!G#H/5.#5.1#52/,,/-3#'@#5.1#,2'5165/'-#@A-65/'-#ZU#,.)<1#&`"#
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1`("ARU","11","T1","Y",2,"ARUB")++
1`("ARU","12","T1","Y",2,"ARUB")++
1`("ARU","11","T2","Y",2,"ARUB")++
1`("ARU","12","T2","Y",2,"ARUB")++
1`("ARU","12","T1","Y",2,"ARUB")++
1`("ARU","11","T1","Y",2,"ARUB")++
1`("ARU","12","J1","Y",1,"ARD")++
1`("ARU","12","T2","Y",2,"ARUB")++
1`("CRE","12","C1","N",1,"IBP")++
1`("ARU","11","T2","Y",2,"ARUB")++
1`("ARU","12","L1","Y",3,"NVR")++
1`("CRE","11","T1","Y",1,"CREB")++
1`("CRE","12","C4","Y",2,"ARU")++
1`("CRE","12","T1","Y",1,"CREB")++
1`("ARU","12","L2","Y",3,"NVR")++
1`("CRE","12","T1","Y",1,"CREB")++
1`("CRE","12","C2","Y",2,"ARU")++
1`("CRE","11","T1","Y",1,"CREB")++
1`("CAT","12","C1","Y",1,"CAT")++
1`("IBP","11","T1","Y",1,"IBPB")++
1`("ARU","12","J1","Y",1,"ARD")++
1`("IBP","12","T1","Y",1,"IBPB")++
1`("CRE","12","C1","N",1,"IBP")++
1`("IBP","12","T1","Y",1,"IBPB")++
1`("ARU","12","L1","Y",3,"NVR")++
1`("IBP","11","T1","Y",1,"IBPB")++
1`("CRE","12","C2","Y",2,"ARU")++
1`("INH","12","T1","N",1,"INHB")
1`("ARU","12","L2","Y",3,"NVR")++
1`("INH","12","T1","N",1,"INHB")
1`("CRE","12","C4","Y",2,"ARU")++
1`("NVR","12","N1","Y",1,"CAT")++
9
1`("CRE","12","R1","Y",3,"NVR")++
1`("CAT","12","C1","Y",1,"CAT")++
1`("INH","11","B1","N",1)++
Transformer 1`("ARU","12","D1","N",1)++
1`("IBP","12","P2","Y",1,"INH")++
1`("INH","11","B1","N",1)++
1`("IBP","12","P2","Y",1,"INH")++
1`("NVR","11","B1","N",1)++
1`("NVR","12","N1","Y",1,"CAT")
1`("INH","11","D1","N",1)++
1`("CRE","12","R1","Y",3,"NVR")
1`("INH","11","D1","N",1)++
MNEMONIC
1`("NVR","11","B1","N",1)++
1`("ARU","12","D1","N",1)++
10
1`("NVR","11","D1","N",1)
1`("NVR","11","D1","N",1)
Circuit
Line
2
Breaker
MV Bus
5
Output
In

1`("ARU","12","C2","Y",2,"CRE")++
1`("CRE","12","J1","Y",3,"SBD")++
1`("ARU","12","C4","Y",2,"CRE")++
1`("CRE","12","J6","Y",3,"SBD")++
1`("CAT","12","N1","Y",1,"NVR")++
1`("CRE","12","J7","Y",3,"SBD")++
1`("CRE","12","J1","Y",3,"SBD")++
1`("ARU","12","C4","Y",2,"CRE")++
1`("CRE","12","J6","Y",3,"SBD")++
1`("ARU","12","C2","Y",2,"CRE")++
1`("CRE","12","J7","Y",3,"SBD")++
1`("NVR","12","L1","Y",3,"ARU")++
1`("INH","12","P2","Y",1,"IBP")++
1`("NVR","12","L2","Y",3,"ARU")++
1`("NVR","12","L1","Y",3,"ARU")++
1`("CAT","12","N1","Y",1,"NVR")++
1`("NVR","12","L2","Y",3,"ARU")++
1`("INH","12","P2","Y",1,"IBP")++
1`("NVR","12","R1","Y",3,"CRE")
1`("NVR","12","R1","Y",3,"CRE")
Line
Input

10

MNEMONIC

MNEMONIC3

MNEMONIC3
2`("NVR","12","N1","51C",0)

MNEMONIC

1`("ARU","21","C4","N",1)++
1`("ARU","21","Y1","N",1)++
1`("ARU","21","Y1","N",1)++
1`("ARU","21","Y2","N",1)++
1`("ARU","21","Y2","N",1)++
1`("ARU","21","Y4","N",1)++
1`("ARU","21","Y4","N",1)++
1`("ARU","21","Y5","N",1)++
1`("ARU","21","Y5","N",1)++
1`("ARU","21","Y6","N",1)++
1`("ARU","21","Y6","N",1)++
1`("ARU","21","Y7","N",1)++
1`("ARU","21","Y7","N",1)++
1`("ARU","21","Y8","N",1)++
1`("ARU","21","Y8","N",1)++
1`("CRE","21","C2","N",1)++
1`("CRE","21","C2","N",1)++
1`("ARU","21","C4","N",1)++
1`("IBP","21","I1","N",1)++
1`("IBP","21","I1","N",1)++
1`("IBP","21","I2","N",1)++
1`("IBP","21","I2","N",1)++
1`("IBP","21","I3","N",1)++
1`("IBP","21","I3","N",1)++
1`("IBP","21","I4","N",1)++
1`("IBP","21","I4","N",1)++
1`("INH","21","I2","N",1)++
1`("INH","21","I2","N",1)++
1`("INH","21","I3","N",1)++
1`("INH","21","I3","N",1)++
1`("INH","21","I4","N",1)++
1`("INH","21","I4","N",1)++
1`("INH","21","I5","N",1)++
1`("INH","21","I5","N",1)++
1`("INH","21","I6","N",1)++
1`("INH","21","I6","N",1)++
1`("NVR","21","N1","N",1)++
1`("NVR","21","N1","N",1)++
1`("NVR","21","N2","N",1)++
1`("NVR","21","N2","N",1)++
1`("NVR","21","N3","N",1)++
1`("NVR","21","N3","N",1)++
1`("NVR","21","N5","N",1)
1`("NVR","21","N5","N",1)
Feeder

1`("ARU","11","H1","N",1)++
1`("ARU","11","H1","N",1)++
1`("ARU","11","H3","N",1)++
1`("ARU","11","H3","N",1)++
1`("ARU","11","H4","N",1)++
1`("ARU","11","H4","N",1)++
1`("IBP","11","H1","N",1)++
1`("IBP","11","H1","N",1)++
1`("IBP","11","H2","N",1)++
1`("IBP","11","H2","N",1)++
1`("INH","11","H1","N",1)++
1`("INH","11","H1","N",1)++
1`("INH","11","H2","N",1)++
1`("INH","11","H2","N",1)++
1`("NVR","11","H1","N",1)++
1`("NVR","11","H1","N",1)++
1`("NVR","11","H2","N",1)
1`("NVR","11","H2","N",1)
Capacitor
Bank

22

MNEMONIC3
No Equipment at the
Transformer
Opposite Side of the Circuit
One Circuit Breaker
Transformer

Lines

HV Bus
Lines

HV Bus

MV Bus
Capacitor
Bank
Capacitor Bank

Feeder

MV Bus

Feeder

SC HV Bus
Out
MNEMONIC

SC TL

SC TL or
HV Bus

Out
MNEMONIC3

9

MNEMONIC3

SC MV Bus
Out
MNEMONIC3

Out
MNEMONIC3

SC Capacitor
Bank
Out
MNEMONIC3

SC Feeder
Out
MNEMONIC3

SC Bay
Transformer
Out
MNEMONIC3

Damaged
Transformer
Out
MNEMONIC3

#

?/3A21#UX"#F)2Q/-3#/-#5.1#<A:,)31#K/)3-'<1<#@'2#5.1#6)<1#<5A7I#U"##
#
1`(x1,y1,y2,z1,p)++
1`m3

1`(x1,y1,y2,z1,p)++
1`m3

10
10

2`("NVR","12","N1","51C",0)

10

Line
Input

Circuit
Breaker

Line
Output

In

In

MNEMONIC

In

MNEMONIC

2

Circuit
Breaker

Line
Output

In

In

MNEMONIC

MNEMONIC3

1`("NVR","12","N1","51C",0)

10

Line
Input

In

MNEMONIC

1`(x,y1,y2,z,k,x2)

1`(x,y1,y2,z,k,x2)

1`(x,y1,y2,z1,p)

1`(x,y1,y2,z1,p)
1`(x,y1,y2,z,k,x1)

[z<>"N"
andalso k<>1,
(#1 m3)=x,
(#2 m3)=y1,
(#3 m3)=y2,
(#5 m3)=p]

1`(x,y1,y2,z,k,x1)

1`(x1,y1,y2,z,k,x)

Single Line

Parallel Line

1
MNEMONIC3

[z<>"N"
andalso k<>1,
(#1 m3)=x,
(#2 m3)=y1,
(#3 m3)=y2,
(#5 m3)=p]

[z<>"N"
andalso k=1]
1`(x1,x,y1^y2,z1,p)

1`(x1,y1,y2,z,k,x)

Single Line

Parallel Line

[z<>"N"
andalso k=1]
1`(x1,x,y1^y2,z1,p)
1`(x,x2,y1^y2,z1,p)

1`(x,x2,y1^y2,z1,p)

1`("NVR","CAT","12N1","51C",0)

Out

CC
LT
MNEMONIC3

Out

##

?/3A21#UY"##R-/5/)(#+)2Q/-3#/-#5.1#####
<A:,)31#$/-1<#

CC
LT

1

MNEMONIC3

?/3A21#UZ"#?/-)(#+)2Q/-3#/-#5.1######
<A:,)31#$/-1<#
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#

####
1`("NVR","12","L1","50BF",
0)++
1`[]
1`("NVR","12","L2","50BF",0)

1`("NVR","12","N1","51C", 0)++
1`[]
1`("NVR","12","N1","51C",0)
Tripped
Function

Open
Circuit Breaker

1
MNEM3

1

MNEM3

Diagnosis
Analysis
Diagnosis Analysis

SC MV Bus

2`("NVR","CAT","12N1","51C",0)
SC HV Bus
MNEMONIC

MNEMONIC3
SC TL
MNEMONIC3

2
SC TL or
HV Bus
MNEMONIC3

SC Capacitor
Bank

Damaged
Transformer

SC Bay
Transformer

MNEMONIC3

MNEMONIC3

SC Feeder
MNEMONIC3

MNEMONIC3

#

?/3A21#U["#?/-)(#+)2Q/-3#3/>1-#:I#5.1#,2','<17#?KE\?A((^15##
@'2#)#@)A(5#/-#)#</-3(1#52)-<+/<</'-#(/-1"##
#
YAN"4)0*"1&$+2"NZ"19'5&"4-58$-&"-/")"[\@O"V$0""
&'-</712#)#<.'25\6/26A/5# LE&WM#/-#5.1#[pQP#:A<#'@#5.1#<A:<5)5/'-#&B0#L&)2/24MN#
<.'H-# /-# ?/3A21# Uj"# K)5)# )21# 2161/>17# @2'+# E&!K!# 5.2'A3.# 5.1# /-,A5# /-512@)61# )-7#
52)-<@'2+17# /-# /-/5/)(# +)2Q/-3# /-# 5.1# &D^U#-15"# c.1-#5.1#&D^U#/<#2A-#/5#,2'>/71<#5.1#
@/-)(# +)2Q/-3# ):'A5# 5.1# 6/26A/5# :21)Q12<# 5.)5# .)>1# <H/56.17# '@@# L_&B0`N# _UW`N# _iU`N#
_ZU&`N# jMN# L_&B0`N# _UW`N# _i[`N# _ZU&`N# jM# )-7# L_&B0`N# _UW`N# _ib`N# _ZU&`N# jM# )-7# 5.1#
21()I<#L_&B0`N#_UW`N#_iU`N#_ZU&`N#jMN#L_&B0`N#_UW`N#_i[`N#_ZU&`N#jM#)-7#L_&B0`N#_UW`N#
_ib`N#_ZU&`N#jM#5.)5#.)>1#52/,,17"##G.1<1#5'Q1-<#@'2+#5.1#/-/5/)(#+)2Q/-3#'@#5.1#&D^W#
-15#7/<,'<17#)66'27/-3(I#/-#5.1#<')"&/2#)-7#:0!'').&;1"(#!8"#/-,A5#,()61<"#?/3A21#Ub#
<.'H<# 5.1# +)/-# ,)31# '@# 5.1# &D^W# -15# H/5.# 5.1# /-/5/)(# +)2Q/-3"# !<# 5.1# 6'++)-717#
6/26A/5#:21)Q12<#.)>1#-'5#@)/(17N#/5#6)-#:1#-'517#5.)5#5.1#5'Q1-<#/-#:'5.#,()61<#<')"&/2#
)-7#:0!'').&;1"(#!8"#)21#5.1#<)+1"##
1`[("CRE","12","J1","51C",0),("CRE","
1`("CRE", "12", "J1", "51C", 0)++
12","J6","51C",0),("CRE","12","J7","5
1`("CRE", "12", "J6", "51C", 0)++
1C",0)]
1`("CRE", "12", "J7", "51C", 0)

1`[("CRE","12","J1","51C",0),("CRE","
1`("CRE",
"12", "J1", "51C", 0)++
12","J6","51C",0),("CRE","12","J7","5
1`("CRE",
"12", "J6", "51C", 0)++
1C",0)]
1`("CRE",
"12", "J7", "51C", 0)
Tripped
Function

Open
Circuit Breaker

1
MNEM3

1

MNEM3

Diagnosis
Analysis
Diagnosis Analysis

SC MV Bus
SC HV Bus
MNEMONIC

MNEMONIC3
SC TL
MNEMONIC3

SC TL or
HV Bus
MNEMONIC3

SC Bay
Transformer

Damaged
Transformer

MNEMONIC3

SC Capacitor
Bank
MNEMONIC3

SC Feeder
MNEMONIC3

MNEMONIC3

?/3A21#Ub"#G.1#/-/5/)(#+)2Q/-3#/-#5.1#+)/-#,)31#'@#5.1#&D^W#-15#@'2#)#@)A(5#/-#)#:A<"##
#
R5# 6)-# :1# ':<12>17# /-# ?/3A21# U]# 5.)5# 5.121# H)<# -'# 6/26A/5# :21)Q12# @)/(A21# /-# 5./<#
7/<5A2:)-61#@'2#5.1#,()61#;$!%).#/<#>'/7#'@#5'Q1-<"###
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#

Tripped
Function
In
MNEM3

1`[]

1`[]
Open
1
Circuit Breaker
In
MNEM3

1

Fault
Analysis
Fault Analysis
1`("CRE","12","J1","51C",0)++
1`("CRE","12","J6","51C",0)++
1`("CRE","12","J7","51C",0)
Tripped

1`("CRE","12","J1","51C",0)++
1`("CRE","12","J6","51C",0)++
1`("CRE","12","J7","51C",0)
Circuit
Breaker

3

MNEMONIC3

3

Opened

MNEMONIC3

Failed

MNEMONIC3

MNEMONIC3

Diagnoses
Diagnoses

SC HV Bus
Out
MNEMONIC

SC TL or
SC TL
HV Bus
Out
Out
MNEMONIC3
MNEMONIC3

SC Bay
Transformer
Out
MNEMONIC3

Damaged
Transformer
Out
MNEMONIC3

SC MV Bus
Out
MNEMONIC3

SC Feeder
Out
MNEMONIC3

SC Capacitor
Bank
Out
MNEMONIC3

"

?/3A21#U]"#F)2Q/-3#/-#5.1#<A:,)31#K/)3-'</<#!-)(I</<#)@512#5.1#52)-</5/'-#?)A(5#
!-)(I</<#/<#@/217#7A1#5'#)#@)A(5#/-#)#<A:<5)5/'-#:A<"##
#
R-#?/3A21#Up#5.1#<A:<5/5A5/'-#52)-</5/'-#OP#;A<#/<#1-):(17N#/-7/6)5/-3#5.)5#)#<.'25#6/26A/5#
.)<#5)Q1-#,()61#/-#)#./3.#>'(5)31#:A<"##

1`("ARU","12","C2","Y",2,"CRE")++
1`("CRE","12","J1","Y",3,"SBD")++
1`("ARU","12","C4","Y",2,"CRE")++
1`("CRE","12","J6","Y",3,"SBD")++
1`("CAT","12","N1","Y",1,"NVR")++
1`("CRE","12","J7","Y",3,"SBD")++
1`("CRE","12","J1","Y",3,"SBD")++
1`("ARU","12","C4","Y",2,"CRE")++
1`("CRE","12","J6","Y",3,"SBD")++
1`("ARU","12","C2","Y",2,"CRE")++
1`("CRE","12","J7","Y",3,"SBD")++
1`("NVR","12","L1","Y",3,"ARU")++
1`("INH","12","P2","Y",1,"IBP")++
1`("NVR","12","L2","Y",3,"ARU")++
1`("NVR","12","L1","Y",3,"ARU")++
1`("CAT","12","N1","Y",1,"NVR")++
1`("NVR","12","L2","Y",3,"ARU")++
1`("INH","12","P2","Y",1,"IBP")++
1`("NVR","12","R1","Y",3,"CRE")
1`("NVR","12","R1","Y",3,"CRE")
Line
Input

10

1`("ARU","11","T1","Y",2,"ARUB")++
1`("ARU","12","T1","Y",2,"ARUB")++
1`("ARU","11","T2","Y",2,"ARUB")++
1`("ARU","12","T2","Y",2,"ARUB")++
1`("ARU","12","T1","Y",2,"ARUB")++
1`("ARU","11","T1","Y",2,"ARUB")++
1`("ARU","12","J1","Y",1,"ARD")++
1`("ARU","12","T2","Y",2,"ARUB")++
1`("CRE","12","C1","N",1,"IBP")++
1`("ARU","11","T2","Y",2,"ARUB")++
1`("ARU","12","L1","Y",3,"NVR")++
1`("CRE","11","T1","Y",1,"CREB")++
1`("CRE","12","C4","Y",2,"ARU")++
1`("CRE","12","T1","Y",1,"CREB")++
1`("ARU","12","L2","Y",3,"NVR")++
1`("CRE","12","T1","Y",1,"CREB")++
1`("CRE","12","C2","Y",2,"ARU")++
1`("CRE","11","T1","Y",1,"CREB")++
1`("CAT","12","C1","Y",1,"CAT")++
1`("IBP","11","T1","Y",1,"IBPB")++
1`("ARU","12","J1","Y",1,"ARD")++
1`("IBP","12","T1","Y",1,"IBPB")++
1`("CRE","12","C1","N",1,"IBP")++
1`("IBP","12","T1","Y",1,"IBPB")++
1`("ARU","12","L1","Y",3,"NVR")++
1`("IBP","11","T1","Y",1,"IBPB")++
1`("CRE","12","C2","Y",2,"ARU")++
1`("INH","12","T1","N",1,"INHB")
1`("ARU","12","L2","Y",3,"NVR")++
1`("INH","12","T1","N",1,"INHB")
1`("CRE","12","C4","Y",2,"ARU")++
1`("NVR","12","N1","Y",1,"CAT")++
9
1`("CRE","12","R1","Y",3,"NVR")++
1`("CAT","12","C1","Y",1,"CAT")++
1`("INH","11","B1","N",1)++
Transformer 1`("ARU","12","D1","N",1)++
1`("IBP","12","P2","Y",1,"INH")++
1`("INH","11","B1","N",1)++
1`("IBP","12","P2","Y",1,"INH")++
1`("NVR","11","B1","N",1)++
1`("NVR","12","N1","Y",1,"CAT")
1`("INH","11","D1","N",1)++
1`("CRE","12","R1","Y",3,"NVR")
1`("INH","11","D1","N",1)++
MNEMONIC
1`("NVR","11","B1","N",1)++
1`("ARU","12","D1","N",1)++
10
1`("NVR","11","D1","N",1)
1`("NVR","11","D1","N",1)
Circuit
Line
3
Breaker
MV Bus
5
Output
In
MNEMONIC

MNEMONIC

MNEMONIC3

MNEMONIC3
1`("CRE","12","J1","51C",0)++
1`("CRE","12","J6","51C",0)++
1`("CRE","12","J7","51C",0)

1`("ARU","21","C4","N",1)++
1`("ARU","21","Y1","N",1)++
1`("ARU","21","Y1","N",1)++
1`("ARU","21","Y2","N",1)++
1`("ARU","21","Y2","N",1)++
1`("ARU","21","Y4","N",1)++
1`("ARU","21","Y4","N",1)++
1`("ARU","21","Y5","N",1)++
1`("ARU","21","Y5","N",1)++
1`("ARU","21","Y6","N",1)++
1`("ARU","21","Y6","N",1)++
1`("ARU","21","Y7","N",1)++
1`("ARU","21","Y7","N",1)++
1`("ARU","21","Y8","N",1)++
1`("ARU","21","Y8","N",1)++
1`("CRE","21","C2","N",1)++
1`("CRE","21","C2","N",1)++
1`("ARU","21","C4","N",1)++
1`("IBP","21","I1","N",1)++
1`("IBP","21","I1","N",1)++
1`("IBP","21","I2","N",1)++
1`("IBP","21","I2","N",1)++
1`("IBP","21","I3","N",1)++
1`("IBP","21","I3","N",1)++
1`("IBP","21","I4","N",1)++
1`("IBP","21","I4","N",1)++
1`("INH","21","I2","N",1)++
1`("INH","21","I2","N",1)++
1`("INH","21","I3","N",1)++
1`("INH","21","I3","N",1)++
1`("INH","21","I4","N",1)++
1`("INH","21","I4","N",1)++
1`("INH","21","I5","N",1)++
1`("INH","21","I5","N",1)++
1`("INH","21","I6","N",1)++
1`("INH","21","I6","N",1)++
1`("NVR","21","N1","N",1)++
1`("NVR","21","N1","N",1)++
1`("NVR","21","N2","N",1)++
1`("NVR","21","N2","N",1)++
1`("NVR","21","N3","N",1)++
1`("NVR","21","N3","N",1)++
1`("NVR","21","N5","N",1)
1`("NVR","21","N5","N",1)
Feeder

1`("ARU","11","H1","N",1)++
1`("ARU","11","H1","N",1)++
1`("ARU","11","H3","N",1)++
1`("ARU","11","H3","N",1)++
1`("ARU","11","H4","N",1)++
1`("ARU","11","H4","N",1)++
1`("IBP","11","H1","N",1)++
1`("IBP","11","H1","N",1)++
1`("IBP","11","H2","N",1)++
1`("IBP","11","H2","N",1)++
1`("INH","11","H1","N",1)++
1`("INH","11","H1","N",1)++
1`("INH","11","H2","N",1)++
1`("INH","11","H2","N",1)++
1`("NVR","11","H1","N",1)++
1`("NVR","11","H1","N",1)++
1`("NVR","11","H2","N",1)
1`("NVR","11","H2","N",1)

22

MNEMONIC3
Lines

HV Bus
HV Bus

Lines

No Equipment at the
Transformer
Opposite Side of the Circuit
One Circuit Breaker
Transformer

SC HV Bus

SC TL
Out
MNEMONIC3

SC TL or
HV Bus
Out
MNEMONIC3

9

MNEMONIC3

MV Bus
MV Bus

Feeder
Feeder

Out
MNEMONIC

Capacitor
Bank

Capacitor
Bank
Capacitor Bank

SC MV Bus
Out
MNEMONIC3

SC Feeder
Out
MNEMONIC3

SC Bay
Transformer
Out
MNEMONIC3

SC Capacitor
Bank
Out
MNEMONIC3

Damaged
Transformer
Out
MNEMONIC3

#

?/3A21#Up"#F)2Q/-3#/-#5.1#<A:,)31#K/)3-'<1<#7A1#5'#)#@)A(5#/-#)#<A:<5)5/'-#:A<"#
##
G.1# <A:<5/5A5/'-# 52)-</5/'-# OP# ;A<# <A:# ,)31# /<# <.'H-# /-# ?/3A21# Wj"# G./<#
<A:,)31# ,'/-5<# 'A5# 5.)5# )# <.'25# 6/26A/5# .)<# 5)Q1-# ,()61# /-# [pQP# :A<# )-7# /71-5/@/1<# 5.1#
:A<"#!<#5.121#)21#5.211#/-6'+/-3#52)-<+/<</'-#(/-1#6/26A/5<#)5#5.1#<A:<5)5/'-#:A<#&B0N#)<#
/5# 6)-# :1# <11-# /-# ?/3A21# UjN# 5.1# 52)-</5/'-# ;A<X# /<# 1-):(17N# /-7/6)5/-3# 5.)5# 5.211# /-,A5#
(/-1<# )21# 6'--16517# 5'# 5.1# :A<"# G.1# 52)-</5/'-# ;A<X# 5.1-# 6'+,)21<# 5.1# 1JA/,+1-5# 5.)5#
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.)<# ',12)517# L5'Q1-<# /-# 5.1# <')"& /2# ,()61M# H/5.# 5.1# 216'2717# /-,A5# (/-1# ,2'5165/'-#
71>/61<#L5'Q1-<#/-#5.1#@!")&F"'1##,()61M"##
10

Circuit
3
Breaker

Line
Input

1`(x,y,y1,z,k,x1)++
1`(x,y,y2,z,k,x2)++
1`(x,y,y3,z,k,x3)++
1`(x,y,y4,z,k,x4)

In
MNEMONIC

1`(x,y1,y2,z1,p)++
1`(x,y1,y3,z1,p)

1`(x,y1,y2,z1,p)
1`(x,y1,y2,z,k,x1)++
1`(x,y1,y3,z,k,x2)

1`(x,y1,y2,z,k,x1)

Bus2

Bus
[z<>"N"
andalso k=1]

Bus3
[z<>"N"
andalso k=3]

[z<>"N"
andalso k=2]

1`(x,y1,y2,z1,p,x1)

1`(x,y1,y2,z1,p,x2)

10

Circuit
Breaker

Line
Input

MNEMONIC3

MNEMONIC

1`(x,y1,y2,z1,p)++
1`(x,y1,y3,z1,p)

1`(x,y1,y2,z1,p)

1`(x,y,y1,z1,p)++
1`(x,y,y2,z1,p)++
1`(x,y,y3,z1,p)++
1`(x,y,y4,z1,p)

1`(x,y1,y2,z,k,x1)

1`(x,y1,y2,z,k,x1)++
1`(x,y1,y3,z,k,x2)

[z<>"N"
andalso k=1]

[z<>"N"
andalso k=4]

1`(x,y1,y2,z1,p,x2)

1`(x,y1,y2,z1,p,x2)

Bus4
[z<>"N"
andalso k=4]

1`(x,y1,y2,z1,p,x2)

1`("CRE","J7","J6","51C",0,"SBD")

1`(x,y1,y2,z1,p,x2)

SC HV Bus 1

SC HV Bus

Out

Out

#

1`(x,y,y1,z1,p)++
1`(x,y,y2,z1,p)++
1`(x,y,y3,z1,p)++
1`(x,y,y4,z1,p)

Bus3
[z<>"N"
andalso k=3]

[z<>"N"
andalso k=2]

1`(x,y1,y2,z1,p,x1)

1`(x,y1,y2,z1,p,x2)

MNEMONIC3

1`(x,y,y1,z1,p)++
1`(x,y,y2,z1,p)++
1`(x,y,y3,z1,p)

1`(x,y,y1,z,k,x1)++
1`(x,y,y2,z,k,x2)++
1`(x,y,y3,z,k,x3)

Bus2

Bus

Bus4

In

1`(x,y,y1,z,k,x1)++
1`(x,y,y2,z,k,x2)++
1`(x,y,y3,z,k,x3)++
1`(x,y,y4,z,k,x4)

In

In

1`(x,y,y1,z1,p)++
1`(x,y,y2,z1,p)++
1`(x,y,y3,z1,p)

1`(x,y,y1,z,k,x1)++
1`(x,y,y2,z,k,x2)++
1`(x,y,y3,z,k,x3)

1`("CRE","12","J1","51C",0)++
1`("CRE","12","J6","51C",0)++
1`("CRE","12","J7","51C",0)

"

MNEMONIC

?/3A21#Wj"#R-/5/)(#+)2Q/-3#/-#5.1#
<A:,)31#;A<#

"

MNEMONIC

?/3A21#WU"#?/-)(#+)2Q/-3#/-#5.1#######
<A:,)31#;A<#

#
R-#?/3A21#WU#/5#6)-#:1#':<12>17#5.)5#5.1#<A:,)31#;A<#)@512#5.1#52)-</5/'-#;A<X#/<#
@/217"# !5# 5.1# @/-)(# ,()61# E&# OP# ;A<# /<# 5.1# 5'Q1-# L_&B0`N_ib`N_i[`N_ZU&`NjM# H./6.#
<.'H<#5.)5#)#<.'25#6/26A/5#.)<#5)Q1-#,()61#)5#5.1#:A<#/-#5.1#<A:<5)5/'-#&B0"##R-#6)-#)(<'#
:1#-'5/617#/-#?/3A21#WU#5.)5#5.1#+'71(#6'-</712<#A,#5'#@'A2#/-6'+/-3#52)-<+/<</'-#(/-1<#
H./6.# 6'>12<# 5.1# +)S/+A+# -A+:12# '@# /-6'+/-3# 52)-<+/<</'-# (/-1<# H/5./-# 5.1# &'1(61#
<I<51+"#
###########G.1# +)/-# ,)31# H/5.# 5.1# @/-)(# +)2Q/-3# /<# ,21<1-517# /-# ?/3A21# WW"# G.1# @/-)(#
+)2Q/-3#+1<<)31#7/<,()I17#5'#5.1#',12)5'2#/-#5.1#6'-52'(#&1-512#<)I<f#_E.'25\6/26A/5#/-#
[pQP#;A<#)5#5.1#<A:<5)5/'-#&B0#H/5.#5.1#52/,,/-3#'@#5.1#,2'5165/'-#@A-65/'-#ZU#,.)<1#&`"###
1`("CRE", "12", "J1", "51C", 0)++
1`[]
1`("CRE", "12", "J6", "51C", 0)++
1`("CRE", "12", "J7", "51C", 0)

1`("CRE", "12", "J1", "51C", 0)++
1`[]
1`("CRE",
"12", "J6", "51C", 0)++
1`("CRE", "12", "J7", "51C", 0)
Tripped
Function

Open
Circuit Breaker

1
MNEM3

1`("CRE","J7","J6","51C",0,"SBD")

1

MNEM3

Diagnosis
Analysis
Diagnosis Analysis

1

SC MV Bus

SC HV Bus
MNEMONIC

MNEMONIC3
SC TL
MNEMONIC3

SC TL or
HV Bus
MNEMONIC3

SC Bay
Transformer
MNEMONIC3

Damaged
Transformer

SC Capacitor
Bank
MNEMONIC3

SC Feeder

MNEMONIC3

?/3A21#WW"#?/-)(#+)2Q/-3#3/>1-#:I#5.1#,2','<17#?KE\?A((^15##
@'2#)#@)A(5#/-#)#:A<#H/5.#/-6'+/-3#,)2)((1(#52)-<+/<</'-#(/-1<"##
196

MNEMONIC3

"

[A"4L74RM1IL7""
&'-</712/-3# 5.1# -A+:12# '@# (/Q1(I# 5','('3/1<# )-7# )22)-31+1-5<# '@# 5.1# ,'H12#
<I<51+<N#5.1#A<1#'@#&'('217#D152/#^15<#/<#)-#)71JA)51#5''(#@'2#5.1#71>1(',+1-5#'@#?)A(5#
K/)3-'</<#EI<51+<"#!#&D\-15#:)<17#+15.'7#.)<#:11-#<.'H-#5.)5#/<#/-71,1-71-5#'@#5.1#
,'H12#<I<51+#</C1"#:16)A<1#5.1#,'H12#<I<51+#5','('3I#/<#216'2717#)<#/-/5/)(#+)2Q/-3#/-#
5.1# 1S51-717# &D\-15# ,2','<17"# E'N# 5.1# +)/-51-)-61# '@# 5.1# ?KE# ),,(/6)5/'-# ,2'32)+#
A-712#,12+)-1-5#6.)-31<#/-#5.1#,'H12#<I<51+#5','('3I#/<#JA/51#</+,(1N#H./6.#6)-#:1#
6)22/17#'A5#:I#5.1#/-6(A</'-#'@#-1H#5'Q1-<#'2#5.1#A,7)5/-3#'@#5.1#'-1<#)(21)7I#/-"#G./<#
21,21<1-5<#)-#)7>)-61#/-#21()5/'-#5'#5.1#?KE#:)<17#'-#)#(''QA,#5):(1N#H./6.#21JA/21<#)-#
'@@\(/-1#<5A7I#:I#)-#1S,125#'@#5.1#<I<51+#-1H#6'-@/3A2)5/'-#/-#'2712#5'#A,7)51#5.1#5):(1#
H/5.#5.1#@)A(5#7/)3-'</<"#
G.1# ,),12# .)<# ,21<1-517# )# 61-52)(/C17# @)A(5# 7/)3-'</<# <I<51+N# ('6)517# )5# 5.1#
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Abstract. This paper outlines the architecture and initial proof-ofconcept implementation of an open and extensible business process model
simulator based on CPN tools. The key component of the simulator is a
transformation from BPMN process models to CPNs. This transformation is structured as a set of templates that can be extended and modified
by developers in order to incorporate new functionality into the simulator. The paper illustrates how this templating mechanism can be used
to capture diﬀerent types of tasks and resource allocation policies.

1

Introduction

Business process simulation is a widely used technique for analyzing business
process models with respect to performance metrics such as cycle time, cost and
resource utilization. Many commercial business process modeling tools incorporate a simulation component, e.g. TIBCO Business Studio, IBM Websphere
Business Modeler (WBM), ARIS, FileNet and Protos [5]. However, these process
simulators have two architectural limitations:
1. Only models designed with the tools themselves can be simulated.
2. No extensibility mechanism is provided to add new features or change the
pre-built simulation and reporting options.
The first limitation stems from two factors. Firstly, the simulation component is generally hidden inside the tool, meaning that it does not expose an
Application Programming Interface (API). Secondly, there is a long-standing
problem of lack of business process model interoperability. The Business Process
Modeling Notation (BPMN) – particularly its upcoming version 2 – attempts to
address this issue by providing a standard business process meta-model with an
interoperable XML serialization. While BPMN does not define any simulation
parameters (e.g. arrival times and branching probabilities), it includes extensibility mechanisms that allow one to add such details.
The second limitation is to a large extent connected to the first one: since
the tools do not oﬀer an explicit interface for their simulation component, it
�
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is not possible to plug-in additional functionality into it. This limitation has
been raised in recent work [7]. Motivated by simulation requirements found in
supply chain management, the authors introduce an extensibility mechanism into
IBM WBM. The idea is to allow developers to attach scripts to processes and
tasks. Six types of scripts are supported: pre-processing scripts (executed before
a task/process is activated), post-processing scripts, delay scripts (to introduce
waiting times), cost, revenue and duration scripts. However, this mechanism is
limited – it does not allow one to extend the execution semantics that drives the
simulation engine. For example, one cannot apply such extensibility mechanism
in order to simulate advanced resource allocation patterns [10] nor to capture
control-flow connectors beyond those oﬀered by the modeling tool.
In this paper, we outline the architecture and current implementation status
of OXProS - an Open and Extensible Process Simulator for BPMN. OXProS
provides a RESTful service interface allowing third-party applications to submit
BPMN process models for simulation. Simulation parameters are incorporated
into the process model using BPMN’s extensibility mechanism. OXProS uses
CPN Tools as its underlying execution environment. In other words, BPMN
models are translated into CPNs for simulation purposes. This translation is
based on a templating mechanism that enables developers to extend OXProS by
adding new templates or modifying existing ones.
In the rest of the paper we present the architecture of OXProS and its
template-based extensibility mechanism. We present the current implementation status of OXProS and a roadmap for future work.

2

Architecture

Figure 1 depicts the architecture of OXProS. In this figure, the yellow boxes
represent OXProS components, the light-blue boxes represent CPN Tools and
associated components, and the white boxes correspond to third-party software.
At the architectural level, OXProS is structured as a set of XML over HTTP
Web services, designed according to the principles of RESTful service architectures [3]. A simulation is treated as a resource that can be created/started
through a POST operation. Subsequently, the status of the simulation and its
output can be retrieved using GET operations. As a shortcut, it is possible to
create a simulation model and retrieve its results through a single POST operation.
OXProS accepts either BPMN process models (enhanced with simulation
attributes) or CPN models. If a BPMN model is submitted, it is transformed
into a CPN model and passed on to the CPN simulation service. At present, there
is no standard serialization of BPMN. It is expected that the upcoming BPMN
2.0 standard will have its own XML serialization format. In the meantime, the
BPMN simulation service assumes that the input models are serialized using the
XML Process Definition Language (XPDL) version 2.1 [1].
The services provided by OXProS are implemented using Java Servlets. The
CPN simulation servlet is built on top of Access/CPN [13] – a tool that enables
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programmatic access to the CPN Tools Simulator. Since Access/CPN is implemented as a set of OSGi bundles/components, its implementation relies on the
HTTP Service provided by Equinox – the Eclipse OSGi implementation1 .
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Fig. 1. OXProS architecture

When the CPN simulation servlet receives a simulation model, it invokes Access/CPN to check the submitted CPN and starts the simulation on the background simulator daemon. Upon completion of the simulation, an MXML log
file is generated from the simulation output. The produced MXML log file can
be analyzed oﬀ-line using the ProM framework2 (e.g. to extract key performance
indicators). In order to generate MXML log files, we make use of the ProM CPN
Library [6].
In the current prototype, BPMN processes are modeled with the Oryx Editor3 . We extended the Oryx front-end to allow users to add simulation parameters into a BPMN process model. This Oryx extension is called BPMNSim.
Moreover, we extended the Oryx back-end with a module that generates CPNs
from Oryx’s internal representation of process models. In the future, it is expected that Oryx will support generation of standard BPMN models so that
these models can be submitted to the BPMN simulation servlet.

3

Template-based Generation of CPNs

The key component of OxProS is the transformation from extended BPMN
models to CPNs. This transformation is designed using a templating approach.
To illustrate the transformation, we consider the simplified “teleclaims” process
of an insurance company, presented in Figure 2. This process handles insurance
claims made by phone. The process is supported by staﬀ in a call center and in
a claims handling department.
In the basic form, a BPMN process diagram consists of events (circles), activities (rounded rectangles) and gateways (diamonds). Events denote the start,
1
2
3

http://www.eclipse.org/equinox/server
http://www.processmining.org
http://oryx-editor.org
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Fig. 2. Insurance claim handling process (adapted from [12])

the end of a process case or something that happens during the process execution. In the running example, we used a “message start event” to specify that
a case starts with the reception of a “Phone call”. Activities denote work that
must be done, for example, an agent in the call center executes the task “Check
information availability”. Gateways are routing constructs. The two basic types
of gateways are AND gateways (marked with a “+” symbol) and XOR gateways
(“X” symbol). A gateway is either to be a split gateway if it has multiple outgoing flows or a join gateway if it has multiple incoming flows. An XOR-split is a
decision point, meaning that one outgoing path is taken according to the result
of the evaluation of a logical condition. For instance, in the running example,
10% of cases are rejected due to insuﬃcient information. A XOR-join is a merging point. An AND-split starts two or more parallel threads. For instance, tasks
“Advice claimant on reimbursement” and “Initialize payment” are executed in
parallel. Finally an AND-join synchronizes parallel threads.
In order to simulate a BPMN process model, a number of simulation parameters need to be specified. These include: (i) the arrival rate of new cases and
its associated distribution (e.g. exponential); (ii) the branching probabilities for
each arc (flow) leaving an XOR-split, and a number of performance attributes
attached to activities/events, such as time, cost and revenue. These attributes
are generally represented using a mean value and a probability distribution (e.g.
normal). A simulation model includes a number of resource pools denoting sets
of resources. Each activity may be associated to a resource pool and at runtime,
one resource from the pool is selected to perform the activity based on a resource
allocation policy.
48
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tributes, we generate a hierarchical CPN, with two topFig. 3. Mapping of the root process
level pages: one for the control flow perspective and the other for resource perspective. Figure 3 presents
a partial view of the CPN model for the control-flow of the insurance claim
process.
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In order to make the mapping as modular as possible, every element in a
process model is mapped to an individual page. For example, Figure 4(a) presents
the page with the mapping of task “Check information availability” from the
running example. It contains two places to synchronize the start and completion
of the task, to model the control flow perspective. Additionally, the page includes
three other places to handle the assignment of the task to a staﬀ member for
execution. A simulation would occur as follows. First, the task gets enabled
and waits until a staﬀ member takes it. The timing annotation on transition
“Check information availability start” generates a random simulation time that
is associated to the execution of the task. When the task is completed, the
resource is released.
Let us now consider the case of data-based XOR split gateways. The corresponding CPN must handle the selection of a path according to a probability
distribution. Figure 4(b) presents the page for the first XOR gateway in the running example. The transition “Split1” generates a random value between 0 and
99. For every path, there is a guarded transition which is activated according to
the value of the variable “path”. Thus, the transition “Split1” sets “path” to 0
in 90% of the cases and it sets “path” to 1 in the remaining 10% of the cases.
In addition to the XOR decision gateway discussed above (called data-driven
decision gateway), BPMN features a so-called event-driven XOR decision gateway. The data-based and the event-based XOR gateways are similar in that they
pass the flow of control along one of their outgoing paths only – thus, they represent a ”choice”. However, whilst in a data-based XOR gateway the choice is
performed by the system based on boolean conditions, in the case of an eventbased XOR gateway, the choice is made by the environment. Specifically, an
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(c) Mapping with dependent events
Fig. 5. The BPMN Event-based XOR gateway

event-based XOR gateway is directly followed by two or more events. When the
gateway is reached, the flow of control stops at that point until one of the events
in question occurs. The first event to occur determines which path is taken. Figure 5(a) shows a typical scenario involving an event-based XOR gateway. In this
example the process waits for either a confirmation or a cancellation message
from the customer, or a time-out.
Multiple approaches can be adopted to simulate BPMN models with eventbased XOR gateways. One approach is to capture it purely using delays: each
event is annotated with a delay, that may be a fixed duration (in the case of time
events with constant values), or a probability distribution (in the case of message events or time events with a dynamically-evaluated duration). Figure 5(b)
illustrates this approach. Here, the delays of the two message events (cancellation and confirmation) follow a normal distribution with identical means and
standard deviations. This mapping works under the assumption that the two
events are independent.
However, in this example one would expect that these two events are not
independent, but rather exclusive: if a confirmation message is received, no cancellation message will arrive and vice-versa. Figure 5(c) presents an alternative
mapping that captures this exclusion dependency. In this case, the customer re-
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Fig. 6. Two templates for resource allocation

sponds with a confirmation message in 90% of the cases or with a cancellation
message in 10% of the cases. The ML annotation on the first transition activates
the path to the “time-out” event and to one of the other two paths (the confirmation path and the cancellation path). From that point on, there is a race
between the time event and one of the two message events, reflecting the fact
that only one of the two message events may eventually occur.
In order to implement this alternative mapping, one has to extend BPMN
with the ability to express exclusion dependencies between events that are connected to a common event-based gateway. In the current BPMN standard, when
two events are attached to an event-based gateway, it might be that either event
may occur or that both events may occur (even though the second one to occur
may be discarded). In the above example, the case where both messages are
eventually received by the process is excluded. In other words, the events are
not in a “race” but rather in an exclusion relation. While this exclusion relation
between message events is not relevant for execution purposes, it is relevant for
(stochastic) simulation since it means that their occurrence should be drawn
from a common probability distribution. In OXProS, we rely on a non-standard
extension of event-based decision gateways to capture this exclusion dependency.
In OXProS, CPN simulation models are generated using templates. A template takes as input a BPMN element of a given type, and produces a CPN
page. Multiple templates can exist for a given type of BPMN element. Since
each BPMN construct is mapped to a separate page, the mapping of a type of
element (e.g. task, event-based XOR gateway) can be replaced by a diﬀerent
mapping without aﬀecting other elements, so long as the inputs/output places
of the page generated by the new mapping are compatible with those of the
previous mapping.
Templates are also used for capturing resource management. For example,
Figure 6 shows two templates for resource allocation. The first one – Figure 6(a)
– corresponds to the “Role-based distribution” workflow resource pattern [10].4
The idea behind this pattern is that at runtime the execution engine routes the
4

For readability reasons, we omitted some details on the colored Petri nets in Figure 6.
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task to the worklist of the resources that can perform a given task, e.g. staﬀ
members with a particular profile/role. Eventually, one of those resources will
remove the workitem from worklist and perform it. This can be simulated with
an ML code attached to the transition “allocate”, and a timing annotation can
be used to record the waiting time. When the task is completed, the resource is
sent back to the resource pool by transition “release”. Existing business process
simulation tools generally implement this approach. However, there exist other
resource allocation patterns. As an example, consider the CPN shown in Figure
6(b) that captures the so-called “Chained execution” pattern. In this case, the
two subsequent tasks are assigned to the same resource. Both of these templates
are provided in OXProS, and developers may introduce additional alternative
templates. When a BPMN model is submitted to OXProS for simulation, the
request may refer to a simulation profile that determines which template should
be used for which BPMN construct. If no profile is specified, the default profile
is used.

4

Related work

Many commercial business process modeling tools incorporate a simulation component, e.g. TIBCO Business Studio, IBM Websphere Business Modeler, ARIS,
FileNet and Protos, among others. Jansen-Vullers and Netjes [5] survey a number of process simulation tools and evaluate their suitability with respect to a
number of requirements. They conclude that no tool covers all the requirements,
and that CPN tools is a suitable option in terms of expressiveness but that it
may be too complex for use by business analysts.
A translation of Protos simulation models to CPN models is presented in [4].
This translation is rather straightforward because Protos models have many
commonalities with Petri nets. The authors also describe an extension of their
translation to handle configurable process models. A configurable process model
provides an integrated view of multiple process model variants. The tool presented in [4] is geared towards comparing the performance of multiple process
model variants captured in a given configurable process model.
Rozinat et al. [8] present an approach to mining simulation models from
event logs. The idea is to automatically generate a process model, represented
as a CPN, which will behave in a similar way as the process model that generated the original event log. Depending on the richness of the event log, the
resulting CPN may cover not only the control-flow perspective, but also the
data perspective (e.g. data attributes and branching conditions), the organizational perspective (e.g. roles, resources) and the performance perspective (e.g.
distribution of execution times). The authors follow the approach of mapping
each activity in the process to a separate sub-page, an idea which is also followed
in OXProS.
CPN tools has been used for generating synthetic logs to be used in the design
and testing of Process Mining algorithms [6]. In contrast to real-life data, the
log generated by simulation is free of noise and will include the perspectives that
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are important for tuning a given mining algorithm. In [6], the authors outline a
set of ML functions to extend CPN tools in order to generate logs in the MXML
format. This is the format used by several process mining tools. OXProS follows
the idea of representing the simulation output in MXML and reuses the library
of MXML generation functions defined in [6].
In [11], the authors argue that current approaches to model resource allocation for process simulation are not realistic. For instance, scenarios where the
same resource is assigned to multiple processes (and thus needs to split its time
between them) are not supported by existing tools. Also, existing tools fail to
take into account that people work in batches and that they divide their time into
discrete intervals (“chunks”) that they allocate to diﬀerent types of tasks. They
present a novel approach to capturing simulation models in which each resource
is captured as a separate CPN page. The CPN page of a resource captures the
resource’s lifecycle. Therefore, each resource (or each resource class) may have a
diﬀerent lifecycle. While this approach leads to more realistic resource models,
one has to note that implementing such an approach requires significant input
from the modeler, since the modeler has to provide additional information for
each resource (class) and this information may not be available in some cases.
In line with the above body of research, we adopt CPNs as a basis for business
process model simulation. Unlike this body of work however, we adopt BPMN
as the notation for modeling business processes, since it is a widely-adopted
standard that strikes a tradeoﬀ between ease-of-use for business analysts and
expressiveness. While some of the previous work can be easily adapted to support the simulation of BPMN models, BPMN brings in certain specificities that
warrant further study. Specifically, BPMN has a rich set of event types and
events can be used in diﬀerent settings (e.g. event-based gateways, error events).
We have shown in this paper that there are multiple possible approaches for
simulating process models with event-based gateways and message events. Each
of these approaches strikes a diﬀerent tradeoﬀ between the amount of input data
required for simulation and the precision with which the simulation reproduces
the real-world phenomenon. The multiplicity of possible approaches justifies the
need for an extensible architecture which is one of the driving requirements of
OXProS.

5

Outlook

The current implementation of OXProS supports a restricted subset of BPMN
– XOR/AND gateways, tasks, plain events and start message events. Ongoing
work aims at extending the coverage of BPMN by adding templates incrementally. The majority of these templates will be designed on the basis of the BPMN
to plain Petri nets transformation outlined in [2].
In order to validate the suitability of the template-based extensibility mechanisms, we then plan to simulate process models from the logistics domain, where
resources (e.g. trucks) have capacity and speed constraints that cannot be captured using commercial business process simulation tools.
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The current OXProS architecture is only able to generate MXML simulation
logs and leaves it up to the user to analyze these raw logs. In future, we plan to
incorporate analytics services into the OXProS architecture in order to compute
key performance indicators from the simulation logs. Another avenue for future
work is to allow OXProS to take as input not only process models with simulation
attributes, but also process execution logs, in order to simulate process models
based on real past executions and starting from a given state [9].
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Abstract. Transitions in a Timed Coloured Petri Net exhibit an eagerness-to-execute property
due to the time semantics employed. Every transition will occur at the earliest model time that
it becomes enabled, unless conflict prevents it from doing so. It is known that this property may
preclude discovery of optimal schedules, i.e. those that achieve the goal in the shortest time. In
this paper we propose a relaxation of the time semantics that eliminates the eagerness-to-execute
property. We provide motivation for our proposal in the context of task scheduling and describe
an attempt to model the effect of our proposal.
Keywords: Timed Coloured Petri Nets, Eagerness-to-Execute, Task Scheduling.

1

Introduction

The Computer Systems Engineering Centre has long been involved in collaborative projects
that apply Coloured Petri Nets (CPNs) [11] to industrial-scale systems. Two significant
projects have been with Australia’s Defence Science and Technology Organisation (DSTO) [3]
(and later with National Information and Communication Technology Australia [14]) on the
topic of operational planning [4, 5, 10, 12, 13, 15, 16], and modelling logistics processes [6–9].
We have used both untimed and Timed CPNs within these projects.
Timed CPNs incorporate a time semantics that causes an eagerness-to-execute behaviour
to be exhibited by transitions: transitions will occur at the earliest model time that they
become enabled (colour enabled and ready [11]) unless conflict results in them becoming
disabled. We have observed that when using CPNs to model a process for the scheduling of
tasks with fixed durations (as part of the operational planning work) that this eagerness-toexecute property manifests itself as task schedules in which all tasks are executed as early as
possible. When producing schedules of tasks that are intended to achieve a particular goal,
this behaviour may preclude discovery of the optimal schedule, as it is possible that delaying
particular tasks may result in a schedule with a smaller makespan (time taken to achieve the
goal). An example of this is given in [5]. We have made similar observations in our modelling
work on logistics processes.
Early work (e.g. [2]) on scheduling used Timed Petri Nets, where durations are associated
with transitions, and considered cyclic systems. Closest to our work is that of van der Aalst [1]
who considered non-cyclic scheduling problems when using a timed Petri net formalism that
associates timestamps with tokens. The timestamps are incremented when transitions fire, by
a value associated with the transition. This is very close to the semantics of Timed CPNs,
which are a generalisation of this formalism. Aalst’s formalism thus possesses the same eagerto-execute semantics and he recognised the same problem with failing to discover optimum
!

This work was stimulated by the NICTA-UniSA Research Agreement “Modelling and Analysis of Operations
Planning using Untimed CPNs” of April 2006.
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schedules. He discusses removing the restriction that transitions must fire as soon as possible
to allow discovery of optimal schedules from the reachability graph (RG), however, the results
in [1] are restricted to eager-to-execute semantics.
As suggested by Aalst [1], in this position paper, we propose a modified semantics for
Timed Coloured Petri nets that eliminates the eagerness-to-execute property by removing
the restriction that transitions must fire as soon as possible. Section 2 relates our experience
with using both untimed and Timed CPN models for the purpose of task scheduling. In
Section 3 we present our proposal and illustrate it with a simple example. We discover that
in some situations, such as task scheduling, relaxation of the time semantics in this way is
problematic, hence we present a refined proposal in Section 4. An attempt to model the effect
of our proposal is given in Section 5 in the context of task scheduling. The paper concludes
in Section 6.

2

Timed or Untimed?

A simple task-scheduling CPN model, presented in [4], was developed as part of the operational planning work that did not use conventional timestamps but encoded time within
tokens. The rationale behind the development of that model was to avoid the eagerness-toexecute property of Timed CPNs, so that the execution of a task could be delayed and not
necessarily occur as soon as all of its starting requirements were satisfied.
As we discovered, using untimed CPNs and modelling time within tokens was not restrictive enough. This methodology resulted in sequences of actions in the RG that were, in fact,
inconsistent with the encoded timing information in the corresponding nodes and arcs [4],
so-called infeasible schedules. This stems from the lack of a synchronisation mechanism in
the untimed model, such as that provided by the global clock in Timed CPNs. Because of
this lack, the occurrence of transitions in the untimed model was not forced to obey temporal constraints in the sequencing of task starting and terminating events, as the encoded
time information was calculated on a ‘per transition’ basis and written into tokens, somewhat
independently of the sequence of transition occurrences.
One way of addressing this shortcoming of the untimed model is to generate the infeasible
schedules but remove them or simply ignore them when analysing the RG. This is undesirable, as it addresses the effect of the problem but doesn’t tackle its source. Another, more
satisfactory solution is to not generate the infeasible schedules in the first place, but not preclude any feasible sequences. This is the motivation for our proposal in this position paper in
Sections 3 and 4.
2.1

Using Untimed CPNs that Encode Time

In order to force transition occurrences in the model to obey temporal constraints, a synchronisation mechanism needs to be implemented, to prevent events occurring before they
are ‘allowed to’, based on the timing information contained in the tokens. For example, if
two tasks start at time 0, one with a duration of 5 and the other with a duration of 10, then
the task with a duration of 10 cannot terminate before the task with a duration of 5 (when
considering fixed durations).
The RG of an untimed model will capture all interleavings of (concurrently) enabled transitions. It is this property of untimed CPNs that makes them desirable for the discovery of
all schedules of tasks, as this property manifests itself as the ability to delay the start of
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tasks. However, this strength is also a weakness when modelling time within tokens. Because
a nondeterministic choice is made whenever more than one transition is (concurrently) enabled, there is nothing to prevent the occurrence of a particular transition from being delayed
indefinitely (provided that at least one other transition is always enabled). There is no simple
net structure mechanism to force a transition to occur ‘at a particular time’.
2.2

An Approach Based on Timed CPNs

Thankfully, however, Timed CPNs do provide such a synchronisation mechanism, that does
force transitions to occur at a particular model time. However, as we know, it forces all
transitions to occur as soon as they are able. What we would like to do is to allow some
transitions to be delayed.
The problem can be summarised as follows: Untimed CPNs provide the flexibility to delay
transitions, but not easily enforce time constraints, whereas Timed CPNs enforce timing
constraints but do not allow transitions to be delayed. In a sense, these two approaches sit
either side of the solution we are looking for. Our investigations in [5] indicate that it is
simpler to relax the behaviour of Timed CPNs than introduce rigidity into Untimed CPNs.

3

Removing the Eagerness to Execute Property

In a Timed CPN, in any given marking, the next transition to fire is nondeterministically
selected from only those colour-enabled transitions that are ready at the earliest model time.
The gist of our proposal is to allow this selection to be made from all colour-enabled transitions. This is essentially how untimed CPNs behave, but with the global clock advancing to
the appropriate value (the amount required to enable the selected colour-enabled transition).
This follows the proposal given in [1].
This requires but a minor change to the definition of the enabling rule of Timed CPNs as
given in [11]. In terms of steps (multisets of binding elements), Definition 11.6 in [11] specifies
that a step, Y , is enabled at time t! in a timed marking, (M, t∗ ) (where t∗ is the value of the
global clock in marking M ), if and only if the following properties are satisfied:
1. all binding elements in the step satisfy the guard of the corresponding transition;
2. sufficient tokens exist in all untimed input places to satisfy the untimed input arcs for all
binding elements in the step;
3. appropriate timed tokens exist in all timed input places to satisfy the timed input arcs at
time t! for all binding elements in the step;
4. the current global clock, t∗ , is less than or equal to t! ; and
5. t! is the smallest time value for which there exists a step satisfying conditions 1 to 4.
Our proposal modifies the fifth condition so that any step can be considered, not just the
steps enabled at the smallest time value. We propose condition 5 to become:
5. t! is the smallest time value that satisfies conditions 1 to 4 for step Y .
Hence, we do not require t! to be the smallest time that satisfies conditions 1 to 4 over all
possible steps, thereby allowing any step that is colour enabled to be executed, and the model
time to advance only to the necessary time to enable that step. Note that condition 4 is still
valid with our proposed time semantics, as t ! does not need to be the minimum time at which
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(a)

(b)
Fig. 1. (a) an Untimed CPN model and its Reachability Graph; and (b) a corresponding Timed CPN model
and its Reachability Graph.

step Y is enabled, but rather greater than or equal to that minimum time. Our intention is
for the modified condition 5 to allow steps to be enabled at times larger than the minimum
required to enable a step, i.e. if step Y 1 is enabled at the earliest at time 5, and step Y 2 is
enabled at the earliest at time 10, step Y 2 can occur at time 10, causing step 5 to be delayed
until at least time 10. This modification still allows transitions to occur at the time they first
become enabled, but it also allows transitions to be delayed. The delay is not arbitrary, but
rather it corresponds to the increase in the global clock resulting from the occurrence of one
or more other transitions.
As an example, consider the Untimed CPN and its RG in Fig. 1 (a). ABC is an enumerated
colour set containing the values a, b and c. The three transitions, A, B and C, are concurrently
enabled and can occur in any order, which is reflected in the RG. RGs are generated using
interleaving and hence arcs of the RG represent a single binding element. In general a step
enabled in the initial marking (marking 1) could comprise, for example, all three transitions.
This corresponds to moving from marking 1 to marking 8 in one step.
Figure 1 (b) shows a Timed CPN version of the net in Fig. 1 (a) and its RG, in which the
global clock is 0 in the initial marking. From the five conditions given above for the existing
time semantics, the only step enabled by the initial marking is the step comprising transition
A at time 5: A’s guard is satisfied (condition 1); there are no untimed input places (condition
2); an ‘a’ token with timestamp 5 marks Place (condition 3); the current global clock, 0, is
less than or equal to 5 (condition 4); and no other step exists that is enabled at a time less
than 5 (condition 5). Transition A will occur at time 5, and for the same reasons B will occur
at time 10, and C at time 15. From the firing rule of Timed CPNs, the values for the global
clock for markings 2, 3 and 4 are 5, 10 and 15 respectively.
In the case of our relaxed timed semantics, the example in Fig. 1 (b) has 7 steps enabled
in the initial marking (we omit the empty binding, !", from each binding element): 1‘A, 1‘B,
1‘C, 1‘A++1‘B, 1‘A++1‘C, 1‘B++1‘C, and 1‘A++1‘B++1‘C. Condition 1 is satisfied because
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all guards are true; there are no untimed input places so condition 2 is satisfied; there are
sufficient timed tokens on all timed input places and t ! can be set to 5, 10 or 15 as necessary
(condition 3); initially the global clock is zero, t ∗ = 0, so t∗ ≤ t! (condition 4); and t! = 5
for 1‘A, t! = 10 for 1‘B and 1‘A++1‘B; and t! = 15 for the remaining four steps, to satisfy
condition 5. When generating the RG we only consider interleaving and hence only the first
3 steps (1‘A, 1‘B and 1‘C). On their occurrence we obtain markings 2, 3 and 4 shown in
Fig. 1 (a), except that timing information has been added: timestamps as in Fig. 1 (b) and
the value of the global clock being 0 for the initial marking, 15 for marking 2, 10 for marking
3 and 5 for marking 4 according to the firing rule for Timed CPNs. In marking 2, we can see
that transitions A and B are concurrently enabled at t ! = 15. t! must be set to 15 to satisfy
both conditions 4 and 5. This leads to the successor markings 5 and 6, and their successor,
marking 8, with the global clock remaining at 15 (t ∗ = 15). In marking 3, t∗ = 10. C is enabled
with t! = 15, to satisfy conditions 3 and 5 (thus condition 4 also holds), leading to marking 5
with t∗ = 15. A is enabled with t! = 10 (to satisfy conditions 4 and 5) and results in marking
7, with t∗ = 10. In marking 4, t∗ = 5. B is enabled with t! = 10 (to satisfy conditions 3 and
5), leading to marking 7 and similarly C is enabled with t ! = 15, resulting in marking 6. In
marking 7, C is enabled with t! = 15 to satisfy conditions 3 and 5 (condition 4 is satisfied as
t∗ = 10), and when it occurs results in marking 8 (t ∗ = 15). Hence we can see that in this
case the RG with relaxed time semantics is isomorphic to the untimed RG. This illustrates
how our relaxed time semantics allows transitions to be delayed until after the occurrence of
one or more other transitions enabled by a larger global clock.

4

Refining our Relaxed Time Semantics

The proposal in Section 3 follows our own initial belief and coincides with the proposal
in [1]. But we have found situations in which this particular relaxation of the time semantics
introduces behaviour that we do not desire. For example, our task scheduling models (see
e.g. [13]) execute tasks of fixed duration using one transition to represent the start of the task
and another transition to represent the termination of the task. If such a task has a fixed
duration, d, then we desire the task termination transition to occur exactly d time units after
the task start transition, and not be delayed. The time semantics resulting from our proposed
change are too relaxed in this sense, as we can no longer enforce the execution of transitions
at specific model times.
A refinement to our proposal is thus to allow only a subset of transitions to be delayed
within a Timed CPN model. It is possible to modify the definition of Timed CPNs from [11]
(Definition 11.4, for non-hierarchical Timed CPNs) so that the definition of transitions recognises two disjoint classes of transition: fixed transitions (not delayable) and delayable transitions; such that point 2 of Definition 11.4 from [11] becomes:
2. T = Tf ∪Td is a finite set of transitions comprising fixed transitions, T f , and delayable
transitions, Td , such that Tf ∩ Td = ∅ and P ∩ T = ∅.
The enabling rule must then be modified to disallow the enabling of any step that would
require the global clock to advance past the model time at which any fixed transition is
enabled. To do this, condition 5 of Definition 11.6 from [11] can be further modified from that
in Section 3 to become:
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5. t! is the smallest time value that satisfies conditions 1 to 4 for step Y , and there does
not exist any other step comprising at least one fixed transition that is enabled at a time
value less than t! .
By doing so, we are able to prevent certain transitions from being delayed, and hence in the
context of task scheduling enforce fixed task durations. This proposal is more general than
our first proposal in Section 3 in the sense that we can capture all the behaviour of the first
proposal but also enforce the eagerness-to-execute behaviour exhibited by the current time
semantics of Timed CPNs, whereas our first proposal cannot enforce such behaviour.
One of the motivations given in [11] for adopting the particular time semantics for Timed
CPNs is to preserve occurrence sequences between the timed model and its corresponding
untimed equivalent: the occurrence sequences exhibited by a Timed CPN model will be a
subset of those exhibited by its corresponding Untimed CPN model [11]. This means that
turning an untimed model into a timed model cannot introduce new behaviour in terms of
occurrence sequences. A second motivation, for considering that the occurrence of transitions
is an instantaneous event, is that the set of reachable markings of the Timed CPN is a subset
(when excluding the global clock and timestamps) of those of the corresponding Untimed
CPN, i.e. no new markings are introduced when time is introduced into an untimed model.
We conjecture that our proposal for relaxing the time semantics of Timed CPNs also
preserves these properties. Further, we contend that the reachability graphs of relaxed timed
CPNs (with no fixed transitions) are isomorphic to the corresponding untimed model.

5

Modelling our Proposal

In [5] we have attempted to produce a highly simplified version of the task scheduling model
from [13] that exhibits behaviour similar to that which would result from implementation of
the proposed time semantics from Section 4. We do so by using additional net structure to
induce a delay.
Figure 2 shows the simplified task execution engine from [5]. The two transitions, Start
and Terminate, model the start and termination of tasks. Tasks to be executed initially reside
in the Idle Tasks place, moving to the Executing place while executing, and ending up in the
Terminated place once executed. Resources and conditions provide constraints on the specific
tasks that can be executed, and when. We wish for Start to be able to be delayed, but not
Terminate, so that fixed durations for tasks can be enforced by the model. More details of the
basic operation of the complete model, from which this highly simplified version was derived,
can be found in [13].
In bold are two places, Semaphore 1 and Semaphore 2, both members of the Semaphore
fusion set (but drawn separately for convenience), and arcs that connect these two places to
the Start and Terminate transitions. These two places and their associated arcs implement the
mechanism that mimics a relaxed time semantics, along with the net shown in Fig. 3, which
we now explain.
In Fig. 3 is a place, Semaphore, and a transition, InduceDelay. The sole purpose of this page
is to allow the model time to advance instead of a timed transition being forced to occur. The
Semaphore place, part of the same fusion set as the two semaphore places in Fig. 2, contains
a single token comprising a boolean and a time value. InduceDelay is enabled whenever the
boolean part is true, and its occurrence changes the boolean part to false without changing
the time value stored in the token.
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Fig. 2. Part of a Simplifed Task Execution Engine Model from [5].

Figure 2 shows how the token in Semaphore can be used to delay transitions. Transitions
that we want to be able to delay are connected to the Semaphore place with an arc inscription requiring the semaphore to be true, as is the case with the Start transition in Fig. 2.
InduceDelay is enabled at model time 0, and hence any number of transitions can occur at
time 0 (provided they are colour-enabled and ready) before InduceDelay nondeterministically
sets the semaphore to false. So, suppose Start was enabled at time 0. If InduceDelay occurs
first, Start becomes disabled, and will not be enabled again until the semaphore is again set
to true. Alternatively, Start could have occurred at time 0. Transitions that we don’t wish to
delay are connected to the Semaphore place by arcs that reset the boolean to true and update
the time value to the current model time, as is the case with the Terminate transition. Once
such a transition occurs, the timed transitions that were previously disabled (delayed) can
now occur, if all other enabling conditions are still satisfied.
One emergent property of this implementation was that transitions can be delayed indefinitely, and indeed never occur. This is either a limitation or a bonus, depending on your point
of view. For our operational planning work this was a bonus, as we also wanted to model
the ability of tasks to be delayed indefinitely. Unfortunately, implementing a solution in this
way results in state explosion caused by the additional InduceDelay transition and Semaphore
place, and is not straightforwardly extended to larger models with more complex transition
interactions.
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InduceDelay

(true,sematime)

(false,sematime)

1‘(true,IntInf.fromInt(0))

Semaphore
FG

SEMAPHORE

Semaphore

Fig. 3. The InduceDelay Transition to mimic our proposed relaxed time semantics.

6

Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper we propose a relaxation of the time semantics of Timed CPNs to allow some or
all transitions to be excluded from the eagerness-to-execute behaviour imposed by the existing
time semantics of Timed CPNs. This new time semantics has application in the area of task
scheduling, including the modelling of logistics systems and operational planning.
The relaxed semantics is a true relaxation in the sense that it permits all behaviour of
the current time semantics of Timed CPNs while also permitting all behaviour allowed by
our first proposal in Section 3. Our intial proposal did also capture the eagerness-to-execute
behaviour given by the current time semantics but not without also allowing the possibility
that all transitions could be delayed, whereas our second proposal has the capability to enforce
eagerness-to-execute behaviour.
If our conjecture that occurrence sequences and markings are preserved from Untimed
CPNs under our new time semantics, it may follow that many, if not all, of the theory
surrounding the properties and analysis capabilities of Timed CPNs will also hold for our
new time semantics. Hence, our new time semantics has the potential to be used for the
analysis of any system currently analysed by Timed CPNs. Establishing a firm theoretical
foundation is thus of high significance and priority. If this can be established, and our proposal
given tool support, we would like to investigate the use of this modified time semantics in a
case study of significance, such as the operational planning work in [5, 13].
In the previous section we illustrated an attempt to model our proposed time semantics,
however this becomes cumbersome and error-prone for large-scale models, as we discovered
when we attempted to do something similar to the logistics distribution network model in [6,8].
Implementing the modified time semantics in a tool will allow the operational planning models
to be used without any modification.
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Abstract. State caching is a memory reduction technique used by model checkers to alleviate the state explosion problem. It has traditionally
been coupled with a depth-first search to ensure termination. We propose
and experimentally evaluate an extension of the state caching method
for general state exploring algorithms that are independent of the search
order (i.e., search algorithms that partition the state space into closed
(visited) states, open (to visit) states and unmet states).

1

Introduction

Model checking is one of the techniques used to detect defects in system designs.
Its principle is to perform an exhaustive exploration of all system states to track
erroneous behaviors. Although it provides some advantages compared to other
verification methods, its practical use is sometimes prohibited by the well-known
state explosion problem: the state space of the system may be far too large to
be explored with the available computing resources.
The literature is replete with examples of techniques designed to tackle, or at
least postpone, the state explosion problem. While some techniques, like partial
order reduction [12], reduce the part of the state space that must be explored
while still guaranteeing soundness and completeness, more pragmatic approaches
make a better use of available resources to extend the range of systems that
can be analyzed. State compression [16], external memory algorithms [1], and
distributed algorithms [24] are examples of such techniques. In this paper we
focus on the state caching method first proposed by Holzmann in [14].
State caching is based on the idea that, in depth-first search (DFS), only the
states on the current search path need to be in memory to detect cycles. All
states that have been visited but have left the DFS stack can thus be deleted
from memory without endangering the termination of the search. This comes at
the cost of potentially revisiting states and for many state spaces, time becomes
the main limiting factor.
The state caching method has been developed and mostly studied in the
context of depth-first search since this search order makes it easy to guarantee
!
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termination. In this paper we propose an extension of state space caching to
General State Exploring Algorithms (GSEA). Following the definition of [5], we
put in this family all algorithms that partition the state space into three sets:
the set of open states that have been seen but not yet expanded (i.e., some of
their successors may not have been generated); the set of closed states that have
been seen and expanded; and the set of unseen states. DFS, BFS, and directed
search algorithms [8] like Best-First Search and A! are examples of such general
state exploring algorithms.
The principle of our extension is to detect cycles and guarantee termination
by maintaining a tree rooted in the initial state and covering all open states.
States that are part of that tree may not be removed from the cache, while others
are candidates for replacement. Hence, any state that is not an ancestor in the
search tree of an unprocessed state can be removed from memory. This tree is
implicitly constructed by the state caching algorithm in DFS, since DFS always
maintains a path from the initial state to the current state, while for GSEA it
has to be explicitly built. However, our experimental results demonstrate that
the overhead both in time and memory of this explicit construction is negligible.
The generalized state caching reduction is implemented in our model checker
ASAP [26]. We report on the results of experiments made to assess the benefits of
the reduction in combination with different search orders: BFS, DFS, and several
variations and combinations of these two; and with the sweep-line method [20]
which we show is compatible with our generalized state caching reduction. The
general conclusions we draw from these experiments are that (1) the memory
reduction is usually better with DFS than with BFS although we never really
experienced with BFS a time explosion; (2) BFS is to be preferred for some
classes of state spaces; (3) a combination of BFS and DFS often outperforms DFS
with respect to both time and memory; (4) state caching can further enhance
the memory reduction provided by the sweep-line method.
Structure of the paper. Section 2 presents the principle of a general state
exploring algorithm, and Section 3 describes our state caching mechanism for
the general algorithm. In Section 4 we put our generalized state caching method
into context by discussing its compatibility with related reduction techniques.
Section 5 reports on the results of experiments made with the implementation
of the new algorithm. Finally, Section 6 concludes this paper.
Definitions and notations. From now on we assume to be given a universe of
system states S, an initial state s0 ∈ S, a set of events E, an enabling function
en : S → 2E and a successor function succ : S × E → S; and that we want to
explore the state space implied by these parameters, i.e., visit all its states. A
state space is a triple (S, T, s0 ) such that S ⊆ S is the set of reachable states
and T ⊆ S × S is the set of transitions defined by:
S
T

= {s0 } ∪ { s ∈ S | ∃s1 , . . . , sn ∈ S with s = sn ∧ s1 = s0 ∧
∀i ∈ {1, . . . , n − 1} : ∃ei ∈ en(si ) with succ(si , ei ) = si+1 }
= {(s, s! ) ∈ S × S | ∃e ∈ en(s) with succ(s, e) = s! }
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Related work. The principle of state caching dates back to an article of Holzmann [14] in 1985. He noted that, in DFS, cycles always eventually reach a state
on the stack and, hence, keeping in memory the states on the current search path
ensures termination. Forgetting other states comes at the cost of potentially reexploring them. In the worst case, if any state leaving the stack is removed from
memory, a state will be visited once for each path connecting it to the initial
state leading to a potential explosion in run-time. Hence, depending on available
memory, a set of states that have left the stack are cached in memory.
The question of the strategy to be used for replacing cached states has been
addressed in several papers: [11,14,15,17,18,23]. States can be chosen according
to various criteria (e.g., in- and out-degree, visit frequency, stack entry time) or
in a purely random way. The experiments reported in [23] stress that no strategy
works well on all models and that strategies are, to some extent, complementary.
The sleep-set reduction technique [12] is fully compatible with state caching
[13]. This reduction eliminates most “useless” interleavings by exploiting the
so-called diamond property of independent transitions: whatever their execution
order they lead to the same state. This has the natural consequence to limit
revisits of states removed from the cache. For some protocols (e.g., AT&T’s
Universal Receiver Protocol, MULOG’s mutual exclusion protocol), the result
of this combination is impressive: at a reasonable cost in time, the cache size can
be reduced to less than 3% of the state space.
All the related work discussed above are coupled with depth-first search. To
the best of our knowledge, the only work exploring the combination of state
caching with BFS is [21] which is more closely related to our work. Termination
in [21] is ensured by taking snapshots of the state space, i.e., memorizing full
BFS levels. By increasing the period between two snapshots it is guaranteed
that cycles will eventually reach a “pictured” state. This approach is in general
incomparable with the present work. The algorithm of [21] has to keep full levels
in memory while ours stores some states of each level. Besides this algorithm, [21]
also introduces some hierarchical caching strategies and learning mechanisms.
Some other reduction techniques share the philosophy of state caching: only
store a subset of the state space while still guaranteeing termination. Examples
include the “to-store-or-not” method [3] and the sweep-line method [20]. The
compatibility of our algorithm with these two works is discussed in Section 4.

2

General State Exploring Algorithm

A general state exploring algorithm is presented in Fig. 1. It operates on two
data structures. The set of open states, O, contains all states that have been
reached so far, but for which some successor(s) have not yet been computed.
Once all these successors have been computed, the state is moved from O to
the set of closed states C. Initially, the closed set is empty, and the open set
only contains the initial state. A set of events evts is associated with each open
state. It consists of its enabled events that have not been executed so far. In each
iteration, the algorithm selects an open state s (l. 3), picks one of its executable
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events e (if any, since the state may
1: C := ∅ ; O := {s0 } ; s0 .evts := en(s0 )
be a terminal state) and removes it
2: while O += ∅ do
from the set of events to execute
3:
s := choose from O
s.evts (ll. 4–5). The successor state
4:
if there exists e ∈ s.evts then
!
s of s reached via the execution of
5:
s.evts := s.evts \ {e}
e is computed, and if it is neither
6:
s! := succ(s, e)
in the closed nor in the open set (ll.
7:
if s! ∈
/ C ∪ O then
7–9), it is put in O to be later vis8:
O := O ∪ {s! }
ited and its enabled events are com9:
s! .evts := en(s! )
puted. Once the successor is com10:
if s.evts = ∅ then
puted, we check if all the enabled
11:
C := C ∪ {s} ; O := O \ {s}
events of s have been executed (ll.
10–11), in which case we move s
Fig. 1. A general state exploring algorithm
from O to the closed set C.
In the rest of this paper we shall
use the following terminology. Expanding a state s consists of executing one of its enabled events and putting
its successor in the open set if needed (ll. 6–9). A state s will be characterized
as expanded if all its successor states have been computed, i.e., s.evts = ∅, and
it has been moved to the closed set; and as partially expanded if some of its
successors have been computed, but s is still in the open set. A state s generates
state s! if succ(s, e) = s! for some e ∈ en(s) and s! ∈
/ C ∪ O when expanding s.
In this case, the transition (s, s! ) is said to be the generating transition.
The algorithm in Fig. 1 differs slightly from explicit state space search algorithms usually found in the literature, e.g., like the GSEA of [5]. In an iteration,
the algorithm only executes one event rather than all executable events of a
state. This variation is more flexible as it allows us to have open states that
are partially expanded. Hence, it naturally caters for search order independence.
Depending on the implementation of the open set, the search strategy can be,
for instance, depth-first (with a stack), breadth-first (with a queue), or best-first
(with a priority queue). Since each search order has its pros and cons, it is of
interest to design reduction techniques working directly on the generic search
order independent template, e.g., like the partial order reduction proposed in
[5], rather than on a specific instance.

3

State Caching for GSEA

The key principle of state caching for depth-first search is that cycles always
eventually reach a state on the DFS stack. Hence, it is only necessary to keep
this stack in memory to ensure termination of the algorithm. In breadth-first
search, or more generally for a GSEA, we do not have such a structure to rely
on in order to detect cycles. Hence, a BFS naively combined with state caching
may never terminate.
To overcome this limitation, we propose to equip GSEA with a mechanism
that allows it to avoid reentering cycles of states and thereby ensures termination.
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The principle of this modification is to maintain, as the search progresses, a socalled termination detection tree (TD-tree). The TD-tree is rooted in the initial
state s0 and keeps track of unprocessed states of the open set as explained below.
To formulate the requirements of the TD-tree we shall use the term search tree.
The search tree is the sub-graph of the state space which at any moment during
the execution of GSEA covers all open and closed states, and contains only
generating transitions. In other words, it consists of the state space explored so
far from which we remove transitions of which the exploration led to an already
seen state, i.e., in the set C ∪ O.
The three following invariants related to TD-tree must be maintained during
the state space search:
I1 The TD-tree is a sub-tree of the search tree;
I2 All open states are covered by the TD-tree;
I3 All the leaves of the TD-tree are open states.
A sufficient condition for the modified GSEA to terminate is that we always
keep in memory the states belonging to the TD-tree. Intuitively, when expanding
a state s picked from the open set, we are sure (provided invariants I1 and I2 are
valid) that any cycle covering s will at some point contain a state s! belonging
to the TD-tree. States that can be deleted from memory are all closed states
that are not part of the TD-tree: their presence is not required to detect cycles.
Note that only the two first invariants are required for termination. Invariant I3
just specifies that the TD-tree is not unnecessarily large, i.e., it does not contain
states we do not need to keep in the closed set to detect cycles. To sum up, all
the states that may not be removed from the cache are (besides open states)
all closed states that generated (directly or indirectly through a sequence of
generating transitions) a state in the open set.
As an example, let us see see how a BFS extended with this mechanism will
explore the state space of Fig. 2(top left). Each state is inscribed with a state
number that coincides with the (standard) BFS search order. The TD-tree has
been drawn in the right box for several steps of the algorithm. The legend for
this box is shown in the bottom left box of the figure. Note that these graphical
conventions are used throughout the paper. Some reference counters used to
maintain the TD-tree appear next to the states. They will not be discussed now.
Their use will become clear after the presentation of the algorithm.
After the expansion of the initial state 0, the queue contains its two successor
states 1 and 2 and the TD-tree is equivalent to the search tree (see Step 1). At
the next level, we expand open states 1 and 2. State 1 first generates states 3
and 4. As state 4 is already in the open set when state 2 is expanded, this one
does not generate any new states, which means that at Step 2, state 2 does not
have any successors in the search tree. It is deleted from the TD-tree, and we
assume that the algorithm also removes it from the closed set. The expansion of
open states 3 and 4 at the next level generates the three states 5, 6 and 7. At
Step 3 all the states that were expanded at level 2 generated at least one (new)
state. Hence, no state is deleted from the TD-tree. Level 3 is then processed.
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Fig. 2. A state space (top left), the TD-tree at three different stages of a BFS
(right) and the legend for the right box (bottom left). Step 1: after the expansion
of state 0. Step 2: after the expansion of states 1 and 2. Step 3: after the expansion
of states 3 and 4. Step 4: after the expansion of states 5, 6 and 7.

States 5 and 6 do not have any successors and state 7 has a single successor,
state 2, which has been visited but deleted from memory. Hence, it is put in the
open set. States 5 and 6 can be deleted from the TD-tree at Step 4 since they are
terminal states and do not have any successors in the TD-tree. After the deletion
of state 5, state 3 is in the same situation and becomes a leaf of the TD-tree.
It is thus also deleted. The queue now only contains state 2 that had already
been previously expanded. Its only successor, state 4, belongs to the TD-tree and,
hence, is present in memory. The algorithm thus detects the cycle 2→4→7→2.
After this last expansion, the queue is empty and algorithm terminates.
The operation of our algorithm is similar to the basic state caching reduction
for DFS with the difference that the TD-tree is implicitly maintained by the DFS
state caching algorithm: it consists of all the open states located on the DFS
stack. Closed states have left the stack so they have not generated the states
currently on the stack and do not need anymore to be part of the TD-tree.
We now introduce the algorithm of Fig. 3, a GSEA extended with the state
caching mechanism we described above. The main procedure (on the left column)
works basically as the algorithm of Fig. 1 except that we inserted the lines
preceded by a ! to manage the state cache. Apart from the closed set C and
open set O, the algorithm also uses a set D ⊆ C that contains all states candidate
for deletion if memory becomes scarce, i.e., all the states that left the TD-tree.
Hence, the TD-tree is composed of the states in (C ∪ O) \ D.
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1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:

C := ∅ ; O := {s0 } ; s0 .evts := en(s0 )
! D := ∅ ; s0 .refs := 1 ; s0 .pred := nil
while O "= ∅ do
s := choose from O
if there exists e ∈ s.evts then
s.evts := s.evts \ {e}
s! := succ(s, e)
if s! ∈
/ C ∪ O then
O := O ∪ {s! }
s! .evts := en(s! )
! s.refs := s.refs + 1
! s! .refs := 1 ; s! .pred := s
! garbageCollection()
if s.evts = ∅ then
C := C ∪ {s} ; O := O \ {s}
! unref (s)

17:
18:
19:
20:
21:
22:

procedure unref(s) is
s.refs := s.refs − 1
if s.refs = 0 then
D := D ∪ {s}
if s.pred "= nil then
unref (s.pred )

23:
24:
25:
26:
27:
28:
29:
30:
31:

procedure garbageCollection() is
if |O| + |C| > MaxMemory then
if D = ∅ then
report “out of memory”
else
s := choose from D
C := C \ {s}
D := D \ {s}

Fig. 3. A general state exploring algorithm combined with state caching
After each state expansion, the algorithm calls the garbageCollection procedure (l. 13) that checks if the number of states kept in memory exceeds some
user-defined limit MaxMemory. In that case, one of the candidates for replacement
is selected from D according to a replacement strategy and deleted from both C
and D (ll. 29–31) to make room for the state newly inserted in O. If there is no
candidate (ll. 26–27), the algorithm terminates with a failure: the TD-tree is too
large to fit within user-defined available memory.
In order to maintain the TD-tree, two additional attributes are associated with
states. The first one, pred , identifies the predecessor of the state that previously
generated it, i.e., its predecessor in the search tree. It is set at l. 12 when a new
state s! is generated from s. The second attribute, refs, is a reference counter
used by the garbageCollection procedure to determine when a closed state leaves
the TD-tree and can become a candidate for replacement. The following invariant
is maintained by the algorithm for any s ∈ C ∪ O:
!
0 if s ∈
/O
I4 s.refs = |{s! ∈ C ∪ O with s! .pred = s ∧ s! .refs > 0}| +
1 if s ∈ O
In other words, s.refs records the number of successors of s in the TD-tree incremented by 1 if s is an open state. It directly follows from invariant I4 that
any state s with s.refs = 0 must be moved to D and deleted from the TD-tree in
order to satisfy invariant I3. This is the purpose of procedure unref called each
time a state s leaves the open set (ll. 15–16). Its counter is decremented by 1,
and if it reaches 0 (ll. 19–22), s is put in the candidate set and the procedure is
recursively called on its predecessor in the TD-tree (if any).
Let us consider again the TD-trees depicted in Fig.2(right). Reference counters
are given next to the states. At Step 4, after the expansion of states 5, 6, and
7 of level 3, the reference counter of 5 and 6 reaches 0: they have left the open
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set and have no successors in the search tree, i.e., they did not generate any
new state. They can therefore be put in the candidate set and leave the TD-tree.
unref is then also recursively called on states 3 and state 4 and their counters are
decremented to 0 and 1, respectively. Hence, state 3 is also put in the candidate
set. This finally causes unref to decrement the reference counter of state 1 to 1.
Lemma 1. The algorithm of Fig.3 terminates after visiting all states.
Proof. Let T be the (only) sub-tree of the search tree that satisfies invariants
I1, I2 and I3 and assume that the states belonging to T always remain in set
C ∪ O. Let s1 , . . . , sn ∈ S be a cycle of states with ∀i ∈ {1, . . . , n} : succ(si , ei ) =
si mod n+1 , and such that s1 is its first state to enter O. This cycle is necessarily
detected, i.e, during the search we reach some si ∈ C ∪ O. Let us suppose the
contrary. Then, each state si ∈ {s1 , . . . , sn−1 } generates the state sj = si+1 , i.e.,
sj ∈
/ C ∪ O when event ei is executed from si . Hence, after the execution of en−1
by the algorithm it holds from invariants I1 and I2 that {s1 , . . . , sn } ⊆ T since
sn ∈ O and each sj ∈ {s2 , . . . , sn } was generated by sj−1 . Thus, s1 ∈ C ∪ O
when event en is executed from sn , which contradicts our initial assumption.
It is straightforward to see from invariant I4 that s.refs > 0 ⇔ s ∈ T . After
an iteration of the algorithm (ll.3–16), invariant I4 is trivially ensured. This
implies that any s ∈ C with s.refs = 0 (⇔ s ∈ D) can be deleted from C.
The modified GSEA of Fig. 3 consumes slightly more memory per state to
represent the pred and refs attributes. In our implementation pred is encoded
with a 4 byte pointer and refs using a single byte. Nevertheless, these 5 bytes are
usually negligible compared to the size of the bit vector used to encode states.

4

Compatibility with Other Reduction Techniques

We discuss in this section several aspects of our algorithm and its combination
with some selected reduction techniques.
4.1

Single-Successor States Chain Reduction

Closely related to state caching, the idea of [3] is to use a boolean function
that, given a state, determines if the state should be kept in the closed set or
not. The paper proposes functions that guarantee the termination of the search.
One is to only store states having several successors. The motivation is that the
revisit of single-successor and deadlock states is cheap. It consists of reexecuting
a sequence until reaching a branching state (which has several successors and
which is therefore stored). To avoid entering cycles of single-successor states, the
k th state of these sequences is systematically stored.
In order to combine this reduction of [3] with our state caching mechanism we
have to carefully reduce chains that are part of the TD-tree. First we notice that
we do not have to worry about cycles of single-successor states: they will eventually reach a state of the TD-tree and all their states will immediately leave the TDtree becoming candidates for replacement. To reduce chains of single-successor
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states we associate with each open state s an attribute ancestor that points to
the branching state that generated the first state of the chain which s belongs
to, or is equal to nil if s is a branching state. The following piece of code specifies
how this attribute is used to remove such chains from the TD-tree. It must be
inserted after the generation
of state s! from s at line 12.

!
 if |en(s )| = 1 and s.ancestor = nil then s
if |en(s! )| = 1 and s.ancestor += nil then s.ancestor
s! .ancestor :=

else nil
if s! .ancestor = nil and s.ancestor += nil then
a := s.ancestor ; s! .pred := a ; a.refs := a.refs + 1 ; unref (s)
ancestor is first set when a single-successor state is generated from a branching
state and then propagated later along all the states of the chain. If s! is a
branching state and s.ancestor points to some state, this means that we just left
a chain. The reduction is done by directly linking s! to s.ancestor and removing
all the states of the chain from the TD-tree, by unreferencing s.
Fig. 4 shows an example of this reduction. Dotted arcs graphically represent the pred
Step 1
pointer of each state in the TD-tree. At Step
a
s1
sn
1, s1 , . . . , sn form a reducible chain of singlesuccessor states. All their ancestor field points
to a, the branching state that generated the first
Step 2 s
a
s
s1
n
state of the chain. State sn then generates s
that has several successors (see Step 2). Hence
s.ancestor = nil += sn .ancestor and a reducible
chain is detected. The consequence is to break
the link from s to sn and make s.pred directly Fig. 4. Reduction of a singlepoint to sn .ancestor = a. The chain is then re- successor state chain
moved from the TD-tree by invoking unref (sn ).
4.2

Distributed Memory Algorithms

Most works in the field of distributed verification follow the seminal work of Stern
and Dill [24]. Their algorithm partitions the state space upon several processes
using a partition function mapping states to processes. Each process involved in
the verification is responsible of storing and exploring the states it is assigned
by this function. Whenever a process p generates a state owned by process q += p
it has to pack it into a message and send it to q that, upon reception, will store
it in its open state and expand it later.
Our reduction is compatible with this algorithm. The only issue is raised by
the unref procedure, used to maintain the TD-tree. This one has to access the
ancestors of the unreferenced state — ancestors that may be located on another
process — hence generating communications. A possible way to overcome this
problem is to only call that procedure when memory becomes scarce. Processes
then enter a garbage collection phase where they clean the TD-tree and delete
states from memory. Thus, if the aggregated memory is large enough to solve the
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problem without any reduction then there process 0 1 s
0
is no time overhead. This might also help
3
1
process 1
to group states sent to the same owner and
s
thereby reduce communication.
t2
t0
Another solution is to associate with each 0
1
0
1
1
s- t
1
new state s received from another process a
reference number of 2 (rather than 1) to ensure it will never leave the TD-tree (and that
Fig. 5. A distributed TD-tree
no communication will occur). It is then not
necessary that the source state of the transition that generated the message keeps a reference to s. An example of a TD-tree (actually a forest) distributed over two
processes can be seen in Fig 5. Dashed transitions are not part of the TD-tree.
The reference counter of state s is set to 3 whereas it is closed and only has 2
successors. The reason is, it has been first discovered upon its reception by process 1. Hence, it will never leave the TD-tree guaranteeing that the cycle t0 .t1 .t2
will be detected whatever order states are visited. Another difference with a “sequential” TD-tree is that the counter of s0 is set to 1 instead of 2 since it only has
one successor in the TD-tree on the same process. Hence, although s will remain
in the memory of process 1, s0 will eventually be allowed to leave the cache.
Both solutions should benefit from a partitioning exhibiting few cross transitions linking states belonging to different processes. This will limit communications for the first solution and enhance the reduction in the second case.
4.3

Reductions Based on State Reconstruction

Our GSEA is also compatible with the reduction techniques proposed in [10]
and [27]. Instead of keeping full state vectors in the closed and open sets, their
principle is to represent a state s as a pair (pred , e) where pred is a pointer to
the state s! that generated s during the search, and e is the event such that
succ(s! , e) = s. States can be reconstructed from this compressed representation
by reexecuting the sequence of events that generated it. At a reasonable cost
in time, it allows each state to be encoded by 12–16 bytes whatever the system
being analyzed. This reduction fits nicely with the algorithm of this paper. The
TD-tree can be compactly stored using this representation of states and, actually,
both methods store with each state a pointer to its generating predecessor. The
only states that have to be fully stored in memory are those who left the TD-tree
since their generating predecessor may not be present anymore in memory.
4.4

The Sweep-Line Method

A sweep-line based algorithm alternates between exploration phases where states
are visited and their successor(s) generated; with garbage collection phases where
states are removed from memory. A key feature of the method is the progress
measure ψ mapping states to (ordered) progress values. It is used to estimate
“how far” states are from the initial states and guides the garbage collection
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procedure: if the minimal progress value found in the set of open states is αmin =
mins∈O ψ(s) then all closed states s with ψ(s) < αmin can be deleted from
memory. The underlying idea is that if the progress mapping is monotonic, i.e.,
all transitions (s, s! ) are such that ψ(s) ≤ ψ(s! ), then a visited state s with a
progress ψ(s) < αmin will not be visited again. In [20] the method is extended
to support progress measures with regress transitions, i.e., transitions (s, s! )
with ψ(s) > ψ(s! ), that with the basic method of [6] cause the algorithm to
not terminate. The principle of this extension is to mark destination of regress
transitions as persistent to prevent the garbage collector from deleting them.
The sweep-line method can also be used in conjunction with our reduction.
This stems from the fact that the algorithm of [20] is also an instance of the
GSEA of Fig. 1 that keeps open states in a priority queue (priority being given
to states having the lowest progression). However, one has to proceed carefully
when combining both methods: the unref procedure of our algorithm may not
put in the set D of candidates for replacement an unreferenced state (i.e., with
s.refs = 0) that has been marked as persistent by the sweep-line reduction. Note
that the predecessor of a persistent state may however be unreferenced.
Running the sweep-line algorithm in combination with our state caching
algorithm causes the deletion of non-persistent states stored in the TD-tree. This
means that we only store the parts of the TD-tree corresponding to the states
determined to be in memory by the sweep-line method. The role of the TD-tree
(which now becomes a forest) is to ensure termination of each of the phases of
the sweep-line method, while the overall termination of the combined search is
guaranteed by the persistent states stored by the sweep-line method.

5

Experiments

The technique proposed in this paper has been implemented in the ASAP verification tool [26]. ASAP can load models written in DVE [7], the input language
of the DiVinE verification tool [2]. This allowed us to perform numerous experiments with models from the BEEM (BEnchmarks for Explicit Model checkers) database [22] although “Puzzles” and “Planning and scheduling” problems
were not considered. These are mostly toy examples having few characteristics
in common with real-life models. We performed two experiments, studying the
performance of our reduction in combination with basic search algorithms for
the first one; and with the sweep-line method for the second one. Due to lack of
space, some data has been left out in this section but may be found in [9].
5.1

Experiment 1: State Caching with Basic Search Strategies

State caching is a rather unpredictable technique in the sense that its performance depends on a large range of parameters, e.g., the size and replacement
strategy for the cache, the characteristics of the state space. It is usually hard to
guess which configuration should be used before running the model checker. State
caching must therefore be experimented with in a wide range of settings and with
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DFS

Alt(2, 2)

BFS

BBFS(3)
BFS

DFS

BFS

DFS

Fig. 6. Snapshot of the search trees with different search strategies.

many different state spaces in order to get a good insight into its behavior. In
this experiment we performed more than 1,000,000 runs using different search
algorithms, caching strategies, cache sizes, and state space reduction techniques.
Experimentation context
Search strategies. Several preliminary experiments revealed important variations
of our state caching reduction when combined with DFS or BFS. Therefore, it
seemed interesting to combine both algorithms to observe is such a combination
could improve on pure breadth- or depth-first searches. Thus, in addition to DFS
and BFS, we also experimented with the two following variations of these search
strategies devised for the sake of our experimentation.
– Alternation of breadth- and depth-first search. This search strategy is parametrized by two integers b and d. It starts breadth-first on the b first levels.
Then for the states at level b the search switches to a DFS until the depth
b + d is reached. At that point, the algorithm mutates back to a BFS and so
on. This search will be denoted by Alt(b, d) in the following.
– Bounded-width breadth-first search. This search strategy, denoted BBFS(w),
proceeds as a BFS except that the queue at each level may not contain more
than w states (the width of the search). Open states of previous levels are
kept in a stack to be expanded later when all next levels have been processed.
Note that DFS and BFS are special instances of these search strategies since
it holds that DFS ≡ BBFS(1) ≡ Alt(0, ∞) and BFS ≡ BBFS(∞) ≡ Alt(∞, 0).
A snapshot of the search trees of different state spaces induced by these
different strategies can be seen in Fig. 6. With DFS (left), all states outside the
stack are candidates for replacement in the cache. With BFS (second left), any
ancestor in the search tree of an open state must remain in the cache while others
may be replaced. Open states, with algorithm Alt(2, 2) (second right) are those
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still present in the stacks and queues used to perform “local” DFSs and BFSs.
At last, the tree of BBFS(3) (right) is a BFS tree where each level can contain
at most 3 states. Unlike BFS, some previous levels may contain open states as
is the case here with the penultimate level.
All these algorithms are implemented using the generic template of Fig. 3
and parametrized by the type of the O data structure. BFS is implemented with
a queue, DFS with a stack, BBFS(w) with a stack of arrays of size w, and Alt(b,
d) with a stack containing single states for DFS levels and queues for BFS levels.
Cache replacement strategies. We implemented various strategies from the literature. The garbage collector can select states according to their in- and outdegree, their distance from the initial state (i.e., the depth at which the state has
been generated), or in a purely random fashion. Stratified caching [11] has also
been implemented. Due to a lack of space, we will not compare these strategies
here. For DFS, the reader may consult the large body of work on that subject,
e.g., [11,23]. With BFS, distance seems to be criterion with most impact.
State space reduction. Sleep-set reduction has been shown in [13] to drastically
reduce the state revisits when using state caching. Rather than sleep-sets, we
implemented the reduction of [4] which proposes a sleep-set like technique for
both DFS and BFS that has two advantages over it: it does not require any
memory overhead whereas the algorithm of [13] associates a set of transitions
(the sleep set) with each closed and open set; and it is easier to implement.
We also implemented and experimented with the single-successor state chain
reduction of [3] which is compatible with our algorithm as explained in Section 4.1. This reduction will be denoted by CR in the following.
Table 1 summarizes the different parameters and instances we experimented
with. Unlike the reduction of [4] which was always turned on, the reduction of
[3] was a parameter of each run. A run ended in one of three situations:
success The search could finish within allocated resources.
out of memory The cache was two small to contain the TD-tree.
out of time The algorithm visited more states than the specified threshold.

Experimental results
Experimental data is reported in Table 2. Due to space constraints, the table
only contains data for 25 selected instances although the average on all instances
experimented with is reported on the last line. Under each instance name, we
give its number of states |S| and its average degree d as the ratio of transitions
over states. All tests performed for each instance were divided into 8 groups
according to the search algorithm they used (columns DFS, BFS, BBFS, and
Alt) and according to whether or not they used the chain compression reduction
(column CR). We then ordered, within each group, all successful runs first by
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Table 1. Instances and parameters used during Experiment 1
Selected instances 135 instances with { 1,000, . . . , 1,000,000 } states
Maximal state visits 5 · |S| (where |S| is the state space size)
{ 5, 10, 15, 20, . . . } (as a % of the state space size)
Cache size
until a successful run could be found
Cache replacement 60 caching strategies selected after experimentation
strategy
with a small sample of 10 instances
DFS, BFS, BBFS(w) for w ∈ {4, 16, 256}, Alt(b, d)
Search strategy
for b, d ∈ {1, 4, 8}
Reductions used
Reduction of [4] for all runs and CR for some runs

ascending cache size (i.e., memory) and then by ascending number of state visits
(i.e., time). Each cell of the table contains data for the best run according to
that order: the number of stored states, i.e., the cache size, (column S) and
visited states (column V) both expressed as a percentage of the state space.
Additionally, for algorithms Alt and BBFS, columns (b, d) and w specify the
parameters of the search that the best run used.
State caching apparently provides a better memory reduction when coupled
with DFS than with BFS. The size of the TD-tree, with BFS, is lower bounded
by the width of the state space, i.e., the size of the largest level, which can be
high for some models. The DFS stack can also contain a large proportion of the
state space but the reduction of [4] not only reduces interleavings but also the
stack size, whereas it is not helpful in BFS.
We still found some models for which BFS outperformed DFS with respect to both time and memory. This is the case for instances extinction.3,
firewire tree.4 and leader election.4. We will see later why BFS is to be
preferred for these models.
Some instances like cambridge.5 have typical characteristics that make state
caching inadequate: many cycles and a high degree. This inevitably leads to a
time explosion with DFS even using partial order reduction. BFS seems to be
more resilient with respect to these instances. We found a couple of similar
instances during our experiments.
Although state caching is generally more memory efficient when coupled with
DFS, BFS still provides a notable advantage: it is less subject to a time explosion.
Even in cases where the cache size was close to its lower bound, i.e., the maximal
size of the TD-tree, the time brutally increased in very few cases. With BFS, the
distribution of run failures is the following: 98% are “out of memory”, and 2%
are “out of time”. With DFS, these percentages become respectively 61% and
39%. Even in cases where BFS “timed out”, increasing the maximal number of
state visits from 5 · |S| to 20 · |S| could turn all these runs into successes. This is,
from the user point of view, an appreciable property. With DFS, when the user
selects a small cache size, and the search lasts for long, he/she can not know if
it is due to a high rate of state revisits or if it is because the state space is very
large and state caching is efficient. This situation never occurred with BFS.
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Table 2. Summary of data for Experiment 1
Model

CR
S

DFS
V

S

BFS
V

S

BBFS
V

w

S

Alt
V

(b,d)

at.2
|S|=49,443 d=2.9

no
yes

35
30

228
428

40
40

130
130

30
30

369
373

4
4

30
30

219
222

(8,4)
(8,4)

bakery.4
|S|=157,003 d=2.6

no
yes

20
20

271
271

25
25

216
149

25
25

173
168

4
4

20
20

185
185

(8,4)
(8,4)

bopdp.2
|S|=25,685 d=2.8

no
yes

15
10

215
437

30
25

149
162

15
10

246
398

4
4

15
10

213
406

(1,8)
(1,8)

brp.3
|S|=996,627 d=2.0

no
yes

5
5

235
152

15
10

112
116

5
5

163
168

256
256

5
5

160
153

(8,8)
(8,8)

brp2.5
|S|=298,111 d=1.4

no
yes

5
5

141
140

30
20

112
103

5
5

130
131

4
4

5
5

135
137

(8,1)
(8,1)

cambridge.5
|S|=698,912 d=4.5

no
yes

45
45

285
287

35
35

121
120

45
45

203
200

4
16

45
45

232
233

(8,4)
(8,8)

collision.3
|S|=434,530 d=2.3

no
yes

10
10

484
338

30
25

119
169

10
10

487
412

16
16

10
10

239
286

(8,1)
(8,1)

extinction.3
|S|=751,930 d=3.5

no
yes

10
10

185
184

10
10

100
100

10
10

186
187

4
4

10
10

176
176

(4,4)
(4,4)

firewire link.7
|S|=399,598 d=2.7

no
yes

5
5

327
321

25
20

101
101

5
5

278
348

256
256

5
5

214
230

(8,1)
(8,1)

firewire tree.4
|S|=169,992 d=3.7

no
yes

10
10

337
345

10
10

100
100

15
15

190
191

4
4

10
10

313
311

(4,4)
(4,4)

gear.2
|S|=16,689 d=1.3

no
yes

15
15

109
106

10
5

100
102

10
5

100
101

256
256

10
10

102
101

(4,4)
(4,4)

iprotocol.2
|S|=29,994 d=3.3

no
yes

5
5

359
364

20
20

132
132

5
5

250
245

4
16

5
5

296
294

(8,1)
(1,1)

lamport nonatomic.3
|S|=36,983 d=3.3

no
yes

45
45

398
366

50
50

120
119

45
45

257
260

4
4

45
45

237
232

(8,8)
(8,1)

leader election.4
|S|=746,240 d=5.0

no
yes

15
15

450
316

10
10

100
100

15
15

456
453

16
16

15
15

273
275

(4,1)
(4,1)

lifts.6
|S|=333,649 d=2.1

no
yes

5
5

123
124

15
15

123
112

5
5

125
132

4
4

5
5

124
124

(1,1)
(1,1)

lup.2
|S|=495,720 d=1.8

no
yes

30
30

478
294

30
30

142
142

40
35

369
324

4
4

15
15

429
428

(8,8)
(8,8)

needham.3
|S|=206,925 d=2.7

no
yes

5
5

412
415

30
30

100
100

5
5

409
417

256
256

5
5

435
435

(1,1)
(1,1)

peterson.3
|S|=170,156 d=3.1

no
yes

25
25

345
331

35
35

142
136

25
25

374
356

4
4

25
25

329
320

(1,8)
(8,8)

pgm protocol.7
|S|=322,585 d=2.5

no
yes

10
10

152
152

10
5

106
112

5
5

360
392

16
4

5
10

493
145

(8,1)
(4,1)

plc.2
|S|=130,777 d=1.6

no
yes

5
5

100
100

30
10

100
100

10
5

101
113

4
4

5
5

100
101

(1,8)
(8,8)

production cell.4
|S|=340,685 d=2.8

no
yes

10
10

176
175

10
10

100
100

10
10

162
162

4
4

10
10

157
158

(8,1)
(8,1)

rether.3
|S|=305,334 d=1.0

no
yes

30
25

118
152

40
15

104
111

35
15

132
117

256
256

25
15

113
128

(8,1)
(8,1)

synapse.6
|S|=625,175 d=1.9

no
yes

5
5

148
118

30
25

111
296

5
5

133
136

16
16

5
5

129
129

(8,8)
(8,8)

telephony.3
|S|=765,379 d=4.1

no
yes

30
25

394
491

50
50

124
123

25
25

482
470

256
16

25
25

368
388

(8,1)
(8,1)

train-gate.5
|S|=803,458 d=2.1

no
yes

10
10

114
114

20
20

100
100

10
10

110
105

4
256

10
10

102
102

(4,1)
(4,1)

Average on
135 models

no
yes

18.5
17.7

259
251

30.1
26.3

131
143

19.4
17.4

236
241

16.4
15.5

239
249
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In general, we found out that BFS is far less sensitive to the caching strategy
than DFS. For a specific cache size, it was not unusual, with DFS, that only one
or two replacement strategies could make the run successful. Whereas, with BFS,
once a successful run could be found with some strategy, it usually meant that
many other runs using different strategies (and with the same cache size) could
also terminate successfully. On an average made on all models we calculated
that, with DFS and for the smallest cache size for which at least a run turned
out to be successful, only 25% of all runs were successful. With BFS, this same
percentage goes up to 66%.
These observations are in line with a remark made in [21], p. 226: “Compared to BFSWS [BFS With Snapshots], the success of DFS setups differs a lot
from one case to another.” One of our conclusions is indeed that BFS has the
advantage to exhibit more predictable performance.
The effect of reduction CR is more evident in the case of BFS. The cache
size could be further reduced by an average of 4–5% for a marginal cost in time,
whereas with DFS the reduction achieved is negligible. On some instances, BFS
could, with the help of this reduction, significantly outperform DFS with respect
to memory consumption. This is for instance the case for rether.3 which has a
majority of single-successor states.
Lastly, we notice that Alt and BBFS sometimes cumulate the advantages of
both BFS (w.r.t. time) and DFS (w.r.t. memory) and perform better than these,
e.g., at.2, bakery.4, firewire link.7 and lup.2. Search Alt also seems to be
more successful than BBFS. It could on average reduce the cache size from 17
to 15% of the state space, when compared to DFS.
Influence of the State Space Structure in BFS. We previously noticed that the
width of the graph is a lower bound of the TD-tree in BFS. More generally, there is
a clear link between the shape of the BFS level graph and the memory reduction
in BFS. Figure 7 depicts this graph for several instances that are of particular
interest to illustrate our purpose. For each BFS level, the value plotted specifies
the number of states (as a percentage of the full state space) belonging to a
specific level. For instances telephony.3 and synapse.6, a large proportion of
states is gathered on a few neighbor levels. The algorithm will thus have to store
most states of these levels and it is not surprising to observe on Table 2 that state
caching is not efficient in these cases. Instances pgm protocol.7 or gear.2 have
the opposite characteristic: the distribution of states upon BFS levels is rather
homogeneous and there is no sequence of neighbor levels containing many states.
This explains the good memory reduction observed with BFS on these examples.
With DFS, the time increase is closely related to the average degree of the
state space. This factor has a lesser impact with BFS: the proportion of backward
transitions1 plays a more important role. Indeed, the search order of BFS implies
the destination state of a forward transition to necessarily be in the open set.
Hence, only backward transitions may be followed by state revisits. Instances
1

(s, s! ) is a backward transition if the BFS levels d and d! of s and s! are such that
d ≥ d! . The length of (s, s! ) is the difference d − d! .
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7
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4.5
synapse.6
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70 levels

3.5
3

5

2.5

4

2

3

1.5

2

1

1

0.5

0

0

1

0.3

0.9

pgm_protocol.7

0.8

434 levels

0.7

telephony.3
62 levels
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0.25

603 levels

0.2

0.6
0.5

0.15

0.4
0.3
0.2

0.1
0.05

0.1
0

0

Fig. 7. BFS level graph of some instances.
extinction.3 and firewire tree.4 have rather high (3–5) degrees but few or
no backward transitions, which led to very few state revisits with BFS; whereas
using DFS we often experienced a time explosion with these instances. The fact
that state spaces of real-world problems often have few backward transitions [25]
may explain the small state revisit factors usually observed with BFS.
5.2

Experiment 2: State Caching with the Sweep-Line Method

In a second experiment we studied how our state caching algorithm combines in
practice with the sweep-line method, as described in Section 4.4. We analyzed
the same instances used in the first experiment. We automatically derived from
their full state spaces several progress measures identified by a level ranging
from 0 to 5. The higher the level, the more precise the progress mapping and
the more aggressive the reduction. Our progress measures are abstractions in
that they project states to some components of the underlying system. At level
0, the progress mapping is guaranteed to not generate any regress transition
since we only consider components having a monotonic progression, e.g., an
increasing sequence number; and as the level progresses, the mapping is refined
by including in it more and more components in order to multiply the different
progress values possible and increase the potential of the reduction (while also
introducing more regress transitions). Progress values are then fixed-size vectors
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Table 3. Summary of data for Experiment 2
Model

|S|

bopdp.2

25,685

brp.3

996,627

collision.3

434,530

iprotocol.1
lifts.4
needham.3
pgm protocol.3

6,814
112,792
206,925
195,015

plc.2

130,777

production cell.4

340,685

rether.3

305,334

synapse.6

625,175

PM
3
4
5
2
3
4
5
4
5
5
5
5
3
4
5
3
4
5
4
5
4
5
3
4
5

SL
S
52.4
26.8
13.7
13.3
10.6
10.0
8.1
24.1
21.1
50.4
33.3
20.9
2.4
3.2
9.0
1.8
1.2
1.2
27.7
11.1
25.3
6.3
26.6
27.4
18.1

V
231
242
259
145
126
122
124
100
232
100
100
100
144
110
110
100
105
105
100
100
161
152
100
316
150

P
0.5
0.8
1.9
0.1
0.5
2.4
3.8
0.0
9.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
1.1
3.1
8.9
0.0
1.2
1.2
0.0
2.0
3.9
6.0
0.0
2.7
10.8

L
51.9
26.0
8.3
8.3
2.9
0.3
0.1
24.1
12.2
47.3
33.3
0.1
0.0
0.0
0.0
1.7
0.0
0.0
22.7
6.9
21.8
0.6
26.6
16.4
2.9

SL +
S
20.4
14.9
12.7
4.9
9.7
9.9
8.2
13.5
16.0
21.0
8.5
21.0
2.1
3.1
9.0
0.6
1.3
1.3
14.1
5.5
5.0
6.1
7.4
17.2
17.4

SC
V
498
480
482
203
154
120
119
482
337
416
489
101
129
110
108
102
105
105
485
438
200
144
477
477
136

of (selected) components that can be compared via a lexical ordering. Each level
corresponds to an estimation of the upper bound of the proportion of regress
transitions: level 0 → no regress transition, level 1 → at most 1% of regress
transitions, level 2 → 2%, level 3 → 5%, level 4 → 10% and level 5 →20%.
Table 3 summarizes the data collected during this experiment for some selected instances and progress measures. For each instance (column Model) and
progress measure (of which the level appears in column PM) we performed a first
run with the sweep-line algorithm of [20] (column SL) and then several runs with
the same algorithm extended with our state caching reduction (column SL + SC)
using different cache sizes. We used a variation of the stratified caching strategy
[11] that revealed to be the most efficient one during the first experiment. As in
the first experiment we only kept, for algorithm SL + SC, the “best” run, that
is, the one that used the smallest amount of memory with a state visit factor
less than 5. For these two runs columns S and V provide the number of stored
and visited states. Additionally, for algorithm SL the table gives in column P
the number of persistent states at the end of the search ; and in column L the
size of the largest class of states sharing the same progress value and present
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in memory at the same time (before being garbage collected). All these values
are expressed as a percentage of the state space size given in column |S|. The
data of the run that provided the best memory reduction for a model has been
highlighted using a gray background.
To have a better understanding of these results it seems necessary to briefly
recall the principle of algorithm SL. At each step the algorithm explores a class
of states sharing a common progress value ψ. All their successors are put in
the priority queue implementing the open set, and once this expansion step is
finished, i.e., no state with progress value ψ is in the queue, the algorithm deletes
from memory all expanded states. It then reiterates this process with the next
progress value found in the queue until it is empty. The size of the largest class
of states with the same progress value given in column L is thus a lower bound
on the memory consumption of the algorithm. By implementing state caching
on top of this algorithm we can hope to reduce only the class of states the
algorithm is currently working on. Indeed if we note ψ the progress value of
this class then all the states with a progress value ψ ! < ψ have been garbage
collected by the sweep-line reduction and states with a progress value ψ ! > ψ
present in memory are necessarily in the open set and hence can not be removed
from the cache. The potential of the state caching reduction is thus given by
the ratio LS (in column SL). It is therefore not surprising that the gain of using
state caching depends on the size L of this largest class. Instances brp.3, plc.2
and pgm protocol.3 are the typical examples of models for which the sweep-line
method is well suited: they have long state spaces with a clear progression which
enables progress mappings to be defined that divide the state space into many
small classes. Hence, the sweep-line method used solely can provide a very good
reduction that can not be significantly enhanced by state caching.
Increasing the PM level has three noteworthy consequences.
First, for most models, the peak number of states stored by SL decreases
although this is not always the case: by refining the progress mapping we usually
increase the proportion of regress transitions generating persistent states that
will never be garbage collected. Instance pgm protocol.3 is a good illustration.
Second, by multiplying progress values we naturally decrease the effect of
state caching since, as we previously saw, state caching is helpful to reduce
classes of states sharing the same progress value. We indeed observe that the
values in column L decrease as we increase the PM level, with the consequence
that numbers converge to the same values with both algorithms.
A last observation is that, regarding the number of states stored, SL and SL
+ SC often follow opposite behaviors. For instances brp.3, collision.3, plc.2,
rether.3 and synapse.6, SL consumes less memory when we refine the progress
measure whereas SL + SC needs a larger cache. More generally, we observed that
the average ratio of the number of states stored by SL over the number of states
stored by SL + SC is maximal at level 3 (2.93) and then decreases to 1.97 at level
5. This is an interesting property from a user perspective. This indeed means
that he/she does not necessarily have to provide a very fine tuned progress
mapping to the model checker. In many cases, a basic mapping that extracts
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some monotonic component(s) from the model will be sufficient: the state caching
reduction will then fully complement the sweep-line reduction flaws and provide
an even better reduction compared to a very precise progress mapping that will
cancel the benefits of state caching.

6

Conclusion

In this paper we have proposed an extension of state caching to general state
exploring algorithms. Termination is guaranteed by maintaining, as the search
progresses, a tree rooted in the initial state that covers all open states. This ensures that any cycle will eventually reach a state of the tree. Closed states that
have left the tree can therefore be deleted from memory without endangering
the termination of the algorithm. Extensive experimentation with models from
the BEEM database has revealed that state caching can reduce the memory
requirements of a BFS by a factor of approximately 4. Although this is usually
not as good as the reduction observed with DFS, BFS offers an advantage in
that the reduction comes almost for free: the average increase in run-time that
we observed with BFS was usually around 30–40%, and we observed very few
cases of time explosion, whereas this is quite common with DFS even when using
partial order reduction. Combining both search strategies can also bring advantages: in some cases, we found that state caching coupled with a combination
of BFS and DFS could bring the same (or an even better) reduction as with
DFS while limiting the run-time explosion that could occur with this one. Last
but not least, our experiments revealed that our reduction can also enhance the
sweep-line method as the algorithm it relies on is also an instance of the GSEA.
The algorithm we proposed is fully language-independent in that it only relies on a successor function to explore the state space. Nevertheless, it should be
worth experimenting it with other formalisms than DVE and especially Colored
Petri Nets (CPN) [19]. It is possible that the high level constructs provided by
CPN to express the successor function may impact the structural characteristics
of state spaces that, as previous works on state caching and our own experiments revealed, are tightly linked to the performance of state caching. Such an
experimentation is therefore the next research direction we focus on.
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Abstract. A vital step in formal protocol verification is the comparison of the externally visible
behaviour exhibited by a protocol (the protocol language) with that allowed by its service (the
service language). Sometimes, it is sufficient to check for language inclusion, which verifies that
the protocol language is contained within the service language, i.e. the protocol does not exhibit
behaviour that is not in its service. This is a specific instance of model checking a safety property,
where the service language becomes the safety property to check. However, it is important
to know also if all behaviour allowed by the service is exhibited by the protocol. Thus, the
problem becomes one of checking language equivalence, which cannot be formulated as safety
property. The Sweep-line method, designed to alleviate the problem of state explosion, was
recently extended to allow on-the-fly checking of language inclusion (safety properties). This
paper presents the genesis of a further extension to allow on-the-fly verification of language
equivalence.
Keywords: Language Equivalence, Sweep-line Method, State Space Explosion.

1

Introduction

This paper is motivated by the area of protocol verification [3]. Protocols should satisfy a set
of properties that encapsulate their desired behaviour, including the service that the protocol
should provide to its users. This is known as a service specification. Protocol verification involves proving that a protocol does satisfy its specification. [3] provides a protocol verification
methodology that uses Coloured Petri Nets [16] for the specification of protocol behaviour.
The ‘verification’ part of protocol verification can be broken into two main activities. One
involves checking that a number of general properties hold for the protocol, such as verifying
the absence of undesired terminal states, dead transitions and livelocks. The other, which is
of interest to us here, involves checking that all sequences of user-observable actions of the
protocol conform to those given in the service specification. Here, the user-observable actions
are called service primitives, the set of allowable sequences of service primitives as given in
the service specification is called the service language, L S , and the set of sequences of service
primitives exhibited by the protocol is called the protocol language, L P .
Comparing the protocol and service languages implies a notion of language equivalence. As
an aside, as pointed out in [3], many notions of equivalence exist (van Glabbeek [13] pointed
out 155 in 1993), such as Valmari’s Chaos-Free Failures Divergences (CFFD) equivalence [24],
that take into account branching behaviour, which allow deadlock and livelock properties to
be preserved. However, these properties can be determined from the protocol’s Reachability
Graph, without reference to another specification. This is normally done first, as they are
fundamental to good protocol design. Once these basic properties are proved, then we consider the more specific property of correct sequencing of service primitives. Hence language
equivalence is sufficient, as it is precisely the property of interest.
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We would like to ensure that both languages are equivalent, i.e. that they capture the same
set of sequences of user-observable events. This implies that all user-observable behaviour
exhibited by the protocol is allowed by the service (L P ⊆ LS ) and that all behaviour defined
by the service is actually implemented in the protocol (L S ⊆ LP ). There are situations in
which the weaker notion of Language Inclusion (that L P ⊆ LS ) is sufficient for protocol
verification, e.g. the Internet Open Trading Protocol [4] implemented an acceptable subset
of its service [22, 23], however the key in that situation was knowing what sequences in the
service language were missing from the protocol language, and determining what constituted
an acceptable subset of behaviour for the protocol.
Languages can be represented by automata. A common approach (e.g. [14,22]) for checking
LP = LS has involved representing the protocol and service languages as deterministic Finite
State Automata (FSA) [1] and using language comparison tools such as the FSM Library of
AT&T [8]. The protocol language FSA and service language FSA must both be !-free and
deterministic in order to use the fsmequiv tool of [8]. We denote these DF SA P and DF SAS
respectively. DF SAP can be extracted from the Reachability Graph (RG) of the CPN model
of the protocol, by firstly defining a mapping from binding elements (arc labels) to service
primitives or epsilon (!, the empty move), defining an initial state (usually the initial state of
the CPN model), and defining halt states (usually the terminal markings, as a minimum) [3].
! removal and determinisation procedures [1,15] are then used to obtain a deterministic, !-free
representation of the protocol language. Unless the service specification is exceedingly simple,
a CPN is often constructed in order to produce DF SA S in the same way.
The downside of this approach is that it requires the complete protocol RG to be generated
and in memory at one time. This can be problematic due to the well-known state explosion
problem [24]. Fortunately, it is usually possible to perform determinisation of automata onthe-fly, e.g. [17, 18] and is certainly possible for Finite State Automata.
The Sweep-line method [6, 20] is a state space exploration technique that uses a notion of
progress within the system being modelled. The successful application of this method usually
involves defining a sensible progress mapping, ψ : M → V , a mapping from states to progress
values, V , that reflects the notion of progress within the system being modelled. The Sweepline’s algorithm explores states in a least-progress-first manner. The exploration algorithm
uses the progress mapping to determine when it is likely that particular states (those with
smaller progress values) will not be visited again in the future, and hence can usually be
safely deleted from memory. However, it is possible that the notion of progress captured by
the progress mapping may be violated, i.e. an arc in the reachability graph moves the system
from a state with a higher progress value to one with a lower progress value. This phenomenon
is known as regress, and the offending edge as a regress edge. The generalised algorithm given
in [20] is able to cope with this situation, at the cost of potentially exploring parts of the
state space more than once.
In [12] we extended the Sweep-line method with the ability to check safety properties onthe-fly by performing an on-the-fly parallel composition of DF SA S (known a priori) and the
protocol RG, by mapping the RG to a FSA on-the-fly. (This was originally presented in [11] in
the context of protocol verification, for on-the-fly language inclusion checking.) In this paper
we present some preliminary steps toward extending the Sweep-line method for language
equivalence checking. Primarily, the contribution of this paper is to show how to combine the
Sweep-line method with on-the-fly determinisation, which may also have significance generally
in the model checking world beyond our intial application of language equivalence checking.
Section 2 gives some further motivation and background details of the extension of Sweep-line
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Fig. 1. Finite State Automata depicting (a) DF SAS , representing the service language, LS ; (b) DF SAS ,
representing the complement of LS ; (c) F SAP , representing the corresponding protocol language, LP ; and (d)
the parallel composition of DF SAS and F SAP .

to checking safety properties on-the-fly. Section 3 states our preliminary ideas for extending
this to language equivalence. Finally, Section 4 outlines areas of future work.
Due to length restrictions, we assume that the reader is familiar with the workings of the
Sweep-line method. Details can be found in [6, 20].

2

Language Inclusion Checking with the Sweep-line Method

Model checking of safety properties is well known, e.g. [2,7,21,25]. All of these techniques use
automata to represent both the system and the safety property to check. Safety properties
deal only with finite behaviours [24], hence it was reasoned in [12] that Finite State Automata
(FSAs) [1] were adequate for this purpose. To verify a safety property on-the-fly with the
Sweep-line method, the method adopted in [12] was to compose [5,19] the FSA representations
of the system and the complement of the safety property.
For the sake of continuity with the ideas presented in Section 3, we shall use language
inclusion checking as an example of on-the-fly checking of a safety property. We give such an
example in Figure 1. Figure 1 (a) presents a simple service language comprising two sequences:
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LS = {Send Receive, Send Abort}. The deterministic FSA in Figure 1 (a) is DF SA S and the
set of service primitives is Send, Receive and Abort. The initial state is indicated by a bold
circle and the halt state by a double circle. Figure 1 (c) presents a FSA produced by applying
an appropriate mapping to the binding elements of the RG of an (erroneous) protocol, and
identifying the initial state (state 0) and halt states (in this case state 5). We denote this
FSA F SAP , representing the protocol language L P . Note that F SAP does not need to be
deterministic for language inclusion checking.
To check that language inclusion holds, we can check that no sequences in the protocol
language are contained in the complement of the service language, i.e. L S ∩ LP = ∅. Hence,
we derive the the FSA representation of the complement of the service language, DF SA S , as
shown in Figure 1 (b). The process of complementation relies on DF SA S being deterministic.
This complement is then composed (parallel composition) with F SA P (Figure 1 (c)) with the
result shown in Figure 1 (d), to obtain L S ∩ LP . Essentially, the Sweep-line in [12] sweeps the
FSA in Figure 1 (d), so it is possible (likely) that not all of Figure 1 (d) will be in memory
at one time.
The parallel composition has an accepting state containing the Trap state of the service,
indicating erroneous behaviour on the part of the protocol. Hence L S ∩ LP %= ∅ and we have
detected that our protocol is erroneous. However, we have only checked L P ⊆ LS . Note that
the protocol does not exhibit the behaviour corresponding to the sequence Send Abort, so the
protocol may be erroneous in this sense also. This cannot be detected by checking language
inclusion only.

3

Toward On-the-Fly Language Equivalence Checking with the Sweep-line
Method

One solution to performing the additional check of L S ⊆ LP to verify language equivalence is
to compose the service language FSA with the complement of the deterministic protocol language FSA. However, obtaining DF SAP from the RG of the protocol is not straightforward,
as often the RG is prohibitively large (hence our desire to apply the Sweep-line method). We
can overcome this by extending the Sweep-line method with on-the-fly determinisation and
complementation capabilities.
As a first step, we consider the situation in which progress increases monotonically, i.e.
there are no regress edges. The ability to cope with regress is discussed in Section 3.3. The approach we propose below is based on the Sweep-line exploration algorithm having explored all
states with a given (minimum) progress value and this fragment of RG having been mapped
to a FSA (easily done) before the process of determinisation, complementation and parallel
composition are undertaken for that fragment of FSA. Mapping the fragment of RG to a FSA,
complementation and parallel composition are not discussed below, as they are straightforward processes that can be applied on a state-by-state and arc-by-arc basis once we know
that the outgoing arcs of the states involved are deterministic. We hence limit our discussion
to the most critical step - on-the-fly determinisation. [1] advocates a two-step method for
determinisation: removing empty cycles and empty moves, then eliminating the remaining
nondeterminism. This technique is much more suited to on-the-fly determinisation than the
subset (power set) construction technique of [15], which requires power sets of states to be
generated - a procedure that is counterproductive to state space reduction. However, we discuss the possibility of applying subset construction with lazy subset evaluation in Section 4.
We illustrate our proposal with a series of RG snapshots.
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Fig. 2. (a) Epsilon cycles and empty moves within one progress level; and (b) after epsilon removal.

3.1

Removing Empty Moves

Figure 2 (a) presents two scenarios that are straightforwardly dealt with by the algorithms
in [1]. On the left is an empty cycle (states M 1 , M2 , M3 and M4 ) and on the right is an
empty move from M to M ! that is not part of a cycle. As is shown in Figure 2 (b), the states
forming the cycle are merged into Mm and the other empty move is eliminated by adding
appropriately labelled arcs from M to the successors of M ! and deleting M ! . Although not
explicitly pictured in Figure 2, the algorithms in [1] cater for chains of !-moves of arbitrary
length, and for situations in which a merged state has predecessors that were not directly
involved in the !-removal process. The remaining examples in this paper can be extended in
a similar way.
Figure 3 (a) illustrates two situations in which empty moves involve states in two ‘progress
levels’. On the left is a situation in which the removal of the empty move originating at state
M1 results in a new arc being added that spans two progress values. Given that the successors
of M1! would have already been calculated, M1!! will be in memory, and hence removal of this
!-move causes no problems. On the right is a less benign situation: the empty move from
state M2 corresponds to an increase in progress. In the normal course of events, the Sweep-line
method should delete all states with progress value x (once all such states have been explored).
However, this is not possible, as at this stage we cannot yet eliminate this ! move as we do
not know the successors of M2! . We would like to retain M2 in memory until the successors of
M2! have been calculated. To do this, we introduce the notion of transient states: states that
should not be deleted immediately. Unlike the notion of a persistent state introduced in [20]
to cope with regress edges, a transient state need only be retained in memory until the !-move
originating from it can be eliminated - it can be safely deleted at some point in the future.
The result of both of these situations is shown in Figure 3 (b), where the transient state is
indicated by a shaded circle. Transient states can be used for multiple successive !-moves in
a chain spanning any number of progress levels.
3.2

Determinisation of Non-Empty Moves

When all !-moves have been eliminated, with the exception of situations such as that depicted
at the right of Figure 3 (a), determinisation of the remaining non-! moves can proceed.
Following the procedures of [1], this is done by the merging of states. Figure 4 (a) shows
two situations that are handled straightforwardly by these procedures. On the left is the
situation where two states, M1! and M1!! , are to be merged within the same progress level
as the originator, M1 . On the right is the situation where two states, M 2! and M2!! , are to be
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allow this nondeterminism to be removed once successors of M2 are known.

merged in the same progress level, but which have a higher progress value than the originator,
M2 . The result is shown in Figure 4 (b).
Figure 5 depicts a situation where merging of states occurs across two progress levels. In
Figure 5 (a) ψ(M1 ) = x but ψ(M2 ) = x + c. In this situation, it is not possible to merge M 1
and M2 yet, as M2 has yet to be explored (the dashed arcs and nodes in Figure 5 (a)). Our
proposed solution is to mark M , M1 and all successors of M1 as transient, until the successors
of M2 have been calculated. At this point, the merging can occur, and we propose to give the
merged state the progress value min(ψ(M 1 ), ψ(M2 )) = x, as illustrated in Figure 5 (b). The
reason for this is simple: we wish to avoid regress edges in order to minimise the potential
for re-exploration of parts of the state space. This can be generalised to the merging of any
number of states in a straightforward manner.
3.3

Coping with Regress

Regress edges complicate matters in two ways. The first is that empty cycles may now exist
that span multiple progress levels, as shown at the left of Figure 6 (a), and that !-moves may
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Fig. 7. (a) Two persistent states, M1 and M2 , to be merged; (b) merging of M1 and M2 to Mm on a subsequent
sweep; and (c) rediscovery of M1 and M2 .

correspond to regress edges, as shown at the right of Figure 6 (a). The Sweep-line has marked
M4 and M6 as persistent (solid circles). Our proposed method for !-removal from Section 3.1
has marked M1 , M2 , M3 and M5 as transient. The second complication is that determinisation
may require a persistent state to be deleted. For example, the existence of an empty cycle
across multiple progress levels implies that at least one state in that cycle has been marked as
persistent (in this case M4 ). Determinisation will also require M 6 to be deleted (following the
algorithm in [1]) as it is the destination of an !-move and has no successors. We propose to
treat these two complications by merging the empty cycle as before, but to assign the merged
state the minimum progress value over all the states being merged (holding to the heuristic
of minimising the number of regress edges) and to mark the merged state as persistent, as
shown in Figure 6 (b), in the same way that merged states become halt states if any of their
component states are halt states [1]. To eliminate the !-move at the right of Figure 6 (a) it
is a matter of exploring the successors of M 6 . The only additional step in our proposal is to
mark the successors of M6 as persistent because M6 was persistent, in the same way that the
successors of M6 would become halt states if M6 were a halt state [1]. The same procedure
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should be applied when merging/deleting persistent states as a result of determinisation of
non-empty moves.
As a consequence of our method of coping with regress and the deletion of persistent
states, we must consider what will happen if a merged/deleted persistent state is re-explored.
Consider Figure 7 (a), in which two regress edges from M induce two persistent states, M 1
and M2 . They cannot be merged until the successors of both are known. We propose that M
be marked as transient until such time as M 1 and M2 can be merged into Mm , as shown in
Figure 7 (b). Then, re-exploration from the successors of M m once again discovers the two
persistent states from Figure 7 (a), as shown in Figure 7 (c). Because M m was marked as
persistent, we need to explore M1 and M2 again only as far as is necessary to merge them
and rediscover Mm . An implementation that would produce this effect would be to mark the
immediate successors (once !-removal is complete) of the merged states as persistent, hence
re-exploration is limited only to the successor states (exploration is truncated at persistent
states visited for the second time).

4

Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper we have presented one possible genesis for an extension of the Sweep-line method
to handle language equivalence checking, an extension of importance to protocol verification.
However, substantial effort is required to bring this proposed extension to fruition. This work
must be formalised to produce an extended Sweep-line algorithm, implemented and evaluated
using a case study. There are also many avenues that remain to be investigated.
The discussion of determinisation presented in this paper is based on all states with the
minimum progress value having been explored before determinisation/complementation/parallel composition begins. However, it should be possible to interleave the exploration, determinisation, complementation and parallel composition procedures. This may provide a
significant saving in the time taken to detect violations of the language equivalence property,
particularly if there are many states with identical progress values.
One aspect of this proposal that has not yet been discussed is the choice of progress
mapping. Although progress mappings may be arbitrary, previous experience (e.g. [9,10]) has
indicated that the choice of progress mapping plays a pivotal role in the performance of the
Sweep-line method. The author believes that there is no inherent problem with a progress
mapping that results in the merging of states with different progress values, as the progress
mapping may depend on internal protocol actions and changes of state within protocol entities
that are not part of the protocol’s user-observable behaviour.
Although we have used the two-step process of [1] for determinisation, it may be possible
to use the method of subset construction with lazy subset evaluation [15] for both epsilon
removal and determinisation in a single step. For each new state encountered, its transitive
closure comprising only empty moves is calculated. This subset of states becomes the state of
the deterministic FSA. However, such a subset may contain states of many different progress
values, hence the order of state exploration may violate the least-progress-first policy of the
Sweep-line method. This may be able to be overcome by delaying completion of the construction of the subset using transient states in a similar way to the process described in this
paper. However, this will reduce the effectiveness of the Sweep-line method as a state space
reduction technique, as more transient states will remain in memory for longer.
In terms of simply detecting a violation of language equivalence, it may be possible to
take a more direct approach under some conditions. If the parallel composition of DF SA S
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and DF SAP (not its complement) is calculated on-the-fly, it may be possible to examine each
composed state to see what actions are allowed by the corresponding states in DF SA S and
DF SAP . If they don’t match, we have a violation of language equivalence. This approach
relies on knowing that livelocks do not exist in either the protocol or service specifications,
but would not require the complement of the protocol FSA to be calculated on-the-fly.
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